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Abstract

Various researchers have used coding strategies such word order, case and
pronominal marking to predict asymmetries between different object functions
and/or information structure roles such as topics and foci. Moreover, some
studies have also suggested that there exists a correlation between different
grammatical functions and information structure roles. This paper analyzes
object marking in double object construction in Tigrinya. Tigrinya employs
word order, case and pronominal marking for coding grammatical functions
and information structure roles. Differential marking of objects depends on
definiteness/specificity which simultaneously triggers case and pronominal
marking. In Tigrinya this double marking strategy of definite objects implies
two interdependent motivations for differential object marking. Case marking
is employed to contrast definite object functions with subjects, or in other
words, to create a resemblance between different object functions. Whereas
pronominal marking is employed to create similarity in information structure
roles between topical objects and topical subjects. Moreover, based on the
pattern that  applicative constructions in Tigrinya reveal, this  paper argues
that there is no correlation between the primary object (OBJ) and secondary
object (OBJ◊), i.e. the core object functions attested in LFG (Lexical Func-
tional Grammar), and the topic and focus information structure roles. Since
languages vary as to which object: the base or the applied object, reveals more
primary object properties, accordingly, this variation is reflected by which
object associates with which information structure role.

1 Introduction

It is a widely attested phenomenon that languages code their object functions
variedly (e.g. Comrie, 1979; Khan, 1984; Bessong, 1985; Croft, 1988; Aissen,
2003a, among others). Bessong (1985) designated this phenomenon as differ-
ential object marking (DOM). In some languages purely semantic factors such
as animacy and definiteness, and in others information structure roles alone,
i.e. topic and focus, or both trigger variation in object marking. For example,
in Romanian animate-referring pronouns and proper nouns (Farkas, 1978) and

†I would like to thank the audience at the LFG07 conference for their useful comments and
criticisms. I wish specially to acknowledge the comments and suggestions of Mary Dalrymple,
Yehuda Falk and Sam Mchombo. I am also grateful to Miriam Butt who during her visits to
Bergen and our ParGram (Parallel Grammar Project) meetings endowed me with valuable in-
sights. I also wish to thank the editors of the 'Proceedings of the LFG07 Conference', whose
comments and editing have influenced the quality of this paper. My special thanks also goes
to my supervisor, Helge Dyvik, whose support and guidance have being crucial throughout the
development and maturation of my research.
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in Hebrew definite objects (Givón, 1978) are case marked. In Bantu languages
animacy and definiteness/specificity determine pronominal marking of objects
(Morimoto, 2002). In Semitic languages such as Amharic and Syriac definite-
ness as well as discourse prominence triggers case and pronominal marking
in direct objects (Khan, 1984). However, in some languages verbal affixes
do not always correspond with argument functions. For example, in Maithili
(Indo-Aryan) the controllers of the verbal affixes can be objects with various
semantic roles, obliques, possessors etc., as long as they are salient in the dis-
course context (Dalrymple and Nikolaeva, 2007). Aissen (2003a) investigated
languages in which DOM depends on semantic factors to trigger dependent
marking (case), and she proposed a unified generalization of the phenomena
that predicts the relative markedness of objects based on the degree of promi-
nence on the dimensions of animacy and definiteness (1). These scales indicate
that the higher a direct object occurs in the hierarchy, the more likely it is to be
case marked.

(1) a. Animacy Scale (Aissen, 2003a, 442)
Human > Animate > Inanimate

b. Definiteness Scale (Aissen, 2003a, 444)
Pronoun > Name > Definite > Indefinite Specific > NonSpecific

In a recent study, Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2007) proposed a new theory
of differential object marking which accounts for the information structure role
of 'secondary topic'. In their study the designation 'secondary topic' refers to
the object argument which assumes the highest discourse function after the 'pri-
mary topic', a discourse function that corresponds with the subject argument.
Let us first give a working definition for the terms topic and focus. According to
Lambrecht (1998, 118) topic refers to the entity that the proposition expressed
in an utterance is ABOUT, and focus refers to the new information or prag-
matic assertion added on to the pragramtic presupposition (old information).
Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2007) assert that languages treat secondary topics
distinctively by coding them morphologically, either through verbal affixes or
case marking, and by assigning them to a particular grammatical function, or
both. Their observation goes inline with the 'theory of agreement' proposed by
Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) and the study of 'object asymmetries' (Bresnan
and Moshi, 1993; Alsina and Mchombo, 1993; Alsina, 1996) developed within
the LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar) framework. Bresnan and Mchombo
(1987) analyze the subject marker as an ambiguous marker between gram-
matical and anaphoric agreement, and the object marker as an unambiguous
anaphoric/topic agreement marker. Moreover, Bresnan and Moshi (1993) use
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restrictions on word order and pronominal marking to predict syntactic prop-
erties of objects in constructions such as the dative shift and the applicative.
They classify Bantu languages into symmetric and asymmetric languages with
regard to the syntactic behaviors of their objects. In symmetric applicatives
both the verbal object (VO), an object that a verb is initially subcategorized for
as its basic argument, and applied object (AO), an object that a verb is subcat-
egorized for by virtue of being marked with an applicative morpheme, reflect
primary object properties. On the other hand, in asymmetric applicatives only
the AO reflects primary object properties. The primary object properties are
properties that a single object of a mono-transitive verb reveals by occupying
the immediate post verbal position, controlling pronominal agreement, and as-
suming the subject function in passivization. These properties are represented
by the feature [-r] which indicates the non-restricted nature of the object that
acquires them. In LFG this object receives the designation OBJ. On the other
hand, the object that does not possess such properties is assigned a [+r] feature,
and is designated as secondary object or OBJ◊. OBJ◊ is restricted to specific
semantic roles such as theme, instrumental, locative, etc. (depending on indi-
vidual languages), and the subscrip 'T' is a variable that represents the class of
semantic roles that OBJ◊ can be associated with (Bresnan and Kanerva, 1986;
Bresnan, 2001; Dalrymple, 2001). Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2007) maintain
that there exists an obligatory linkage between grammatical functions and in-
formation structure roles. Based on their observation of data from Ostyak and
Chatino, they argue that secondary topics correspond to primary objects (OBJ)
and the non-topical (focus)/unmarked objects to secondary objects (OBJ◊).

This paper aims to investigate the conditions that instigate DOM on the one
hand, and to describe the functions of the different grammatical strategies in-
volved in marking grammatical functions and discourse functions in Tigrinya
double object constructions on the other hand. This paper will be organized
in the following way. First, object marking strategies in mono-transitive, dis-
transitive and applicative constructions will be presented. Second, syntactic
object properties will be described in order to distinguish between the types
of objects that occur in double object constructions. Third, the function of
pronominal marking in information structure roles will be analyzed. Fourth,
the correlation of information structure roles to grammatical functions will be
demonstrated. Finally, concluding remarks will be forward.

2 Object marking in Tigrinya

Tigrinya employs a SOV order in its syntax (Raz, 1980; Tesfay, 2002; Girma,
2003; Weldu, 2004). However, this order is not strictly followed when nomi-
nal constituents are either head-marked or/and dependent-marked since under
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these conditions the arguments can be reordered in various combinations for
pragmatic reasons. Subjects are unmarked for case, but are obligatory marked
with pronominal suffix. It is a cross-linguistically attested phenomenon that
caselessness triggers agreement, but not the other way round (Falk, 2006, 101).
Moreover, an indefinite object is neither case nor pronominally marked. Only
definite and discourse prominent specific objects trigger case and pronomi-
nal marking. The subject and the object pronominal suffixes code the gender,
number and person agreement values. This is illustrated in (2).1

(2) a. ላም
lam1
cow.FSg

ብዕራይ
b1Q1ray1
bull.MSg

ርእያ።
r1P1y-a.
Perf.see-SM.3FSg

ëa cow saw a bull.í
b. *ብዕራይ

b1Q1ray1
bull.MSg

ላም
lam1
cow.FSg

ርእያ።
r1P1y-a.
Perf.see-SM.3FSg

Example (2a) shows the unmarked order where the verb carries only a subject
pronominal suffix. If we switch the order of the subject and the object as in
(3b), the sentence becomes ungrammatical which is evidenced by the agree-
ment mismatch: the verb codes a feminine subject, but the nominal in the sub-
ject position shows a masculine gender value. When a definite object is marked
with case and verbal suffix, the word order becomes unbounded as in (3).

(3) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ላም
lam1
cow.FSg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ብዕራይ
b1Q1ray1
bull.MSg

ርእያቶ።
r1P1y-a-to.
Perf.see-SM.3FSg-OM1.3FSg

ëThe cow saw the bull.í
b. ነቲ

nät-i
Obj-Det.3MSg

ብዕራይ
b1Q1ray1
bull.MSg

እታ
P1ta
Det.3FSg

ላም
lam1
cow.FSg

ርእያቶ።
r1P1y-a-to.
Perf.see-SM.3FSg-OM1.3FSg

ëThe bull, the cow saw it.í

1Glossing abreviations: Appl: applicative, Def: definite, Det: determiner, F: feminine, Im-
perf: imperfective, Indef: indefinite, Infin: infinitive, M: masculine, O: object, Obj: objective
case, OM1: OBJ marker, OM2: OBJ◊ marker, Pass: passive, Past: past tense, Perf: perfective,
Pl: plural, Rel : relative, Pres: present tense, Poss: possessive, SM: subject marker, Sg: sin-
gular, Su: Subject, TOPIC1: primary topic, TOPIC2: secondary topic , TOPIC3: tertiary topic
and VN: verbal noun
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c. *እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ላም
lam1
cow.FSg

ነቲ
n-äti
Obj-Det.3MSg

ብዕራይ
b1Q1ray1
bull.MSg

ርእያ።
r1P1y-a.
Perf.see-SM.3FSg

In (3a) and (3b) the verb bears a obligatory pronominal suffix for the def-
inite object. Example (3c) shows that a clause becomes ungrammatical if the
verb does not code the definite object. In addition, the definite object is obliga-
torily marked by a prepositional particle 'ን/n1'. This case marker non-distinctly
codes definite accusative objects and dative objects regardless of their definite-
ness status. This marker is referred as 'objective case' in this paper.

Sometimes specificity can trigger case and pronominal marking. When a
specific object argument is understood as being affected by the action/event
that the verb denotes, then it can trigger pronominal marking as in (4).

(4) a. ንሓደ
n1-h

˙
adä

obj-one.M

ሰብƒይ
säb1Pay1
man.Sg

Àሕግዘኒ
k-i-h

˙
1g1z-ä-ni

Infin-Imperf.3-help-SM.MSg-OM1.1Sg
ሓቲተዮ።
h
˙
atit-ä-yo

Perf.ask-SM.1Sg-OM1.3MSg

'I asked a (certain) man to help me.

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

ትማሊ
t1mali
yesterday

ንሓደ
n1-h

˙
adä

Obj-one.M

ተመሃራይ
tämäharay1
student.MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1

book-Sg
ሂቡዎ።
hib-u-wo.
Perf.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

ëYesterday the teacher gave a book a (certain) student.í

In Tigrinya the numeral 'one' is used to mark specificity. As examples (4a) and
(4b) show, the specifier 'one' is marked with the objective case 'ን/n1' and the
specified argument controls the pronominal suffix.

Tigrinya  has  two  object  pronominal  forms. One  form  is  associated
with VOs. For example, in 'Åሊዑዎ-bäliQ-u-wo/eat-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg'
the 'wo' suffix codes a theme object, and in 'ሂቡዎ-hib-u-wo/give-SM.3MSg-
OM1.3MSg'  it  can mark either a theme or a recipient object depending on
which one is more topical. The second form is composed of the preposi-
tional clitic 'ል/l1' and pronominal suffixes. For example, the object suffix 'lu' in
'Åሊዑሉ/bäliQ-u-lu/eat-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg' is made up of 'l' which denotes
a beneficiary, maleficiary, instrumental or locative semantic roles, and 'u' a
third person masculine singular agreement values. However, 'ል/l1' can never
be associated with a theme/patient object argument.2

2There is no one-to-one correspondence between the two object pronominal forms and their
meanings. For example, OM1 marks definite object arguments of transitive and ditransitive
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Tigrinya is not strictly a head final language. When the verb carries agree-
ment suffixes for both the subject and the object, it can be pre-posed as in (5).

(5) ìደው
däw1
still

Åልî
bäl-1
Imper.be-SM.2MSg

ይብሎ
y1-b1lo
Imperf.SM.3MSg-say-OM1.3MSg

ሓደ
h
˙
ade

one
Ãብቶም
kab1tom1
of-Det.3MPl

ቆልዑ
qol1Qu

child.Pl

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሰብƒይ።
säb1Pay1.
man.Sg.

ë ìStop!î says, one of the children to the man. / One of the children tells the
man to stop.

(Newspaper corpus: Hadas Ertra 2007, Issue 16, no. 236)

In this example, the verb is fronted, and both the subject and object follow
it. The subject and the object can also be dropped, and in this way the verb can
stand alone as a complete clause.

Therefore, case  and  pronominal  marking  of  objects  in  monotransitive
clauses is determined by definiteness and specificity. In the following section
we will extend this discussion to analyze double object constructions. Verbs in
Tigrinya admit only one object pronominal suffix at a time. Since restrictions
on pronominal marking have been used to predict object properties in dou-
ble object constructions (e.g. Bresnan and Kanerva, 1986; Bresnan and Moshi,
1993; Alsina and Mchombo, 1993; Harford, 1993, for Bantu languages), we
will investigate the syntactic restriction in double object constructions in order
to characterize syntactic properties of object functions.

2.1 Objects in ditransitive clauses

In Tigrinya double object constructions that involve ditransitive verbs em-
ploy different syntactic restrictions than applicative constructions. Ditransi-
tive verbs such as 'ወሃÅ/wähabä-give', 'ዓደለ/Qadälä-distribute', 'ነገረ/nägärä-
tell' and 'መሃረ/mäharä-teach, etc.' initially subcategorize for two object argu-
ments. These objects are coded with the same form of pronominal affix. Let
us first consider a clause with two indefinite objects (6).

verbs, and it also codes affected AO of intransitive verbs, as in መጺኡዋ-mäs
˙
i-u-wa/came-

SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg which means 'He/it came/arrived to her'. Therefore, we adopt the glosses
OM1 and OM2 as identifiers of the two morphological forms rather than as designators of
meanings.

11



(6) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

ትማሊ
t1mali
yesterday

ንተመሃሮ
n1-tämäharo
Obj-student.Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl
ዓዲሉ።
Qadil-u.
Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg

ëYesterday the teacher distributed books to students.í
b. እቲ

P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

ትማሊ
t1mali
yesterday

ንተመሃሮ
n1-tämäharo
Obj-student.Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl
ዓዲሉ።
Qadil-u.
Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg

ëYesterday the teacher distributed books to students.í

As the examples in (6) show there is no fixed position to code these objects.
They can only be distinguished by their case marking; indefinite theme ob-
jects are unmarked, while recipient objects are marked with the objective case
'ን/n1'. When both objects are indefinite, neither of them can control verbal suf-
fix. However, the two clauses express different emphasis, in (6a) emphasis is
neutral, but in (6b) the pre-posed theme object is more emphasized. An anal-
ogous pattern is attested in ትግረ /T1g1rä (Raz, 1980), an Abyssinian Semitic
language closely related to Tigrinya.

Similarly, in a ditransitive clause that involves a definite recipient object
and an indefinite theme object the word order is unbound as in (7).

(7) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

ነቶም
n-ät-om1
Obj-Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämäharo
student.Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl
ዓዲሉዎም።
Qadil-u-wom.
Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

ëThe teacher distributed books to the students.í
b. እቲ

P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl

ነቶም
n-ät-om1
Obj-Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämäharo
student.Pl

ዓዲሉዎም።
Qadil-u-wom.
Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

ëThe teacher distributed books to the students.í

When objects are different in terms of case marking, they are not ordered
in relation to each other. Moreover, only a definite object can control pronom-
inal suffixes, thus in examples (7a and 7b) the recipient object is pronominally
marked. However, when the theme object is definite, then word order becomes
constrained, and the theme object is pronominally marked as in (8).
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(8) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

ነቲ
nä-t-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl

ንተመሃሮ
tämäharo
Obj-student.Pl

ዓዲሉዎ።
Qadil-u-wo.
Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg.

ëThe teacher distributed the books to students.í 3

b. *እቲ
P1ti
Det.3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

ንተመሃሮ
n1-tämäharo
Obj-student.Pl

ነቲ
n-ät-i
OBJ-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book.Pl
ዓዲሉዎ።
Qadil-u-wo.
Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

When the theme object is definite, it obligatorily precedes the recipient object,
as in (8a). Since both objects appear similar in terms of their case marking,
thus they are coded by their position. As a result, if their order is switched, the
sentence becomes ungrammatical, as in (8b). Similarly, when both objects are
definite, word order becomes bound, but the verb can bear a pronominal suffix
for either object depending on discourse prominence, as in (9).

(9) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl

ነቶም
n-ät-om1
Obj-Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämäharo
student.Pl

ዓዲሉዎም።
Qadil-u-wom.
Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

ëThe teacher distributed the books to the students.í
b. እቲ

P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r1
teacher.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl

ነቶም
n-ät-om1
Obj-Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämäharo
student.Pl

ዓዲሉዎ።
Qadil-u-wo.
Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

ëThe teacher distributed the books to the students.í

Example (9) shows that a definite theme object must precede a recipient object.
Another interesting observation is that in this context either the definite theme
object, as in (9b) or the definite recipient object, as in (9a) can be marked with a
pronominal suffix depending on the speaker's choice of which referent to high-
light. Therefore, definiteness constrains both objects equally. As implied in
these examples, conditions on animacy do not have a bearing on object mark-
ing in Tigrinya. Had it been relevant, the recipient object would be prioritized
over the theme object for pronominal marking.

3In Tigrinya a plural form of an inanimate noun (e.g. 'books' in (8)) has a collective reading.
It is determined by a masculine singular article, and the verb agrees with the determiner.
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2.2 Objects in double object applicative constructions

A double object applicative construction codes a VO and an AO. These ob-
jects are coded by distinct pronominal forms: OM1 and OM2 respectively. In
Tigrinya various semantic roles such as a beneficiary, maleficiary, instrumen-
tal, locative and goal can be expressed applicatively. Applicative constructions
involve different syntactic restrictions than ditransitive constructions. Lets first
consider an applicative construction that involves a theme vs. beneficiary ob-
jects as in (10).

(10) a. ንስ‹
n1s1-k

¯
a

Pro-2MSg

ንዮናስ
n1-yonas1
Obj-Yonas.M

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen1
deer.Sg

ሃዲን-Ã-ሉ።
hadin1-ka-lu
Perf.hunt-SM.2MSg-OM2.3MSg.

ëYou hunted (for) Yonas a deer.í
b. ንስ‹

n1s1-k
¯

a
Pro-2MSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen1
deer.Sg

ንዮናስ
n1-yonas1
Obj-Yonas.M

ሃዲን-Ã-ሉ።
hadin1-ka-lu
Perf.hunt-SM.2MSg-OM2.3MSg.

ëYou hunted (for) Yonas a dear.í
c. ንስ‹

n1s1-k
¯

a
Pro-2MSg

ነታ
n-ä-ta
Obj-Det-3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen1
deer.Sg

ንዮናስ
n1-yonas1
Obj-Yonas.M

ሃዲን-Ã-ሉ።
hadin1-ka-lu
Perf.hunt-SM.2MSg-OM2.3MSg.

ëYou hunted (for) Yonas the dear í

An applicative construction with a theme vs. beneficiary AO is not bound
in terms of its word order. As examples (10a) and (10b) show either object can
occur in either position. Moreover, the verb always codes the AO regardless
of whether the VO is definite or not, as in (10c). This implies that an AO is
the most topical object; in fact AOs are always individuated or definite objects.
As Donohue states (in Peterson, 2007, 83) "the essential function of applica-
tive constructions is to indicate that the entity the construction refers to has
a greater discourse salience or topic continuity than would otherwise be ex-
pected of it". Moreover, since an AO acquires its core object status by virtue
of the applicative morpheme, if the verb does not bear this morpheme, the con-
struction ceases to be an applicative clause. Since the beneficiary and recipient
roles lack distinct prepositions for their oblique expression, they can only be
expressed in double object constructions.

Applicative constructions with applied roles such as the instrumental and
locative reveal slightly different syntactic restrictions. For example, unlike the
objects with beneficiary vs. theme roles, the instrumental/locative vs. theme
objects are required to stay in a fixed position, as in (11).
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(11) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብƒይ
säb1Pay1
man.MSg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obl-Det-3MSg

ፋስ
fas1
ax.Sg

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1n1č

˙
äy1ti

wood.Sg
ፈሊጹሉ።
fälis

˙
-u-lu

Perf-chop-SM.3MSg-OM2-3MSg

ëThe man chopped wood with an ax.í
b. እቲ

P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብƒይ
säb1Pay1
man.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obl-Det-3MSg

ፋስ
fas1
ax.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1n1č

˙
äy1ti

wood.Sg
ፈሊጹሉ።
fälis

˙
-u-lu

Perf-chop-SM.3MSg-OM2-3MSg

ëThe man chopped the wood with the ax.í
c. *እቲ

P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብƒይ
säb1Pay1
man.MSg

ዕንጭይቲ
Q1n1č

˙
äy1ti

wood.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obl-Det-3MSg

ፋስ
fas1
ax.Sg

ፈሊጹሉ።
fälis

˙
-u-lu

Perf-chop-SM.3MSg-OM2-3MSg

In applicative constructions that involve a theme vs. instrumental/locative ob-
ject, the AO must precede the VO regardless of whether the VO is definite
or not, as in (11a, 11b). If we reverse the order, the construction becomes
ungrammatical as in (11c). Moreover, like in a beneficiary vs. theme applica-
tive construction, the verb always codes the applied roles. However, if the
VO is topicalized instead of the AO, the instrumental/locative roles are ex-
pressed obliquely since they posses distinct prepositions ('ብ/b1-' instrumental
and 'ƒብ/Pab1' locative) as in (12).

(12) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብƒይ
säb1Pay1
man.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obl-Det-3MSg

ዕንጭይቲ
Q1n1č

˙
äy1ti

wood.Sg

ብፋስ
b1-fas1
with-ax.Sg

ፈሊጹዎ።
fälis

˙
-u-wo

Perf-chop-SM.3MSg-OM1-3MSg

'The man chopped the wood with an ax.'

In example (12) the verb codes a definite VO, thus the instrumental role is
expressed in an oblique phrase. In terms of word order, the definite theme
object must precede the oblique phrase.

To sum up, Tigrinya employs a complex interaction of word order, case and
pronominal marking in coding objects. Since unmarked objects are not ordered
in relation to each other, verb adjacency cannot be taken as an argument for
determining primary object properties. However, restrictions on pronominal
marking display asymmetry between the two object. In the following section
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we will investigate if the restrictions on pronominal marking correlate with the
passive typology that characterizes Tigrinya.

3 Primary object properties

A vast body of research in object asymmetries uses the correlation of properties
such as pronominal marking and passive typology as a proof for primary object-
hood (Bresnan and Moshi, 1993; Alsina and Mchombo, 1993; Alsina, 1996).
These studies claim that the underlying properties of a language manifested in
passive typology are one and the same as those manifested by the descriptive
properties of a language, i.e., restrictions on word order and pronominal mark-
ing. In Tigrinya a ditransitive verb can bear a pronominal suffix for either of
the two objects. Thus, in this regard both objects may display primary object
properties. However, in an applicative construction only the AO controls the
pronominal suffix; thus only AOs may display primary object properties with
respect to pronominal marking. Bellow we will compare these properties with
those reflected in passivization. Let us first consider example (13).

(13) a. እቶም
P1t-om1
Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämäharo
student.Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1ti

book.Pl

ተዋሂቦም።
tä-wahib-om1
Pass-Perf.give-SM.3MPl

ëThe students are given books.í
b. እቲ

P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1ti

teacher

ንተመሃሮ
n1-tämäharo
Obl-Det-3MPl

ተዋሂቡ።
tä-wahib-u1
student.Pl book.Pl

ëThe books are given to studentsí

Since the recipient (13a) and the theme (13b) arguments can function as sub-
jects in passivization, both display primary object properties. Another strong
piece of evidence for primary objecthood is the ability of the passive verb to
admit object suffixes, as in (14). Asymmetric type languages like Chichewa
lack this property (Bresnan and Moshi, 1993; Alsina and Mchombo, 1993).

(14) a. እቶም
P1t-om1
Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämäharo
student.Pl

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl
ተዋሂቦምዎ።
tä-wahib-om-wo.
Pass-Perf.give-SM.3MPl-OM1.3MSg

ëThe students are given books.í 4

4This sentence can also have a reflexive reading 'The students gave themeselves to the books.'
since the passive and the reflexive verb forms are marked with the same morphological form.
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b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1-ti

book-Pl

ንተመሃሮ
n1-tämäharo
Obl.students.Pl

ተዋሂቡዎም።
tä-wahib-u-wom1.
Pass-Perf.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

ëThe books are given to students.í

The passive verb in (14a) bears a subject and an object pronominal suf-
fixes for the recipient and the theme arguments respectively, but example (14b)
shows the reverse, here the theme role is expressed as a subject and the recipient
as an object. As these examples show Tigrinya displays an alternating passive
type in ditransitive constructions. Therefore, both objects exhibit primary ob-
ject properties with respect to passivization as well. However, in applicative
constructions only the theme role can function as a subject in passivization, as
in (15).

(15) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1

book.Sg

ንሳባ
n-saba
Obl-Saba.F

ተገዚኡላ።
tä-gäzi-u-la
Pass-perf.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

'The book was bought (for) Saba.'
b. *ሳባ

saba
Saba.F

መጽሓት
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af1

book.Sg

ተገዚƒ።
tä-gäzi-Pa
Pass-perf.buy-SM.3FSg

In (15a) the theme role is expressed as a subject, and the beneficiary role as
an object. However, applied roles such as beneficiary/locative/intrumental can
never be expressed as subject functions, as in (15b).

The type of asymmetry displayed by Tigrinya applicative constructions is
different in a crucial way than the asymmetry type found in Bantu languages. In
Bantu languages the AO displays primary object properties. While in Tigrinya,
with respect to pronominal marking, the AO shows primary object properties,
but with respect to passivization only the theme object reflects primary object
properties. And thus, passivization and pronominal marking reflect uncorre-
lated properties. In addition, the passive verb can admit a pronominal suffix
for the AO as in (15a). Therefore, Tigrinya has symmetric objects both with
the [-r] features classified as OBJs in its ditransitive clauses. In contrast, in
its applicative construction it has asymmetric objects, with the AO getting the
[+r] feature and thus classified as OBJ◊ and the VO getting the [-r] feature and
classified as OBJ.
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4 Object marking and information structure roles

A vast body of research predicts a correlation between grammatical agree-
ment and discourse functions. Among these, Givón's (1976) typological study
has been very influential. Givón systematically explained various diachronic
data and demonstrated that agreement markers had historically evolved from
topic pronouns to clitic pronouns then to redundant agreement markers. Givón
claims that agreement and anaphoric marking are the same processes and that
they cannot be distinguished either diachronically or synchronically. His pro-
posal regarding the puzzling differences between the pronominal and nominal
structure found in the imperfective and perfective verb conjugation systems in
Semitic languages is specially commended in Semitic studies. Tigrinya, like
its Semitic peers, has two types of verb conjugation systems, the imperfective
and the perfective. The imperfective verb conjugation is a prefix one which
displays partial agreement specification as a prefix and partial specification as
a suffix which shows a 'person-stem-(gender, number)' ordering (e.g. Amharic
in Baye, 2006, 196). However, in the perfective verb form the subject pronom-
inal marker is a suffix. It is beyond the scope of this paper to outline the his-
torical development in word order and agreement marking in Tigrinya; how-
ever, it would suffice to say that the differences between the imperfective (e.g.
ይጽሕፍ/y1-s

˙
1h
˙
1f-1/SM.3-write-SM.MSg) and the perfective (e.g. ጽሓፈ/s

˙
1h
˙
af-

ä/write-SM.3MSg) subject pronominal forms on the one hand, and the per-
fective and gerundive (e.g. ጽሒፉ/s

˙
1h
˙
if-u/write-SM.3MSg) subject pronominal

forms on the other hand, reflect different grammaticalization processes. Nev-
ertheless, the different forms function as pronominal subject affixes.

The morphological similarity between independent pronouns, and the sub-
ject and object pronominal affixes seem to support the basic claim that the
pronominal affixes evolved from topic pronouns to agreement markers. The
prefix pronominal system shows little resemblance to the independent pro-
nouns in Tigrinya. However, the gerundive form is quite similar to the endings
of independent pronouns as in table (1). 5

Table 1: Pronoun and pronominal affixes
Values Subjective Objective Perf.eat-SM-OM
Pro.3MSg ንሱ-n1s-u ንዓኡ-n1QaP-u Åሊዑዎ-bäliQ-u-(w)o
Pro.3FSg ንሳ-n1s-a ንዓƒ-n1QaP-a Åሊዓታ-bäliQ-a-(t)a
Pro.3MPl ንሳቶም-n1sat-om1 ንዓኦም-n1QaP-om1 Åሊዖምዎም-bäliQ-om1-(w)om1
Pro.3FPl ንሳተን-n1sat-en1 ንዓ¡ን-n1QaP-en1 Åሊዐን¡ን-bäliQ-en1-(P)än1

5Vowel sequence is not permitted in Tigrinya syllabic structure. Therefore, epenthetic seg-
ments such as 'w' and 't' are inserted between the subject and the object pronominal suffixes for
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This table shows that the subject and object suffixal conjugation of the
gerundive verb are etymologically related to the personal pronouns in Tigrinya.

The theory of agreement proposed by Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) has
influenced a wide body of research in LFG. Bresnan and Mchombo convinc-
ingly demonstrated that subject pronominal affixes are ambiguous markers of
grammatical and anaphoric agreement; whereas, object pronominal suffixes
are only a topic-anaphoric markers. First, the fact that the anaphorically linked
arguments and pronominal affixes in a discourse are required to show gender,
number and person agreement reflects the anaphoric function of pronominal
affixes. Second, in languages like Tigrinya the object pronominal marker is
induced by definiteness. Therefore, it can only mark referential, salient and
individuated object arguments; and thus it is a topic marker rather than a gram-
matical agreement marker. On the other hand, the subject marker is obligatory,
and it can correspond with non-referential and non-topical subject. For exam-
ple, Lambrecht (1998, 137) argues that in a context where the whole predicate
is focused, the subject is not a topic since the whole proposition is covered by
the focus discourse function. The subject marker functions as an anaphoric
marker when it corresponds with topical subject NPs in a discourse. We will
illustrate this by way of examples from a real discourse context as in (16).6

(16) ƒብ
Pab1
at

ማዕዶ፡
maQ1do:
distance:

ሓደ
h
˙
adä

one.MSg

ምትሃት
m1t1hat1
ghost

ዚመስል
z-i-mäs1l1
Rel-Imperf.SM.3-resemble.SM.MSg

ጻዕዳ
s
˙
aQ1da

white

ነገር
nägär1
thing

ረƒ⁄።
räPa-k

¯
u።

Perf.see.SM.1Sg::

ናባይ
nab-ay1
to-1Sg

ምስ
m1s1
when

ቀረÅ
qäräbä

Perf.near-SM.3MSg

ግን፡
g1n1:
but:

ጀለብያ
ǧäläb1ya
jelabia

ዝለÅሰ
z1-läbäs-ä
Rel-Perf.wear-SM.3MSg

ቆልዓ
qol1Qa

child.Sg

ም‹ኑ
m1-k

¯
an-u

VN-be-Poss.3MSg
ተገንዘብኩ።
tä-gän1zäb1-ku።
Perf.realize-SM.2Sg.

'At a distance, I saw a white thing which resembled a ghost. But when it
neared me, I realized its being (it was) a child that wore a Jellabia (robe).'

(Source: Hadas Ertra 2007, Issue 17, no.13)

the 3MSg 'u' and 3FSg 'a' as it is shown in the first and the second rows in this table.
6This excerpt is taken from a Tigrinya newspaper 'Hadas Ertra' column series called 'One

World'. The columnist, Amanuel Sahle, is a famous journalist and a linguist. His book 'A
Comprehensive Tigrinya Grammar' is one of the most referred to work in Tigrinya studies. He
is a member of the 'Medial Language Standardization Committee' in the Eritrean Ministry of
Information. Amanuel is believed to be a good writer and a model to other journalists on how
to write good/appropriate Tigrinya. Thus, I believe the quality of the text is guaranteed and that
the examples employ a standard use of the issue at hand.
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In the above discourse, the antecedent of the incorporated subject pronoun
(SM.1Sg) that the verbs 'see' and 'realize' bear is not realized either as an inde-
pendent pronoun or as a full NP. The referent can only be recovered from the
discourse context. Since the text is a narrative discourse and employs the 'first
person narrative' technique, the speaker/writer refers to himself through the
incorporated pronoun 'I'. Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) state that in order 'to
satisfy the completeness and coherence conditions [such] argument functions
(SUBJ, OBJ, etc.) must be expressed syntactically within the phrase structures
headed by the predicator, or expressed morphologically on the head itself, or
else remain unexpressed'. They also stress that only the anaphoric agreement
relations can be non-local to the agreeing predicator. Under these conditions
then, the subject pronominal suffix functions as an anaphoric or a topic marker
in this sentence since it agrees with an argument which is not locally present in
the same clause. In this sentence, the object argument is new information in this
discourse context. The numeral 'ሓደ-h

˙
adä/one.M' can function as a marker of

specificity or indefiniteness depending on the basic meaning of the verb. In this
sentence it introduces an indefinite object, since this object does not control any
verbal suffix. Thus the object is required to stay in the same clause as the predi-
cator, and it assumes a focus discourse function. The second sentence consists
of a dependent and an independent clause which are demarcated by the sen-
tence adverbial 'but/however'. The dependent and independent clauses denote
old and new information respectively. The verb 'near-SM.3MSO' in the depen-
dent clause contains a subject incorporated pronoun which corresponds to the
object antecedent 'h

˙
adä m1t1hat1 z-i-mäs1l1 s

˙
aQ1da nägär1- a white thing which

resembles a ghost'. Whereas, the verb in the independent clause 'Perf.realize-
SM.2Sg' contains a subject incorporated pronoun which agrees with the subject
incorporated pronoun in the previous sentence. Thus, this examples illustrate
that the subject and the object pronominal affixes are incorporated pronouns
which anaphorically link to topic NPs or even to another incorporated pronoun
in a discourse.

Moreover, the subject pronominal affixes can also function as grammati-
cal agreement markers. Constructions which involve psyche verbs in Tigrinya
code non-referential subjects, and thus they are non-topical. These construc-
tions are characterized by OSV word order where the topic object is preposed
and the non-referential subject is postposed as in (17).

(17) ሕጂ፡
h
˙
1ǧi:

now:

(ƒነ/ንዓይ)
(Panä/n1Qay1)
(I/me)

ደ⁄ሙኒ
däk

¯
im-u-ni

Perf.tire-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

ƒሎ።
Pal-o.
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg.

'Now, I am tired./ Lit. Now, it has tired me.'

Example (17) shows that the main verb 'däk
¯

im-u-ni/tired-it-me' codes a non-
referential 3MSg subject and a 1sg experiencer object, and the auxiliary 'Pal-
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o/exist.it' codes a non-referential 3MSg subject. In such constructions either
the nominative or the objective personal pronouns can be used as referents of
the object markers. It is a widely observed property in Tigrinya that topical
objects get a nominative case, and that makes them comparable to subjects.

5 Information structure roles and grammatical func-
tion alignment

One of the key points that Aissen (2003a) makes in her theory of DOM is the
correlation between grammatical functions and the semantic conditions that in-
duce grammatical marking. Subjects are assumed to be high in prominence and
objects are low. She characterizes this type of relationship as 'markedness re-
versal' which denotes that the semantic features that are marked for subjects are
unmarked for objects and vice versa. The relative markedness of grammatical
functions is expressed through the HARMONIC ALIGNMENT of the rela-
tonal hierarchy (given in example 1) either on the animacy or the definiteness
dimension. For example, the harmonic alignment for the definiteness features
is schematized in (18).

(18) *Su/Pron
*Obj/Non-spec

>>
>>

*Su/Name
*Obj/Def-Spec

>>
>>

*Su/Def-Spec
*Obj/Name

>>
>>

*Su/Non-spec
*Obj/Pron

This diagram shows that subjects positioned on the left-most adge of the
hierarchy are more marked than those at the right-most adge, and the opposite
holds for objects. The main point behind such a representation of DOM is to
underline the function of grammatical marking. According to Aissen (2003a)
grammatical marking is employed in order to differentiate subjects from ob-
jects. For example, since definite objects are functionally similar to subjects in
terms of prominence, they carry grammatical marking that contrasts them with
subjects. However, Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2007) argue that DOM "arises
from the need to give an overt expression to properties that is common to ob-
jects and subjects". In their view case and agreement marking have a 'coding'
function rather than a discriminatory function. They claim that their approach
accounts for languages such as Persian and Maithili which assign grammatical
marking to secondary topics independently of their syntactic roles.

Tigrinya which involves case and pronominal marking seems to divide the
two functions- 'discriminatory' and 'coding' suggested by Aissen and Dalrymple
and Nikolaeva (2007) respectively, between these two coding strategies. For
example, in monotransitive clauses subjects and indefinite objects are compa-
rable in terms of their case marking: both are unmarked. However, a definite
theme object contrast with a subject since the former is marked whereas the
latter is unmarked. On the other hand, in double object clauses an indefinite
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theme object and an object bearing other semantic roles contrast with each other
since the former is unmarked and the latter is marked, but they appear compa-
rable when the theme is definite. The discriminatory function is even more
pronounced when word order is considered. Whenever the two categories are
comparable, word order becomes bound, and when they contrast it becomes
unbound. In terms of pronominal marking, subjects are obligatorily marked
with pronominal suffixes. But, subject pronominal affixes do not always code
topical subjects. Thus, only the anaphoric function of the subject pronomi-
nal affixes and object pronominal suffixes underline the similarities between a
topical subject and topical object.

Various researchers have indicated that there exists a tendency for a cer-
tain grammatical function to link to a centain information structure role. For
example, in their comparative study of Hindu/Urdu and Turkish, Butt and King
(2000) analyze the weak/nonspecific object which assumes a focus discourse
function as a primary object OBJ, and the strong/specific objects which are
non-focused as a OBJ◊. In contrast, Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2007), based
on the pattern revealed in Ostyak and Chatino, argue that in these languages
the secondary topics link to OBJs while the non-topic object to OBJ◊. They
maintain that " it is the marked, topical object rather than the unmarked, non-
topical object that displays more properties characteristics of core grammati-
cal functions." They schematized the alignment of information structure roles
to grammatical function as in (19):

(19) Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2007)

TOPIC TOPIC2 FOCUS
| | |

SUBJ OBJ OBJ◊/ OBL◊

However, this correlation cannot predict the relative prominence displayed
by objects in Tigrinya. In applicative constructions as discussed in section 3,
even though applied objects control pronominal marking, and thus are topical,
they do not acquire primary object properties. Therefore, there is no correlation
between primary object functions and secondary topics. Tigrinya applicative
constructions reveal the pattern schematized in (20).

(20) Alignment in Tigrinya applicative constructions

TOPIC1 TOPIC2 TOPIC3 FOCUS
| | | |

SUBJ OBJ◊ OBJdef OBJindef/OBL◊
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The double marking possibility allows two grammatically marked topic
objects in Tigrinya. In double object constructions the object that is prioritized
for pronominal marking is high in prominence, while a case marked definite
object is less prominent when both occur in the same clause. Thus the former
is assigned a secondary ranking and the latter a tertiary ranking in topicality.
As we can see, this pattern differs from the pattern proposed by Dalrymple and
Nikolaeva (2007) in (19). Therefore, this suggests that the correlations between
grammatical functions and information structure roles vary from language to
language: thus it is language specific.

6 Conclusion

Tigrinya employs word order, case and pronominal affixes in marking gram-
matical functions and discourse functions. DOM is triggered by definiteness
and specificity. Definite and discourse prominent specific objects are both head
and dependent marked. This double marking strategy implies that there are two
motivations for DOM. Case marking is employed to contrast definite objects
with subjects, or in other words, to create a resemblance between different ob-
ject functions. Whereas pronominal marking is employed to create similarity
in information structure roles between topical objects and topical subjects.

Moreover, Tigrinya makes a formal distinction between ditransitive con-
structions and applicative constructions. Verbs in ditransitive clauses subcat-
egorize for two VOs and applied verbs subcategorize for a VO and an AO.
Tigrinya reveals symmetric properties of objects in its ditransitive construc-
tions, and asymmetric properties in its applicative constructions. However, the
type of asymmetry that Tigrinya shows is the reverse version of the asymme-
try that languages like Chichewa (Bantu) have. In Tigrinya an AO does not
acquire all the syntactic properties of a single object in monotransitive con-
structions. Even though objects with applied roles control pronominal mark-
ing, they cannot assume a subject function in passivization. This challenges
the correlation claimed between the passive typology and the restrictions on
pronominal marking. The double object data from Tigrinya suggests that the
two morphosyntactic operations belong to different grammatical processes.

Therefore, this paper argues that the applicative processes is a topicaliza-
tion operation in which the AO assumes a more prominent discourse func-
tion than the VO, and the applicative morpheme functions as a topic/anaphoric
marker in accordance with what is asserted by Bresnan and Mchombo (1987).
However, languages vary in the assignment of grammatical function to AO.
In some language, for example in Bantu, it assumes the primary object func-
tion, and in others, for example in Tigrinya, it assumes the secondary object
function. In Tigrinya, the property of being a subject function in passivization
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is reserved for the VO. The VO assumes a less prominent discourse function
tertiary topic, i.e. less prominent than the secondary topic in its definite status
when both occur in the same clause. A definite VO, even though it does not
have precedence for pronominal marking over the AO, is case marked, a prop-
erty which is also acquired by a definite object of a monotransitive verb. How-
ever, an indefinite/unspecific VO cannot control a pronominal and cannot be
case marked; thus it assumes a non-topic/focus discourse function. Therefore,
since the primary object property displayed by passivization may not correlate
with those properties displayed by restrictions on word order and pronominal
marking, further research must demonstrate which properties must be taken as
basic in order to determine primary objecthood.
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Abstract

In this paper, the inventory and the architecture of a separate i-structure
representation in LFG are discussed in relation to Swedish data. It is argued
that a discourse function SCENE needs to be distinguished from RHEME and
GROUND. It is furthermore proposed that a characteristic that singles out
sentence adverbials from other clausal modifiers is their ability to function
as focus operators (cf. Rooth 1992) and that FOCUS (as is ACTIVATION) is a
discourse feature, separate from the discourse functions. The analysis builds
on data from a corpus study of Swedish word order (Andréasson 2007) where
the information dynamics of the sentence is found to be the key to explaining
much of the possible word order variation.

1 Introduction

Much recent work within LFG deals with word order phenomena in relation to
the information structural component of the grammar. Just a few examples are
Butt and King 1996, 2000; Choi 1997, 1999; Cook 2001; Cook and Payne 2006;
King 1995; 1997; Mycock 2007; O’Connor 2006. Over the years the analyses have
shifted from realising discourse function such as TOPIC and FOCUS as Grammatical
Discourse Functions in f-structure to proposing a separate and more elaborated
representation, mostly called i-structure.

In this paper I discuss the architecture of a separate i-structure representation in
LFG in relation to Swedish data, mainly concerning different adverbial categories,
and their function and placement. In particular, I discuss the discourse function
SCENE, and the role of sentence adverbials as FOCUS OPERATORS (cf. Rooth 1992;
1996). The analysis builds on generalisations from the corpus study of Swedish
word order in Andréasson (2007) where the information dynamics of the sentence
is found to be the key to explaining much of the possible variation.

Following Börjars, Engdahl and Andreasson (2003) and Andréasson (2007), I
assume a flat structure in the area following the finite verb in Swedish main clauses
(or the subordinating conjunction in subordinate clauses). The c-structure of a
main clause where the main verb is non-finite – the sentence in example (1) – is
illustrated in figure 1 below.1

(1) Därför
That’s-why

har
have-PRS

Ellis
Ellis

förstås
of-course

inte
NEG

gett
give

Síle
Síle

lammet.
lamb-DEF

‘That’s why Ellis hasn’t given Síle the lamb.’

† I thank the audience of LFG07 in Stanford University for helpful comments.
1In main clauses where the main verb is finite, the clause does not have a VP, (see Börjars,

Engdahl and Andreasson (2003) and Andréasson (2007)).
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Därför
That’s-why

F NP
4

AdvP
4

AdvP
4

VP

qqqqqqq
MMMMMMM

har
have

Ellis förstås
of-course

inte
NEG

IV NP
4

NP
4

gett
give-SUPINE

Síle lammet
lamb-DEF

FIGURE 1: C-structure

There are substantial possibilities for word order variation in the area of the clause
following the finite verb/subordinating conjunction in Swedish, here called the F′

domain.2 Most of the variation takes place in V2 or V1 clauses with a finite main
verb, but there is also the possibility of word order variation between subjects and
adverbials in the F′ domain regardless of whether there is a VP or not.

2 The terminology of information structure

A major factor that influences word order in many languages is information struc-
ture, or information dynamics, which is the term that I use. By information dynam-
ics I understand the relation between on the one hand the speaker’s assumptions
and intentions and on the other hand the information packaging of the linguistic
expression. The term information dynamics thus covers more than information
structure which is sometimes used to denote only the packaging aspect.

The term information structure was introduced by Halliday (1967), and since
this component of grammar relates to several other components, syntacticians, text
linguists, and phoneticians have developed terminologies for this notion that are
seemingly similar, but at a closer look are entirely different (for an elaborated dis-
cussion, see Vallduví and Engdahl 1996; see also, for example, O’Connor 2006).

When syntacticians use the notion ‘topic’ in terms like topicalisation, this
means an element in the beginning of a clause, mostly a constituent with a canoni-
cal position elsewhere in the clause being moved to an initial position. For the text
linguist the notion may relate information in several separate clauses, as is the case
for the term continuous topic. The phonetician may use the term focus denoting a
stress pattern for emphasised elements in a clause, while some grammarians use the

2To avoid discussion on whether the functional projection headed by the finite verb/subordinating
conjunction should be CP or IP, I employ the dummy F for Functional.
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term for the very constituent that is emphasised and yet others employ the terms
topic and focus for the partition of a clause in pragmatic relations (or discourse
functions). For this reason the notions used in this article are defined explicitly in
this section.

I make a distinction between discourse functions (DF) like RHEME, GROUND

and SCENE, see figure 2 below and section 2.1, 2.2, and 3 below, and discourse
features like FOCUS (cf. Rooth 1992; 1996) and ACTIVATION, see section 2.3
(Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski 1993; Lambrecht 1996; O’Connor 2006). All
these concepts are formalised in the LFG i-structure, see section 5.

Term Definition
RHEME the information in a statement that is intended to in-

crease the listener’s knowledge
GROUND constituents that relate the rheme to questions the

speaker assumes are under discussion
SCENE constituents that relate the proposition to a temporal,

spatial or circumstantial context, that is not under
discussion

FIGURE 2: Discourse functions in LFG i-structure

A brief note is needed on my use of the term FOCUS. I adapt the notion of FOCUS of
Rooth (1992, 1996), where its primary function is the evoking of alternatives. The
focusing of a constituent raises the assumption of the existence of an alternate set
to the one expressed. This alternate set may be overt in the context or presupposed.

Figure 3 is a simple overview of a production perspective of information dy-
namics. Given the meaning the speaker wants to express, her assumptions of the in-
formation state, and her intentions with the utterance, the information is partitioned
in discourse functions and assigned discourse features that may be formalised in the
LFG i-structure, here represented by an i. The partition leads to language specific
mapping choices, choices that determine which information packaging (Vallduví
1992, Vallduví and Engdahl 1996; cf. Chafe 1976) is optimal for the communi-
cation of the speaker’s intention to be felicitous. In felicitous communication, the
discourse functions and features interpreted by the hearer matches those intended
by the speaker.
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meaning

speaker’s
intentions
speaker’s
assumptions

→ i → information
packaging → hearer’s

perception → inter-
pretation i

FIGURE 3: Information dynamics: production perspective

2.1 RHEME

In this article, the term RHEME (originally from the Prague school, cf. Firbas 1966)
is defined as the information in a statement that is intended to increase the listener’s
knowledge. The definition coincides with the notion FOCUS in, for example, Vall-
duví (1992), Vallduví and Engdahl (1996) and Lambrecht (1996).

In a question-answer pair like the one in (2), the question of the listener reading
something is brought up for discussion and the speaker requests information about
the name of the item read. The elliptical answer Kranes konditori supplies the only
information needed, the RHEME.

(2) a. Vad
what

läser
read-PRS

du?
you

‘What are you reading?’
QUD:〈 ?λx (read (you, x ))〉3

b. [RHEME

...
Kranes
Krane-GEN

konditori.]
café

‘Krane’s café’

In (3), the question of the listener’s crying is brought up for discussion. Here the
RHEME is not an elliptical answer, but consists of a full sentence: Min undulat har
dött.

(3) a. Varför
why

gråter
cry-PRS

du?
you

‘Why are you crying?’
QUD:〈 ?λY (Y (cry (you)))〉

b. [RHEME

...
Min
my

undulat
budgie

har
have-PRS

dött.]
die-SUPINE

‘My budgie has died’

Which information is rhematic is not always a question about “old” vs. “new”.
Also information that is accessible in the context, and hence “old”, may be part of
the rhematic portion of a clause (cf. Vallduví and Engdahl 1996).

3QUD, see section 2.2, below.
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In (4) the speaker requests information about who is going to accompany David
to the Museum of World Culture. In the answer, the rhematic portion consists
of the pronoun jag referring to the speaker, information that must be considered
accessible as the referent is appearing in the situational context.4

(4) a. Vem
who

ska
FUT

följa
follow

med
with

David
David

till
to

Världskulturmuseet?
Museum-of-World-Culture-DEF

‘Who’s coming with David to the Museum of World culture?’
QUD:〈?λx (följa med David till V-museet(x))〉

b. [RHEME

...
Jag].
I

‘I am.’

2.2 GROUND

As mentioned before, the answer to a question may consist only of a rheme, but it
is also possible, and sometimes even necessary, to include some GROUND material,
that is, constituents that relate the RHEME to questions that are under discussion,
as in (5) and (6), below (for a more elaborate description of GROUND, see Vallduví
1992; Vallduví and Engdahl 1996; for the notion under discussion see Ginzburg
1996; forthc.).

(5) a. Vad
what

läser
read-PRS

du?
you

‘What are you reading?’
QUD:〈 ?λx (read (you, x ))〉

b. [GROUND

...
Jag
I

läser]
read-PRS

Kranes
Krane-GEN

konditori.
café

‘I am reading Krane’s café’

(6) a. Varför
why

gråter
cry-PRS

du?
you

‘Why are you crying?’
QUD:〈 ?λY (Y (cry (you)))〉

b. [GROUND

...
Jag
I

gråter
cry-PRS

för
for

att]
that

min
my

undulat
budgie

har
have-PRS

dött.
die-SUPINE

‘I am crying because my budgie died’

When a speaker utters a sentence, this is done in relation to a context that she
assumes is at least partly known to the listener. This context does not merely
consist of the previous discourse, but comprises a wider range of circumstances as
well as the actual words and sentences spoken previous to the utterance. World

4Erteschik-Shir (2007:17f.) states that the speaker and listener may be seen as “permanently
available topics”. This is does not imply that speaker and hearer can never be included in or constitute
the rhematic portion of a clause, but merely that they must be regarded as accessible, even if they
have not been overtly mentioned in the previous written or spoken context.
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knowledge, memories from previous conversations, concrete items and/or events
connected to the situational context, in short, all things that the speaker assumes
are mentally accessible to her and the listener, may be considered “known”. In
this accessible context there is some information the speaker assumes she and the
listener agree is under discussion.

Ginzburg (to appear) formalises these assumptions in his Dialogue Game Board
as mental lists of Questions Under Discussion, QUD. Such QUDs exist in the mind
and describe the information state of the speaker and the listener. They are for-
malised as ordered sets that are updated with information from the most recent
utterance.

When the speaker enters the room in (6) and finds the listener in tears, this
brings up the crying on the QUD. The question in (6 a) adds the question of the
reason for the crying, and the answer in (6 b) adds the budgie and its death as the
reason to the QUD. The QUDs shown in this article are a very simplified version of
the speaker’s QUD, included only to show a formalisation of what is assumed to be
under discussion and what is not.

Dialogues are often used to show what is under discussion. But it is equally
possible to analyse other text types. In example (7) below, the fact that a man was
putting on clothes is brought to the reader’s attention in the first sentence. Because
of this, the first part of the second sentence, Han tog på sig, must be regarded as
GROUND, while grå kostym och en blå skjorta is the rhematic portion.

(7) Han
he

gick
go-PST

tillbaka
back

till
to

sovrummet
bedroom-DEF

och
and

lyckades
succeed-PST

med
with

viss
some

möda
effort

klä
dress

sig.
REFL

[GROUND
...

Han
he

tog
take-PST

på
on

sig]
REFL

[RHEME
...

grå
grey

kostym
suit

och
and

en
a

blå
blue

skjorta].
shirt

‘He went back to the bedroom and managed with some effort to get dressed.
He put on a grey suit and a blue shirt.’

The GROUND portion of a clause consists of material that must be present in the
clause for one or more reasons. They may be there to ensure that the RHEME

is related to the right question under discussion. But sometimes there are also
grammatical reasons for GROUND material not to be suppressed in a clause, like
in Swedish, where clauses without a subject are mostly ungrammatical except in
colloquial speech and in certain genres, such as diary and post-card writing (cf.
Mörnsjö 2002, Magnusson 2007). In languages like Italian, on the other hand, it
is a well known fact that GROUND subjects are generally left out, when not con-
trastive.
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2.3 A brief note on accessibility

The page limit of this article does not allow more than a brief comment about
accessibility and the activation of referents related to word order. The notion of ac-
cessibility or activation (cf. Gundel et al. 1993, Lambrecht 1996; on the discourse
feature ACTVN, see O’Connor 2006) is closely related to the choice of linguistic
expressions and to their positions in a clause, and elements with a high activation
tend to appear early in a sentence.

Activation is nevertheless not inseparably connected to discourse functions, as
we saw in example (4) above. Accessible information appearing early in a clause is
hence not necessarily a consequence of accessible constituents being the GROUND

of the sentence, even if GROUND by definition consists of accessible information.
In example (8) below, the referent of the pronoun is mentioned in the immediate

context and thus accessible to the extent that it would be infelicitous to refer to
her with a proper name. On the other hand, the pronoun is part of the rhematic
portion of the clause. The information requested in the question is the reason for
the listener not stopping, and the fact that Alma’s waving is under discussion in the
context does not make her part of the GROUND in the answer.

(8) a. Varför
why

stannade
stop-PST

du
you

inte
NEG

när
when

Alma
Alma

vinkade?
wave-PST

‘Why didn’t you stop when Alma waved?’
b. Jag

I
[RHEME

...
såg
see-PST

henne
her

inte].
NEG

‘I didn’t see her.’

On the other hand, the accessibility of the object henne (which may be formalised
as an +ACTVN feature in the i-structure) requests that it be placed as early as pos-
sible in the clause, and the pronoun is consequently shifted from its canonical po-
sition after the negation.

In a context where the referent Alma is not accessible, neither in the spoken
text nor in person standing waving on the pavement, see (9) below, the proper
name Alma has the feature –ACTVN and appears in the canonical object position in
Swedish after the negation.5

(9) a. Varför
why

stannade
stop-PST

du
you

inte?
NEG

‘Why didn’t you stop?’
b. Jag

I
[RHEME

...
såg
see-PST

inte
NEG

Alma].
Alma.

‘I didn’t see Alma.’
5For an object to appear before the negation in the F′ domain in Swedish (i.e. object shift), an

accessibility level that allows use of a pronoun is requested. A more elaborate analysis of the infor-
mation dynamics and impact of the object’s activation state in object shift will be performed within
the post doc project Pronominal Object Shift in Swedish and Danish 2007–2008, at the University of
Aarhus, Denmark, see <http://maia.andreasson.googlepages.com/objektsskifte>.
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3 The discourse function SCENE

It is, as mentioned above, well known that GROUND material in general precedes
the rhematic portion of a clause, and this is mostly the case also for constituents
which have the possibility for word order variation in the F′ domain in Swedish
clauses. Interestingly, some constituents providing not previously mentioned but
clearly not rhematic information show a somewhat different distribution. These
are constituents that relate the proposition to a temporal, spatial, or circumstantial
context, which is not under discussion. I call this discourse function SCENE (cf.
Chafe 1976; Lambrecht 1996).

The corpus investigation in Andréasson (2007) shows that constituents denot-
ing SCENE show a robust distributional pattern in relation to RHEME and GROUND

in the F′ domain. They align to the right of any GROUND constituents, but to the
left of rhematic constituents, see (10) below, where < means ‘appears before’.

(10) F′ domain: [finite verb6] < GROUND < SCENE < RHEME

Example (11) below is from an article where the runner Marian Jones is under
discussion. In this sentence the subject Jones is GROUND and appears immediately
before an adverbial describing the temporal frame of the proposition den senaste
tiden ‘lately’.

(11) Enligt
according-to

Guardian
Guardian

har
have-PRS

[SUBJ

...
Jones]
Jones

den
ART

senaste
latest

tiden
time

satts
put-SUPINE-PASSIVE

under
under

hård
hard

press
pressure

av
of

sponsorn
sponsor-DEF

Nike,
Nike

som
REL-PRON

betalar
pay-PRS

Jones
Jones

runt
around

70
70

miljoner
million-PL

kronor
crown-PL

för
for

att
that

hon
she

marknadsför
market-PRS

företagets
company-DEF-GEN

produkter.
product-PL

‘According to the Guardian, Jones has lately been under hard pressure
from the sponsor Nike, who pays Jones about 70 million Swedish crowns
for marketing the company’s products.’

In example (22 a), on the other hand, the same kind of information, denoted by the
adverbial, i höstas, ‘this autumn’, instead appears immediately preceding a subject
that is part of the rhematic portion of the clause.

(12) På
on

Åbro bryggeri
Åbro Brewery

fattades
take-PASSIVE

i
in

höstas
autumn

[SUBJ

...
beslutet
decision-DEF

att
to

lägga
lay

ned
down

produktionen
production-DEF

med
with

läsk
soda

i
in

returglas].
returnable bottles

6The finite verb appears first in this domain of the clause for grammatical reasons, since Swedish
is a V2 language.
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‘This autumn, a decision was made at Åbro brewery to close down the
production of soda in returnable bottles’

Lambrecht (1996) categorises adverbials appearing initially in a sentence, “scene-
setting adverbials”, as part of his “topic” notion. In the discussion about example
(13) (Lambrecht’s 4.2 d), Lambrecht states that the scene setting topic After the
children went to school supplies information about the temporal conditions for the
rest of the sentence, that it is presupposed, and cannot be regarded as part of what
is asserted (Lambrecht 1996:121, 125f., 219).

(13) (John was very busy that morning.) After the children went to SCHOOL,
he had to clean the house and go shopping for the party. (Lambrecht
1996:121)

If the event of the children’s departure to school is presupposed, as suggested in
Lambrecht (1996), it may be seen as accessible. On the other hand, this does not
necessarily mean that the event must be under discussion.

Lambrecht’s scene-setting adverbials are closely related to the notion of “stage
topic” of Erteshik-Schir (2007:16f.). This notion builds on the spatio-temporal
location always being a possible TOPIC, since it is indispensable for the evaluation
of truth values. Both scene-setting and stage topics build on a TOPIC notion that
differs from the concept of GROUND in this article. Even if SCENE material may
be presupposed, it cannot be seen as a variety of GROUND since constituents of this
category are by definition under discussion.

It is moreover not possible to define SCENE as a variety of RHEME either. Al-
though SCENE material may be inaccessible, it does not really fill an informational
gap. Yet another characteristic that separates SCENE from GROUND and RHEME is
that it is not possible to focus constituents denoting SCENE.

Constituents that semantically denote the frame of a sentence may, but need
not, be of the discourse function SCENE. In (14) below, the speaker puts the ques-
tion of the listener’s activities during the upcoming weekend on the QUD. The
expression till helgen in the question represents a set of several points in time, for
example the days during the weekend. And when the listener answers, the frame
setting expressions på lördag and på söndag are focused GROUND (cf. Vallduví
and Engdahl 1996: link; Choi 1999: topic).

(14) a. Vad
what

ska
FUT

du
you

göra
do

till
in

helgen?
weekend

‘What will you do this weekend?’
b. [F-GROUND

...
På
on

lördag]
Saturday

ska
FUT

jag
I

skriva
write

klart
ready

min
my

artikel
article

och
and

[F-GROUND

...
på
on

söndag]
Sunday

ska
FUT

jag
I

måla
paint

om
PRT

i
in

sovrummet.
bedroom-DEF

‘On Saturday, I will finish writing my article, and on Sunday, I will
repaint the bedroom’
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In (15), on the other hand, the speaker requests information about the temporal
frame for the event of the listener meeting with the mutual friend Alma. Here the
rhematic portion of the clause is the constituent semantically denoting the frame:
På måndag klockan tre. The answer may be elliptical or include reference to the
event: Det ska jag göra [...].

(15) a. När
when

ska
FUT

du
you

träffa
meet

Alma?
Alma

‘When are you going to meet Alma?
b. (Det

that
ska
FUT

jag
I

göra)
do

[RHEME

...
På
on

måndag
Monday

klockan
clock-DEF

tre]
three

‘(I will do that) On Monday at three.’

3.1 Setting the SCENE in a cleft construction

Expressions denoting SCENE are often placed early in a sentence. In the F′ do-
main they appear before the RHEME and another common position is in the first
position of the clause immediately before the finite verb (cf. Chafe 1976: 50f.;
Lambrecht 1994:118; Teleman, Hellberg and Andersson 3:446, 3:492f., 4:4327).
In news reports, constituents denoting a SCENE often appear in matrix clauses of
cleft constructions; see example (16) below.

(16) Det
it

var
be-PST

sent
late

på
in

lördagskvällen
Saturday-night-DEF

som
that

ett
a

gäng
band

ungdomar
young people

enligt
according to

vittnesuppgifter
witness information

helt
totally

oprovocerat
unprovoked

attackerade
attack-PST

gående
pedestrian-PL

vid
by

Stigbergstorget.
Stigbergstorget

‘It was late Saturday evening that, according to a witness, a band of young
people made an unprovoked assault on pedestrians at Stigbergstorget.’

Cleft constructions are often otherwise used to mark a focused constituent. In this
example, on the other hand, the frame setting adverbial sent på lördagskvällen is
clefted, but not focused. The non-clefted portion of the clause in turn contains new
information about an assault that is brought up for discussion in the preceding text
and is not presupposed, as is the case when focused constituents are clefted (Rooth
1992, 1996).

4 Sentence adverbials and prominent information

Sentence adverbials (SADVL) are traditionally defined as ‘clausal modifiers’, that
is modifiers of the proposition including the subject, as opposed to so called VP-
adverbials, which modify only the verb and its complements. For an account of the

7Swedish SCENE may also be placed as the last and necessarily non-stressed adverbial in a clause.
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differences between these two categories, see Dalrymple 2001:269–274.
It is, however, not unknown that adverbials that relate the proposition to a tem-

poral, spatial, and circumstantial frame also modify the entire proposition, rather
than only the verb phrase, even if these are not usually referred to as “sentence
modifiers” (Nikula 1986). These adverbials are semantically comparable to some
of the traditional sentence adverbials, namely those that affect the truth values of
the sentence, since both these categories set the conditions under which the propo-
sition is true.

What is it then that distinguishes sentence adverbials from other sentence mod-
ifiers? In the following, I will show that the defining characteristic for sentence
adverbials seems to be their ability to function as information dynamic FOCUS op-
erators.

In examples (17) and (18), sentence adverbials are used as FOCUS operators.
The context of example (17) is a discussion about a violent handball game where
the player Anders Franzén got beat up. In this sentence the SADVL också, ‘also’,
serves as a focus operator, highlighting the rhematic constituent, Mikael Franzén.

(17) Inne
in

på
on

linjen
line-DEF

fick
get-PST

också
also

Mikael
Mikael

Franzén
Franzén

ta
take-INF

emot
towards

mycket
much

stryk
beating

‘On the line, Mikael Franzén was also beaten up’

The context of the example in (18) is a dietician giving advice on infant diets. Here
the pronoun jag referring to the writer is focused GROUND; by placing the pronoun
after the SADVL, the writer aims to evoke the presupposition that there exists an
alternate set of persons that are not of the same opinion.

(18) Om
if

barnet
child-DEF

går
go-PRS

upp
up

i
in

vikt,
weight

ser
see-PRS

i
in

alla
all-PL

fall
case

inte
NEG

jag
I

det
that

som
as

några
any-PL

problem
problem

om
if

barnet
child-DEF

äter
eat-PRS

vegetariskt.
vegetarian

‘As long as the child is gaining weight, there is no apparent problem – in
my opinion – if the child follows a vegetarian diet.’

It is not unknown that there are adverbs, like only and even, that function as focus
operators (cf. Rooth 1996). These adverbs often appear in places where other
SADVLs may not, for instance in NP:s, structurally adjoined to a focused element:
Even Alma sometime cooks. But other SADVLs also relate to the focused part of a
sentence and may function as FOCUS operators.

In example (19) the subject Alma is placed after the sentence adverbial faktiskt,
‘actually’, in the F′ domain. Faktiskt is syntactically restricted to appear only in
propositional contexts. In this sentence, it modifies the sentence and is syntactically
a sister to the subject in the F′ domain. The placement of Alma after faktiskt in (19)
nevertheless evokes an interpretation where it is unexpected that Alma cooks and
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that an alternative set of one or several persons normally does the cooking.

(19) Ikväll
tonight

lagade
cook-PST

faktiskt
actually

Alma
Alma

maten.
food-DEF

‘Tonight, it was actually Alma that cooked the meal.’

A clear indication of the FOCUS operator function of sentence adverbials is that in
Swedish these, but not other adverbial categories, may be clefted with another con-
stituent of a clause, as in (20) below (Andréasson 2007). This example shows that
it is possible to cleft a constituent preceded by a sentence adverbial, like faktiskt
‘actually’, while this is not possible with a manner adverbial, långsamt ‘slowly’,
or a frame adverbial, igår ‘yesterday’.

(20) It is SADVL [focus domain] that [rest of sentence]
a. Det

it
var
be-PST

faktiskt
actually

Alma
Alma

som
that

lagade
cook-PST

maten.
food-DEF

‘It was actually Alma that cooked the meal.’
b. *Det var långsamt Alma som lagade maten.

‘It was slowly Alma that cooked the meal’
c. *Det var igår Alma som lagade maten.

‘It was yesterday Alma that cooked the meal’

Interestingly, the English translations of (20 b) and (20 c) are also bad, even though
a thorough investigation of the possibilities in English has not been carried out. An
investigation of several languages is needed to decide whether the possibility to
appear in a cleft construction with another constituent is a characteristic of sentence
adverbials in other languages too.

A constituent that is clefted with a sentence adverbial, as in (20 a), is always
interpreted as focused and can never be interpreted as the SCENE of the sentence,
which it is in the cleft construction in (16) above. If an adverbial denoting a tem-
poral frame, like igår in (20 c), is clefted with a sentence adverbial, the non-clefted
portion of the clause is interpreted as presupposed and the frame adverbial as fo-
cused; see (21) below.

(21) Det
it

var
be-PST

faktiskt
actually

igår
yesterday

som
that

Alma
Alma

lagade
cook-PST

maten.
food-DEF

‘It was actually yesterday that Alma cooked the meal’.

The construction in (20), It is SADVL [focus domain] that [rest of sentence], serves
as a test for sentence adverbials in Swedish and distinguishes this category from
other propositional modifiers (Andréasson 2007).
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5 The architecture of i-structure

To sum up, the attributes relevant for the i-structure in Swedish are on the one hand
the discourse functions RHEME, GROUND, and SCENE and on the other hand the
discourse features FOCUS and ACTIVATION. The DF:s have various possibilities
of being focused; the DF SCENE is singled out from the other discourse functions
by not being possible to focus. Furthermore, the discourse function GROUND is
singled out from the others since it necessarily consists of information that is under
discussion and hence active.

FOCUS ACTIVATION

RHEME ± ±
GROUND ± +
SCENE – ±

TABLE 1: Discourse functions and discourse features

In this section I will turn to the question of what consequences the conclusions in
this article will have for the architecture of a separate i-structure in LFG.

5.1 Integrating SCENE

As discussed in section 3 above, there are reasons to believe that SCENE should
be treated as a discourse function distinct from GROUND and RHEME. One conse-
quence for the architecture of i-structure is then to integrate SCENE as an attribute
with a possible value, as outlined in (22) below, where the sentence in example
(22 a) is repeated. Here the SCENE of the sentence, the PP i höstas, is the value of
the DF attribute SCENE in the i-structure.

(22) a. På
on

Åbro bryggeri
Åbro Brewery

fattades
take-PASSIVE

i
in

höstas
autumn

[SUBJ

...
beslutet
decision-DEF

att
to

lägga
lay

ned
down

produktionen
production-DEF

med
with

läsk
soda

i
in

returglas].
returnable bottles

‘This autumn, a decision was made at Åbro brewery to close down
the production of soda in returnable bottles’

b.


GROUND
{[

på Åbro bryggeri
]}

RHEME


[
fattades beslutet att lägga ner

produktionen med läsk i reurglas

]
SCENE

{[
i höstas

]}
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5.2 Integrating focused elements

FOCUS is a feature that may affect only part of the RHEME or GROUND of a sen-
tence. A FOCUS attribute with a ± value within the attribute-value matrices repre-
senting the various discourse functions would hence not be a satisfactory solution
to formalising FOCUS in the i-structure.

It is furthermore necessary to find a way to formalise the FOCUS operators in
the i-structure. I propose that the FOCUS attribute of the i-structure take a FOCUS

DOMAIN and a FOCUS OPERATOR as values. The value of the domain may be
linked to one of the members in the GROUND or RHEME sets by structure sharing.
The value of the operator in its turn may be linked to a sentence adverbial in some
cases in, for example, Swedish. It may also be linked to the prosodic structure in
speech, to information packaging constructions or c-structure positions, or to the
morphological structure in languages that mark focus with morphemes.

In examples (23) and (24) the i-structures of examples (17) and (18) are out-
lined. In these i-structures the FOCUS domains and operators are linked to GROUND

or FOCUS elements by structure sharing, marked with coindexation.

(23) Inne
in

på
on

linjen
line-DEF

fick
get-PST

också
also

Mikael
Mikael

Franzén
Franzén

ta
take-INF

emot
towards

mycket
much

stryk
beating

‘On the line, Mikael Franzén was also beaten up’

GROUND
{

fick ta emot mycket stryk
}

RHEME
{

ocksåi

Mikael Franzénj

}
SCENE

{
inne på linjen

}
FOCUS

[
OPERATOR i

DOMAIN j

]


(24) Om

if
barnet
child-DEF

går
go-PRS

upp
up

i
in

vikt,
weight

ser
see-PRS

i
in

alla
all-PL

fall
case

inte
NEG

jag
I

det
that

som
as

några
any-PL

problem
problem

om
if

barnet
child-DEF

äter
eat-PRS

vegetariskt.
vegetarian

‘As long as the child is gaining weight, there is no apparent problem – in
my opinion – if the child follows a vegetarian diet.’
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GROUND
{

jagj

}
RHEME


i alla fall

intei

ser det som några problem om...


SCENE

{
om barnet går upp i vikt

}
FOCUS

[
OPERATOR i

DOMAIN j

]


6 Conclusion

On the basis of Swedish data I have argued that the discourse function SCENE needs
to be distinguished from RHEME and GROUND. I have furthermore proposed, fol-
lowing Andréasson (2007), that a characteristic that singles out sentence adverbials
from other clausal modifiers is their ability to function as focus operators. Lastly, I
have proposed a sketch for an LFG i-structure that makes use of these notions.

Most LFG-analyses of information dynamics so far have dealt with individual
languages, making generalisations and proposing machinery based on these. This
article is no exception. I have based my proposal on the information dynamics of
Swedish, and – I might add – of a limited subset of Swedish, namely declarative
main clauses and only concerning the constituent order in the F′ domain. The
analysis of Swedish in this article is hence only one contribution to the jigsaw
puzzle of the architecture of i-structure.

It is not clear to what extent the analysis in this article fits in with Cook and
Paynes’ (2006) recent analysis of information dynamics in German. Especially
their notion of TOPIC infers an aboutness that is not directly related to information
that is under discussion and hence not comparable to the QUD notion used in this
article. O’Connor’s (2006) analysis of spoken Serbo-Croatian makes use of the
notion ACTIVATION that I have not yet included for Swedish, and he also proposes
a mapping between i-structure (his d-structure) and the prosodic component of the
grammar, the p-structure. Mycock (2007) discusses the notions of interrogative
and non-interrogative FOCUS in her analysis of constituent questions, a distinction
that has not been included here since I analyse declarative clauses.

Information dynamics is becoming more and more important today, having
impact on analyses both in non-derivational and derivational frameworks. In my
view, information dynamics is a field where it would be fruitful to see even more
joint work in the future. The architecture of the LFG i-structure is still an open
question and will probably remain so until several researchers with thorough and
detailed insights in the information dynamics of various languages work together.
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Abstract

The paper shows how glue-semantics can be integrated into the
LFG architecture as an (almost) normal projection, so that it can do
the work of ‘argument-structure’ in accounts of predicate-composition
such as Alsina (1996, 1997), Butt et al. (1997) and Andrews and Man-
ning (1999).

A significant innovation is that that the standard ‘semantic projec-
tion’ is abandoned in favor of a σ-projection that directly connects the
f-structure and the meaning-structure, similar to the original proposal
for a semantic projection in Kaplan (1987), but running many-to-one
from the semantic structure to the f-structure.

In this paper, I will propose an analysis of clause-union complex predi-
cates, such as Romance causatives, in which the glue proof plays the role of
argument-structure in analyses such as those of Alsina (1996) and Andrews
and Manning (1999), and functions like a normal level of structure in LFG,
with a projection relating it to the f-structure. We call this projection σ,
since it has the same position in the theory as the σ-projection of Kaplan
(1987), but it is opposite in direction to this, and quite different in function
to the σ-projection in standard presentations of glue.

1 Prefab Glue

I will formulate the analysis using a formulation of glue which I will call
‘prefab glue’, which can be regarded as a version of proof-nets (Fry (1999),
Moot (2002), Andrews (2004)), reorganized along the lines of the structure
of proof-terms, so that glue assembly produces proof-terms (which are es-
sentially logical forms) directly rather than requiring some kind of ‘semantic
trip’ (de Groote and Retoré (1996), Morrill (2005)) or similar conversion
(such as the one proposed by Perrier (1999), used by Andrews (2004)) to
do this. An extended and slow-paced account of prefab glue is provided in
Andrews (2007); the presentation here will be quite concise, and will assume
a good grasp of glue. The only substantive differences between prefab glue
and previous formulations are:

(1) a. IOFU instantiation rather than linear universal quantification is
used to account for quantifier scope variation (as also proposed
by Lev (2007)); this simplifies the glue linear logic to propositional
rather than higher order, or first-order quantificational (Kokkonidis
to appear).

b. the standard ‘semantic projection’ is eliminated, and the σ-correspondence
runs from atomic-type nodes of the glue-proof to the f-structure.

†I am indebted to Alex Alsina for various Catalan examples, the audience at LFG07 for
some questions, an anonymous editor for some useful comments, and to Elisabeth Mayer
for help with proof-reading. All errors remain my own.
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Some discussion of both of these points is provided in Andrews (2007).
Technically, we derive the glue-side of a meaning-constructor in prefab

glue ‘structure tree’ format from one in regular format as follows. We assume
that the glue-sides are formulas of linear intuitionistic implication-conjuction
(−◦ ⊗) logic whose atomic formulas are pairs consisting of an f-structure des-
ignator (a label if the constructor is instantiated) and a semantic type. For
semantic types, we will use e for ‘entities’, and p for ‘propositions’ (following
Pollard (to appear)).

The first step is to label the whole meaning-side and its subformula
instances with polarities +/− as follows:1

(2) a. The polarity of an entire meaning-side is negative

b. The polarity of the consequent of an implication is that of the entire
implication.

c. The polarity of the antecedent of an implication is the opposite of
that of the entire implication

d. The polarity of a component of a conjunction is that of the entire
conjunction.

We next replace the original links with the ‘dynamic graph’-links of de
Groote (1999),2 represented as bold arrows below, but retaining the original
links between positive implications and their (negative) antecedents, rep-
resented as a dotted arrow below (the links are drawn upside-down to the
usual orientation in the literature):

(3) type tree structure-tree

postive implication: (a−◦ b)−

a+ b−

(a−◦ b)−

a+ b−

negative implication: (a−◦ b)+

a− b+

(a−◦ b)+

a− b+

negative conjunction: (a⊗ b)−

(a)− (b)−

(a⊗ b)−

(a)− (b)−

postive conjunction: (a⊗ b)+

(a)+ (b)+

(a⊗ b)+

(a)+ (b)+

1The polarity rules go back at least to Jaśkowski (1963).
2The concept is originally due to Lamarche (1994), where it is called the ‘essential net’,

but deGroote’s paper is much more accessible (I must confess to understanding almost
nothing of the Lamarche paper).
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I will sometimes call the dotted links ‘pseudo-daughter’ links.
We now formulate assembly in the usual manner for proof-nets. The

constructors to be assembled are taken as a collection of objects, and an
additional structure is added consisting of a single positive polarity node
(fp)

+, where f is the label of the entire f-structure. This is essentially the
same thing as a ‘frame’ in Type Logical Grammar (except that the logic is
commutative).

Then we link negative to positive atomic formula occurrences with ‘axiom-
links’, subject to the following rules:

(4) a. The linked pairs must be exhaustive and non-overlapping.

b. Members of a linked pair must have the same semantic type.

c. Members of a linked pair must have the same f-structure label.

The result of this is a ‘proof-structure’ in proof-net theory; to restrict proof-
structures to ones constituting valid proofs, we need to impose a ‘Correct-
ness Criterion’, which can be formulated like this (de Groote (1999), Moot
(2002:94-95)), among many other ways:

(5) Correctness Criterion: The dynamic graph must be:

(a) rooted and acyclic.

(b) every dynamic graph path to the root that starts at the target of
a dotted link must pass through the source of that link.

Note that the direction of the dynamic graph links, but not the pseudo-
daughter links, is essential if the polarities are erased. A proof-structure
that passes the Correctness Criterion is a proof-net, and represents a valid
linear logic proof.

If the f-structure label information is ignored in the formation of the
proof-structure, the constructors function somewhat like a numeration in
Minimalism, and the possible proof-nets represent all possible ways of as-
sembling the constructors consistent with their semantic types (Klein and
Sag 1985).

For an example, here are instantiated constructors for the sentence Bert
likes everybody:

(6) Everybody : (ge −◦ fp) −◦ fp

Bert : he

Like : he −◦ ge −◦ fp

Converted to structure-tree format, connected with axiom-links represented
as dashed arrows, and arranged in a perspicuous manner, these constructors
become:
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(7) p+
f

p−f

(e→p)→p−

Everybody

e→p+

p+
f

p−f

e→p−

e→e→p−

Like

eh
+

(e)−h

e+g

e−g
Bert

This looks very much like a structure-tree for a linear lambda-term, with
the dotted pseudo-daughter link representing variable-binding.

The resemblance becomes essentially identity if we contract the axiom-
links, and erase the polarities. Interpreting the f-structure label subscripting
as a standard LFG correspondence relation (albeit opposite in direction to
most of them), we get the following glue-structure f-structure pair for the
sentence, where the heavy dashed lines represent the σ-correspondence:

(8)

pf

(e→p)→p

Everybody

e→p

pf

e→p

e→e→p

Like

eh

eg
Bert

f :













SUBJ g:
[

PRED ‘Bert’
]

PRED ‘Chase’

TENSE PAST

OBJ h:

[

QUANT ‘Every’

PRED ‘Proindef ’

]













This diagram is deliberately reminiscent of the φ-correspondence from c-
structure to f-structure.

2 Glue as Argument-structure

With meaning-constructors and proof-nets represented in this manner, it
becomes apparent that glue-proofs have many of the properties of argument-
structures as proposed by Alsina (1996) and many other works. Below is
a meaning-constructor for the ‘three place causative’, without the syntactic
information, whose meaning can be glossed as (b):

(9) a. λP.λy.λx.Cause(x, y, P (y)) : (e→p)→e→e→p
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b. x does something to y. Because of this, y does P .

Combining the structure-tree format version of this with that for a transitive
verb (here Llegir ‘read’ in Catalan), we get a structure like this:

(10) (p)−

(e→p)−

(e→e→p)−

((e→p)→e→e→p)−

λP.λy.λx.Cause(x, y, P (y))
(e→p)+

(p)+

(p)−

(e→p)−

(e→e→p)−

Llegir

(e)+

(e)+

(e)−

(e)+

(e)+

The Correctness Criterion will guarantee that the positive e in the property
(innermost, (e→p)+) argument of the causative will link to an argument of
the embedded verb, but not restrict it to the topmost one. Such a restriction
seems plausible, and might be imposed by a semantic restriction that the
controller of the property be its Agent, but we won’t look into this issue
here.

Observe however that (9) has many similarities to the results of ‘predi-
cate composition’ proposed by Alsina (1996:191):

(11) ‘cause<[P-A]3 [P-P]2 read <[P-A]2 [P-P]1>>’

The subscripts represent (co-)linking to values of grammatical function in
f-structure, roughly equivalent to our σ.

As discussed by Andrews and Manning (1999), the concept of predicate-
composition and the associated structure (11) don’t fit very well into stan-
dard LFG architecture. But they go much better when glue is involved.
The intent of (11) is that the Cause predicate has three arguments, one
of which is a composite involving the caused predicate. This is directly ex-
pressed in (10). The arguments in (11) are also presented in a definite order,
represented by the hierarchical nesting relationships in (10).

A difference is that the entity argument-positions in (11) are tagged
with Dowty’s ‘Proto-Agent’ and ‘Proto-Patient’ labels. But this is a matter
of the detailed formulation of linking theory, and there is no reason why
meaning-constructor atomic formulas can’t have such information added to
their lexical specification, if this proves to be empirically warranted.
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Especially important is that in a glue-based approach, there is no rea-
son why the meaning-constructors for the causative and caused predicates
can’t ‘output’ to the same level of f-structure, consistently with the many
arguments for the monoclausality of Romance causatives. This is supported
by the fact that the σ-correspondence, with the present directionality, is in-
dependently required to be many-to-one by constructions such as sentence-
adverbials, and quantifiers. We illustrate this here for the causative by
f-structural co-labelling:

(12) pf

e→p

e→e→p

(e→p)→e→e→p

λP.λy.λx.Cause(x, y, P (y))
(e→p)

pf

pf

e→p

e→e→p

Llegir

ei

e?

e?

eh

eg

f :











SUBJ g:[ ]

IOBJ h:[ ]

OBJ i:[ ]











This many-to-one property is of course also a characteristic of the c-structure-
to-f-structure correspondence φ. The ‘?’ subscript to some of the e’s rep-
resents an issue concerning what their f-structure correspondents ought to
be.

The idea of predicate composition thus appears to fit into LFG+glue,
but we do need to reconstrue our idea of how the PRED-features themselves
work. This is because if the causative and causee verb both introduce a
PRED-feature at the same level of f-structure, these will clash. Fortunately,
as pointed out by Kuhn (2001), meaning-constructors are able to take on
most of the functions of PRED-features, in particular, the management of the
Completeness, Coherence and Predicate Uniqueness constraints. Andrews
(to appear) however shows that PRED-features can still play a useful role
in connecting irregular morphology to multiple meanings of verbs, such as
the irregular forms went and gone with a wide range of different meanings
such as go off, go out, go crazy, etc. But for this function, the features can
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be located on a ‘morphological projection’ such as proposed by Butt et al.
(1996) and Butt et al. (1999). This projection shares less aggressively than
φ, so that each verb can put its PRED-feature on a different level. We will
return to this issue later, but now consider the specification of grammatical
functions in the causative constructor.

An initial thought might be that the constructor would have to look
something like this:

(13) λP.λy.λx.Cause(x, y, P (y)) :

((↑ ?OBJ)e→↑p)→(↑ ?OBJ)e→(↑SUBJ)e→↑p

‘?OBJ’ here represents whatever we need to do to accommodate the well
known alternation between dative causees for transitive caused verbs, and
accusative ones for intransitives. This can be accounted for in various ways,
such as for example Falk’s (2001:115) proposal that transitives take the
causee as an OBJθ, in effect the traditional ‘indirect object’ (IOBJ), while
intransitives take it as an OBJ. The constructor synchronizes this GF be-
tween the object and controller-of-property positions, on the basis of the
semantic relationship.

However, rather counterintuitively, this constructor will work as well:

(14) λP.λy.λx.Cause(x, y, P (y)) :

((↑SUBJ)e→↑p)→(↑ ?OBJ)e→(↑SUBJ)e→↑p

And it has the advantage that it will work with an unmodified constructor
for the caused verb, requiring no linking theory:

(15) Llegir : (↑OBJ)e→(↑SUBJ)e→↑p

These two constructors will fit together to yield this assembly, with accom-
panying f-structure (σ represented with co-labelling):

(16) pf
−

e→p

e→e→p

(e→p)→e→e→p

λP.λy.λx.Cause(x, y, P (y))
(e→p)

pf
+

pf
−

e→p

e→e→p

Llegir

ei
+

eg
+

eg
−

eh
+

eg
+
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f :











SUBJ g:[ ]

IOBJ h:[ ]

OBJ i:[ ]











This works (note that since σ is many-to-one, there is no problem with the f-
structure associated with (17) being monoclausal, as required for an analysis
of complex predicates), even though the top e+ argument of the caused verb
and the e− antecedent of the property argument of the controlled verb are
associated with the causative subject f-structure g, which has nothing to do
with the causee agent f-structure h. Note that this is not a specific property
of the prefab glue formulation, but a consequence how glue premise-matching
works.

So, although counter-intuitive, this is a somewhat tempting analysis of
causatives, but that does not necessarily mean that it is the right thing to
do. Next, I will argue that it isn’t.

3 Problems with the Easy Analysis

I will present two kinds of problems, a general theoretical one, and a more
concrete empirical difficulty.

The theoretical problem is that the technique employed in the analy-
sis allows empirically wrong analyses of constructions which are standardly
analysed in LFG with functional control. Consider the following meaning-
constructor for seem:3

(17) λPx.Seem(P (x)) :
((↑XCOMP SUBJ)e→(↑XCOMP)p)→(↑SUBJ)e→↑p

Since we have already abandoned the usual Completeness and Coherence
constraints in favor of glue assembly, the following f-structure, without func-
tional control, can provide a satisfactory interpretation for a sentences such
as Bert seems to like Ernie:

(18)

f :















SUBJ g:
[

PRED ‘Bert’
]

PRED ‘Seem’

XCOMP h:








SUBJ i:
[ ]

PRED ‘Like’

OBJ j:
[

PRED ‘Ernie’
]






















3Partially inspired by some of the constructors in Asudeh (2002, 2005).
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The constructor for the lower verb will construct the complement subject
grammatical function, but the constructor (17) for seem will make it un-
necessary for this to be functionally identified with anything else for the
semantic interpretation to be found.

But although the analsyis works for this particular example, it leads to
a variety of problems, such as the inability to account for ‘long distance
agreement’ in languages such as Icelandic (Andrews 1982), or the narrow
scope reading of examples like this, from Asudeh (2002, 2005):

(19) Every goblin seems to have pinched Merry

These phenomena provide evidence for functional control even though the
basic semantic interpretation of simple examples doesn’t require it. To ex-
plain these phenomena, LFG+glue ought therefore to contain some principle
that would rule out the analysis without functional control, so that learn-
ers would adopt the standard analysis with functional control even without
encountering the somewhat subtle evidence that motivates it.

The second, concrete, problem with the analysis (14–15) is that it fails
to address Alsina’s (1996) arguments that the causee agent is not a subject.
For example, it is unable to host a floating quantifier, whereas the controlled
subject of an Equi-construction can:

(20) Els
the

metges
doctors

ens
us

deixen
let

beure
drink

una
a

cervesa
beer

cadascun
each

a. Each of the doctors lets us drink a beer

b. *The doctors let each of us drink a beer

(Alsina 1996:217)

(21) Els
the

metgesi

doctors
ensj

us
han
have

convençut
convinced

de
of

beure
drink

una
a

cervesa
beer

cadascuni/j

each
The doctors each convinced us to drink a beer
The doctors convinced us to drink a beer each

(Alsina p.c.)

The following meaning-constructor seems appropriate for floating quan-
tifiers which can only float off the subject, given in both standard (a) and
structure-tree (b) format:

(22) a. λPx.Every(λy.y ∈ x)(P ) : ((↑SUBJ)e→↑p)→(↑SUBJ)e→↑p
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b. (p)−↑

(e→p)−

((e→p)→e→p)−

λP.λx.Every(λy.y ∈ x)(P )
(e→p)+

(e)−(↑SUBJ)

(p)+↑

(e)+(↑SUBJ)

What it does is abstract over the subject GF to create a property from the
predicate, and applies a semantically distributed version of this property to
a plural subject.

Combining it with the caused verb and abbreviated representation b of
the object of (20), we get:

(23) λx.Every(λy.y ∈ x)(λz.Beure(b)(z))

This can then combine with the causative verb and abbreviated representa-
tion of object to produce (24) with its β-reduction to the undesired reading
of (20):

(24) λx.Let(x,ns, (λx.Every(λy.y ∈ x)(λz.Beure(b)(z)))(ns)) ⇒β

λx.Let(x,ns,Every(λy.y ∈ ns)(λz.Beure(b)(z))) ≡
λx.Let(x,ns,Every(y, y ∈ ns,Beure(b)(y)))

To aid comprehension, we express the result of the reduction in two possible
formats for the quantifier, first an ‘Aristotelian’ one where it relates two
properties, then a ‘3-part’ one where there is a variable and two formulas
open on that variable.

To rule out these undesired analyses, I will suggest a constraint that rules
out the intuitively odd property of the constructor (16), that it can in effect
transmit a meaning via σ-linking to an f-structure that has nothing at all
to do with that meaning. On its meaning-side, this constructor attributes
the property expressed by the innermost argument to the entity expressed
by the next-innermost one (the causee agent). This can be formulated in
terms of the structural relationships within the meaning-side between the
two lambda-variables corresponding to the arguments. The relationship
that triggers the constraint is that the glue-subformula corresponding to the
property has a (conditional, not anaphoric) antecedent of the same semantic
type (e, in this case) as the one corresponding to the argument to which the
property is applied, and the proposed constraint requires that, under these
conditions, the σ-correspondents of these subformulas be the same as well.
We can depict this constraint, which we will call Functional Consistency,
diagrammatically as follows, where the material subtending the lower hor-
izontal braces is what the constraint requires to hold, if the other material
is present:
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(25) Functional Consistency:

λP .λy.λx.Cause(P (y))(x)

︷ ︸︸ ︷

((↑ ?)e
︸ ︷︷ ︸

→↑p)→
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(↑ ?OBJ)e
︸ ︷︷ ︸

→(↑SUBJ)e→↑p

applies to

⇓
=σ

Functional Consistency will rule out the counterintuitive constructor (14),
but allow one of the initially expected form (13). Likewise, the undesirably
innovative (17) will be excluded, while conventional analyses using functional
control will be allowed. In the absence of plausible alternatives for the
allowed analyses that satisfy Functional Consistency, these can be regarded
as required by the theory.

4 Linking Theory

Although it is in a sense good news that there are real reasons for ruling
out the counterintuitive analyses, the accompanying bad news is that we
will after all need a linking theory for the complex predicates. Fortunately,
LFG+glue provides good support for producing such a theory. (26) below
shows how notions such as (co-)argument, logical subject, and relative (se-
mantic role-based) prominence can be formulated in terms of the structures.

One fundamental notion is the ‘Final Output’ of a meaning-constructor,
which is the root node of the constructor in structure-tree format. These
are circled (this concept might require adjustment if tensors are used in
the formalism). Then ‘basic arguments’ are nodes of basic type that are
daughters of nodes on the ‘spine’ from the meaning-bearing node to the final
output. These are boxed. It is plausible that there is a typological division
between languages that assign object grammatical functions to nodes of
basic type other than e (such as Icelandic, where clausal complements are
arguably NPs bearing ordinary object grammatical functions (Thráinsson
1979)), and those that don’t, such as English and Dutch ((Koster 1978),
(Bresnan 1994); see also Alsina et al. (2005)).
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(26) p

e→p

e→e→p

(e→p)→e→e→p

λP.λy.λx.Cause(x, y, P (y))
(e→p)

p

p

e→p

e→e→p

Llegir

e

e

e

e

e






GF1 [ ]

GF2 [ ]

GF3 [ ]






[

. . .
]

Basic arguments seem to behave differently from those of higher-order type,
such as e→p. In particular, there seems to be a rather solid constraint that
a predicate take only one higher-order argument.

Another important concept is role-based semantic prominence, expressed
by the hierarchical relationships between the basic arguments. This is
widely, although not universally, assumed to be necessary.4 A problem with
it is that it is largely predictable from semantic roles; if relative prominence
is totally so predictable, then it should not be an independent notion of
the theory. I suggest that the semantic-role assignment contrasts between
verbs such as predecease, on the one hand, and outlive and survive, on the
other, show that relative prominence is sometimes independent of seman-
tic roles. An important concept based on relative prominence is ‘logical
subject’, double-boxed in (26); the logical subject is the most prominent
argument of a predicate.

A somewhat more complex notion is that of ‘co-argument’: co-arguments
are arguments whose Final Outputs have the same f-structural correspon-
dent. So all of the boxed and double-boxed positions in (26) are co-arguments,
with the result that they are simultaneously subjected to the constraints of
linking theory. But if the two type p Final Arguments had different f-
structure correspondents, then the arguments would fall into two sets of
co-arguments, each linking independently, as appropriate for multiclausal
constructions, including those with functional control. We might also want
to recognize ‘immediate’ co-arguments, which would be arguments sharing
the same Final Output.

Next, we face the challenge of producing an actual linking theory. In
(26), the argument positions aren’t connected to any GF-values in the f-
structure correspondent of the final outputs, so the intended effects of the

4See for example Zaenen (1993), Asudeh (2001) for proposals that dispense with it.
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linking theory aren’t represented. But the effects of Functional Consistency
are represented, by linking the two relevant argument positions to the same
piece of f-structure material, which is however not integrated into the f-
structure of the Final Outputs. There have unfortunately accumulated a
rather large number of options for linking theory in LFG, usefully surveyed
by Butt (1999). I can’t systematically investigate all of these here, so will
merely propose something that works out for the case at hand, and doesn’t
seem immediately and unsalvageably hopeless from a typological point of
view.

In the first place, we accept a basic distinction between ‘core’ and ‘oblique’
grammatical functions, with the latter pre-specified for a morphologically
marked oblique grammatical function, typically marked by a preposition
in Romance or Germanic languages (or semantic cases in many others).
Oblique grammatical functions don’t participate in causative grammatical
function alternations, so we need consider them no further here (but would
have to in a consideration of applicatives). The non-oblique argument po-
sitions will then be ranked in terms of relative prominence, for the linking
principles to apply to.

Observe that the approach has already made an improvement on An-
drews and Manning (1999) in that it has a specific proposal for oblique
arguments. Now we propose that in the lexicon, core arguments are option-
ally and constructively assigned any of the core grammatical functions SUBJ,
OBJ and OBJθ. To be a bit more precise about this, I propose a notation
whereby

 

means ‘the σ-correspondent of the Final Output of the meaning-
constructor I am an annotation of’, while

 

means ‘the σ-correspondent
of the argument-position I’m attached to’ (the squiggle in the arrows is
supposed to indicate that these arrows are not evaluated with respect to
positions in a c-structure, but to positions somewhere else, namely within a
glue-assembly). We can now write the constructive GF-assignment principle
as follows:

(27) (

 

SUBJ|OBJ|OBJθ) =

 

This applies to all core argument positions, at least those of type e (leaving
the treatment of other types aside, in this paper). (26) will now get the
correct grammatical function assignment, as well as many incorrect ones.

We next have a constraint which requires the GFs of co-arguments to
be assigned harmonically w.r.t. their relative prominence, with the GF’s
ranked:

(28) SUBJ > OBJθ > OBJ

A biuniqueness constraint can prevent the argument positions that are iden-
tified by Functional Consistency from getting distinct governable functions;
we formulate it as a condition preventing one f-structure from bearing two
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governable GFs to another (but, in order to allow functional control, we
permit an f-structure to bear distinct GF’s to different f-structures).

Only one GF-assignment will now be available for ditransitives and
causatives of transitives, but so far there will be three for intransitives. We
can rule this out by requiring that the maximally prominent co-argument be
assigned SUBJ, if it gets any core GF at all (passives can be plausibly treated
as not assigning a core GF to the maximal co-argument). For transitives,
and causatives of intransitives, this leaves two possibilities for the other co-
argument, OBJ, or OBJθ. The former appears to be the default, with the
latter appearing with various non-Patientlike semantic roles, such as Ad-
dressee, Object of Obedience, etc. We can propose that OBJ is assigned
to the least prominent argument-position, subject to a semantic-role-based
restriction which blocks this for non-Patientlike roles, leaving OBJθ as the
only option. A sharp characterization of what this restriction is would be
highly desirable, but will not be attempted here.

5 The Morphological Projection and Respect for

the Tree

Now we turn to the other significant problem for monoclausal structures,
accounting for how each semantically higher verb determines the form of the
following one, and the arrangement in the c-structure reflects the semantic
organization (called ‘respecting the tree structure’ in Alsina (1997)). These
problems are illustrated in these examples (Alsina p.c; adapted from Alsina
(1997)):

(29) a. L’
It

acabo
I.finish

de
of

fer
make

llegir
read

al
to the

nen
boy

‘I just made/I finish making the boy read it.’

b. La
It.F

faig
I.make

acabar
finish

de
of

llegir
read

al
to the

nen
boy

‘I make the boy finish reading it (say, a map ([GND FEM])).’

The appearance of the direct object clitic semantically associated with the
final verb in front of the first one shows that these are clause-union construc-
tions, but we see that the order of verbs nevertheless reflects the meaning,
and each verb determines the form of the one after it, suggesting some kind
of complement-structure.

The form-determination problem is basically the same as arises with
monoclausal analysis of auxiliaries, and for it we can use the same solution,
the ‘morphological projection’ proposed by Butt et al. (1996) and Butt et al.
(1999). However we will suggest a slightly different version of the architec-
ture, in which the morphological projection (‘m-structure’) comes between
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the c-structure and the f-structure, similarly to the argument-structure of
Butt et al. (1997), but not that of Andrews and Manning (1999). The
motivation for this is to impose a principle that f-structure shares more
aggressively than m-structure, rather than just differently.

The m-structure projection is governed by various principles, the most
important of which is that it is shared between ‘primary’ (but not extended)
X-bar projections and their heads. Therefore I and IP, and V and VP,
will have the same m-structure correspondent, but the IP and VP levels
will have different m-structure correspondents. But, as in the original m-
structure proposals, the VP will be the m-structural DEP of the IP (an
S-complement of IP will also share m- and therefore f- structure). VP-
complements will furthermore have the option of being treated either as
complements (biclausal), or as extended projections (monoclausal).

Although distinct at m-structure, extended projections will always be
merged at f-structure, so that the f-structures of familiar constructions will
for the most part look the same as in standard LFG, except for the location
of certain attributes, which will be located at m-structure rather than f-
structure (from which they can however be located by means of inverse
projections, albeit in a functionally uncertain manner).

Amongst these attributes are of course the verbal form features distin-
guishing infinitives and participles, and the prepositional markers in (29),
but also, innovatively the PRED-features, whose semantic functions have
been taken over by glue, and whose most obvious and possibly only re-
maining function is to control the morphological spellout of lexical items, as
discussed in Andrews (to appear). I will not now make any proposals con-
cerning nominal features; the existence of two places in which they can be
put seems promising in light of Wechsler and Zlatić (2003), but the details
may well fail to work out.

The architecture so far can be diagrammed like this:

(30) glue-structure

c-structure m-structure f-structure

φ = ψ ◦ µ

σ

µ ψ

and partial c-, m- and f-structures for (29a) presented as follows, where
a, b, c are m-structure labels, prefixed to the m-structures they label, and
postfixed to the f-structure that these m-structures correspond to under ψ:
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(31) Sa

VPa

Va

l’acabo

VPb

de VPb

Vb

fer

VPc

Vc

llegir

PP

P

al

NP

N

nen

a:

















PRED ‘Acabar’

VFORM FIN

DEP b:











PRED ‘Fer’

VFORM INF

VMARK DE

DEP c:

[

PRED ‘Lllegir’

VFORM INF

]



































SUBJ
[ ]

IOBJ
[ ]

OBJ
[ ]









: a, b, c

We can now get the forms of the examples of (29), but each will have both
meanings rather than the sole correct one.

Alsina (1997:237-238) addresses this issue with an informally stated con-
straint to the effect that predicate composition must mirror the c-structure.
In effect, all of the predicates found under a VP in the c-structure must
constitute a composite PRED-value which in some sense corresponds to that
VP (Alsina’s example (50)). This indicates the presence of another pro-
jection, which in the present context, would be most naturally construed
as directly linking the glue-structure and the c-structure. I will call this
projection γ, and construe it as running from the meaning-bearing nodes
of the glue-structure (left terminal daughters) to the c-structure node that
lexical item introducing the constructor appears under in the c-structure.5

The result for (29a) will be:

5This may need to be revised in light of idioms, and meaning-constructors introduced
directly by PS-rules, if these latter exist.
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(32) Sa

VPa

Va

l’acabo

VPb

de VPb

Vb

fer

VPc

Vc

llegir

PP

P

al

NP

N

nen

p

p→p

Acabar

p

e→p

e→e→p

(e→p)→e→e→p

Fer

(e→p)

p

e→p

e→e→p

Llegir

e

e

e

e

γ

γ

γ

The revised architecture will then be:

(33) glue-structure

c-structure m-structure f-structure

φ = ψ ◦ µ γ connects meaning nodes to their c-structure introducers

σ

µ ψ

γ

We then need some constraints which will assure that the relationships be-
tween meaning-constructors in the assembled glue-structure reflect the c-
structure relationships between their introducers.

A problem which the constraint needs to be able to deal with is the
ambiguous interpretation of adverbs in examples like:6

(34) He
I-have

fet
made

beure
drink

el
the

vi
wine

a contracor
against will

a
to

Maria
Mary

I made Mary drink the wine against her/my will
(Manning (1992), Andrews and Manning (1999:126), from Alex Alsina

p.c.)

The constraint I suggests involves a glue-structure relationship that I will
call ‘Extended Argument of’, and a c-structure relationship that I’ll call
‘β-command’:

(35) Extended Argument of: Meaning-bearing glue node m is an ex-
tended argument of meaning-bearing glue-node n iff the dynamic path
ofm joins the dynamic path of n before the FinalOutput of n (= ‘Feeds
Into’ from Andrews (to appear)).

6Andrews (2003) gets into trouble with this.
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(36) β-command: c-structure node c β-commands node d iff every X pro-
jection dominating c dominates d.

Note that in a complex predicate, the higher verb will β-command the lower,
but not vice-versa, even if they are in an extended projection relation.

The constraint is then:

(37) γ-harmony: If γ(m) β-commands γ(n) but not vice-versa, and if
φ(γ(m)) = φ(γ(n)), then n must be an extended argument of m (the
condition on φ ◦ γ is supposed to keep this from applying to adjuncts,
so as to allow the ambiguity of (34)).

Perhaps more elegant formulations can be found, but (37) relates the levels
of glue-structure and c-structure by means of a constraint that is plausibly
universal, and intuitively iconic.

6 Conclusion

By construing meaning-constructors as being essentially the same thing as
argument-structures, we have managed to capture many of the insights of
Alsina’s analysis of complex predicates in a more formalized framework,
glue-semantics, that explicitly integrates argument-structure with a general
account of semantic composition in LFG.
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Abstract

LFG-DOP (Bod and Kaplan, 1998, 2003) provides an appealing answer
to the question of how probabilistic methods can be incorporated into linguis-
tic theory. However, despite its attractions, the standardmodel of LFG-DOP
suffers from serious problems of overgeneration because (a) it is unable to
define fragments of the right level of generality, and (b) it has no way of
capturing the effect of anything except simple positive constraints. We show
how the model can be extended to overcome these problems.

1 Introduction

The question of how probabilistic methods should be incorporated into linguistic
theory is important from both a practical, grammar engineering, perspective, and
from the perspective of ‘pure’ linguistic theory. From a practical pointof view
such techniques are essential if a system is to achieve a useful breadth of coverage
and avoid being swamped by structural ambiguity in realistic situations. From
a theoretical point of view they are necessary as a response to the influence of
probabilistic factors in human language behaviour (see e.g. Jurafsky, 2003, for a
review).

Bod and Kaplan (1998, 2003) provide a very appealing and persuasive answer
to this question in the form of LFG-DOP, where the linguistic representations of
Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) are combined with the probabilistic methods
of Data Oriented Parsing (DOP). The result is a descriptively powerful,clear, and
elegant fusion of linguistic theory and probability. However, it suffers from two
serious problems, both related to generative capacity, which have the effect that the
model overgenerates. This paper shows how these problems can be overcome.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background, introducing
the basic ideas of DOP. Section 3 describes the Bod and Kaplan (B&K) model,
and introduces the first problem: the problem of defining DOP fragments with the
right level of generality. Section 4 shows how this problem can be overcome. Sec-
tion 5 describes the second problem (which arises because LFG-DOP fragments
effectively encode only simple, positive, LFG constraints) and shows how it can be
overcome. Section 6 discusses some issues and potential objections.

2 Tree-DOP

The central idea of DOP is that, rather than using a collection of rules, parsing
and other processing tasks employ a database offragmentsproduced by decom-
posing a collection of normal linguistic representations (e.g. trees drawn from a

†We are grateful to the participants at LFG07 in Stanford, Ca, for insightful and stimulating
discussion, in particular: Joan Bresnan, Aoife Cahill, Grzegorz Chrupała, Ron Kaplan, Jonas Kuhn,
and Louisa Sadler.
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treebank).1 These fragments can be assigned probabilities (e.g. based on their rel-
ative frequency of appearance in the fragment database). Parsing astring involves,
in effect, finding a collection of fragments which can be combined to derive it,
i.e. provide a representation for it. These representations are assignedprobabilities
based on the probabilities of the fragments used. This general approachcan, of
course, be realized in many different ways, via different choices of basic represen-
tation, different decomposition operations, etc. So, standardly, specifying a DOP
model involves instantiating four parameters: (i) representational basis; (ii) decom-
position operations; (iii) composition operation(s); and (iv) probability model.

Specified in this way, Tree-DOP, the simplest DOP model, involves:

(i) a treebank of context free trees, such as Figure 1;
(ii) two decomposition operations:Root andFrontier ;

(iii) a single composition operation:Leftmost Substitution;
(iv) a probability model based on relative frequency.

Fragments are produced from representations such as Figure 1 by two decom-
position operations:Root andFrontier :

(i) Root selects any noden and makes it the root of a new tree, erasing all other
nodes apart from those dominated byn.

(ii) Frontier chooses a set of nodes (other than the root) and erases all subtrees
dominated by these nodes.

Intuitively, Root extracts a complete constituent to produce a fragment with a new
root. For example, the fragments in Figure 2 can be produced from the treein Fig-
ure 1 by (possibly trivial) application ofRoot . Frontier deletes part of a fragment
to produce an ‘incomplete’ fragment — a fragment with a new frontier contain-
ing ‘open slots’ (i.e. terminal nodes labeled with a non-terminal category), as in
Figure 3.

Leftmost Substitutioninvolves substituting a fragment for the leftmost open
slot. Figure 4 exemplifies one of the several ways in which a representationof Kim
likes Samcan be derived.

1Standard references on DOP include, for example, Bod and Scha (1997), Bod (1998), and the
papers in Bod et al. (2003). All of these contain presentations of Tree-DOP.
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The following define a very simple probability model for this version of DOP.2

(1) P (fi) =
|fi|

∑

root(f)=root(fi)

|f |

(2) P (d) =
n

∏

i=1

P (fi)

2Simple, and one should add, inadequate. This model is based on relativefrequency estimation,
which has been shown to be biased and inconsistent (Johnson, 2002).A number of alternatives have
been proposed, e.g. assuming a uniform derivation distribution (Bonnema et al., 1999), backing-off
(Sima’an and Buratto, 2003), and held-out estimation (Zollmann, 2004). Nothing in what follows
depends on the choice of probability model, however.
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(3) P (R) =

m
∑

j=1

P (dj)

Equation (1) says that the probability associated with a fragmentfi is the ratio of
the number of times it occurs compared to the number of times fragments with the
same root category occur. (2) says that the probability of a particular derivation d

is the product of the probabilities of the fragments used in deriving it. (3) says that
the probability associated with a representation (tree) is to be found by summing
over the probabilities of its derivations.

Apart from its obvious simplicity, this version of DOP has numerous attrac-
tions. However, from a linguistic point of view it suffers from the limitations ofthe
underlying linguistic theory (context-free phrase structure grammar), and for this
reason does not provide a satisfactory answer to the question of how probabilistic
and linguistic methods should be combined. A much better answer emerges if DOP
techniques are combined with a richer linguistic theory, such as LFG.3

3 LFG-DOP

The idea of combining DOP techniques with the linguistic framework of LFG was
first proposed in Bod and Kaplan (1998) (see also Bod and Kaplan, 2003; Way,
1999; Bod, 2000b,a; Hearne and Sima’an, 2004; Finn et al., 2006; Bod, 2006).
As one would expect given the framework, representations are triples〈c, φ, f 〉,
consisting of a c-structure, an f-structure, and a ‘correspondence’ function φ that
relates them (see Figure 5).4

Decomposition again involves theRoot andFrontier operations. As regards
c-structure, these operations are defined precisely as in Tree-DOP. However, the
operations must also take account of f-structure and theφ-links: (i) when a node is
erased, allφ-links leaving from it are removed, and (ii) all f-structure units that are
not φ-accessible from the remaining nodes are erased.5 (iii) In addition, Root

3Attempts to adapt DOP for other grammatical formalisms, notably HPSG, include Neumann
(2003), Linardaki (2006), and Arnold and Linardaki (2007).

4Discussion of the key ideas of LFG can be found in e.g. Bresnan (1982), Dalrymple et al. (1995),
Bresnan (2001), and Dalrymple (2001).

5A piece of f-structure isφ-accessible from a noden if and only if it is φ-linked ton or contained
within a the piece of f-structure that isφ-linked ton.
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Figure 5: LFG-DOP Treebank representation.

deletes all semantic forms (PRED features) that are local to f-structures which
are linked to erased nodes. (iv)Frontier also removes semantic forms from f-
structures corresponding to erased nodes.

The intuition here is (a) to eliminate f-structure that is not associated with the
c-structure that remains in a fragment, and (b) to keep everything else, except that
a fragment should contain aPREDvalue if and only if the c-structure contains the
corresponding word. Thus, from the representation in Figure 5,Root will produce
(inter alia) fragments corresponding to the NPsSamandKim and the VPlikes Kim,
as in Figure 6. The cases ofSamandKim are straightforward: all other nodes,
and the associatedφ-links have been removed; the only f-structures that areφ-
accessible are the values ofSUBJandOBJrespectively, and these are what appear in
the fragments. The case of the VPlikes Kim, is slightly more complex: deleting the
S and subject NP nodes does not affectφ-accessibility relations, because the S and
VP nodes in Figure 5 areφ-linked to the same f-structure. However, deleting the
subject NP removes thePRED feature theSUBJ value, as required by (iii). Notice
that nothing else is removed: in particular, notice that person-number information
about the subject NP remains.

Applying Frontier to Figure 6 (c) to deleteKim will produce a fragment cor-
responding tolikes NP, as in Figure 7. Again,φ-accessibility is not affected, so
the only effect on the f-structure is the removal of thePREDfeature associated with
Kim, as required by (iv).

The composition operation will not be very important in what follows. For
the purpose at hand it can be just the same as that of Tree-DOP, with two pro-
visos. First, we must ensure that substitution of a fragment at a node preserves
φ-links and also unifies the corresponding f-structures. Second, we require the f-
structure of any final representation we produce to satisfy a number of additional
well-formedness conditions, specificallyuniqueness, completenessandcoherence,
in the normal LFG sense (e.g. Dalrymple, 2001, pp35-39). Similarly, for thepur-
pose of this discussion we can assume the probability model is the same as usedin
Tree-DOP.6

6In fact, a small extension of the probability model is needed.Completenesscannot be checked in
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Figure 7: An LFG-DOPFrontier fragment

What is of central concern here is that the fragments produced byRoot and
Frontier are highlyundergeneral(overspecific). In particular, the fragment for
Samis nom, the fragment forKim is acc, and in the fragment forlikes NP the
direct object NP is third person and singular.

This will lead to under-generation (under-recognition). For example, it will not
be possible to use theRoot fragments forSamandKim in Figure 6 in analyzing
a sentence like (4) whereKim appears as a subject, andSamas an object, because
they have the wrong case marking. Similarly, it will not be possible to use the
Frontier fragment in Figure 7 to analyze (5), since it requires theOBJ to be 3rd
person singular, whichus, themetc. are not.7

the course of a derivation, but only on final representations, some ofwhich will therefore be invalid.
The problem is that the probability mass associated with such representations is lost. Bod and Kaplan
(2003) address this issue by re-normalizing to take account of this wasted probability mass.

7Another way of thinking about this problem is as an exacerbation of the problem ofdata sparsity:
an approach like this will require much more data to get an accurate pictureof the contexts where
words and phrases can occur. Data sparsity is one of the most pervasive and difficult problems for
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(4) Kim likes Sam.
(5) Sam likes them/us/me/you/the children.

To deal with this problem, B&K introduce a further operation,Discard , which
produces more general fragments by erasing features.Discard can erase any
combination of features apart fromPRED, and those features whose valuesφ-
correspond to remaining c-structure nodes. As regards the fragmentsSamand
Kim, this means everything except thePREDcan be removed, as in Figure 8 (a). In
the case oflikes Kimin Figure 6 (c), this means everything can be removed except
for the value ofPREDand theOBJ (and itsPRED), see Figure 8 (b). In the case of
likes NPin Figure 7, it means everything can be removed except thePREDand the
OBJ (however, though theOBJ remains, the features it contains can be deleted), see
Figure 8 (c).

Clearly, such fragments areover-general (under specific). For example, the
fragment forKim in Figure 8 (a) will be able to appear as subject of a non-third
person singular verb, as in (6); the fragments forlikes NPandlikes Kimwill allow
non-third singular subjects (and subjects marked accusative), and the fragment for
likes NPwill also allow a nominative object, as in (7).

(6) *Kim were happy.
(7) *Them likes we.

To deal with this, B&K propose a redefinition of grammaticality: rather than
regarding as grammatical anything which can be given an analysis, they regard an
utterance as grammatical if it can be derived without usingDiscard fragments. For
words with relatively high frequency (including common names such asKim and
Samand verbs such aslikes) this is likely to work. For example, every derivation
of examples like (6) and (7) is likely to involveDiscard fragments, so they will
be correctly classified as ungrammatical. Equally, (4) will have a non-Discard

statistical approaches to natural language.
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derivation, and be correctly classified as grammatical, so long asKim appears at
least once as a subject, andSamappears at least once as an object, and (5) will have
a non-Discard derivation so long aslikesappears with a sufficiently wide range of
object NPs.

The reason this can be expected to work for high frequency words is that for
such words the corpus distribution represents the true distribution (i.e. in thelan-
guage as whole). Unfortunately, most words arenot high frequency, and their
appearance in corpora is not representative of their true distribution. Infact, it is
quite common for more than 30% of the words in a corpus to appear only once —
and of course this single occurrence is unlikely to reflect the true potentialof the
word.8

For example, in the British National Corpus (BNC) the noundebauches(‘moral
excesses’) appears just once, as in (8), where it will beacc. Thus, the only way
to produce (9) will be to use aDiscard fragment. But (8) and (9) are equally
grammatical.

(8) [H]e . . . shook Paris by his wild debauches on convalescent leave.
(9) His wild debauches shook Paris.

Similarly, the verbsto debauch(‘to corrupt morally’) andto hector(‘talk in a bul-
lying manner’) appear several times, but never with a first person singular subject:
So analyzing (10) and (11) will requireDiscard fragments, and they will be clas-
sified as ungrammatical. But both are impeccable.

(10) I never debauch anyone.
(11) I never hector anyone.

In short: there is a serious theoretical problem with the way LFG-DOP frag-
ments are defined. WithoutDiscard , the fragments areundergeneral, and the
model undergenerates, e.g. it cannot produce (4) and (5). There isa clear need for
a method of producing more general fragments via some operation likeDiscard .
However, as formulated by B&K,Discard produces fragments that areovergeneral,
and the model overgenerates, producing examples like (6) and (7). Since B&K’s
attempt to avoid this problem via a redefinition of grammaticality does not help,
we need to consider alternative approaches. The most obvious being to impose
constraints on the wayDiscard operates (cf Way, 1999).9

8Baroni (to appear) notes that about 46% of all words (types) in the written part of the British
National Corpus (90 million tokens) occur only once (in the spoken part the figure is 35%, lower, but
still above1/3). Of course, the BNC is not huge by human standards: listening to speech at normal
rates (say, 200 words per minute) for twelve hours per day, one will encounter more than half this
number of tokens each year (200 × 60 × 12 × 365 = 52, 560, 000). But Baroni also observes that
the proportion of words that appear only once seems to be largely independent of corpus size.

9A number of participants at LFG07 suggested alternative approaches based on ‘smoothing’,
rather thanDiscard (see also Hearne and Sima’an (2004)). Suppose, we have seen the proper name
Alina just once, markednom (Alinanom ). We ‘smooth’ the corpus data, by treatingAlinaacc as
an ‘unseen event’ (e.g. we might assign it a count of0.5). We can generalize this to eliminate
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4 Constraining Discard

The problem with B&K’s formulation ofDiscard— the reason it produces over-
general fragments — is that it is indiscriminate. In particular, it does not distin-
guish between features which are ‘inherent’ to a fragment (that is, ‘grammatically
necessary’ given its c-structure), and those which are ‘contextual’ or ‘contingent’
given its c-structure and are simply artifacts of structure that has been eliminated
by the decomposition operations. The former must not be discarded if we are to
avoid overgeneration; the latter can, and in the interest of generality should, be dis-
carded. Consider, for example, the fragment forlikes NPin Figure 7. Intuitively,
thePERandNUM features on the object NP are just ‘contextual’ here — they sim-
ply reflect the presence of a third person singular NP in the original representation.
On the other hand, theCASE feature on the object is grammatically necessary, as
are thePER, NUM andCASE features on the subject NP (given that the verb islikes).
Similarly, with fragments for NPs likeSamandKim: PERandNUM features seem
to be grammatically necessary, butCASE seems to be an artefact of the context in
which the fragments occur (while with a fragment forsheall three features would
be grammatically necessary).

One approach would be to look for general constraints onDiscard , e.g. to try
to identify certain features as grammatically ‘essential’ in some way, and immune
to Discard (i.e. like PREDfor B&K). While appealing, this seems to us unlikely to
be sucessful, and certainly no plausible candidates have been proposed.10

We think this is not an accident. Rather, the difficulty of finding general con-
straints onDiscard is a reflection of a fundamental feature of f-structures, and
LFG: the fact that f-structures do not record the ‘structural source’ of pieces of f-
structure. This is in turn a reflection of an important fact about natural language —
one for which constraint based formalisms provide a natural expression: that infor-
mation at one place in a representation may have many different structural sources
(in the case of agreement phenomena, many sources simultaneously). Consider, for

the need forDiscard : we simply hypothesize similar unseen events for all possible attribute-value
combinations. This is an interesting approach, but (a) it will overgenerate, and (b) we will still be
unable to reconstruct any idea of grammaticality. To see this, consider that we will also treatAlina
marked plural (Alinapl ) as an unseen event, and presumably assign it the same count asAlinaacc . We
will now be able to derive *Aline run (so we have overgeneration). Moreover, the same arguments
that we used to show the inadequacy ofDiscard as a basis for a notion of grammaticality apply here,
equally (e.g. if we try to identify ungrammaticality with ‘involving a smoothed fragment’). Notice it
is not the case that grammatical sentences will receive higher probabilityon such an account: suppose
that the probability ofNP run is the same or higher thanWe saw NP: it is likely that the probability
assigned to *Alina run will be the same or higher thanWe saw Alina. (We are especially grateful to
Ron Kaplan, Jonas Kuhn, and Grzegorz Chrupała for stimulating discussion on this point.)

10Way (1999), suggests it might be possible to classify features as ‘lexical’ or ‘structural’ in some
general fashion (so the presence of ‘lexical’ features in fragments would be tied to the presence
of lexical material in c-structures in the same way asPRED). He suggestsPER andNUM might be
lexical, andCASE might be structural, but notice that there are cases whereCASE is associated with
particular lexical items (e.g. pronounsshe, her), and wherePERandNUM values are associated with
a particular structure (e.g. subject of a verb with a third person singularreflexive object, such asNP
criticized herself).
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example, theNUM:pl feature that will appear on the subject NPs in the following:

(12) These sheep used to be healthy.
(13) Sam’s sheep are sick.
(14) Sam’s sheep used to look after themselves.
(15) These sheep are able to look after themselves.
(16) Sheep can live in strange places.

In (12), this feature is a reflex of the plural determiner; in (13) it is a result of the
form of the verb (are); in (14) it is a result of the reflexive pronoun; in (15) it comes
from all these places at once; in (16) it is theabsenceof an article that signals that
the noun is plural.

Thus, instead of trying to find general constraints, we propose that the produc-
tion of generalized fragments should be constrained by the existence of what we
will call ‘abstract fragments’. Intuitively, abstract fragments will encode informa-
tion about what is grammatically essential, and so provide an upper bound onthe
generality of fragments that can be produced byDiscard . We will call this gener-
alizing operationcDiscard (‘constrainedDiscard ’). Furthermore, we propose that
the knowledge underlying such abstract fragments be expressed usingnormal LFG
grammar rules.

Formally, the key insight is that it is possible to think of a grammar and lexicon
as generating a collection of (often very general) fragments, by constructing the
minimal c-structure that each rule or lexical entry defines, and creatingφ-links
to pieces of f-structure which are minimal models of the constraints on the right-
hand-side of the rule. We will call fragments produced in this way ‘basic abstract
fragments’.

For example, suppose that, in response to the problems discussed above,we
postulate the rules and entries in (17). These rules can be interpreted so as to
generate the basic abstract fragments in Figure 9.11

(17) a. S→ NP
(↑SUBJ CASE)=nom

VP
↑=↓

b. VP→ V
↑=↓

NP
(↑OBJ CASE)=acc

c. Kim NP (↑NUM)=sg
(↑PER)=3

d. she NP (↑NUM)=sg
(↑PER)=3
(↑CASE)=nom

e. her NP (↑NUM)=sg
(↑PER)=3
(↑CASE)=acc

11Notice that we do not follow the normal LFG convention whereby the absence of f-structure
annotation on category is interpreted as ‘↑=↓’: absence of annotation means exactly an absence of
f-structure constraints. Notice also that this means we are treating theφ-correspondence as a partial
function in abstract fragments: in Figure 9 (a) the NP is not linked to any f-structure.
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f. likes V (↑SUBJ NUM)=sg
(↑SUBJ PER)=3
(↑TENSE)=pres

S
HH��

NP VP

[SUBJ [CASE nom]]

(a)

VP
bb""

V NP

[

OBJ [CASE acc]
]

(b)

NP

Kim

[

NUM sg

PER 3

]

(c)

NP

she





NUM sg

PER 3

CASE nom





(d)

NP

her





NUM sg

PER 3

CASE acc





(e)

V

likes





SUBJ

[

NUM sg

PER 3rd

]

TENSE pres





(f )

Figure 9: Basic abstract fragments generated by the grammar rules in (17)

Formally speaking, these are fragments in the normal sense, and they can be
composed in the normal way. For example composing Figure 9 (b) and Figure 9 (f )
will produce the ‘derived’ abstract fragment in Figure 10 (a). This in turn can be
composed with Figure 9 (a) to produce Figure 10 (b). The idea is that such frag-
ments can be used to put an upper bound on the generality of the fragments pro-
duced bycDiscard , by requiring the latter to be ‘licensed’ by an abstract fragment.

More precisely, we require that, for a fragmentf , if cDiscard(f) produces
fragmentfd, then there must be some abstract fragmentfa which licensesfd,
which for the moment we take to meanfa ‘frag-subsumes’fd. We will say that an
abstract fragmentfa frag-subsumesa fragmentfd just in case:

1. the c-structures are isomorphic, with identical labels on correspondingnodes;
and

2. theφ-correspondence offa is a subset of theφ-correspondence offd (recall
thatφ-correspondences are functions, i.e. sets of pairs); and

3. every f-structure infa subsumes (in the normal sense) the corresponding
f-structure offd.12

12This desciption glosses over a small formal point: normal fragments contain an f-structure with
a single root. For abstract fragments this will not always be the case. For example, a rule like
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Figure 10: Derived abstract fragments

To see the effect of this, consider theRoot andFrontier fragments in Fig-
ure 11 (b), (d) and (f ), and the abstract fragments that would license possible ap-
plications ofDiscard to them, in Figure 11 (a), (c) and (e).

The abstract fragment in Figure 11 (a) will license the discarding ofPER and
NUM from the object slot of Figure 11 (b), but will not permit discarding ofTENSE

information, or information about theCASE of the subject or object, orPER and
NUM information from the subject. Thus, we will have fragments of sufficient
generality to analyze (18), but not (19):

(18) Sam likes them/us/me/the children. [=(5)]
(19) *Them likes we. [= (7)]

Similarly, the abstract fragment in Figure 11 (c) will license generalized fragments
for Kim from whichCASE has been discarded, but will not allow fragments which
from whichPERor NUM information has been discarded. Thus, as we would like,
we will be able to analyze examples whereKim is an object, but not where it is,
say, the subject of a non-third person singular verb:

(20) Kim likes Sam. [= (4)]
(21) *Kim were happy. [= (6)]

On the other hand, the abstract fragment in Figure 11 (e) will not permit any fea-
tures to be discarded fromher, which will therefore be restricted to contexts which
allow third person singular accusatives:

S→NP VP (without any constraints) should produce an abstract fragmentwith c-structure consisting
of three nodes, each associated with a separate, empty, f-structure.
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Figure 11:Root , Frontier , and abstract fragments

(22) Sam likes her.
(23) *Her likes Sam.

5 General Constraints

The previous section has shown how one source of overgeneration can be avoided.
A second source of overgeneration arises from the fact that, while it provides a
reasonable model of normal c- and f-structure constraints (i.e. definingequations),
an LFG treebank is only a poor reflection of other kinds of constraint, e.g.nega-
tive constraints, functional uncertainty constraints, existential constraints, and con-
straining equations.13 A treebank is a finite repository of positive information, and
cannot properly reflect negative constraints, constraints with potentiallyinfinite

13See Dalrymple (2001) for discussion and exemplification of such constraints.
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Figure 12: AcDiscard Frontier fragment

scope, or constraints whose essential purpose is information ‘checking’. In this
section we will show how the approach of the previous section can be extended
to address this source of overgeneration. For reasons of space, wewill focus on
functional uncertainty constraints and negative constraints.

As an example of a functional uncertainty constraint, consider the need to ‘link’
topicalized constituents. Suppose the treebank contains representations of exam-
ples like (24) and (25).

(24) Her, Sam likes.
(25) Her, we think Sam likes.

As things stand, it will be possible to produce a fragment like Figure 12 from(24)
by deleting the structure corresponding toSam likes(and discarding a number of
features likeTENSE, which are not relevant here). Notice it will be possible to
compose any complete sentence with this, and so derive ungrammatical examples
like the following, in which the topicalized constituenther is not linked to any
normal grammatical function.

(26) *Her, Sam likes Kim.

In a normal LFG grammar, examples like (26) are excluded by including a
functional uncertainty constraint on the rule that produces topicalized structures:14

(27) S→ NP
(↑TOPIC)=↓

(↑COMP* GF)=↓

S
↑=↓

As things stand, the LFG-DOP model is unable to prevent examples like (26) being
derived: there is no way of capturing the effect of anything like an uncertainty
constraint.

As regards negative constraints, in Section 4 we expressed facts about subject
verb agreement withlikesby means of a positive constraint requiring its subject to

14In (27), GF is a variable over grammatical function names, such asOBJ andSUBJ, andCOMP*
is a regular expression meaning any number ofCOMPs (including zero).COMP is the grammatical
function associated with complement clauses. Thus, the constraint requires the NP’s f-structure to
be theOBJ (or SUBJ, etc.) of its sister S, or of a complement clause inside that S, or a complement
clause inside a complement clause (etc).
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be 3rd person singular. This still leaves the problem of agreement for other forms.
For example, we must excludelike appearing with a 3rd person singular form, as
in (28).

(28) *Sam like Kim.

This can be expressed with a disjunction of normal constraints, but the mostnatural
thing to say involves a negative constraint, along the lines of (29) (which simply
says that the subject oflike must not be third person singular). The existing appa-
ratus provides no way of encoding anything like this.

(29) like V ¬
(

(↑SUBJ PER)=3 (↑SUBJ NUM)=sg
)

In fact, apparatus to avoid this sort of overgeneration is a straightforward ex-
tension of the approach described above.

• We add to fragments a fourth component, so they become 4-tuples:
〈c, φ, f ,Constr〉, whereConstr is a collection of ‘other’ (i.e. non-defining)
constraints.

• For basic abstract fragments the elements ofConstr are the ‘other’ con-
straints required by the corresponding rule or lexical entry.

• Combining abstract fragments involves unioning these sets of constraints.
• Licensing a fragment involves adding these constraints to the fragment (i.e.

fragments inherit the Constraints of the abstract fragment that licenses them).
• The composition process is amended so as to include a check that these con-

straints are not violated (specifically, we require that, in addition to normal
completeness and coherence requirements, the f-structure of any finalrepre-
sentation we produce must satisfy all constraints inConstr).

The idea is that, given a grammar rule like (29), any basic abstract fragment
for like will include a negative constraint on the appropriate f-structure, which will
be inherited by any derived abstract fragment, and any fragment that isthereby
licensed. So, for example, the most generalcDiscard fragment forNP like Kim
will be as in Figure 13. While it will be possible to adjoin a 3rd person singular
NP to the subject position of this fragment, this will not lead to a valid final repre-
sentation, because the negative constraint will not be satisfied. Thus, as one would
hope, we will be able to derive (30), but not (31).

(30) They like Kim.
(31) *Sam like Kim.

Similarly, the rule in (27) will produce abstract fragments which contain the un-
certainty constraint given, and these will license normal fragments like thatin Fig-
ure 14. Again, the only valid representations which can be constructed which sat-
isfy this constraint will be ones which contain a ‘gap’ corresponding to theTOPIC.
That is, as one would like, we will be able to produce (32), but not (33):

(32) Her, Sam (says she) likes.
(33) *Her, Sam (says she) likes Kim.
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Figure 13: Fragment incorporating a negative constraint
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Figure 14: Fragment incorporating an uncertainty constraint

6 Discussion

The proposals presented in the previous sections constitute a relatively straightfor-
ward extension to the formal apparatus of LFG-DOP, but they are open toa number
of objections, and they have theoretical implications of wider significance.

One kind of objection that might arise is a result of the relatively minor phe-
nomena we have used for exemplification (case assignment and person-number
agreement in English). This objection is entirely misplaced. First, because, inan
LFG context, similar problems will arise in relation to any phenomenon whose
analysis involves f-structure attributes and values. More generally, similarprob-
lems of fragment generality will arise whenever one tries to generalize DOP ap-
proaches beyond the context-free case, e.g. to deal with semantics.15 More gen-
erally still, analogues of the problems we have identified with fragment generality
and capturing the effect of ‘general’ constraints on the basis of a finite collection
of example representations will arise with any ‘exemplar’ based approach.

A second source of objections might arise from the fact that we have focused

15At least, this is the case if one wants to preserve the idea that a treebank consists of representa-
tions in the normal sense. In the approach to semantic interpretation in DOP described in Bonnema
et al. (1997) these problems are avoided at the cost of not using semantic representations in the normal
sense. Rather than having semantic representations, the nodes of treesare annotated with an indica-
tion of how the semantic formula of the node is built up from the semantic formulae of its daughters,
and hence how it should be decomposed. The ‘fragment generality’ problem is sidestepped by ex-
plicitly indicating on each and every node how its semantic representation should be decomposed as
fragments are created.
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on the problem of overgeneration: one might object (a) that in a practical,e.g. lan-
guage engineering, setting this is not very important, and (b) that in a probabilis-
tic setting, such as DOP, overgeneration can be hidden statistically (e.g. because
ungrammatical examples get much smaller probability compared to grammatical
ones).

As regards (a), the appropriate response is that a model which overgenerates
is generally one which assigns excessive ambiguity (which is a pervasiveproblem
in practical settings). Sag (1991) gives a large number of plausible examples. In
relation to subject-verb agreement, he notes that the following areunambiguous,
but will be treated as ambiguous by any system that ignores subject-verb agree-
ment: (34) presumes the existence of a unique English-speaking Frenchman among
the programmers; (35) presumes there is a unique Frenchman among the English
speaking programmers.

(34) List the only Frenchman among the programmers who understands English.
(35) List the only Frenchman among the programmers who understand English.

Similarly, a system which does not insist on correct linking of Topics will treat (36)
and (37) as ambiguous, when both are actually unambiguous (in (36)to themmust
be associated withcontributed, in (37) it must be associated withappears, because
contributerequires, anddiscoverforbids, a complement withto):

(36) To them, Sam appears to have contributed it.
(37) To them, Sam appears to have discovered it.

As regards (b), it is important to stress that the problem of overgeneration as
we describe it has to do with the characterization of grammaticality (i.e. the char-
acterization of a language), and grammaticality simply cannot be identified with
relative probability (casual inspection of almost any corpus will reveal many sim-
ple mistakes, which are uncontroversially ungrammatical, but have much higher
probability than perfectly grammatical examples containing, e.g., rare words).

A third objection would be that in avoiding overgeneration, we have also lost
the ability to deal with ill-formed input (robustness). But there is no reason why
the model should not incorporate, in addition to ‘constrainedDiscard ’, an uncon-
strained operation like the original B&KDiscard . Notice that this would now give
a correct characterization of grammaticality (a sentence would be grammaticalif
and only if it can be derived without the use of unconstrainedDiscard fragments).

A fourth, and from a DOP perspective very natural, objection would be that
these proposals in some sense violate the ‘spirit’ of DOP — where an important
idea is exactly to dispense with a grammar in favor of (just) a collection of frag-
ments. A partial response to this is to note that to a considerable degree the sort
of grammar we have described is implicit in the original treebank. For example,
the set of c-structure rules can be recovered from the treebank by simply extracting
all trees of depth one. This will produce a grammar without f-structure constraints,
and abstract fragments with empty f-structures and constraint sets, whichis exactly
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equivalent to the original B&K model. Taken as a practical proposal for gram-
mar engineering, the idea would be that one can begin with such an unconstrained
model, and simply add constraints to these c-structure rules to rule out overgenera-
tion. This can clearly be done incrementally, and in principle, the full range of LFG
rule notation should be available, so this should be a relatively straightforward and
natural task for a linguist. It should be, in particular, much easier than writing a
normal grammar.

However, it is also possible to take the proposal in a different way, ‘theoreti-
cally’, as describing an idea about linguistic knowledge, and human language pro-
cessing and acquisition. Taken in this way, the suggestion is that a speakerhas at
her disposal two knowledge sources: a database of fragments (in the normal DOP
sense), which one might think of as a model of grammatical usage, and a gram-
mar (an abstract fragment grammar) which expresses generalizations over these
fragments, which one might take to be a characterization of something like gram-
matical competence. Notice that on this view: (i) the grammar as such plays no
role in sentence processing (but only in fragment creation, i.e. off-line); (ii) the
task of the learner is only secondarily to construct a grammar (the primary task
is the creation of the fragment database — learning generalizations over thisis a
secondary task); (iii) the grammar does not generate or otherwise precisely charac-
terize the language (this is achieved by the fragment database with the composition
operation), rather its job is to license or legitimize the fragments in the fragment
database. Taken in this way, the model is an enrichment of the standard DOPap-
proach.
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 I thank Joan Bresnan, Michael Galant, Tracy Holloway King, and Michael Wescoat for useful1

comments on this paper.  Special thanks are due to Luisa Martínez, who supplied all the data for this paper.
The orthography for San Dionicio Ocotepec Zapotec is adapted from the practical orthographies

for other Zapotec languages spoken in the Valley of Oaxaca. In the SDZ orthography, <x> = /¥/ before
a vowel and /�/ before a consonant, <xh> = /�/, <dx> = /®/, <ch> = /±/, <c> = /k/ before back vowels,
<qu> = /k/ before front vowels,  <e> = /e/ and <ey> = /e/.  Doubled vowels are long. SDZ is a language
with four contrastive phonation types: breathy <Vj>, creaky <V’V>, checked <V’>, and plain <V>. High
tone is marked with an acute accent, low with a grave.  Nominal tones are affected by position within the
intonational phrase, and so nouns may show slightly varying tones from example to example.  Please note
that the representation of  /e/ and /e/ in the practical orthography which is found in this paper differs from
that found in my previous publications on SDZ.

Ordinary affixes are separated from the stem by the hyphen; clitics are separated by =, and the
compound boundary is shown by +. Glosses use the following abbreviations: aff = affirmative, com =
completive aspect, def = definite future aspect, hab = habitual aspect, neg = negative, p = possessed, pot
= potential aspect, pred = predicative, 1s =1st person singular, 3 = 3  person human (ordinary respectrd

level), 3i = 3  person inanimate.rd

 I follow Toivonen (2003) in indicating a non-projecting word with a circumflex over its part of2

speech label.

Abstract

A Zapotec attributive adjective forms a single phonological word with the noun that it modifies.  This
N+Adjective combination is an instance of an element that corresponds to one word in phonology, but two
words in syntax.  These mismatches can be successfully captured in the lexical sharing approach of
Wescoat (2002).

1 Introduction1

Sadler and Arnold (1994), Sadler (2000) and Toivonen (2001, 2003) have introduced the idea of
non-projecting words into LFG, focusing on data from Welsh and Swedish.  In both Welsh and Swedish,
the non-projecting elements are phonologically independent words.  However, Toivonen (2001, 2003)
argues that the criteria of syntactic projection and phonological dependence are separable, so it should be
possible for non-projecting words to form a phonological unit with another word.

 This paper argues for such an analysis in San Dionicio Ocotepec Zapotec (SDZ), an Otomanguean
language of Oaxaca, Mexico. In this language, an attributive adjective forms a single phonological word
with a preceding noun.  I argue that Âdj is a non-projecting word which adjoins to N, and that the two are
instantiated as a single word, using the lexical sharing hypothesis of Wescoat (2002).  2

SDZ is a head-initial language, as shown in NP (1) and S (2)

1) X-quéét     Juààny
     p-tortilla   Juan      
     ‘Juan’s tortilla’

2) Ù-dàw bè’cw gèèt.
com-eat dog   tortilla

     ‘The dog ate the tortilla.’

Topic and focal phrases frequently appear preverbally.  I have italicized the gloss corresponding to such
phrases to mark their special discourse function.
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 The earliest explicit claim that the noun and adjective form a single phonological word in some3

varieties of Zapotec seems to be Pickett (1997), for Isthmus Zapotec.

 It is probably most accurate to say that vowels with plain phonation lengthen in stressed syllables;4

because the vowel in gèt is now in an unstressed syllable, it remains short.  However, a number of words
borrowed from Spanish seem to have underlying long vowels which do not vary in length according to
stress, e.g. sóóp ‘soup’.

3) Bè’cw  ù-dàw gèèt.
dog com-eat   tortilla

     ‘The dog ate the tortilla.’

Adjectives follow nouns in NP, and the N+Âdj combination forms a single, compound-like structure: 

 4) Ù-dàw Juáàny gèt+ró’
com-eat Juan tortilla+big
‘Juan ate the big tortilla.’

While the attributive adjectives form a single word with the noun they modify, predicative adjectives are
independent words:

5) Ró’ gèèt.
big   tortilla
‘The tortilla is big.’

In this paper, I will give an account of the syntactic and morphological relationship between predicative and
attributive adjectives that crucially relies on the notions of non-projecting word and lexical sharing.

2 Evidence for single-word status

2.1 Phonological evidence 

In SDZ, attributive adjectives form a word with the preceding noun.  This phonological union has3

a number of consequences, all ultimately related to stress placement.  
First, because stress regularly occurs on the final syllable of a word, the final adjective in such

sequences is stressed and the noun is unstressed. Second, the unstressed vowel of the N is now short.  (In4

the following examples, the stressed syllable is underlined.)

 6) Ù-dàw Juáàny gèèt
com-eat Juan tortilla
‘Juan ate the tortilla.’

 7) Ù-dàw Juáàny gèt+ró’
com-eat Juan tortilla+big
‘Juan ate the big tortilla.’

SDZ has four contrastive phonation types in stressed syllables – plain (V), breathy (Vj), checked
(V’), and creaky (V’V):
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 Similar phonation type shifts are documented in Mitla Zapotec (Briggs 1961:9-10). 5

 Checked vowels show more complex behavior; some remain checked, and some become plain.6

Clearly, more needs to be said about the phonology of such words, but I will not pursue that issue in this
paper.

 More accurately, the H docks to the first stressed vowel of the first intonational phrase within the7

focussed material.  In the examples under consideration here, the focussed phrase is relatively light and
shows only one possible phrasing.  When the focussed phrase is heavier and more syntactically complex,
there is often more than one way to construct the intonational phrases.  See Broadwell (2000) for
discussion.

8) bààl ‘bullet’ (plain)
bêjld ‘fish’ (breathy)
bè’él ‘meat’ (creaky)
bê’ld ‘snake’ (checked)

Phonation type contrasts are reduced in unstressed contexts. Because adjectives cause stress-shift,
the addition of an adjective often causes a change in phonation type. In the following examples, breathy
vowels become plain when unstressed:5

9) bèjl ‘flame’
bèl+ró’ ‘big flame’

10) bàjd ‘dried maguey leaf’
bàd+ró’ ‘big dried maguey leaf’  

In the same context, creaky vowels become checked:6

11) dù’ú ‘rope’
dù’+ró’ ‘big rope’

12) bè’él ‘meat’
bè’l+ró’ ‘big meat’

The stress-related shifts seen in these examples are like those seen in clear cases of compounding.  Compare
the vowel shortening in the following example:

13) gèèt ‘tortilla’
xtììlly ‘Spanish’ (< Span. Castellano)

gèt+xtííly ‘bread’

There are also tonal effects which are related to stress.  SDZ has a floating H tone which docks to
the first stressed vowel of a initial focussed phrase.   As a result of the stress shift in N+Âdj sequences, we7

see a third phonological change — the stressed Âdj attracts the floating H tone and the unstressed N
receives default L tone.

Compare the following, in which the object has been fronted to the focus position.  In (14) the
floating H tone docks to géét ‘tortilla’, but in (15), it docks to the adjective ró’ ‘big’ instead:
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 These clitics show the following allomorphy: For the ‘maybe’clitic, =chà’[±à§] is found after8

voiceless segments; =dxà’ [®à§] after voiced segments.  For the affirmative clitic, =cà is found after a
consonant and =àc after vowels.

14) H

FocP [ Géét] ù-dàw Juáàny.   
        tortilla com-eat Juan
‘Juan ate the tortilla.’

15)        H

FocP [ Gèt+ró’]    ù-dàw    Juáàny. 
        tortilla+big com-eat Juan 
 ‘Juan ate the big tortilla.’        

As a result of all these phonological changes, géét in (14) is long, stressed, and high-toned, but gèt in (15)
is short, unstressed, and low-toned.

2.2 Clitic placement

The N+Âdj structure also acts like a single word for the purposes of clitic placement.  SDZ has
a set of 2  position clitics, which may occur after the first word or the first constituent of the phrase withinnd

their domain.  I will give examples using two of these clitics as tests.  One such clitic is =chà’ ~ =dxà’
‘maybe’; another is the affirmative clitic =cà ~ = àc.    Such a clitic appears after the first word or8

constituent of CP.  
If the initial constituent is a topicalized or focused [N NP], then two positions for the clitic are

possible:

16) a.) [X-quèèt]=chà’ Juáàny ù-dàw    bè’cw.
      poss-tortilla=maybe Juan     com-eat dog

b.) [X-quèèt  Juáàny]=dxà’ ù-dàw    bè’cw.
      poss-tortilla Juan=maybe     com-eat dog       

‘Maybe the dog ate Juan’s tortilla.’

17) a.) Éè, [x-quèèt]=cà   Juáàny ù-dàw bè’cw.
yes p-tortilla=aff Juan com-eat dog

b.) Éè, [x-quèèt   Juáàny] =cà ù-dàw bè’cw.
yes p-tortilla Juan=aff com-eat dog
‘Yes, the dog ate Juan’s tortilla.’

This flexibility in clitic position is found with almost every type of noun phrase.  However, an initial
[N+Âdj] combination may never be split up by a clitic:
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18) a. [Gèt+ró’]=dxà’ ù-dàw    bè’cw
 tortilla+big=maybe com-eat dog
‘Maybe the dog ate the big tortilla.’

 b.) *[Gèt=chà’       ró’] ù-dàw    bè’cw
 tortilla=maybe big com-eat dog

Furthermore, phrases like the following show us that the N+Âdj combination may count as the first word
in a more complex NP:

19) [X-qùeht+ró’]=dxà’  Juáàny ù-dàw bè’cw
poss-tortilla+big=maybe Juan com-eat dog
‘Maybe the dog ate Juan’s big tortilla.’

Thus the evidence for the [N+Âdj] combination as a single phonological word is strong. This implies that
there must be a productive lexical rule joining N+Âdj together.

3 Lexical sharing

We need a lexical rule which combines a N and a Âdj of the following type (using the conventions
of Wescoat 2002):

8.) Ö² N, Ø ² Âdj ± [ Ö - Ø] ² N Âdj

 

This rule is interpreted as follows ‘If  Ö instantiates a N and  Ø instantiates Âdj, then   Ö - Ø is a word
which instantiates N Âdj.’ This points toward an analysis of Zapotec where attributive adjectives are non-
projecting words, adjoined to N, as in figure 1.  The lexically shared instantiation is shown with arrows
from both N and Âdj pointing to the word gèt+ró’, indicating that it  instantiates both these terminal nodes.

4 Why have two syntactic nodes?

4.1 Scope of adjectives

Although the adjective is part of the same phonological word as the preceding noun, it has scope

Figure 1 A lexical sharing
configuration
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properties that suggest syntactic independence.  Consider the following examples:

20) R-yúlàz=à’ càfé cùn téy+nààxh.
hab-like=1s coffee and tea+sweet
‘I like sweet [tea and coffee].’ (both are sweet)
‘I like [sweet tea] and [coffee].’ (only tea is sweet)

21) Ù-dàw=à’ gàmòn cùn dzìtbéédy+nàxíí.
com-eat=1sg ham and egg+salty
‘I ate salty [eggs and ham].’ (both are salty)
‘I ate [salty eggs] and [ham].’ (only eggs are salty)

These sentences have two readings – one in which the adjective takes scope only over the immediately
preceding noun, and one in which it takes scope over both nouns.   The wide scope reading suggests a c-
structure like that shown in Figure 2:

If N+Âdj compounds were purely lexical, we would not expect such scopal properties.  Compare English
sentences like the following, where black is unambiguous in scope when in a compound (a), but ambiguous
as an attributive adjective (b):

22) a.) I saw blackbirds and squirrels.
b.) I saw black birds and squirrels.

Thus SDZ N+Âdj  combinations show behavior like independent attributive adjectives in English, and not
like the adjective portion of an English compound.

4.2 Adjectives with complements

A second argument for the c-structure representation of the adjectives is found in the behavior of
adjectives with complements.  Though the combination of N+Âdj into a single word is obligatory with a
single-word adjective, the facts change if the Adj heads a phrase.

One case in which Adj heads AdjP is in the comparative:

Figure 2 Lexical sharing and coordination
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23) Ngìw góórrd=rù quèy   nàà’ b-èèny gáàn.
man   fat=more   than me com-do win
‘The man fatter than me won.’  

24) R-yùlààz=à’ sóóp nàxìì=rù quèy bè’l.
hab-like-1S soup salty=more than meat
‘I like the soup that is saltier than the meat.’ 

In these cases, the N and Adj no longer form a single word, as shown by both the phonological
evidence and the clitic placement tests.

Looking first at the phonological evidence, we see that in the following example,  bèjl ‘flame’ has
breathy phonation in isolation.  This reduces to plain phonation when followed by a non-projecting Âdj:

25) bèjl ‘flame’
bèl+ró’ ‘big flame’

However, if the Adj is necessarily projecting, then the phonation change does not occur:

26) tòyby bèjl ró’=rù quèy stòyby=nì
a fire   big=more than other=3i
‘a fire bigger than the other one’

This shows that the N and Adj do not form the ordinary compound in this case.
Similarly, clitic placement tests also show that the N and the following Adj are now different words,

and that a clitic may be placed between them: 

27) Éèy, ngìw=cà góórrd=rù quèy   nàà’ b-èèyny gáàn.
yes  man=aff   fat=more   than   me com-do win
‘Yes, the man fatter than me won.’  

28) Éèy, sóóp=cà nàxìì=rù quèy bè’l r-yùlààz=à’ 
yes  soup=aff salty=more than  meat hab-like-1sg
‘Yes, I like the soup that is saltier than the meat.’ 

We can contrast these sentences with those where the adjective has no complement.  In such cases, the
N+Âdj combination is still a single word, which cannot be penetrated by a clitic: 

29) a. Éèy, ngìw   góórrd=cà b-èèyny gáàn.
yes   man   fat com-do win
‘Yes, the fat man won.’  

b. *Éèy, ngìw=cà góórrd b-èèyny gáàn.
yes  man=aff  fat com-do win

So the correct tree for the N followed by a non-projecting attributive adjective is as in Figure 3:
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Figure 4 No lexical sharing with a projecting adjective.

Figure 3 Lexical sharing with a non-projecting
adjective

However, when the adjective has a complement, the tree is instead as in Figure 4:

These facts show us that the lexical rule combining noun and adjective only applies to non-projecting
adjectives.  Thus a coherent lexical-sharing analysis needs to make use of the non-projecting word
hypothesis.

One additional consideration.  Since lexical sharing is obligatory for a non-projecting adjective, we
need to rule out a tree like the following, where the Adj projects a AdjP, rather than appearing as a non-
projecting word, as in Figure 5:
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 The account given here of morphologically defined subgroups of  predicative and attributive9

adjectives is influenced by the treatments of similar phenomena in two related Zapotec languages –
Mitla Zapotec (Briggs 1961:67-70; Stubblefield and Stubblefield 1991:208-210)  and San Lucas Quiaviní
Zapotec (Munro 2002; Munro and Lopez 1999; Lee 1999; Galant 1998).

Following Toivonen (2003), I will assume that a tree of this sort is suboptimal relative to the tree with a
non-projecting Âdj, due to Economy of Expression (Bresnan 2001), since it contains an additional phrasal
node (AdjP).

5 Predicative and and attributive adjectives

5.1 Morphological background9

In the examples (4) and (5) above (repeated below), the adjective ró’ serves as both a predicative
and attributive adjective with no change. 

 30) Ù-dàw Juáàny gèt+ró’
com-eat Juan tortilla+big
‘Juan ate the big tortilla.’

31) Ró’ gèèt.
big   tortilla
‘The tortilla is big.’

Adjectives of this type, which are identical in their predictive and attributive forms, I will label Group A
(Invariable) adjectives.   Some other examples of native Zapotec adjectives from Group A:

Figure 5 Violation of Economy of Expression
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32) ldàà’ ‘loose, slack’
mèw ‘dirty’
dè’ ‘narrow’
chííny ‘skinny’
ldíí ‘straight; upright’
cúújxh ‘squint-eyed’
nàjxh ‘sweet’
bí’ch ‘small’
nnà’á ‘heavy’
gòòp ‘mute’
méèxh ‘blond’
gííby ‘stingy’
lèèt ‘empty’

It appears that all adjectives borrowed from Spanish also go into Group A:

32) máàl ‘bad’ (<Span. malo)
còchíìn ‘filthy, disgusting’ (<Span. cochino)
lííèst ‘ready, intelligent’ (<Span. listo)
tràbáàgw ‘difficult’ (<Span trabajoso)
plòòj ‘lazy’ (<Span. flojo)
súújl ‘blue’ (<Span. azul)

Group A (Invariable) appears to be the open, productive class of adjectives in SDZ.
However, many adjectives show different forms in their predicative and attributive uses.  Adjectives

which show a morphological change between their predicative and attributive uses, I will label Group B
(Variable) adjectives.   The most frequent change is the addition of na-:

33) a. Ná-dxè’ch=dù’úxh ngìw=gà
     pred-irritable=very man=that

‘That man is very irritable.’

b. Ngìw+dxè’ch=dù’úxh Juáàny.
      man+irritable=very Juan

‘Juan is a very irritable man.’  

Here are some examples of adjectives from Group B:

34) Attributive Predicative Gloss
dxè’ch nà-dxè’ch ‘quick-tempered; irritable’
yààn nà-yààn ‘spicy’
bííèz nà-bííèz ‘dry’

A few adjectives appear to contain a ‘frozen’ n- or na- prefix, which appears in both predicative
and attributive forms in SDZ.  They are thus synchronically Group A (invariable) adjectives in SDZ.
Adjectives in this group include ngààs ‘black’ and ngàjts ‘yellow’.   
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35) a.) Ngààs bè’cw.
black dog
‘The dog is black.’

b.) bè’cw+ngààs
dog+black
‘black dog’

c.) *bè’cw+gààs

Comparison with nearby Zapotec languages (Mitla Zapotec, SLQZ) shows that many of these
adjectives are Group B (Variable) in those languages.  Thus the diachronic change is that some adjectives
in SDZ have moved from the lexically restricted Group B (Variable) into the open class Group A
(Invariable).

There are also a few adjectives that seem to still be in the process of changing from Group B to
Group A.  For these adjectives, the predicate must have the na- prefix, but this prefix is optional in the
attributive:

36) Predicative Attributive Gloss

nàldàj ldàj ~ nàldàj ‘bitter’

37) a. Nà-ldáj sèrbèjs.
    pred-bitter beer

‘The beer is bitter.’ 

b. *Ldàj sèrbèjs.
       bitter beer

38) Ííty r-yùlááz=tì=à’ sèrbèjs+(nà-)ldàj.
not hab-like=neg=1s beer+(pred-)bitter
‘I don’t like bitter beer.’ 

The reverse pattern is also found for a few adjectives:

39) Predicative Attributive Gloss

xú’ny ~ nàxú’ny xú’ny ‘wrinkled’   

40) a. (Nà-)xú’ny x-cùtòòny=á’.
(pred-)wrinkled p-shirt=1s
‘My shirt is wrinkled.’

b. R-àp=á’ x-cùtòòny+(*nà-)xú’ny
hab-have=1s p-shirt+(pred-)wrinkled
‘I have a wrinkled shirt
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 My analysis here is slightly altered from that in Broadwell (2005), where I did not employ lexical10

sharing.  My analysis is also clearly influenced by Lee (1999), in which SLQZ verbs in the definite future
move into [Spec, FocP].  

 In Broadwell (2002), I call this the internal prominence (i-prom) position, to distinguish it from11

a CP-adjoined position for external topics (e-topic). In that paper, I also give more detailed argumentation

5.2 The syntax of predicative adjectives

The examples given below show Group A (Invariable) and Group B (Variable) predicative
adjectives acting as the sole predicate of a sentence: 

41) Nà-ldáj sèrbèjs.
pred-bitter beer
‘The beer is bitter.’

42) Péncw  yààg.
bent   tree
‘The tree is bent.’

Adjectival predicates show a different syntax than most verbal predicates.  I argued in Broadwell (2002,
2005) that the clausal syntax of San Dionicio Ocotepec Zapotec has two X  positions for verbal predicates,0

and this will be important for understanding the syntax of predicate adjectives. Let me briefly review that
argument before returning to adjectives.

5.2.1 The definite future

SDZ, like other Valley Zapotec languages, has two different aspects which are translated into the
future in English/Spanish.  The definite future is marked with s- or z-; the potential has a number of
allomorphs, the most common of which is g-:

43) S-àw báád bèld yù’ù.
def-eat duck snake earth
‘The duck is going to eat a worm.’ 

44) G-âw báád bèld yù’ù.
pot-eat duck snake earth
‘The duck is going to eat a worm.’ 

The difference between these two is subtle and Lee (1999) has done the most careful investigation of the
semantics.  The names of the definite future reflects its use with future events that are more certain and also
perhaps closer in time.  The potential is appropriate with a wider range of future events and shows less of
a speaker commitment to the certainty or proximity of the event.

Despite the close semantics, verbs in the potential and future aspects show strikingly different
syntactic properties, and most of these properties follow from the assumption that a verb in the definite
instantiates both the Infl and V positions, while a verb in the potential remains in the ordinary V position.10

Evidence for this is discussed in the following sections.

5.2.2 Lack of internal topic/focus in the definite future

SDZ has a preverbal position for elements which bear a discourse function such as TOPIC or FOCUS.11
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for the multiple discourse roles of elements that occupy the i-prom position.

 For expository purposes, the trees shown in this figure show potential positions for focused and12

adverbial positions in parentheses.  The excluded positions in the definite future are shown with strike-out
to emphasize their unavailability.

This preverbal position is not possible when the verb is in the definite future aspect (s-/z-).  In contrast, this
position is possible when the verb is in the potential aspect.

45) S-àw báád bèld yù’ù.
def-eat duck snake earth
‘The duck is going to eat a worm.’  

*Báád s-àw bèld yù’ù. *TOP/FOC definite future
 duck def-eat    snake earth

46) G-âw báád bèld yù’ù.
pot-eat duck snake earth
‘The duck is going to eat a worm.’ 

TBáád g-âw bèld yù’ù. TTOP/FOC potential
   duck pot-eat snake earth
‘The duck is going to eat a worm.’

5.2.3 Manner adverbs and the definite future

MannerManner adverbs (Adv ) must not precede a verb in the definite future, though these adverbs may
precede a verb in other aspects.

Manner47) a.) Dìáp      g-ú’ld     Màrìì. TAdv  Potential
     strongly pot-sing Maria
    ‘Maria will sing strongly/loudly.’  

Mannerb.) *Dìáp     s-ù’ld     Màrìì. *Adv  Definite Future
      strongly def-sing Maria

c.) S-ù’ld     Màrìì dìàp.
     def-sing Maria strongly

d.) G-ú’ld   Màrìì dìàp.
     def-sing Maria strongly

Pursuing this latter approach, the examples above will have the following (simplified)
representations:12
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 My language consultant rejects manner adverbs with adjectival predicates, regardless of their13

position.  This is presumably because of semantic incompatibly.  For this reason, it is not possible to test
the availability of the initial Manner Adverb position.

These trees show that when the verb is in the definite future aspect, it instantiates both the V and

MannerInfl positions.  It thus precludes words in the Adv  (manner adverb) position and the [Spec, IP] (internal
TOP/FOC) position.  This is an example of what Wescoat (2002:24-30) calls intermediate constituent
suppression, whereby normally available phrase-structure positions become unavailable in cases of lexical
sharing.

5.2.4 Predicate adjectives and phrase structure

Predicate adjectives show a syntax very similar to that of verbs in the definite future aspect.  In
particular, the internal TOP/FOC position is unavailable:13

48) a.) Ngáás gììch+ììcy=à’
black hair+head=1s
‘My hair is black.’

b.) *Gììch+ììcy=à’ ngáás.
  hair+head=1s black.

We can capture the similarity between verbs in the definite future and predicate adjectives by
writing a lexical rules of the following sort:

49) /Ö / ² [POS V ]  ± /s-Ö/  ² [POS V+Infl]
[VCLASS 1] [ASP  DEF-FUT]

Figure 6 The syntax of potential and definite future aspects compared
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 There is also a prefix known as negative aspect, which shows up after certain negative predicates14

and adverbs.  In the interests of space, I omit discussion of it here.

50) /Ö / ² [POS V ]  ± /z-Ö/  ² [POS V+Infl]
[VCLASS 2] [ASP  DEF-FUT]

These rules say that for a verb instantiated as /Ö/, there is also a form /z-Ö/ or /s-Ö/ which realizes the
definite future aspect and that such a form instantiates both the V and Infl nodes.  (The difference between
the two morphological classes is shown by a VCLASS feature.)

For predicate adjectives, we want similar rules, along the following lines:

51) / Ö /   ² [POS Adj] ±  /na-Ö/ ² [POS V+Infl]
[ADJCLASS B] 

52)  / Ö /   ² [POS Adj] ±  /Ö/ ² [POS V+Infl]
[ADJCLASS A] 

These two rules take an Adj and change its part of speech category to the portmanteau V+Infl category.
The first rule prefixes /na-/ to adjectives of Class B and the second is a  phonologically null derivation for
adjectives of Class A.

5.2.5 Lexical entries for irregular adjectives

The adjectives which fall outside the main patterns will be listed in the lexicon.   Some, like
‘wrinkled’ (predicative xú’ny ~ nàxú’ny; attributive xú’ny) can be listed as variable as to ADJCLASS.
Others like ‘bitter’ (predicative nàldàj;  attributive ldàj ~ nàldàj) seem to have alternate underlying forms.
Lexical entries for these adjectives would be along the following lines:

53) xú’ny  ² [POS ADJ], [ADJCLASS A|B], [PRED ‘wrinkled <SUBJ>’]

nàldàj  ² [POS ADJ], [ADJCLASS A], [PRED ‘bitter <SUBJ>’]
or ldàj  ² [POS ADJ], [ADJCLASS B], [PRED ‘bitter <SUBJ>’]

5.2.6 Inflection of predicate adjectives and the use of copulas

I have called the part of speech category for the derived predicate adjectives V+Infl because that
is the position that they seem to occupy in the syntax.   Still it is not the case that predicate adjectives are
identical to verbs in terms of their inflectional possibilities.

Ordinary verbs generally show inflection for six aspects.  Five of these are shown below with their
most frequent allomorphs:14

54) completive (g)u-/bi-
continuative cá(y)-
potential ì-/gú-
habitual r-/rr-
definite future s-/z- 
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 An aspect labelled ‘neutral’ also appears with verbs, but is restricted to a few semantic15

categories – primarily verbs of position and speech.  See Munro (2002) for a discussion of the relationship
between the adjectival and verbal morphological categories.

The completive, continuative, habitual, and potential aspect markers are shown for the following fairly
regular verb -ù'ld 'to sing':

55) bì-'ld=bí 'S/he sang.'
com-sing=3

cáy-ù'ld=bí 'S/he is singing.'
con-sing=3

r-ù'ld=bí 'S/he sings.'
hab-sing=3

gú-'ld=bí 'S/he will sing.'
pot-sing=3

s-ú'ld=bí 'S/he will sing.'
def-sing=3

Predicate adjectives do not show this range of inflection.  In SDZ, group B adjectives show the nà-
prefix in what is called neutral aspect.  For adjectives, this is the most normal translation of present tense
sentences in English or Spanish.15

If the clause is to be interpreted in some other aspect, such as completive or potential, then an overt
copula is necessary, and the adjective is adjoined to it as a non-projecting word:

56) Gùùc+sàláàd x-cómììd=à’.
com:be+salty p-food=1s
‘My food was salty.’

57) Gáác+sàláàd x-cómììd=à’
pot:be+salty p-food=1s
‘My food will be salty.’

58) Cáyààc+sàláàd x-cómììd=à’
con:be+salty p-food=1s
‘My food is becoming salty.’

The pattern of non-verbal predicates which require an overt copula in non-present contexts is fairly common
crosslinguistically.  

We can capture this restriction by including an aspect specification in the lexical rule that creates
the predicative adjectives:
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 I have let these morphological rules directly spell out the phonological realizations of the16

different aspectual forms of the Copula+Âdj combination.  A more elegant morphological rule could use
a rule of referral to point to the forms of the copula already present in the lexicon.

59) / Ö /   ² [POS Adj] ±  /na-Ö/ ² [POS V+Infl]
[ADJCLASS B]     [ASP NEUTRAL]

60)  / Ö /   ² [POS Adj] ±  /Ö/ ² [POS V+Infl]
[ADJCLASS A]     [ASP NEUTRAL]

Because the predicative adjectives that result from this rule already have an aspectual value, they are not
eligible to undergo additional aspect morphology.  So changing their part of speech to V+Infl does not imply
that they are eligible for the full range of verbal morphology.

The combination of copula and non-projecting adjective counts as a single word by the clitic
placement tests:

61) a. Gùùc+sàláàd=cà x-cómììd=à’.
com:be+salty=aff p-food=1s
‘Yes, my food was salty.’

b. *Gùùc=cà sàláàd x-cómììd=à’.
com:be=aff salty p-food=1s
‘Yes, my food was salty.’

However, these combinations of copula and adjective do not preclude a preceding topic:

62) a. Gùùc+ngáás gììch+ììcy=à’.
com:be+black hair+head=1s
‘My hair was black.’

b. Gììch+ììcy=à’    gùùc+ngáás.
hair+head=1s   com:be+black

Contrast this last example with the same pair in neutral/unmarked aspect (repeated from above):

63) a.) Ngáás gììch+ììcy=à’
black hair+head=1s
‘My hair is black.’

b.) *Gììch+ììcy=à’ ngáás.
  hair+head=1s black.

We thus need additional lexical rules which produce the combination of copula and adjective.  However,
these rules need to yield a V, rather than a V+Infl:  16
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 See also Kim, Sells, and Wescoat (2004) for an HPSG analysis of Korean using lexical sharing.17

64) / Ö /   ² [POS Adj] ±  /gùùc-Ö/ ² [POS V]
[ASP   COM]

/ Ö /   ² [POS Adj] ±  /gáác-Ö/ ² [POS V]
[ASP   POT]

Note the interesting contrast between these rules which yield a.) a Copula+Âdj with the part of
speech V and b.) the rules that make adjectives predicative, which yields a word of the V+Infl type.    The
latter type will entail lexical sharing and intermediate constituent suppression, while the former will not.

Unlike the N+Adj combination, there is no good evidence that the Copula+Âdj combination needs
to be represented at c-structure.   Because only the copula combines via this rule, it is not possible to
construct examples that show a scope ambiguity comparable to that seen with nouns and adjectives.

However, it is possible to have sentences where the adjectival portion of the Copula+Âdj compound
has a complement:

65) Gùùc+ró’=rú gèèt quèy gètgù’.
com:cop+big=more tortilla than tamale
‘The tortilla was bigger than the tamale.’

However, it is impossible to have an order in which the adjective forms a constituent with its complement:

66) *Gùùc+ró’=rú quèy  gètgù’ gèèt.
com:cop+big=more than tamale tortilla
‘The tortilla was bigger than the tamale.’

67) *Gùùc gèèt ró’=rú quèy gètgù’.
com:cop tortilla big=more than tamale
‘The tortilla was bigger than the tamale.’

Thus the Copula+Âdj combination is unlike the N+Âdj combination; the Copula+Âdj is always a single
word, while N and Âdj are not.

Thus we see evidence of lexical sharing with the attributive adjectives and with predicative
adjectives in neutral aspect as well.   Predicate adjectives compounded with a copula, however, act like
simple verbs in syntax, and show no evidence of lexical sharing.  

This is a complex set of facts, but a carefully articulated inventory of lexical rules, lexical sharing,
and non-projecting words allows a satisfying explanation of the syntax of Zapotec adjectives

6 Conclusion

Zapotec attributive adjectives are persuasive examples of non-projecting words which form a single
phonological word with the words to which they adjoin.  An LFG analysis of such constructions in terms
of non-projecting words and lexical sharing successfully captures the fact that the Zapotec construction acts
as  two words syntactially, but a single word in phonology.  This analysis relies on the distinction between
projecting and non-projecting words introduced by Sadler and Arnold (1994), Sadler (2000) and Toivonen
(2001, 2003). It also lends support to the lexical sharing hypothesis of Wescoat (2002) in which a single
phonological word may instantiate more than one than one syntactic terminal.  17
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Abstract

The inclusion of South Asian languages in multilingual grammar devel-
opment projects that were initially based on European languages has resulted
in a number of interesting extensions to those projects. Butt and King (2002)
report on the inclusion of Urdu in the Parallel Grammar Project (ParGram;
Butt et al. (1999, 2002)) with respect to case and complex predicates. In this
paper, we focus on a possible integration ofcorrelativesinto the computa-
tional analysis. Hindi/Urdu correlative clauses have received various analy-
ses in the past that treat them as distinct from other strategies of relativization.
We follow Bhatt (1997), who argues that the syntax and semantics of single-
headed correlative clauses strongly resemble those of freerelative clauses in
European languages, but we analyze these as specifiers of a DP, rather than
as adjuncts.

1 Introduction

This paper aims at introducing the discussion of so-calledcorrelative construc-
tions, a special strategy of relativization commonly foundin a number of Indo-
European, especially Indo-Aryan, languages, into LFG analyses. In particular, we
look at correlatives from within the context of creating broad-coverage grammars
as part of the Parallel Grammar project (ParGram; Butt et al.1999, 2002). Among
the aims of the ParGram project is to test the LFG formalism for its universality and
coverage limitations and to see how far crosslinguistic parallelism at f-structure can
be maintained. Where possible, the analyses produced by thegrammars for similar
sentences in each language are parallel. The standardization of the analyses has
the computational advantage that the grammars can be used insimilar applications
and it can simplify cross-language applications such as machine translation. Par-
allelism, however, is not maintained at the cost of misrepresenting the language.
Given this context, the phenomenon of correlatives is particularly interesting as it
is a puzzling construction from the perspective of most European languages.

The pattern in correlatives is that a demonstrative pronoun, which also func-
tions as determiner in Urdu/Hindi1, in this casevo, always occurs in correlation
with a relative pronoun,jo. In fact, the language employs a series of such pronouns:
e.g.,jıs/Us ‘which/that’ (oblique),jahã/vah̃a ‘where/there’ (distal),jıd@r/ıd@r ‘where/-
there’ (proximal).

We base our analysis in large part on Srivastav (1991), who argues convinc-
ingly that correlative constructions in Hindi fall into twoclasses: one in which the
relativejo clause appears to the right of thevohead noun ((1a,b)) and one in which
the jo clause precedes thevo noun ((1c)). Srivastav, whose analysis is primarily
semantic, identifies the former as straightforward relative clauses, the latter as true
correlatives.

1Urdu and Hindi are structurally essentially identical. Forthe sake of brevity, we only refer to
Urdu, but all observations in this paper apply to Hindi as well.
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(1) a. [vo lAr.ki [ jo kh
Ar.-i hE]

that girl.F.Sg.Nom which stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

hAs rAh-i hE]
laugh stay-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Who is standing, that girl is laughing.’ (Srivastav 1991:642)

b. [vo lAr.ki hAs rAh-i hE

that girl.F.Sg.Nom laugh stay-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

[jo kh
Ar.-i hE]]

which stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘That girl is laughing, who is standing.’ (Srivastav 1991:642)

c. [jo kh
Ar.-i hE]

which stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

[vo lAr.ki hAs rAh-i hE]
that girl.F.Sg.Nom laugh stay-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Who is standing, that girl is laughing.’ (Srivastav 1991:642)

With respect to true correlatives as in (1c), no standard LFGanalysis exists to
date. Here, we depart from Srivastav’s analysis and insteadfollow Bhatt (1997),
who argues that Hindi correlatives must be understood as theequivalent of free
relative clauses in European languages. Unlike Bhatt, however, we do not treat the
correlative as an adjunct, but as a specifier of DP. The relevant evidence comes from
the interaction with quantifiers and demonstratives, topicalization and the behavior
of multi-head correlatives. Our analysis therefore buildson existing argumentation
from a primarily semantic perspective (Srivastav 1991) andfrom within Minimal-
ism (Bhatt 1997), but ultimately differs in the syntactic treatment of correlatives.

2 Standard Analyses of Relative Clauses

Linguistic typology (e.g., Lehmann 1984) generally distinguishes three classes of
relative clauses: free and bound relative clauses, with thelatter divided into re-
strictive and non-restrictive relative clauses. Bound relative clauses appear either
adjacent to the phrase that they modify or extraposed at the end of the sentence.
Within the ParGram project, bound relative clauses are analyzed as NP-modifying
adjuncts of the c-structure categoryCPrel (Butt et al. 1999): The lexical require-
ments of the embedded finite verb must be fulfilled, meaning that arguments cor-
responding to the verb’s subcategorization frame must be provided. A sample Par-
Gram f-structure analysis of an English simple (non-extraposed) bound relative is
shown in (2).

The relative pronoun, which must be an argument of the relative clause’s pred-
icate or the argument of a prepositional adjunct modifying the relative clause’s
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predicate, is encoded as the TOPIC-REL of the relative clause if it appears in
preposed (topicalized) position, such as in English, German or French relatives.
The functional structure projected by the relative clause is encoded as an adjunct
(with ‘A DJUNCT-TYPE relative’) of the relative head.2 Extraposed bound relative
clauses are adjoined at f-structure to a single NP via functional uncertainty.

(2)

"The girl who is standing is tall."

'be<[200:tall]>[22:girl]'PRED
'girl'PRED

'stand<[62:who]>'PRED
'who'PRED

pronounNSYNNTYPE
CASE nom, HUMAN +, NUM sg, PERS 3, PRON-TYPE rel, TOPIC-TYPE relative-clause62

SUBJ

[62:who]PRON-REL
[62:who]TOPIC-REL

V-SUBJ_SUBCAT-FRAMECHECK
MOOD indicative, PERF - _, PROG + _, TENSE presTNS-ASP

ADJUNCT-TYPE relative, CLAUSE-TYPE decl, PASSIVE -, VTYPE main79

ADJUNCT

countnoun-lex_LEX-SOURCECHECK
countCOMMONNSEM

commonNSYN
NTYPE

'the'PRED
defDET-TYPEDETSPEC

CASE nom, HUMAN +, NUM sg, PERS 322

SUBJ

'tall<[22:girl]>'PRED
[22:girl]SUBJ

morphology_LEX-SOURCECHECK
ATYPE predicative, DEGREE positive200

XCOMP-PRED

V-SUBJexpl-XCOMPPRED_SUBCAT-FRAMECHECK
MOOD indicative, PERF - _, PROG - _, TENSE presTNS-ASP

CLAUSE-TYPE decl, PASSIVE -, VTYPE copular173

Non-restrictive relative clauses, such as (3) receive essentially the same struc-
tural analysis as restrictives, but are marked with an additional feature ‘RESTR−’
in order to flag them for a different semantic interpretation.

(3) Mary, who is standing there, is tall.

Since non-restrictive relative clauses, like appositives, perform a different illocu-
tionary act than the proposition signified by the matrix clause, they do not have any
truth-conditional value regarding the interpretation of their relative head, whereas
restrictive relative clauses and their heads form a semantic unit via set intersection.
Note that it is not always trivial to classify a relative clause as restrictive or not. In
English, non-restrictive relative clauses are often marked by distinct punctuation,
changes in intonation or special lexical items (e.g.,incidentallyor by the way).

Within ParGram, free relatives are analyzed quite differently from bound rela-
tive clauses. In English, free relatives have the distribution of an NP and are thus
treated as such, whereas in German they cannot, like other finite clauses, appear
clause internally and are thus treated as a special categoryCPfreerel. The rela-
tive pronoun in both languages takes the double function of relative clause head
(i.e. the relative clause predicate is attached at f-structure as an ADJUNCT) as well
as that of an argument of the matrix clause predicate. The existence of an empty
argument of the matrix verb is deduced at f-structure from information provided
either by the c-structure construction, as in German, or by the lexical entry of the

2The term ‘relative head’ refers to the noun phrase that is modified by the relative clause. We
separate externally-headed clauses from internally-headed clauses. Both external and internal heads
are denoted as ‘relative heads’ in our paper.
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free relative pronoun, such as Englishwhoever(Butt et al. 1999:96).3 This allows
the relative pronoun to take the grammatical function of themissing matrix argu-
ment and project the feature ‘PRON-TYPE free’ to its f-structure. (4) provides an
example, again for English.

(4)

"Whoever is driving the tractor is laughing."

'laugh<[24:whoever]>'PRED
'whoever'PRED

'drive<[39-SUBJ:null_pro], [133:tractor]>'PRED
'null_pro'PRED

CASE nom, NUM sg, PERS 3, PRON-TYPE relSUBJ

'tractor'PRED
countnoun-lex_LEX-SOURCECHECK
countCOMMONNSEM

commonNSYN
NTYPE

'the'PRED
defDET-TYPEDETSPEC

CASE obl, NUM sg, PERS 3133

OBJ

[39-SUBJ:null_pro]PRON-REL
[39-SUBJ:null_pro]TOPIC-REL

V-SUBJ-OBJ_SUBCAT-FRAMECHECK
MOOD indicative, PERF - _, PROG + _, TENSE presTNS-ASP

CLAUSE-TYPE decl, PASSIVE -, VTYPE main39

ADJUNCT

pronounNSYNNTYPE
CASE nom, HUMAN +, NUM sg, PERS 3, PRON-TYPE free24

SUBJ

V-SUBJ_SUBCAT-FRAMECHECK
MOOD indicative, PERF - _, PROG + _, TENSE presTNS-ASP

CLAUSE-TYPE decl, PASSIVE -, VTYPE main174

Note that free relatives in English as well as German are semantically ambigu-
ous between singular definite and generic readings. The f-structure encoding of
the free relative does not handle this semantic ambiguity although the f-structure
provides all necessary information for further semantic processing: for example,
tense/aspect information that disambiguates the reference. A generic reading is
unavailable if the verb does not license it, which would be the case with progres-
sive aspect, as for example in (5), in which the-everdoes not lead to a free choice
generic reading, but simply implies the uncertainty or irrelevance of the subject’s
identity. It is assumed that such constraints are handled within a separate semantic
projection. A semantic consideration, however, that does have syntactic import is
that free relatives do not allow stacking of further restricting or appositive relative
clauses, as shown in (6).

(5) Whoever is driving the tractor is laughing.

(6) *Whoever drives the tractor, who is happy, is laughing.

Furthermore, no non-restrictive interpretation of the free relative clause itself is
possible. These restrictions are significant within the context of our paper as they
apply to Urdu correlative clauses as well (section 4.1).

3Note that not only-everpronouns can function as free relative pronouns in English:(i) is also
an example for a typical free relative.

i. I eat what you eat.
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3 Relativization in Urdu

Urdu, the national language of Pakistan and an official language of India, is an
Indo-Aryan language spoken by around 60-80 million native speakers today. It is
an SOV-language with relatively free word order, a split-ergative case system and
correlative clauses. Since its grammar is largely identical to that of Hindi and large
portions of vocabulary are shared, Hindi-Urdu is commonly regarded by linguists
as a single language, in contrast to their constitutional status.

Urdu, like Sanskrit, preserves the old Indo-European distinction between rel-
ative (Urdu j-class), interrogative (k-class), proximal demonstrative (y-class) and
distal demonstrative (v-class) pronouns. It furthermore retains a remnant of the cor-
relative clausal structure that, in Sanskrit, was used to express all kinds of clausal
relations, such as relatives, conditionals or sentential complementation in a parat-
actic manner. Although it has seen some modification and appears in a more con-
strained distribution than the Sanskrit correlative (for acomparison, see Davison
2006), the Urdu correlative nevertheless retains some of the properties that separate
it from the English-type postposed relative clauses, whichalso exist in Urdu.

Modern Urdu left-adjoined relatives as in (1c), repeated in(7), are generally
called correlative clauses after their Sanskrit ancestorsand are found in a number
of Indo-Aryan languages, such as Bengali, Sindhi, Punjabi,Marathi, Gujarati and
Urdu, but also in Hittite, Latin, Ancient Greek, Medieval Russian, and Old English
as well as modern Hungarian, Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian (Bhatt 2003).

(7) [jo kh
Ar.-i hE]

which stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

[vo lAr.ki hAs rAh-i hE]
that girl.F.Sg.Nom laugh stay-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Who is standing, that girl is laughing.’ (Srivastav 1991:642)

As already mentioned in the introduction, whereas the Urdu embedded and
right-adjoined relatives manifest typical properties of restrictive relative clauses
and are covered by the same analyses proposed for these structures in the other
ParGram languages, previous analyses provide evidence that left-adjoined rela-
tives form a distinct class, rather than being an instance ofleft-extraposition of
an NP modifier. In the generative literature, there has been much discussion of
whether so-called preposed, embedded and postposed relative clauses derive from
the same underlying structure (e.g., Subbarao 1984) or are base-generated in their
respective positions (McCawley 2004). We follow Srivastav(1991) in considering
embedded and postposed relative clauses of thevo-jo pattern as being structurally
and functionally identical, whereas thejo-vo correlative pattern in (7) is analyzed
as a different construction, based on the following evidence: 1) felicity of internal
heads; 2) requirement of an overt demonstrative/quantifier; 3) compatibility with
the inclusive focus particlebhi; 4) strictly non-restrictive interpretation; 5) impos-
sibility of relative clause stacking; 6) multiple relativization.
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We go through some of the relevant data in the next sections and then, in section
4 proceed to analyze correlatives as in (7) on a par with free relatives (following
Bhatt 2003) that appear to be situated in SPECDP (contra Bhatt 2003).4

3.1 Structural Differences — Headedness

Embedded and extraposed restrictive relative clauses modify an external head,
which means that the head NP is not allowed to appear in the relative clause itself.
This is demonstrated in (8) and (9), where the relevant NP head(s) are underlined.5

In contrast, correlative clauses may realize the full head NP in either clause, neither
clause, or both clauses. This is shown in (10).

Normal Relative Clause

(8) a. vo lAr.ki [jo kh
Ar.-i hE]

that girl.F.Sg.Nom which stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

lAmbi hE

tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

b. *vo [jo lAr.ki kh
Ar.-i hE]

that which girl.F.Sg.Nom stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

lAmbi hE

tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

c. *vo lAr.ki [jo lAr.ki kh
Ar.-i hE]

that girl.F.Sg.Nom which girl.F.Sg.Nom stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

lAmbi hE

tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘The girl who is standing is tall.’

Extraposed Relative Clause

(9) a. vo lAr.ki lAmbi hE [jo kh
Ar.-i hE]

that girl.F.Sg.Nom tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg which stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

4Most of the data discussed in this paper is based on the previous discussions of Hindi correlative
structures found in Srivastav (1991), Dayal (1996) and Bhatt (2003). Additionally, we have checked
the data with three Pakistani doctoral students at Konstanz, all native speakers of Urdu.

5Mahajan (2000:9) does not agree with Srivastav’s judgment with respect to the relative clause
in (8c) and considers it grammatical, a view shared by our informants. However, this does not
make Srivastav’s generalization, nor our argumentation here, invalid. Srivastav’s analysis deals with
restrictive relative clauses, but the sentence-initialvo in (8c) has a clear deictic interpretation: Its
reference is fixed and further intersective import (e.g., byrestrictive relative clauses) is not admissi-
ble. Thus the relative clause in this case must have non-restrictive meaning if the sentence is to be
grammatical. The fact that non-restrictive relative clauses can be internally headed is confirmed by
McCawley (2004).
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b. *vo lAmbi hE [jo lAr.ki kh
Ar.-i hE]

that tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg which girl.F.Sg.Nom stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

c. *vo lAr.ki lAmbi hE

that girl.F.Sg.Nom tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

[jo lAr.ki kh
Ar.-i hE]

which girl.F.Sg.Nom stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘The girl is tall, who is standing.’

Correlative Clause

(10) a. [jo kh
Ar.-i hE] vo lAr.ki lAmbi hE

which stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg that girl.F.Sg.Nom tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

b. [jo lAr.ki kh
Ar.-i hE] vo lAmbi hE

which girl.F.Sg.Nom stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg that tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

c. [jo lAr.ki kh
Ar.-i hE]

which girl.F.Sg.Nom stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

vo lAr.ki lAmbi hE

that girl.F.Sg.Nom tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Which girl is standing, that girl is tall.’

With respect to headedness, thejo-vo (correlative) andvo-jo (relative) patterns
thus differ quite markedly.

3.2 Correlative as an Operator — The Demonstrative Requirement

Coming from a primarily semantic perspective, Dayal (1996:181) analyzes the cor-
relativejo-clause as an operator that locally binds a variable in the main clause. The
variable must be contained in the interpretation of the determiner of the external
head NP. Her reasons for this analysis build on Subbarao’s (1984:13) initial obser-
vation that the relative clause cannot be adjoined to the left if the main clause NP is
indefinite, as shown in (11a). In fact, Dayal shows that correlatives have to observe
a more stringent requirement. Given that in Urdu bare NPs canin principle always
also function as definites (Dayal 2003), Dayal formulates a ‘demonstrative require-
ment’ (Srivastav 1991:649): the matrix clause must containa demonstrative. This
demonstrative can either be overt as in (11b), or can be analyzed as being there im-
plicitly in the presence of quantifiers such assAb ‘all’ ((11c)), dono‘both’ ((11d))
or tino ‘all three’.

(11) a. *[jo lAr.kiyã kh
Ar.-i hẼ] lAr.kiyã

which girl.F.Pl.Nom stand-Perf.F be.Pres.3.Pl girl.F.Pl.Nom

lAmbi hẼ

tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Pl
‘Girls that are standing are tall.’
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b. [jo lAr.kiyã kh
Ar.-i hẼ] vo lAr.kiyã

which girl.F.Pl.Nom stand-Perf.F be.Pres.3.Pl those girl.F.Pl.Nom

lAmbi hẼ

tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Pl
‘The girls that are standing are tall.’

c. [jo lAr.kiyã kh
Ar.-i hẼ] sAb lAr.kiyã

which girl.F.Pl.Nom stand-Perf.F be.Pres.3.Pl all girl.F.Pl.Nom

lAmbi hẼ

tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Pl
‘All (the) girls that are standing are tall.’

d. [jo lAr.kiyã kh
Ar.-i hẼ] dono lAr.kiyã

which girl.F.Pl.Nom stand-Perf.F be.Pres.3.Pl both girl.F.Pl.Nom

lAmbi hẼ

tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Pl
‘Both (the) girls that are standing are tall.’

Srivastav (1991) and Dayal (1996) thus analyze correlativeclauses as general-
ized quantifiers (Cooper 1983) that bind a position inside anIP. Syntactically, she
posits the structure in (12) for correlatives as in (11).

(12) [[. . .REL-XP. . .]CP [. . .DEM-XP. . .] IP]CP

4 Correlatives as Free Relative Specifiers of DP

As shown above, Dayal’s (1996) seminal work on relatives andcorrelatives pro-
vides a clear basis for analysis. However, Bhatt (1997, 2003) looks at additional
empirical evidence and argues that thejo-vo correlatives are better understood as
being like free relatives. We discuss his reasons briefly in section 4.1, and adopt his
view of correlatives as free relatives, but in a slightly different manner. We present
an alternative analysis in section 4.2 by which we analyze the jo-vo correlatives as
being situated in SPECDP, rather than being adjoined to IP (Srivastav 1991) or to
the demonstrative phrase (Bhatt 2003).

4.1 DP Adjunction and Free Relatives

Dayal’s analysis of thejo-vo correlative as a quantifier within a CP that adjoins
to and binds a position inside an IP is challenged by several facts. For example,
consider (13), where the correlative clause can appear directly to the left of the
external head inside the main clause. This construction is not uncommon, and
indicates that an analysis of direct adjunction to DP shouldbe considered (Bhatt
1997, 2003).
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(13) hAsan=ne [jo kıtab tara=ne lıkh-i]
Hassan=Erg which book.F.Sg.Nom Tara=Erg write-Perf.F.Sg

vo pAsAnd k-i
that liking do-Perf.F.Sg
‘Hassan liked the book which Tara wrote.’

Further evidence for DP-adjunction of the correlative clause comes from question-
answer pairs as in (14), which show that thejo-vo clause in combination with
the required demonstrative makes a perfect short answer to aquestion, just like a
simple DP/NP would.

(14) kÕ a-yi?
who come-Perf.F.Sg?
‘Who came?’

[jo lAr.ki vAhã rAh-ti hE] vo
Which girl.F.Sg.Nom there stay-Impf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg that
‘Which girl lives there, she’/’The girl who lives there’ (Dayal 1996)

Indeed, Wali (1982) already used this fact to argue for DP-adjunction. But
Dayal rejects the DP-adjunction analysis in favor of a unified treatment of single
correlatives and those with multiple heads (see section 5),by which IP-adjunction
is treated as the basic phenomenon and DP-adjunction is analyzed as a case of
crosscategorial quantification (Dayal 1996:206).

In contrast, Bhatt (1997) situates the correlative clause primarily within the DP
(but see section 4.3 on topicalization facts) and, in particular, as having the func-
tional properties of a free relative clause. As clearly demonstrated by Bhatt (1997),
the properties of correlatives and free relatives are strikingly similar. For example,
only free relatives (as opposed to restrictives) in Englishcan feature the inclusive
focus item-ever, a property which we also find in Urdu, where the focus particle
bhi ‘also’ cannot modify a restrictive relative clause ((15a)), but is admissible in
correlatives in order to bring out the unspecified identity of the internal head, as
shown in (15b).

(15) a. *vo lAr.ki [jo bhi vAhã kh
Ar.-i hE]

that girl.F.Sg.Nom which also there stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Pl

nadya=ki sAheli hE

Nadya=Gen.F.Sg friend.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘That girl, whichever is standing there, is Nadya’s friend.’

b. [jo bhi lAr.ki vAhã kh
Ar.-i hE]

which also girl.F.Sg.Nom there stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Pl

vo nadya=ki sAheli hE

that Nadya=Gen.F.Sg friend.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Whichever girl is standing there is Nadya’s friend.’
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c. jo bhi lAr.ki mehnAt kAr-ti hE

which also girl.F.Sg.Nom effort do-Impf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

vo safal ho-ti hE
that successful be-Impf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Whichever girl makes an effort is successful.’

Note that the presence ofbhi, just like -ever, forces a generic reading if one is
possible, as shown in (15c). The acceptability of the generic reading, however,
is dependent on the aspect of the relative clause predicate.If information from
tense/aspect does not provide information about genericity, the standard interpre-
tation of the correlative clause is definite, regardless of the presence of the focus
item (as is generally the case with free relatives; Jacobson1995).

As Bhatt (1997, 2003) further shows, the correlative can even take the form of
a true free relative without a demonstrative ‘correlate’ ifthe case marking of the in-
ternal as well as the external head is unmarked (nominative in Urdu). The demon-
strative cannot be omitted if either the demonstrative or the correlate is overtly
marked by a case clitic (e.g.,ne, ko), but can be left out if the surface form matches
or, in the case of Urdu, has no surface form, as shown in (16).

(16) [jo lAr.ki kh
Ar.-i hE] hAs rAh-i

which girl.F.Sg.Nom stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg laugh stay-Perf.F.Sg

hE

be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Which girl is standing, is laughing.’

This form of surface matching is known from German free relative construc-
tions, which also require a resumptive demonstrative/determiner if the case mark-
ing differs overtly, as is the case in (17a), but not in (17b,c).

(17) a. Wer dich nicht mag, *(den) mag ich
who.Nomyou.Acc not like.Pres.3.Sg.that.Acc like.Pres.1.Sg I.Nom

auch nicht.
also not
‘Who doesn’t like you, I don’t like either.’

b. Wen du magst, (den) will ich auch
who.Accyou.Nom like.Pres.2.Sgthat.Acc want.Pres.1.Sg. I.Nom also

treffen.
meet
‘I also want to meet the one who you like.’

c. Was du magst (das) gefällt mir auch.
what.Acc you.Nom like.Pres.2.Sgthat.Nom please.Pres.3.Sg I.Dat also
‘Whatever you like also pleases me.’
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In sum, correlative clauses in Urdu have a number of semanticand morphosyn-
tactic properties that are familiar from free relatives in German and English. Within
the context of the ParGram project, this points towards the need to find a common
underlying analysis for free relatives and correlatives inthese languages.

4.2 Specifier of DP

In order to account for similarities between free relativesand correlatives, we treat
the correlative clause plus demonstrative constituent as aDP with an f-structure
analogous to free relatives in English, since these have comparable semantics and
distribution. However, instead of analyzing the relative clause predicate as an ad-
junct, as Butt et al. (1999) did for free relative clauses, weconsider correlative
clauses as occupying a specifier position and thus contributing a SPEC attribute to
the f-structure. This is done for the following reasons:

• Correlatives cannot be stacked: Whereas normal relative clauses project into
an adjunct set, a DP can only be modified by a single correlative.

(18) *[jo gari tez hE] [jo lal hE]
which car.F.Sg.Nom fast be.Pres.3.Sg which red be.Pres.3.Sg

vo gari sundAr hE

that car beautiful be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Which car is fast, which car is red, that car is beautiful.’

• Semantically, correlatives function as quantifiers. Thus,they cannot have a
non-restrictive interpretation and cannot modify, for example, proper nouns,
as this would result in vacuous quantification.

(19) *[jo vAhã kh
Ar.-a hE] ram lAmba hE

who there stand-Perf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg Ram tall.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Who is standing there, Ram is tall.’

• Correlatives appear in complementary distribution with other SPECmaterial,
such as possessors.

(20) *[jo lal hE] [yonas=ki] gari
which red be.Pres.3.Sg Jonas=Gen.F.Sg car.F.Sg.Nom

sundAr hE

beautiful be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Which car is red, Jonas’s car is beautiful.’

All of the evidence presented so far points to a DP-internal,non-adjunct anal-
ysis of correlatives. In particular, we situate the correlative clause in a specifier
position directly left-adjacent to the DP that it quantifiesover. However, there is a
further set of data that remain to be accounted for.
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4.3 Topicalization

In addition to finding correlatives that are directly left-adjacent to the modified
constituent, instances of discontinuous correlatives also occur. In both of the ex-
amples in (21), the correlative clause is in the regular sentence-initial position, but
the demonstrative is embedded further inside the main clause ((20a)) or even em-
bedded within a sentential complement ((20b)).

(21) a. [jo lAr.kii vAhã hE]
which girl.F.Sg.Nom there be.Pres.3.Sg

ram=ne Us=koi pAsAnd ki-ya
Ram=Erg that=Acc liking do-Perf.3.Sg
‘Which girl is there, Ram likes her.’

b. [jo lAr.kii ga rAh-i hE]
which girl.F.Sg.Nom sing stay-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

sita soch-ti hE [kı voi sundAr hE]
Sita think-Impf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg that that beautiful be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Which girl is singing, Sita thinks that she is beautiful.’

We propose to analyze this dislocation as an instance of standard topicalization
of the correlative clause. This analysis is reasonable, given that Urdu is a discourse-
configurational language with basic SOV order that makes heavy use of word order
permutations to syntactically encode information structure (cf. Butt and King 1996,
Kidwai 2000). The TOPIC function is generally associated with the initial item of
the utterance, located in SPECIP. Since Urdu allows not only arguments to be
topicalized, but also, unlike English, SPECNP content such as genitive possessors
(Mohanan 1994), as shown in (22), it is predicted that correlative clauses should
also be able to undergo this dislocation.

(22) [ram=ki] sundAr hE gari
Ram=Gen.F.Sg beautiful be.Pres.3.Sg car.F.Sg.Nom
‘Ram’s car is beautiful.’

As Bhatt (2003) shows, topicalized correlatives may connect into sentential
complements, but are sensitive to island effects, and thus cannot be topicalized
from within adjuncts or complex NPs. Furthermore, only one correlative clause
can be topicalized. If any other DP in the sentence is modifiedby a correlative
clause, none of these may additionally appear in the front, but must be located
in non-initial position within the relevant SPECDP. The only admissible structure
that allows two correlative clauses at the beginning of the sentence is one where one
correlative is topicalized and the other occupies the specifier position of a sentence-
inital DP, as illustrated by (23).
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(23) [joi kıtab mez=pAr th-i]
which book.F.Sg.Nom table.F.Sg=on be.Past.F.Sg

[[[[jo j talıb‘ılm hE] Usj ] lArke=ne] voi lıkh-i]
which student.Nom be.Pres.3.Sg that boy.M.Obl=Erg that write-Perf.F.Sg
‘The boy who is a student wrote the book that was on the table.’

4.4 The LFG Analysis

DP internal correlative clauses are linked to their heads via the functional descrip-
tion expanding the DP node. As topicalized correlatives arediscontinuous from
their heads, this case is more interesting. As is standard with respect to long-
distance dependencies within LFG, topicalized correlatives are linked to their heads
via functional uncertainty paths (Kaplan and Zaenen 1989).6 However, as correl-
ative clauses are not quite standard topics, a little more work needs to be done.
The external head of the topicalized correlative is found via the disjunction in (24)
(defined in XLE’s regular expression notation; Crouch et al.2006):

(24) CORFUNC =
{SUBJ ∨ {XCOMP∨ COMP}* {OBJ ∨ OBJ-GOAL } (ADJ-GEN)}

This means that the function CORFUNC is assigned a grammatical function
that is either SUBJ or an OBJ or OBJ-GOAL which may be embedded in zero
to infinitely many (signified by the Kleene Star) COMPs or XCOMPs, or a geni-
tive possessor of any of these. In the c-structure rule that licenses the topicalized
correlatives shown in (25), this function is given a local name (%COR-HEAD) in
order to formulate the constraints that must be simultaneously satisfied, such as
the demonstrative/quantifier requirement (cf. section 3.2) as well as number and
oblique/nominative agreement (coded under NMORPH). The rule in (25) also in-
cludes the possibility of a topicalized KP (Urdu Kase Phrase, featuring a DP plus
optional case clitic, Butt and King 2004).

(25) SPECIP −→
CPCORR ∨ KP

(↑CORFUNC)=%COR-HEAD (↑TOPIC)=↓
(%COR-HEAD SPEC CORR)=↓ @GF

(%COR-HEAD NUM)=(↓TOPIC-REL NUM)
(%COR-HEAD NMORPH)=(↓TOPIC-REL NMORPH)
{(%COR-HEAD SPEC DET PRON-TYPE)=c dem

(%COR-HEAD SPEC DET DEIXIS)=c distal
∨ (%COR-HEAD SPEC QUANT QUANT-TYPE)=c universal}

The CPCORR category is defined in analogy to the standard relative clause,
CPREL, with the exception that in CPCORR the TOPIC-REL may include a con-
tentful NP. The function SPEC CORR, which encodes the correlative clause itself,

6Topicalized possessors as in (22) are, of course, also linked via functional uncertainty equations.
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is proposed as an interim solution since the facts presentedin Jacobson (1995)
and others call for a consequent reanalysis of free relativeclauses in the ParGram
languages that departs from the ADJUNCT solution proposed in Butt et al. (1999),
along with a unified analysis that provides enough information in the f-structure to
lead to the correct semantic representation for both correlatives and free relatives.

An unusual but positive aspect to the analysis in (25) is thatthe subject of the
main clause and that of the correlative do not stand in a direct functional relation
other than noun agreement. Since the correlative is allowedto contain a full noun
phrase in its internal head, it is in principle possible for the internal head and the
external head to contain diffent nouns. And precisely this possibility is required by
data as in (26).

(26) [jo catr vahã khAr.-a hE]
which student.M.Sg.Nom there stand-Perf.M.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg

vo lAr.ka mera dost hE
that boy.M.Sg.Nom I.Gen.M.Sg friend.M.Sg.Nom be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Which student is standing there, that boy is my friend.’
(McCawley 2004:300)

There seem to be semantic constraints on the felicitous choice of the two dif-
ferent nouns (involving synonymy or hyponymy), but previous analyses of these
(cf. Dayal 1996:196 and McCawley 2004:300) as well as judgements of our infor-
mants leave an inconclusive picture of what relations are acceptable. With respect
to our analysis, since the constraints are purely semantic,they are not handled by
the syntactic c-structure and f-structure components.

In (28) and (29) we present a sample c-structure and f-structure analysis for the
example in (27). The representation of noun phrase structure departs from previous
analyses in the Urdu grammar by postulating a DP structure above NP that holds
the determinervo (which, in its use as a personal pronoun, accompanies an empty
noun head) as well as a SPECDP position potentially containing the correlative.

Note that the same sentence can also receive another analysis by which the
correlative clause is not topicalized and is contained inside the sentence-inital DP
instead of SPECIP. This option, which then lacks theTOPIC function at f-structure,
is dispreferred through the use of OT marks (Frank et al. 2001).

(27) [jo kh
Ar.-i hE] [vo lAr.ki lAmbi hE]

which stand-Perf.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg that girl.F.Sg.Nom tall.F.Sg be.Pres.3.Sg
‘Who is standing, that girl is tall.’
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(28) F-Structure:
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(29) C-structure:
ROOT

CPcorr S

KP VC

KP VC DP VCcop

DP V AUX D N DP Vcop
kh

Ar.i hE lAr.ki hE

D Det AP
vo

Det A
jo lAmbi

5 Further Issues: Multi-Head-Correlatives

So far we have presented an analysis for single-head correlatives (SHC). However,
as shown in (30), one of the striking features of Urdu correlatives is that they can
appear with more than one relativized element, containing multiple relative pro-
nouns linked to multiple correlate demonstratives in the main clause.

(30) [jısi lAr.ki=ne jısj lAr.ke ke sath khel-a]
which.Obl girl.F.Sg=Erg which.Obl boy.M.Obl with play-Perf.M.Sg

Us=nei Us=koj hAra-ya
that.Obl=Erg that.Obl=Acc defeat-Perf.M.Sg
‘Which girl played with which boy, she defeated him.’ (Dayal1996)

This correlative clause cannot be attached to any single correlate at f-structure,
since both internal heads are equally governed by the relative clause predicate,
and the functional projection of the predicate cannot be attached to both external
heads with the same internal structure. The correlative clause cannot be said to
determine either argument of the matrix, but rather determines both by specifying
a relation between them. This can be expressed semanticallyby arguing that multi-
head-correlatives (MHC) quantify over ordered tuples rather than individuals (as
proposed by Lehmann 1984:344). It can be expressed syntactically by attaching the
f-structure of the correlative clause directly to the main clause predicate rather than
to one of its arguments. Analogously, Srivastav (1991) and Bhatt (1997) argue for
base-generation of the MHC in a position adjoined to IP. Within Dayal’s account
this means that she presents a unified analysis of SHC and MHC,within Bhatt’s
account this means that MHC and SHC receive a differing syntactic analysis.

With respect to this issue, we again propose to follow Bhatt’s analysis and treat
MHC as a separate class for which no analogous construction (such as free relatives
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for SHC) exists in languages that do not feature correlatives. Consequently, these
sentences cannot be translated straightforwardly into English. Andrews (1975),
for example, proposes to translate MHC as conditionals, which gives adequate
results as long as the correlative can have a generic interpretation, but this is not
always the case. Another suggestion, propably first proposed by Delbrück (1900)
for Sanskrit MHC, is to use an indefinite in place of the secondrelativized phrase,
which is anaphorically picked up in the matrix clause (Whichever girl played with
a boy defeated him.). This translation would also be faithful to the semantics of
the construction, but does not do justice to the differing syntactic constraints. As
shown in (31), Urdu MHC cannot appear with a matrix predicateof less arity,
whereas relatives-cum-indefinite can.

(31) a. [*jıs lAr.ki jıs lAr.ke ke sath khel-egi]
which.Obl girl.F.Sg.Nom which.Obl boy.M.Obl with play-Fut.F.Sg

vo jit-egi
that win-Fut.F.Sg
‘Which girl will play with which boy, she will win.’

b. Whichever girl will play with a boy will win.

MHC are also less constrained in contrast to SHC when it comesto the resump-
tive pronoun requirement. Even in cases where the demonstrative accompanying
a correlative clause could not be dropped, i.e. if there is overt case-marking, they
may be dropped with MHC (Bhatt 1997), as shown in (32).

(32) [*jıs lAr.ke=ne jıs lAr.ki=ko dekh-a]
which.Obl boy.M.Sg.Obl=Erg which.Obl girl.F.Sg=Acc see-Perf.M.Sg

(Us=ne Us=ko) pAsAnd ki-ya
that.Obl=Erg that.Obl=Acc liking do-Perf.M.Sg
‘Which boy saw which girl, he liked her.’

Since the exact nature of the interaction between the constraints of correlative
formation and the rampant pro-drop that is generally possible in Urdu (Neeleman
and Szendroi 2007) is not yet well understood, our analysis is rather minimal.
At c-structure, we assume MHC to be located adjoined above IP. At f-structure,
the correlative clause projects an ADJUNCT to the main clause predicate. The
anaphoric relation between the relativized elements and possible correlates in the
main clause is left to the semantic processing component, which may be tackled
once a better understanding of the structure is reached.

6 Conclusion

Building on previous insights by Srivastav/Dayal and Bhatt, we distinguish be-
tween relative clauses (vo-jo) and correlatives (jo-vo), and account for their dif-
ferent internal structure and semantic interpretation. Correlatives are treated as
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quantifiers that appear either in the specifier position of the DP they modify or in
a topicalized position at the left periphery. At f-structure, they differ from normal
relative clauses by projecting to aSPECstructure rather than an adjunct set, which
goes along with their quantifier interpretation and their inability to stack. The par-
allels to free relative clauses suggest that a similar analysis might be argued for in
the case of German and English free relatives, which currently receive the same
ADJUNCT treatment as standard relatives. The advantages and disadvantages of
such a parallel analysis, as well the issue with multi-head-correlatives, can hope-
fully be understood once a standardized semantic representation has been agreed
on within ParGram, and once the existing analysis has been incorporated into the
main Urdu grammar in order to investigate interactions withother phenomena,
such as pro-drop.
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Abstract

We present log-linear models for use in the tasks of parse disambiguation
and realisation ranking in German. Forst (2007a) shows that by extending
the set of features used in parse disambiguation to include more linguistically
motivated information, disambiguation results can be significantly improved
for German data. The question we address in this paper is to what extent this
improved set of features can also be used in realisation ranking. We carry out
a number of experiments on German newspaper text. In parse disambigua-
tion, we achieve an error reduction of 51%, compared to an error reduction
of 34.5% with the original model that does not include the additional fea-
tures of Forst (2007a). In realisation ranking, BLEU score increases from
0.7306 to 0.7939, and we achieve a 10 point improvement in exact match
over a baseline language model. This being said, our results also show that
further features need to be taken into account for realisation ranking in order
to improve the quality of the corresponding model.

1 Introduction
Statistical disambiguation of syntactic structures has been extensively studied in re-
cent years. Riezler et al. (2002) have successfully applied a log-linear model based
on features referring to simple, mostly locally restricted c- and f-structure confi-
gurations to the task of LFG parse disambiguation for English. However, recent
studies suggest that these types of features are not sufficient for the disambiguation
of languages with relatively free word order, such as Japanese (Yoshimura et al.,
2003) or German.

Forst (2007a) shows that by extending the set of features used in parse dis-
ambiguation to include more linguistically motivated information, disambiguation
results can be significantly improved for German data. The question we address in
this paper is to what extent this improved set of features can also be used in real-
isation ranking.1 It is clear that some features designed for parse disambiguation
will not be useful for realisation ranking and vice versa. For example, features that
capture lexical dependencies will not be useful in generation ranking, since lexical
dependencies are given in this task. Conversely, the log-linear model for realisa-
tion ranking, where the task is to determine the most natural sounding sequence
of words, will need features that refer (only) to the surface string, and those fea-
tures are, of course, not interesting for parse disambiguation. Nevertheless, it is
reasonable to assume that c-structure features or features that refer to c-structure
and f-structure simultaneously are useful for both tasks, and that taking the angle
of both tasks may help to identify relevant features.

We present a model for realisation ranking similar to that of Velldal and Oepen
(2005). The main differences between our work and theirs is that we are working

1The work described in this paper has been carried out as part of the COINS project of the
linguistic Collaborative Research Centre (SFB 732) at the University of Stuttgart, which is funded
by the German Research Foundation (DFG). Furthermore, we would like to thank John Maxwell of
the Palo Alto Research Center for being so responsive to our requests for extensions of the XLE
generator functionalities, some of which were crucial for our work.
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within the LFG framework and concentrating on a less configurational language:
German.

2 System Setup

2.1 A Broad-Coverage LFG for German

For the construction of our data, we use the German broad-coverage LFG docu-
mented in Dipper (2003) and Rohrer and Forst (2006). It is a hand-crafted gram-
mar developed in and for the LFG grammar development and processing platform
XLE (Crouch et al., 2006). It achieves parsing coverage of about 80% in terms
of full parses on newspaper text, and for sentences out of coverage, the robustness
techniques described in Riezler et al. (2002) (i.e. fragment grammar, ‘skimming’)
are employed for the construction of partial analyses. The grammar is reversible,
which means that the XLE generator can produce surface realisations for well-
formed input f-structures.

2.2 Parse Disambiguation

We use a standard log-linear model for carrying out parse disambiguation
(Toutanova et al., 2002; Riezler et al., 2002; Miyao and Tsujii, 2002; Malouf and
van Noord, 2004; van Noord, 2006; Clark and Curran, 2004). A key factor in the
success of these models is feature design. As a baseline, we design features based
on the property set used for the disambiguation of English ParGram LFG parses
(Riezler et al., 2002; Riezler and Vasserman, 2004). These properties are based
on thirteen property templates, which can be parameterised for any combination of
c-structure categories or f-structure attributes and their values. Forst (2007a) shows
that by extending this set of features used in parse disambiguation to include more
linguistically motivated information, disambiguation results can be significantly
improved for German data.

2.3 Surface Realisation

As XLE comes with a full-fledged generator, the grammar can be used both for
parsing and for surface realisation.2 Figure 2 shows the set of 18 strings that are
generated from the f-structure in Figure 1. In this case, the German parser only
produces one parse, and so there is no parse disambiguation necessary. However
there is some work to be done in ranking the alternative string realisations for the
input f-structure. Note that all of the surface realisations are grammatical; however,
some of them are clearly more likely or unmarked than others.

2At the moment it is not possible to generate from packed structures where ambiguity is pre-
served. However, in the future we hope to be able to do so. This would be particularly useful in an
application such as machine translation, where some ambiguities transfer across languages.
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(1) Die
The

Nato
NATO

werde
is

nicht
not

von
from

der
the

EU
EU

geführt.
led.

‘NATO is not led by the EU.’

"Die Nato werde nicht von der EU geführt."

'führen<[249:von], [21:Nato]>'PRED

'Nato'PRED

_COUNT +, _DEF +, _DET attr_SPEC-TYPE

strong-det_INFL
CHECK

properNSYNNTYPE

'die'PRED
defDET-TYPE

DETSPEC

CASE nom, GEND fem, NUM sg, PERS 321

SUBJ

'von<[283:EU]>'PRED

'EU'PRED

_COUNT +, _DEF +, _DET attr_SPEC-TYPE

strong-det_INFL
CHECK

properNSYNNTYPE

'die'PRED
defDET-TYPE

DETSPEC

CASE dat, GEND fem, NUM sg, PERS 3283

OBJ

PSEM dir, PTYPE sem249

OBL-AG

'nicht'PRED
negADJUNCT-TYPE215

ADJUNCT

werden-pass __AUX-FORM

sein_AUX-SELECT_VLEX

perfect_PARTICIPLE_VMORPH

CHECK

MOOD subjunctive, PASS-SEM dynamic _, TENSE presTNS-ASP

[21:Nato]TOPIC
CLAUSE-TYPE decl, PASSIVE +, STMT-TYPE decl, VTYPE main128

Figure 1: F-structure for (1)

Just as hand-crafted grammars, when used for parsing, are only useful for most
applications when they have been complemented with a disambiguation module,
their usefulness as a means of surface realisation depends on a reliable module for
realisation ranking. A long list of arbitrarily ordered output strings is useless for
practical applications such as summarisation, question answering, machine trans-
lation, etc.
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Die Nato werde von der EU nicht gef ührt.
Die Nato werde nicht von der EU gef ührt.
Nicht von der EU gef ührt werde die Nato.
Nicht werde von der EU die Nato gef ührt.
Nicht werde die Nato von der EU gef ührt.
Nicht gef ührt werde von der EU die Nato.
Nicht gef ührt werde die Nato von der EU.
Von der EU nicht gef ührt werde die Nato.
Von der EU werde die Nato nicht gef ührt.
Von der EU werde nicht die Nato gef ührt.
Von der EU gef ührt werde nicht die Nato.
Von der EU gef ührt werde die Nato nicht.
Gef ührt werde die Nato nicht von der EU.
Gef ührt werde die Nato von der EU nicht.
Gef ührt werde nicht von der EU die Nato.
Gef ührt werde nicht die Nato von der EU.
Gef ührt werde von der EU nicht die Nato.
Gef ührt werde von der EU die Nato nicht.

Figure 2: The set of strings generated from the f-structure in Figure 1

Very regular preferences for certain realisation alternatives over others can be
implemented by means of so-called optimality marks (Frank et al., 2001), which
are implemented in XLE both for the parsing and the generation direction. For
ranking string realisations on the basis of ‘soft’ and potentially contradictory con-
straints, however, the stochastic approach based on a log-linear model, as it has
previously been implemented for English HPSGs (Nakanishi et al., 2005; Velldal
and Oepen, 2005), seems more adequate.

3 Feature Design

3.1 Feature Design for Parse Disambiguation

Feature design for parse disambiguation is often carried out in a semi-automatic
manner, i.e. by designing feature templates that are then instantiated automati-
cally. Although the number of features built this way is often in the hundreds of
thousands, nothing guarantees that the information relevant for disambiguation is
actually captured by some feature(s). This is particularly true when the feature
templates have been designed with little attention to typical ambiguities in the lan-
guage under consideration. Forst (2007a) shows that linguistically motivated fea-
tures that capture, e.g., the linear order of grammatical functions, the (surface and
functional uncertainty path) distance of an extraposed constituent to its f-structure
head, the nature of a DP in relation to its grammatical function (pronominal vs. full
DP, animate vs. inanimate) etc. allow for a significantly improved disambiguation
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Name of feature template and parameters Explanation
Features used for the disambiguation of English ParGram LFG parses

(Riezler et al., 2002; Riezler and Vasserman, 2004)
fs attrs <attrs > counts number of occurrences of attribute(s)<attrs> in

the f-structure
cs label <cat > counts number of occurrences of category<cat> in the

c-structure
fs attr val <attr > <val > counts number of times f-structure attribute<attr> has

value<val>
cs num children <cat > counts number of children of all nodes of category<cat>
fs adj attrs <attr1 > <attr2 > counts the number of times feature<attr2> is

immediately embedded in feature<attr1>
fs sub attrs <attr1 > <attr2 > counts the number of times feature<attr2> is embedded

somewhere in<attr1>
cs adjacent label <cat1 > <cat2 > counts the number of<cat1> nodes that immediately

dominate<cat2> nodes
cs sub label <cat1 > <cat2 > counts the number of<cat1> nodes that (not

necessarily immediately) dominate<cat2> nodes
cs embedded <cat > <Depth > counts the number of<cat> nodes that dominate

(at least)<Depth> other<cat> nodes
cs conj nonpar <Depth > counts the number of coordinated c-structures that are

not parallel at<Depth> levels under the
coordinated constituent

lex subcat <Lemma> <SCFs> counts the number of times<Lemma> occurs with one
of the subcategorisation frames in<SCFs>

Additional Linguistically Motivated Features
ADD-PROP MOD1<Lemma> counts the number of times a given lemma occurs as

a member of a MOD set
ADD-PROP F2 <Lemma> <PoS> counts the number of times a given lemma occurs as

a particular<PoS>
ADD-PROP ACTIVE/PASSIVE <Lemma> counts the number of times a (verb) lemma occurs in

active/passive voice
ADD-PROP isCommon/Def/ determines whether a DP with function<GF> is

Pronoun/... <GF> common, definite, pronominal, etc.
ADD-PROP DEP11<PoS1> <Dep> counts the number of times a sub-f-structure of type

<PoS2> <PoS2> is embedded into a (sub-)f-structure of type
<PoS1> as its<Dep>

ADD-PROP PATH counts given instantiations of functional uncertainty paths
ADD-PROP PRECEDES<GF1> <GF2> counts the number of times a<GF1> precedes

a<GF2> of the same (sub-)f-structure
DISTANCE-TO-ANTECEDENT %X distance between a relative clause and its antecedent
ADD-PROP DEP12<PoS1> <Dep> counts the number of times a sub-f-structure of type

<PoS2> <Lemma2> <PoS2> and with<Lemma2> as its PRED

is embedded into a (sub-)f-structure of type
<PoS1>as its<Dep>

ADD-PROP DEP21<PoS1> <Lemma1> counts the number of times a sub-f-structure of type
<Dep> <PoS2> <PoS2> is embedded as its<Dep> into

a (sub-)f-structure of type<PoS1> and
with <Lemma1> as its PRED

ADD-PROP PRECEDES<Lemma> <GF1> counts the number of times a<GF1> subcategorised
<GF2> for by a PRED <Lemma> precedes a<GF2>

subcategorised for by the same PRED

ADD-PROP MOD2<Lemma1> <Lemma2> counts the number of times<Lemma2> occurs in the
MOD set of a (sub-)f-structure with<Lemma1>
as its PRED

ADD-PROP VADJUNCTPRECEDES counts the numbers of times an ADJUNCT PP headed
<Prep1 > <Prep2 > by <Prep1> precedes an ADJUNCT PP headed by

<Prep2>, both being in an f-structure with a VTYPE

ADD-PROP DEP22<PoS1> <Lemma1> counts the number of times a sub-f-structure of type
<Dep> <PoS2> <Lemma2> <PoS2> and with<Lemma2> as its PRED is

embedded as its<Dep> into a<Dep> into a<Dep>
into a (sub-)f-structure of type<PoS1> and
with <Lemma1> as its PRED

Table 1: Feature templates used for semi-automatic feature construction for parse
disambiguation
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of German LFG parses. Many of these features are inspired by studies on “soft”
syntactic constraints, which are most often formulated within an OT framework
(Aissen, 2003; Bresnan et al., 2001), but can also be captured as features of more
general probabilistic models (Snider and Zaenen, 2006). Table 1 gives a descrip-
tion of the main types of features used in parse disambiguation.

The evaluation of the log-linear model for parse disambiguation is described in
more detail in Forst (2007a) and Forst (2007b), so here we will be brief. The model
is trained on 8,881 partially labelled structures and tested on a test set of 1,497 sen-
tences (with 371 sentences held out to fine-tune the log-linear model parameters).
Table 2 gives a summary of the results broken down by dependency. The overall
F-score is significantly better with the disambiguation model that includes the lin-
guistically motivated additional features than the disambiguation model that relies
on the XLE template-based properties only. Overall error reduction increases from
34.5% to 51.0%.

3.2 Feature Design for Realisation Ranking

Most traditional approaches to stochastic realisation ranking involve applying lan-
guage model n-gram statistics to rank alternatives. However, n-grams alone are
often not a good enough measure for ranking candidate strings. For example, for
the f-structure associated with the stringVerheugen habe die Worte des Generalin-
spekteurs falsch interpretiert.(‘Verheugen had wrongly interpreted the words of
the inspector general’.), 144 strings can be generated. The original string is ranked
7th among all candidate strings by our language model. There are several features
in the input f-structure that we can use to improve the ranking of the desired string.
The following features could be useful: (1) Linear order of functions (SUBJ gen-
erally precedes OBJ), (2) Adjunct position (sentence beginning, distance from the
verb, etc.), (3) Partial VP fronting (generally marked and thus dispreferred).

(2) Verheugen
Verheugen

habe
had

die
the

Worte
words

des
the-GEN

Generalinspekteurs
inspector-general

falsch
wrongly

interpretiert.
interpreted.

‘Verheugen had mis-interpreted the words of the inspector-general.’
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upper stoch. select. stoch. select. lower
grammatical relation/ bound all properties templ.-based pr. bound

morphosyntactic feature F-sc. F-sc. err. red. F-sc. err. red. F-sc.
all 85.50 83.01 51.0 82.17 34.5 80.42

PREDs only 79.36 75.74 46.5 74.69 31.0 72.59
app (close apposition) 63 60 63 61 75 55
app cl (appositive clause) 53 53 100 52 86 46
cc (comparative complement) 28 19 -29 19 -29 21
cj (conjunct of coordination) 70 68 50 67 25 66
da (dative object) 67 63 67 62 58 55
det (determiner) 92 91 50 91 50 90
gl (genitive in specifier position) 89 88 75 88 75 85
gr (genitive attribute) 88 84 56 84 56 79
mo(modifier) 70 63 36 62 27 59
mod (non-head in compound) 94 89 29 89 29 87
name mod (non-head in compl. name) 82 80 33 81 67 79
number (number as determiner) 83 81 33 81 33 80
oa (accusative object) 78 75 77 69 31 65
obj (argument of prep. or conj.) 90 88 50 87 25 86
oc fin (finite clausal object) 67 64 0 64 0 64
oc inf (infinite clausal object) 83 82 0 82 0 82
op (prepositional object) 57 54 40 54 40 52
op dir (directional argument) 30 23 13 23 13 22
op loc (local argument) 59 49 29 49 29 45
pd (predicative argument) 62 60 50 59 25 58
pred restr (lemma of nom. adj.) 92 87 62 84 38 79
quant (quantifying determiner) 70 68 33 68 33 67
rc (relative clause) 74 62 20 59 0 59
sb (subject) 76 73 63 71 38 68
sbp (logical subj. in pass. constr.) 68 63 62 61 46 55
case 87 85 75 83 50 79
comp form (complementizer form) 74 72 0 74 100 72
coord form (coordinating conj.) 86 86 100 86 100 85
degree 89 88 50 87 0 87
det type (determiner type) 95 95 – 95 – 95
fut (future) 86 86 – 86 – 86
gend (gender) 92 90 60 89 40 87
mood 90 90 – 90 – 90
num (number) 91 89 50 89 50 87
pass asp (passive aspect) 80 80 100 79 0 79
perf (perfect) 86 85 0 86 100 85
pers (person) 85 84 83 82 50 79
pron form (pronoun form) 73 73 – 73 – 73
pron type (pronoun type) 71 70 0 71 100 70
tense 92 91 0 91 0 91

Table 2: F-scores (in %) in the 1,497 TiGer DB examples of our test set
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"Verheugen habe die Worte des Generalinspekteurs falsch interpretiert."

'interpretieren<[1:Verheugen], [106:Wort]>'PRED

'falsch<[279-SUBJ:pro]>'PRED

'pro'PRED

pronounNSYNNTYPE

nullPRON-TYPE

SUBJ

ATYPE adverbial, DEG-DIM pos, DEGREE positive279

ADJUNCT

'Wort'PRED

'Inspekteur'PRED

'General'PRED-12MOD

countCOMMONNSEM

commonNSYN
NTYPE

'die'PRED
defDET-TYPE

DETSPEC

CASE gen, GEND masc, NUM sg, PERS 3229

ADJ-GEN

countCOMMONNSEM

commonNSYN
NTYPE

'die'PRED
defDET-TYPE

DETSPEC

CASE acc, GEND neut, NUM pl, PERS 3106

OBJ

'Verheugen'PRED

namePROPER-TYPEPROPERNSEM

properNSYN
NTYPE

CASE nom, NUM sg, PERS 31

SUBJ

MOOD subjunctive, PERF + _, TENSE presTNS-ASP

CLAUSE-TYPE decl, PASSIVE -, STMT-TYPE decl, VTYPE main21

Figure 3: F-structure for (2)
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1. Falsch interpretiert habe die Worte des
Generalinspekteurs Verheugen.

2. Falsch interpretiert habe die Worte des
Generalinspekteures Verheugen.

3. Die Worte des Generalinspekteurs falsch
interpretiert habe Verheugen.

5. Die Worte des Generalinspekteurs habe Verheugen
falsch interpretiert.

7. Verheugen habe die Worte des Generalinspekteurs
falsch interpretiert.

11. Falsch interpretiert habe Verheugen die Worte des
Generalinspekteurs.

15. Die Worte des Generalinspekteurs interpretiert habe
Verheugen falsch.

17. Interpretiert habe die Worte des Generalinspekteurs
Verheugen falsch.

Using the feature templates presented in Riezler et al. (2002), Riezler and
Vasserman (2004) and Forst (2007a), we construct a list of 186,731 features that
can be used for training our log-linear model.3 Out of these, only 1,471 actually
occur in our training data. In the feature selection process of our training regime
(see Subsection 4.2), 360 features are chosen as the most discriminating; these are
used to rank alternative solutions when the model is applied. Table 3 gives a list of
the types of features used for realisation ranking.

We divide the features into three distinct categories: language model features
(LM), c-structure features (CF) and additional features (AF). For realisation rank-
ing, we do not use f-structure features, since the f-structure is given in the input.
Examples of c-structure features are the number of times a particular category label
occurs in a given c-structure, the number of children the nodes of a particular cate-
gory have, or the number of times one particular category label dominates another.
Examples of features that take both c- and f-structure information into account are
the relative order of grammatical functions (e.g. ‘SUBJ precedes OBJ’). As in Vell-
dal and Oepen (2005), we incorporate the language model score associated with the
string realisation for a particular structure as a feature in our model.

3For technical reasons, we were not able to include all the additional features we would have
liked to include. For example, we could not use features that capture the relative order of ADJUNCT

PPs headed by given prepositions.
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Name of feature template and parameters Explanation

C-structure Features
cs label <cat > counts number of occurrences of category<cat> in the

c-structure
cs right branch counts number of right children
cs num children <cat > counts number of children of all nodes of category<cat>
cs adjacent label <cat1 > <cat2 > counts the number of<cat1> nodes that immediately

dominate<cat2> nodes
cs sub label <cat1 > <cat2 > counts the number of<cat1> nodes that (not

necessarily immediately) dominate<cat2> nodes
cs embedded <cat > <Depth > counts the number of<cat> nodes that dominate

(at least)<Depth> other<cat> nodes
cs conj nonpar <Depth > counts the number of coordinated c-structures that are

not parallel at<Depth> levels under the
coordinated constituent

Additional Linguistically Motivated Features
ADD-PROP PATH counts given instantiations of functional uncertainty paths
ADD-PROP PRECEDES<GF1> <GF2> counts the number of times a<GF1> precedes

a<GF2> of the same (sub-)f-structure
ADD-PROP PRECEDES<Lemma> <GF1> counts the number of times a<GF1> subcategorised

<GF2> for by a PRED <Lemma> precedes a<GF2>
subcategorised for by the same PRED

DISTANCE-TO-ANTECEDENT %X distance between a relative clause and its antecedent

Language Model Features
GENNGRAMSCORE %X 3-gram language model score assigned to the

generated sentence
GENWORDCOUNT %X number of words in the generate sentence

Table 3: Feature templates used for semi-automatic feature construction in realisa-
tion ranking

4 Realisation Ranking Experimental Setup

4.1 Data

We use the TIGER Treebank (Brants et al., 2002) to train and test our model. It
consists of just over 50,000 annotated sentences of German newspaper text. The
sentences have been annotated with morphological and syntactic information in
the form of functionally labelled graphs that may contain crossing and secondary
edges.

We split the data into training and test data using the same data split as in
Forst (2007a), i.e. sentences 8,001–10,000 of the TIGER Treebank are reserved
for evaluation. Within this section, we have 422 TIGER-annotation-compatible
f-structures, which are further divided into 86 development and 336 test structures.
We use the development set to tune the parameters of the log-linear model. Of the
86 heldout sentences and the 336 test sentences, 78 and 323 respectively are of
length>3 and hence are actually used for our final evaluation.

For training, we build a symmetric treebank of 8,609 packed c/f-structure rep-
resentations in a similar manner to Velldal et al. (2004). We do not include struc-
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tures for which only one string is generated, since the log-linear model for real-
isation ranking cannot learn anything from them. The symmetric treebank was
established using the following strategy:

1. Parse the input sentence from the TIGER Treebank.

2. Select all of the analyses that are compatible with the TIGER Treebank an-
notation.

3. Of all the TIGER-compatible analyses, choose the most likely c-/f-structure
pair according to the log-linear model for parse disambiguation.

4. Generate from the f-structure part of this analysis.

5. If the input string is contained in the set of output strings, add this sen-
tence and all of its corresponding c-/f-structure pairs to the training set. The
pair(s) that correspond(s) to the original corpus sentence is/are marked as the
intended structure(s), while all others are marked as unintended.

Theoretically all strings that can be parsed should be generated by the system,
but for reasons of efficiency, punctuation is often not generated in all possible posi-
tions, therefore resulting in an input string not being contained in the set of output
strings. Whenever this is the case for a given sentence, the c-/f-structure pairs asso-
ciated with it cannot be used for training. Evaluation can be carried out regardless
of this problem, but it has to be kept in mind that the original corpus string cannot
be generated for all input f-structures. In our test set, it is generated for only 62%
of them.

Tables 4 and 5 give information about the ambiguity of the training and test
data. For example, in the training data there are 1,206 structures with more than
100 string realisations. Most of the training and test structures have between 2 and
50 possible (and grammatical) string realisations. The average sentence length of
the training data is 11.3 and it is 12.8 for the test data.4 The tables also show that
the structures with more potential string realisations correspond to longer sentences
than the structures that are less ambiguous when generating.

4.2 Training

We train a log-linear model that maximises the conditional probability of the ob-
served corpus sentence given the corresponding f-structure. The model is trained
in a (semi-)supervised fashion on the 8,609 (partially) labelled structures of our
training set using thecometc software provided with the XLE platform.cometc
performs maximum likelihood estimation on standardised feature values and offers

4This is lower than the overall average sentence length of roughly 16 in TIGER because of the
restriction that the structure produced by the reversible grammar for any TIGER sentence be compat-
ible with the original TIGER graph. As the grammar develops further, we hope that longer sentences
can be included in both training and test data.
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String Realisations # of Strings Average # of Words
> 100 1206 18.3
≥ 50,< 100 709 14.3
≥ 10,< 50 3029 11.8
> 1, < 10 3665 7.6
Total 8609 11.3

Table 4: Number of structures and average sentence length according to ambiguity
classes in the training set

String Realisations # of Strings Average # of Words
> 100 61 23.7
≥ 50,< 100 26 13.5
≥10,< 50 120 11.6
> 1, < 10 129 7.8
Total 336 12.8

Table 5: Number of structures and average sentence length according to ambiguity
classes in the test set

several regularisation and/or feature selection techniques. We apply the combined
method of incremental feature selection andl1 regularisation presented in Riezler
and Vasserman (2004), the corresponding parameters being adjusted on our heldout
set.

For technical reasons, the training was carried out on unpacked structures.
However, we hope to be able to train and test on packed structures in the future,
which will greatly increase efficiency.

5 Analysis of Results by Feature Type

Given the three distinct types of features in Table 3, we carry out a number of
smaller experiments on our heldout set, only training on a subset of features each
time. This is done in order to see what effect each group of features has on the
overall performance of the log-linear model, and to see what combination of feature
types performs best. We evaluate the most likely string produced by our system in
terms of two metrics:exact matchandBLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002). Exact
match measures what percentage of the most probable strings are exactly identical
to the string from which the input structure was produced. BLEU score is a more
relaxed metric which measures the similarity between the selected string realisation
and the observed corpus string.

The results are given in Table 6. The results show that training on c-structure
features alone achieves the worst exact match and BLEU score. This is possibly
due to the nature of the c-structure features used, which were initially designed for
parse disambiguation. Therefore, future work is required to investigate whether
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Exact Matches (%) BLEU Score
Baseline 24 0.7291
LM 23 0.7034
CF 22 0.6824
AF 23 0.7060
LM + CF 27 0.7529
LM + AF 33 0.7705
CF + AF 33 0.7303
LM + CF + AF 35 0.7808

Table 6: Results on the heldout set of training only on subsets of feature types

c-structure features more appropriate for realisation ranking can be devised. Train-
ing on language model features alone, or additional features alone, also does not
achieve very high results. Surprisingly, the log-linear model trained on language
model features alone performs worse than the baseline language model applied
directly. We cannot be sure what causes this, but one possible reason is that the
number of words is taken into account as a feature in the log-linear model, while
the language model does not use this feature. Another reason might be that be-
cause we are working with unpacked structures, we loose a lot of precision with
the log-linear model, so that often more than one solution is ranked highest. When
this happens, we choose a solution at random, which may not always reflect the
original language model scores. This problem generally does not arise with the
language model which assigns more precise scores. However, the combination of
language model features and additional features is the one that leads to the great-
est improvement in exact match and BLEU scores. It achieves a BLEU score of
0.7705, which is only a little less than the best result achieved by combining all
three feature types. The results thus suggest that the language model features and
the additional features contribute most to the model, while the c-structure features
contribute less. Nevertheless, the c-structure features are beneficial, since the best
results are achieved by combining the three feature types.

6 Final Evaluation

We first rank the generator output with a language model trained on the Huge
German Corpus (a collection of 200 million words of newspaper and other text)
using the SRILM toolkit. The results are given in Table 7, achieving exact match
of 27% and BLEU score of 0.7306 on the test set. In comparison to the results
reported by Velldal and Oepen (2005) for a similar experiment on English, these
results are markedly lower, presumably because of the relatively free word order
of German.

We then rank the output of the generator with our log-linear model as described
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Exact Match Upper Bound 62%
Exact Matches 27%
BLEU score 0.7306

Table 7: Results on the test set with the language model

above and give the results in Table 8. There is a noticeable improvement in quality.
Exact match increases from 27% to 37%, which corresponds to an error reduction
of 29%,5 and BLEU score increases from 0.7306 to 0.7939.

Exact Match Upper Bound 62%
Exact Matches 37%
BLEU score 0.7939

Table 8: Results on the test set with the log-linear model

There is very little comparable work on realization ranking for German. Ga-
mon et al. (2002) present work on learning the contexts for a particular subset of
linguistic operations; however, no evaluation of the overall system is given. The
work that comes closest to ours is that of Filippova and Strube (2007) who present
a two-step algorithm for determining constituent order in German. They predict
the surface order of the major non-verbal constituents in a German sentence, given
its dependency representation. They do not predict the position of the verb or
the order within constituents, nor do they generate word forms from lemmas fol-
lowed by morphological tags. Training and evaluation is carried out on Wikipedia
data and their algorithm outperforms four baseline models. They achieve an ex-
act match metric of 61%, i.e. for 61% of their corpus sentences, the order of the
major constituents generated matches the original order. At first sight, this result
looks very superior to the exact match metric of 37% we achieve, but when we take
into account that our upper bound for exact match is 62% as opposed to theirs of
100%, the results become comparable. Furthermore, it has to be taken into account
that many of the mismatches that we are penalized for result from generated word
forms that diverge from the forms in the corpus, a problem Filippova and Strube
(2007) do not deal with at all. This being said, this recent publication provides us
with many useful ideas of how to design further features relevant for the task of
realization ranking.

5Remember that the original corpus string is generated from only 62% of the f-structures of our
test set, which fixes the upper bound for exact match at 62% rather than 100%.
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7 Error Analysis

We had initially expected the increase in BLEU score to be greater than 0.0633,
since German is far less configurational than English and therefore we thought the
syntactic features used in the log-linear model would play an even greater role
in realisation ranking. However, in our experiments, the improvement was only
slightly greater than the improvement achieved by Velldal and Oepen (2005). In
this section, we present some of the more common errors that our system still
produces.

Word Choice Often there is more than one surface realisation for a particular
sequence of morphological tags. Sometimes the system chooses an incorrect
form for the sentence context, and sometimes it chooses a valid, though marked
or dispreferred, form. For example, from the structure in Figure 3, the system
chooses the following string as the most probable.

Verheugen
Verheugen

habe
had

die
the

Wörter
words

des
of the

Generalinspekteures
inspector-general

falsch
wrongly

interpretiert.
interpreted.

There are two mismatches in this output string with respect to the original corpus
string. In the first case the system has chosenWörter as the surface realisation
for the morpheme sequenceWort+NN.Neut.NGA.Plrather than the, in this case,
correct formWorte. The difference between the two realisations is semantic; they
both translate aswords in English, butWorte is a more abstract concept referring
to a meaningful stretch of text or speech, whereasWörter is more concrete and can
refer, e.g., to the words in a dictionary.

In the second (less critical) case, the system has chosen to mark the genitive
case ofGeneralinspekteurwith es rather than thes that is in the original corpus
sentence. This is a relatively frequent alternation that is difficult to predict, and
there are other similar alternations in the dative case, for example.

The second case is merely a phonological variation and does not alter the pro-
jected meaning. The first case, however, is completely incorrect and should not
be generated. To correctly generate onlyWortein this instance, the morphological
component of the system needs to be improved. The most obvious solution is to
have different lemmas for the different senses of (the plural of)Wort. In order to
improve the selection of the most natural variant of the genitive and dative mark-
ings, one solution might be to try and learn the most frequent variant for a given
lemma based on corpus statistics.

Placement of adjuncts Currently, there is no feature that captures the (relative)
location of particular types of adjuncts. In German, there is a strong tendency
for temporal adjuncts to appear early in the sentence, for example. Since the
system was not provided with data from which it could learn this generalisation, it
generated output like the following:
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Frauen̈arzte
Gynaecologists

haben
have

die
the

Einschr̈ankung
restriction

umstrittener
controversial

Antibabypillen
birth control pills

wegen
because of

erḧohter
increased

Thrombosegefahr
risk of thrombosis

am Dienstag
on Tuesday

kritisiert.
critisised.

‘Gynaecologists criticised the restriction on controversial birth control pills due to
increased risk of thrombosis on Tuesday.’

where the temporal adjuncton Tuesdaywas generated very late in the sentence,
resulting in a highly marked utterance.

Discourse Information In many cases, the particular subtleties of an utterance
can only be generated using knowledge of the context in which it occurs. For
example, the following sentence appears in our development corpus:

Israel
Israel

stellt
puts

den
the

Friedensprozess
peace process

nach
after

Rabins
Rabin’s

Tod
death

nicht
not

in
in

Frage
question

‘Israel does not challenge the peace process after Rabin’s death’

Our system generates the string:

Nach
After

Rabins
Rabin’s

Tod
death

stellt
puts

Israel
Israel

den
the

Friedensprozess
peace process

nicht
not

in
in

Frage.
question.

which, taken on its own, gets a BLEU score of 0. The sentence produced by our
system is a perfectly valid sentence and captures essentially the same information
as the original corpus sentence. However, without knowing anything about the
information structure within which this sentence is uttered, we have no way of
telling where the emphasis of the sentence is.

7.1 Additional Features

It is clear from the errors outlined above that further features are required in order
to achieve improved realisation ranking. For example, a feature is required that
captures the placement of adjunct types so that the tendency of temporal adjuncts
to appear before locatives is captured correctly. Including information structure
features is also necessary for the improvement of the overall system. The work de-
scribed in this paper is part of a much larger project, and future research is already
planned to integrate information structure into the surface realisation process. It is
yet to be seen whether these features could also be useful in parse disambiguation.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the features used in log-linear models for parse
disambiguation and realisation ranking for a large-scale German LFG. We train
both parse disambiguation and realisation ranking systems on over 8,000 partially
labelled structures and test on a heldout section of almost 2,000 sentences. In the
parse disambiguation experiments, we achieve an increase in error reduction of
16.5 points with the additional features over the simple template-based features
used in the parse disambiguation of English (Forst, 2007b). In the task of real-
isation ranking, we achieve an increase in exact match score from 27% to 37%
and an increase in BLEU score from 0.7306 to 0.7939 over a baseline language
model trained on a large corpus of German. We thus show that linguistically mo-
tivated features that were initially developed for the task of parse disambiguation
carry over rather well to the task of realisation ranking. Despite these encourag-
ing results, an error analysis of the realisation ranking shows that further features
are required by the log-linear model in order to improve the quality of the output
strings. It is also unclear how suitable the BLEU score as an evaluation metric is,
and further research into other metrics and a comparison with human evaluation is
necessary.
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Abstract

The distinction between raising and subject-control verbs, although crucial
for the construction of semantics, is not easy to make given access to only the
local syntactic configuration of the sentence. In most contexts raising verbs
and control verbs display identical superficial syntactic structure. Linguists
apply grammaticality tests to distinguish these verb classes. Our idea is to
learn to predict the raising-control distinction by simulating such grammati-
cality judgments by means of pattern searches. Experimentswith regression
tree models show that using pattern counts from large unannotated corpora
can be used to assess how likely a verb form is to appear in raising vs. con-
trol constructions. For this task it is beneficial to use the much larger but also
noisier Web corpus rather than the smaller and cleaner Gigaword corpus. A
similar methodology can be useful for detecting other lexical semantic dis-
tinctions: it could be used whenever a test employed to make linguistically
interesting distinctions can be reduced to a pattern searchin an unannotated
corpus.

1 Introduction

In this paper we investigate to what degree very large unannotated corpora can be
useful in acquiring detailed specifications of verbal subcategorization: specifically
we attempt the task of detectingraising andsubject controlverbs.

The task of data-driven lexical acquisition is interestingfrom at least two points
of view. First it can shed light on the process of lexical learning from linguistic
input in humans. Second, it is relevant for Natural LanguageEngineering, where
detailed information on subcategorization requirements of lexical items is useful
for parsing.

Distinguishing between raising and control verbs is a smallbut interesting and
seldom investigated aspect of automatically acquiring verbal lexical resources. In
this paper we propose to make a somewhat non-standard use of large unannotated
corpora to aid lexical acquisition. We extract features associated with raising and
control verbs in a large unannotated corpus, learn a model which distinguishes the
two classes using a small annotated (gold) corpus, and then verify how well our
model predicts the two classes in a held-out portion of the gold corpus.

The errors our model makes may be partly be due to the limitations of the
method we use, i.e. the features we extract or the learning mechanism we employ.
More interestingly, they may also reveal mistakes or omissions in the small gold
manually constructed resource when contrasted with usagesin large amounts of
naturally occurring data. In Section 6 we discuss those issues in more detail.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we briefly describe the
raising-control distinction and its treatment in LFG. In Section 3 we briefly discuss
previous work. In Section 4 we describe the methodology and resources used,
while in Section 5 we present the experimental evaluation. Finally in Section 6 we
discuss the implications of our results and present our conclusions.
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SUBJ
[

PRED ‘Mary’
]

PRED ‘seem〈XCOMP〉SUBJ’

XCOMP

[

SUBJ [ ]

PRED ‘sleep〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’

]















Figure 1: F-structure forMary seems to sleep(raising - functional control)

















SUBJ
[

PRED ‘Mary’
]

PRED ‘try 〈SUBJ, COMP〉’

COMP





SUBJ
[

PRED ‘pro’
]

PRED ‘sleep〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’





















Figure 2: F-structure forMary tries to sleep(anaphoric control)

2 Raising and control verbs

In English raising verbs are verbs such aseem. They require a syntactic subject
which does not correspond to a semantic argument.

Subject controlverbs are matrix verbs such astry one of whose arguments is
shared with the the subordinate verb’sSUBJ. In Dalrymple (2001) they receive a
treatment in terms of obligatory anaphoric control, where theCOMP’s SUBJ’s PRED

value is bound to the matrix verb’sSUBJ (see Fig. 2).
In Bresnan (2001) subject control verbs are treated in termsof functional con-

trol similar to raising verbs (see Fig. 3). In this type of analysis the only thing
distinguishing raising constructions from control constructions is the subcat frame
(semantic form): the fact that the subject argument is not a semantic argument of
the raising verb is indicated notationally by putting it outside the angle brackets:
‘seem〈XCOMP〉SUBJ’.

Whichever analysis one adopts, the distinction between raising and control
verbs is important as it affects meaning: the predicate encoded byseemsis unary
whereas the one encoded bytry is binary. Thus it is crucial when constructing the
semantic argument structure for a verb with a non-finite complement.

There are a number of constructions which distinguish between those two verb
classes:

(1) a. It seemed to rain.

b. There seems to be a problem.
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SUBJ
[

PRED ‘Mary’
]

PRED ‘try 〈XCOMP,SUBJ〉’

XCOMP

[

SUBJ [ ]

PRED ‘sleep〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’

]















Figure 3: F-structure forMary tries to sleep(functional control)

c. Did she leave? *She seemed.

(2) a. * It tried to rain.

b. * There tried to be a problem.

c. Did she leave? She tried.

English raising verbs appear with dummy subjects as in examples (1a) and
(1b). They do not admit VP drop (1c). Control verbs exhibit the opposite behavior
as shown in (2).

3 Previous work

In most contexts, raising verbs and control verbs display identical superficial syn-
tactic structure. Many resources meant to provide trainingand evaluation material
for data-driven computational methods do not encode the raising-control distinc-
tion in any way; examples include the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994), or
the PARC 700 Dependency Bank (King et al., 2003). O’Donovan et al. (2005)
implement a large scale system for acquiring LFG semantic forms using the Penn
Treebank but do not differentiate between frames for raising and control verbs.

Briscoe and Carroll (1997) mention in passing that the fact that argument slots
of different subcategorization frames for the same verb share the same semantic
restrictions could be used to learn about alternations the verb participates in and
thus make inferences about raising and control facts. However to our knowledge
neither they nor other researchers have followed on these ideas and there have been
no studies specifically focusing on acquiring the raising/control distinction.

In the following sections we investigate whether frequencycounts from very
large corpora can be used to reliably distinguish those two verb classes.

4 Methods

The raising-control distinction is not easy to make given access to only the local
syntactic configuration of the sentence. However, speakershave little difficulty
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NP-ARG1 . . .

NNP

Mary

VP

VBZ

seems

S- . . . ARG1

NP

t

VP

TO

to

VP

VB

sleep

Figure 4: Propbank-style annotation for the raising construction withseem

in applying grammaticality tests such as those in example (1) to distinguish these
verb classes. Our idea is to simulate making those grammaticality judgements.
We hypothesize that the absence of evidence approximates evidence of absence: a
simple construction, if it is grammatical, is bound to show up in a sufficiently large
amount of naturally occurring language data. So a grammaticality test reduces to a
pattern search in a corpus.

There are two complicating factors:

• the need for a very large corpus to minimize the chance that the absence of
matches is accidental rather than systematic

• the inevitable presence of noise in the form of false positive matches, for
example caused by misspellings, interlinguistic interference or automatically
generated pseudo-language.

These two factors have to be traded off against each other: a corpus with carefully
selected text samples is likely to be mostly free of noise butwill probably be too
small to avoid false negatives. Conversely, a terabyte-scale corpus will almost
inevitably contain some proportion of false positives due to noise.

We use two types of corpora in our study. First we use a relatively small corpus
annotated with syntactic structure and semantic roles, namely the English Prop-
bank (Palmer et al., 2005). This contains the same text as theEnglish Penn Tree-
bank. Each verb form is annotated with the labeled semantic arguments it governs.
The semantic roles are to a large extent verb-specific and arenumbered asARG0

throughARG5. In generalARG0 can be said to correspond to a prototypical Agent
(Dowty, 1991) andARG1 is the prototypical Patient. The higher-numbered roles
are completely verb specific and no generalizations can be made about them.
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Figure 5: Propbank-style annotation for the control construction with try

Thanks to the information about semantic roles which Propbank annotations
add to Penn treebank trees, it is possible to distinguish raising and control con-
structions. In Figures 4 and 5 we present the analyses that example raising and
control verbs receive in Propbank. In the case of the raisingconstruction with
seemthere is a single (discontinuous) semantic argumentARG1. In contrast, in a
control construction the verbtry has two argumentsARG0 andARG1.

We use the English Propbank to extract verb forms which appear at least 3
times in contructions with non-finite complements.1. For each verb form we also
extract the form of the complement (to-infinitive or gerund). To each verb formv
we assign the maximum-likelihood estimate of itsraising probabilityPR(v), i.e.
the proportion of times it appears in raising constructions. We take the presence of
theARG0 semantic argument to indicate a subject control construction and its lack
to indicate a raising construction. The resulting list of 120 verbs forms is randomly
divided into a training set and test set of equal sizes.

The second type of resource we use is a large-scale unannotated corpus of
English text. We experiment with two such corpora Gigaword (Graff, 2003) (1.7
billion words of newswire) and the English web pages indexedby Yahoo!.

Those large corpora are used to extract frequencies of occurrence of the verb
forms in context that are indicative of the degree to which they can appear in raising
contructions (i.e.PR(v)). From those frequency counts we derive features used to
train regression models that will predictPR(v) for each verb form.

There are a number of choices as to how to extract the most informative occur-
rence frequency counts. In this study we decided to try to mimic grammaticality

1The extraction is not 100% reliable, due to annotation errors in the Penn Treebank. For example
in several cases the participle use ofsaidas inX is said to Yis mistagged as past tense, which is why
saidappears among our 120 verb forms.
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tests used by linguists in distinguishing between raising and control constructions.
The assumption which enables us to approximate grammaticality judgements by
corpus searches is that any simple grammatical construction is very likely to occur
in a sufficiently large corpus. There are some important qualifications that need
to be made about its validity. The construction in question should be as simple as
possible and ideally contain high frequency lexical items.The semantics associ-
ated with it should be plausible. The search pattern itself should be possible to run
on un-annotated data and still be resistant to noise.

Those are quite strict prerequisites and it can be hard to build search patterns
that satisfy all of them. For example it is challenging to come up with a template
based on the grammaticality test in (1a) and (2a) which will not suffer from some
shortcomings:it X to rain depends on the lexical itemrain which is not high fre-
quency enough for most corpus sizes. Even in combination with the most common
raising verb,it seemed to rainonly occurs in two unique sentences in Gigaword.
For the test in (1c) and (2c), with access just to un-annotated data it would very
hard to detect those sentence-final strings such as “seemed”which are VP-drop.
An additional complication is that Web search indexes such as Yahoo! do not typi-
cally include punctuation which makes it impossible to detect sentence boundaries.
Thus in the experiments described below we use the search patterns based on the
test b vs b, which we deemed the most robust.

For each verb formV tested, we build patterns using the following templates:

(3) a. thereV to be

b. thereV being

(4) a. V to be

b. V being

Version (a) or (b) is chosen depending on the complement typethe verb takes.
String (3) is our test pattern which is meant to check whetherverb form X is gram-
matical in raising constructions. String (4) is the background frequency of verb
form V with a non-finite complement. The ratio of (3) to (4) gives us the maxi-
mum likelihood estimate of the probability of dummy-there in nonfinite comple-
ment contexts.

Gigaword contains articles or portions of articles that arerepeated: to correct
for inflated counts caused by this we remove duplicate lines from the corpus in a
preprocessing step. We match patterns by ignoring upper/lower case.

In the case of the Web we use the Yahoo! search API – we restrictthe search
to English-language pages, thus relying on Yahoo!’s language-detection method,
and use thetotal result availablenumber as our frequency count, thus trusting the
estimate Yahoo! provides. All the web frequency counts werecollected on a single
day (July 1 2007) and stored to ensure consistency between experiments.
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5 Experiments

We performed experiments with two corpora: Gigaword and theWeb. We search
for occurrences of the pattern strings (3) and (4) and for each verb form we gather
the following scores:

• C1(v) = frequency of pattern (3)
• C2(v) = frequency of pattern (4)
• C1(v)/C2(v)

5.1 Models

We experiment with two baselines and a regression tree modelto learn to predict
PR(v) from training examples. As a metric for evaluating the quality of the models,
both during cross-validating and for final evaluation, we use the Mean Squared
Error (MSE). For the list of gold scoresv and the list of predicted scoreŝv for n
verb forms, this metric is defined as follows:

MSE =
1

n

n
∑

i=0

(vi − v̂i)
2 (5)

Mean This is a very simple baseline: for each verb we form predictPR(v) to be
the meanPR in the training set.

Linear regression This baseline is the linear regression model fitted to training
data usingC1(v)/C2(v) as the sole explanatory variable. The model for Gigaword
data isPR = 13.2936×C1(v)/C2(v)+0.2741, while the Web model has the form
PR = 11.5011 × C1(v)/C2(v) + 0.2547.

Regression tree This is the model obtained by inducing a regression tree. A re-
gression tree is simply a type of decision tree where the response at each leaf is a
real number. The tree is built using the recursive partitioning method of Breiman
et al. (1984), as implemented in therpart R package (Therneau et al., 2007; Th-
erneau and Atkinson, 2000).

We chose this model because of its relative simplicity and transparency. At this
stage our main goal was to gain insight from our data rather than simply maximize
performance.

The algorithm starts by grouping all training examples in a single node. At each
step a split (i.e. a value of one of the features) is chosen to partition the training
examples at the current nodeT in such a way as to maximize the splitting criterion:

SST − (SSL + SSR) (6)
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Figure 6: The regression tree model: left for Gigaword data,right for Web data

Model Gigaword MSE Yahoo Web MSE
Mean 0.194 0.194
Linear regression 0.165 0.164
Regression tree 0.134 0.110

Table 1: Evaluation results on the test set

SST is the within node sum of squares for the current nodeT , whereyi is the
output value for theith training example at nodeT andy is the mean of the outputs
of examples at nodeT :

SST =
∑

i

(yi − y)2 (7)

SSL andSSR are sums of squares for the left and right child given by the split
under consideration.

The same step is applied recursively to both children nodes until the maximum
number of splits is reached or no further splits are possible. For each node the
predicted response is the mean of the instances in this node.The tree constructed
in this fashion is then pruned using leave-one-out cross-validation in order to find
the tree which minimizes Mean Squared Error.

In our experiments we start with all three features but the resulting pruned
trees only use the ratio featureC1(v)/C2(v): trees with more depth increase cross-
validated error. Figure 6 shows the regression trees for both experiments. For the
Gigaword tree the top node is split atC1(v)/C2(v) < 4.7 × 10−4 and for the Web
tree atC1(v)/C2(v) ≥ 2.1 × 10−4.

5.2 Results

In Table 1 we report the Mean Squared Error score on the test set for counts ex-
tracted from the Gigaword and the Yahoo Web achieved by the models.

Our results show that forregression tree the Web counts give models with
lower error on test data in comparison to the Gigaword-basedmodel.
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Figure 7: Results for Gigaword regression tree

Since both regression trees are of depth 2, in effect both trees partition verb
forms into two classes: predominantly raising verbs and predominantly control
verbs. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate how well that partition separates verb forms in
the test data. Both figures plotC2 againstC1 on a logarithmic scale. Each dot
represents a verb form; the varying color indicates the following: black stands for
gold PR(v) = 0 and red forPR(v) = 1, with intermediate colors encoding values
between 0 and 1. The black curve on each plot separates pointsin the same fashion
as the top node in the regression tree model, i.e.C2(v) = 4.7 × 104 × C1(v) for
the Gigaword tree andC2(v) = 2.1 × 104 × C1(v) for the Web tree.

The complete results obtained by the regression tree modelstrained with the
Gigaword and Web counts for the verb forms in the Propbank-derived test set are
included in Tables 2 and 3. Column three shows the values ofPR(v) estimated
from Propbank; the following two columns show the predictions of the Gigaword
model, the squared errors for that prediction, and analogous numbers for the Web
model in the last two columns.

Among the 60 verb forms in the test set, the Gigaword regression tree has
squared errors larger than 0.25 for 10 verb forms. The corresponding Web model
has squared errors above 0.25 for 8 verb forms.
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Figure 8: Results for Web regression tree

In some cases where the models disagree with the Propbank-derived gold stan-
dard they are not necessarily wrong. For example both the regression tree models
give a highPR(promised) based on occurrences of strings such asAt $300 apiece
there promised to be a tremendous profit in the thingwhich seem genuine raising
usages. However, all the uses ofpromised toin Propbank are classified as control,
which results in a goldPR(promised) = 0.

In our experiments we did not group all the inflected forms of each verb to-
gether – rather we treat each verb-form as a separate example. This means that we
have more training and test examples; but also that there arefewer frequency counts
for each individual example. Grouping the verb forms together might change our
numbers somewhat but we do not expect this effect to be large.

6 Discussion

The experiments show that using pattern counts from large corpora can be used to
assess how likely a verb form is to appear in raising vs. control constructions. We
evaluated two simple models and showed that they perform much better than the
baseline.
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Table 2: Regression tree results on test set - part 1

Form Complement GoldPR Giga Giga SE Web Web SE
afford TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
agreed TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
aims TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
appeared TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
attempt TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
began TO 0.609 0.919 0.0966 0.756 0.0218
begin TO 1 0.126 0.7634 0.756 0.0594
came TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
chose TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
decide TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
decline TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
declined TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
declines TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
expected TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
failed TO 1 0.126 0.7634 0.756 0.0594
get TO 0.667 0.919 0.0639 0.756 0.0080
happen TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
helped TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
hesitate TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
hope TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
hoped TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
include VBG 1 0.126 0.7634 0.041 0.9193
intend TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
intended TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
intends TO 0 0.919 0.8454 0.041 0.0017
like TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
likes TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
moved TO 0.2 0.126 0.0054 0.041 0.0252
offer TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
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Table 3: Regression tree results on test set - part 2

Form Complement GoldPR Giga Giga SE Web Web SE
plan TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
planned TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
prefer TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
prepared TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
promised TO 0 0.919 0.8454 0.756 0.5718
promises TO 0.111 0.919 0.6534 0.756 0.4161
proposed TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
prove TO 1 0.126 0.7634 0.041 0.9193
refuse TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
remains TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
said TO 1 0.126 0.7634 0.041 0.9193
scrambled TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.756 0.5718
seeks TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
seemed TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
seems TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
serve TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
served TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
start TO 0.667 0.126 0.2920 0.756 0.0080
started TO 0.778 0.919 0.0201 0.756 0.0005
stood TO 1 0.126 0.7634 0.041 0.9193
struggles TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
tend TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
threatens TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.756 0.5718
tries TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
turn out TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
turns out TO 1 0.919 0.0065 0.756 0.0594
vote TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
voted TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
want TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
wish TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
worked TO 0 0.126 0.0159 0.041 0.0017
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It also seems that for this task it is beneficial to use the muchlarger but also
noisier Web corpus rather than the relatively small and clean Gigaword. The
method we used is to a certain extent robust to noise and benefits from the sheer
quantity of data available on the web.

Similar methodology might be useful for detecting other lexical semantic dis-
tinctions: it could be used whenever a test employed to make linguistically inter-
esting distinctions can be reduced to a pattern search in an unannotated corpus.
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Abstract

In this paper, the noun incorporation (ni) construction in Chuj and
K'ichee' Mayan is examined. Formal explanations are proposed using
the non-projecting semantic argument (npsa) within the Lexical Func-
tional Grammar (lfg) architecture. Derivational morphology indicates
that ni is an analytical construct, and by inference, is post-lexically
formed. Traditional ni semantic analyses, although productive, fall
short of a full accounting. Consequently I show that the incorpora-
ted noun (incorporate) represents a hybrid category of grammatical
function (gf) that displays a mix of properties acquired from proto-
typical subcategorized gfs and non-subcategorized adjuncts.

1 Introduction

In this paper, I examine the noun incorporation (ni) construction in Chuj
and K'ichee' Mayan.1 Of particular interest in Chuj is the ni construction's
striking dialectical variation, and its variety of stranded modi�ers unknown
in other Mayan languages. In K'ichee's ni construction, an apparent anomaly
exists in that the incorporated noun can control verb agreement in an oth-
erwise standard intransitive predicate.

This paper addresses two issues. The �rst concerns the ni construction's
morphosyntax. Traditionally two fundamentally opposing approaches have
been pursued based on the following assumptions. Is ni a morpholexical
construct (Di Sciullo and Williams 1987; Mithun 1984), a syntactic con-
struct (Baker 1988; Sadock 1986), or is it both (Ball 2005; Van Geenhoven
1998a)? It is apparent that the two opposing approaches are overly re-
liant on theory-internal assumptions, and ultimately, remain artifacts of a
syntactic-semantic isomorphism. In addition, Van Geenhoven's (1998) se-
mantic incorporation, although productive, is a strictly semantic account,

†I wish to thank Ash Asudeh for his assistance particularly with the semantics and
George Aaron Broadwell for his assistance as well. I also wish to thank Doug Ball, Emily
Bender, Joan Bresnan, Miriam Butt, Paul Kroeger, and Michael Wescoat for their ques-
tions and helpful comments. Finally I particularly wish to thank my K'ichee' Maya con-
sultant, Rafael of Sololá, Guatemala. All the usual disclaimers apply.

1 Chuj is spoken in the towns of San Sebastián Coatán, Nentón, and San Mateo Ixta-
tán all located in Guatemala's Cuchumatán mountains (Hopkins (1967:Intro.); Maxwell
(1976:Fn.1); Williams and Williams (1966:219)). The Uni�ed Mayan Alphabet (UMA),
as adopted by the Academy of Mayan Languages of Guatemala, is used in this paper and
not IPA symbols. Unless otherwise indicated, the K'ichee' data are from the author's
�eld work. Note the following abbreviations: �rst, second, third person = 1, 2, 3, abso-
lutive agreement marker = abs, actor focus = af, (absolutive) antipassive = ap, clitic =
cl, completive = com, derived transitive verb = dt, determiner = det, ergative agree-
ment marker = erg, genitive = gen, incompletive aspect = inc, independent pronoun =
IndPro, intransitive = intr, interrogative = int, irrealis = irr, negative = neg, nom-
inalizing su�x = nom, noun-incorporation = ni, passive = pas, transitive/intransitive
phrase �nal marker = t/ipf, plural = pl, preposition = p, relational noun (phrase) =
rn(p), singular = s, lexical stem forming vowel = sfv, transitive = tra.
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and fails to adequately explain ni's unique morphosyntax. My discussion
moves away from the prototypical approaches, due, in some part, to the
availability of more �ne-grained semantic analyses, lfg's monostratal archi-
tecture (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982), and the atomicity of lexical integrity
(Bresnan and Mchombo 1995).

The second issue concerns the incorporated noun's representation and
the complex cluster of morphosyntactic and semantic properties associated
with it. The incorporated noun's representation includes its syntactic struc-
ture, agreement behavior, scopal properties, and semantic expression and
composition. Van Geenhoven's (1998) semantic incorporation is a promising
point of departure for a truth-conditional analysis of ni. I argue, however,
that to adequately account for all types of ni requires the recognition of a
syntactic element in the form of a grammatical function, the incorporate,
as �rst discussed in Asudeh (2007) and Asudeh and Ball (2005). As a non-
set valued, non-subcategorized adjunct (Asudeh 2007), the incorporate
links, I propose, to a thematic role in the argument structure, making the
incorporate indispensable to a principled explanation of analytic ni.2

The remainder of this paper is ordered in the following way. I review Chuj
and K'ichee' ni data paying attention to the unusual dialectical variation of
ni in Chuj. A discussion follows about the semantics of bare inde�nites from
various authors, and the non-projecting semantic argument (npsa) (Asudeh
2007; Asudeh and Ball 2005). Following that is a presentation of the Chuj
and K'ichee' ni data within the lfg framework. The paper ends with an
elaboration of the incorporate as a part-argument, part-adjunct gf.

2 Noun incorporation in Chuj

ni in Chuj occurs when the direct object, in the form of an unmarked noun
stem, is `incorporated' into the verb. When n incorporates, the ni verb
detransitivizes. As an intransitive, the noun incorporating verb is uncontro-
versial because of multiple indicators of intransitivity in the verb morphology.

2.1 About Chuj

An active transitive clause with VOS word order is shown in example (1).
England (1991:463-464) claims that in the San Mateo Ixtatán dialect, both
VSO and VOS are permitted. But in San Sebastián Coatán, basic word
order is VSO only:3

2 Elsewhere I suggest an alternate, lexicon-based analysis for synthetic ni found in, for
example, the lowland Mayan languages of Ch'orti', Itzaj, and Yukatek Mayan.

3 (ss) refers to the San Sebastián Coatán dialect of Chuj while (sm) refers to the San
Mateo Ixtatán dialect of Chuj as spoken in Guatemala.
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(1) Ix-s-mak'
com-3sErg-hit

waj
nc

Xun
John

ix
nc

Malin
Mary

chuj

`Mary hit John (Dayley 1981:35).'

Example (2) shows a root intransitive (Maxwell 1976:131). Intransitives
in Chuj are characterized by having a single agreement marker, called the
Set B absolutive (abs), mark the subj (Maxwell 1976:128):

(2) Tz-onh-b'ey-i
inc-1plAbs-walk-ipf

(ss)

`We walk (Maxwell 1976:130).'

Let us now look at the ni construction in Chuj, as shown in (3):4

(3) a. Ix-ach-mak'-w-i
com-2sAbs-hit-ni-ipf

anima
people

(sm)

`You hit people (Dayley 1981:35).'

b. Ix-in-al-w-i
com-1sAbs-tell-ni-ipf

ab'ix
stories

(sm)

`I told stories (Maxwell 1976:131).'

With regards to verb agreement, the absolutive also marks subject agreement
in the intransitive ni verb (Maxwell 1976:135). Thus it can be safely assumed
that Chuj's incorporated noun never controls verb agreement.

2.2 Restrictions on Chuj's incorporated nouns

This section reviews all the restrictions on the incorporated nouns of the San
Mateo and San Sebastián dialects of Chuj.

2.2.1 Generic restrictions on Chuj's incorporated nouns

Maxwell (1976:133) distinguishes two divergent forms of the incorporated
noun in Chuj. Let us begin our review with elements of the incorporated
noun common to the dialects of Guatemalan Chuj.

In both Chuj's dialects, generic limitations on incorporated nouns in-
clude, but are not limited to, the following restrictions. The incorporated
noun may not be modi�ed by a determiner (4a), by a number, or by a noun
classi�er. In addition, it cannot be possessed (4b) (Maxwell 1976:132):

(4) a. *Ix-in-kuy-w
com-1sAbs-teach-ni

nik
det

anma'
people

(sm/ss)

(*`I taught the people (Maxwell 1976:132).')
4 Interlinear glosses of the Chuj data are drawn mainly from Dayley (1981), Hopkins

(1967), Maxwell (1976), Robertson (1980, 1992), and Williams and Williams (1966).
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b. *Ix-in-ten-w
com-1sAbs-mash-ni

he-lu'um
2sPoss-dirt

(sm/ss)

(*`I mashed your dirt (Maxwell 1976:133).')

2.2.2 Further restrictions on San Mateo's incorporated noun

San Mateo's incorporated noun has two further restrictions, neither of which
apply to San Sebastián's (Maxwell 1976:133). Post-nominal modifying ad-
jectives (5a), and relativization (5b), are disallowed in San Mateo:

(5) a. *Ix-in-al-w-i
com-1sAbs-tell-ni-ipf

ab'ix
story

kuseltak
sad

(sm)

(*`I told a sad story (Maxwell 1976:133).')

b. *Ix-in-kuy-w-i
com-1sA-teach-ni-ipf

anima
people

s-mun-l-aj
3sErg-work-tra-int

t'atik
here

(sm)

(*`I taught the people who work here (Maxwell 1976:133).')

Nonetheless a limited number of adjectives precede incorporated nouns in
San Mateo, although these adjectives form adjective-noun compounds (6a)
(Maxwell 1976:133�4). San Mateo's incorporated noun can also be a noun-
noun (n-n) compound (Maxwell 1976:fn.4):

(6) Ix-in-pak-w-i
com-1sAbs-bend-ni-ipf

takinh-awal
adjec:dry-cornstalks

(sm)

`I bent dry cornstalks (Maxwell 1976:134).'

With regards to verb agreement, the subject (agent) of the transitive
controls the verb's ergative agreement marker while the object (patient) con-
trols the verb's absolutive agreement marker (Maxwell 1976:135). However
with regards to the ni verb, the subject controls the verb's sole agreement
marker, the absolutive. In sum, only bare inde�nites and adjective-noun and
noun-noun compounds can function as incorporated nouns in San Mateo.

2.2.3 Fewer restrictions on San Sebastián's incorporated noun

In contrast to San Mateo's, San Sebastián's incorporated noun is far less
constrained, di�ering in two fundamental ways. San Sebastián's incorpora-
ted noun allows prenominal (non-compounding) adjectives and postnominal
adjectives, and limited types of relative clauses (Maxwell 1976:135, 137).

San Sebastián's incorporated noun allows `some preceding adjectives,'
but crucially these prenominal adjectives, like al `heavy' in (7), appear not
to form adjective-noun compounds (Maxwell 1976:135). And adjectives, also
like al `heavy' in (7), can appear postnominally (Maxwell 1976:136):
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(7) Hin-man-w
1sAbs-buy-ni

{al
heavy

líwru,
book,

líwru
book

al}
heavy

(ss)

`I bought a heavy book (Maxwell 1976:135).'

Secondly the two restrictions on San Mateo's incorporated noun, as shown
in (5a, b) do not apply to San Sebastián's incorporated noun (Maxwell
1976:136�7). But not all relative clauses are allowed, as shown in (8c):

(8) a. Ix-in-awt-w
com-1sAbs-read-ni

hunh
paper

ix-il-c[ha]j-i
com-see-pas-ipf

(ss)

`I read the paper (that) was seen (Maxwell 1976:137).'

b. Hin-man-w
1sAbs-buy-ni

lum
land

ajtil
where

x-in-el-a
com-1sAbs-see-tpf

(ss)

`I bought the land where you saw me (Maxwell 1976:137).'

c. *Ix-in-awt-w
com-1sAbs-read-ni

hunh
paper

ix-w-il-a
com-1sErg-see-tpf

(ss)

(*`I read the paper I saw (Maxwell 1976:137).')

In sum, only San Sebastián allows adjectives as non-compounding prenom-
inal modi�ers, and adjectives and relative clauses as postnominal modi�ers.

2.2.4 Noun incorporation in Chuj's agentives and instrumentals

Finally let us examine the `incorporation of objects into NPs,' the agentives
(9a), and the instrumentals (9b) (Maxwell 1976:138):

(9) a. Tz'ib'-m
write-agt

hu'unh
paper

(ss)

`Writer of papers (Maxwell 1976:138).'

b. Tz'ib'-l-ab'
write-nom-instr

hu'unh
paper

(ss)

`Writing tool for paper (Maxwell 1976:138).'

The �(u)m su�x (sm) represents the nominalizing actor morpheme (Hop-
kins 1967:92�3, 257), while the �ap' su�x (sm) represents the instrument
morpheme (Hopkins 1967:85, 253). Note that the bare inde�nites of the
nominalized forms are constrained in exactly the same manner as are the
incorporated nouns of the ni verb construction.

The nominalization data a�ord us an important insight into the for-
mation of ni constructions. The initial word in the two-word construction
is marked for the appropriate agentive or instrumental nominalization, and
not the second word, the incorporated noun. On the assumption that deriva-
tional processes occur only in the lexicon, we are able to conclude from the
data that ni is an analytic construction. Accordingly, we can reasonably
infer that ni is post-lexically formed.
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2.3 The semantics of noun incorporation

As noted above, the ni construction and its structural aspects have been the
subject of a long and contentious debate in American linguistics. However
in recent years, ni has received increased attention from semanticists. The
semantic focus has been primarily on argument structure, on ni's unique
scopal properties, and on the incorporated noun's role as a discourse an-
tecedent. In this section, I brie�y examine the semantics of ni, beginning
with the seminal research of Van Geenhoven (1995; 1996; 1997; 1998a,b)
followed by the more recent analyses of Chung and Ladusaw (2004).

2.3.1 The semantics of the bare inde�nite

In this section, I review Van Geenhoven's structural and semantic approa-
ches to ni in West Greenlandic. Van Geenhoven considers the historical
debate about ni as either a lexically or syntactically formed construction to
be the result of an uncritical acceptance of the theta criterion (Chomsky
1981). From a truth-conditional perspective, Van Geenhoven reasons that
the theta criterion cannot adequately account for the syntactic expression
of the argument structure of an incorporating verb. Instead she suggests
that lexical and syntactic explanations can co-exist. Accordingly she recom-
mends a structural representation of morphological ni word formation that
is a `syntactically base generated' sub-phrasal construction.

The fallacy in Van Geenhoven's structural analysis rests on the assump-
tion that lexical categories can only participate in lexical operations. None-
theless the focus of Van Geenhoven's analysis of ni is predominantly seman-
tic. She analyzes West Greenlandic incorporated nouns, English and West
Germanic bare plurals, German split topics, and existentials as instances of
narrow scope inde�nites. Essentially Van Geenhoven identi�es incorporated
nouns as predicative inde�nites, interpreting them and most other narrow
scope inde�nites as property-denoting descriptions. She claims that incor-
porated nouns provide a predicate that is absorbed by the incorporating verb
as a restriction on the internal argument of the incorporating verb. Van
Geenhoven refers to the semantic process of the absorption of predicative
inde�nites as semantic incorporation, which, during the process, generates
the narrow scope of the incorporated noun. For type theory, predicative
inde�nites are type 〈e, t〉, while free variables are type 〈e〉 (cf. Partee 1987).

Example (10a) shows a West Greenlandic standard transitive, and (10b)
shows its predicate logic analysis by Van Geenhoven (1998b:243):

(10) a. Nuka-p
Nuka-erg

iipili
apple-abs

neri-v-a-a.
eat-ind-[+tr]-3sg.3sg

w. greenlandic

`Nuka ate a particular apple (Van Geenhoven 1998b:243).'

b. λyeλxe [eat(x, y)]
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c. Nuka
Nuka-abs

iipili-tur-p-u-q.
apple-eat-ind-[�tr]-3sg

west greenlandic

`Nuka ate an apple/apples (Van Geenhoven 1998b:240).'

d. λP<e,t>λxe∃y [eat(x, y) ∧ P (y)]

Example (10c) shows a West Greenlandic ni verb, and in (10d), the predicate
logic analysis of semantic incorporation by Van Geenhoven (1998b:240). The
crucial change from (10b) to (10d) is that the incorporated noun includes the
symbolic representation of P (y). This just means that the variable y, which
represents the restriction of the meaning of the original syntactic object,
has as its new function a property, P . In other words, the semantics of
the restricted free variable, the object, has changed to that of a predicative
inde�nite, which here is an incorporated noun. This analysis, more or less,
forms the basis of most current approaches to the semantics of ni.

The overall response to Van Geenhoven's theory of semantic incorpora-
tion is somewhat mixed. On the one hand, Farkas and de Swart (2003:10�11)
accept semantic incorporation's core assumption that incorporated nouns are
property-denoting arguments, or predicate modi�ers. Chung and Ladusaw
(2004:14�18) also adhere to the Property theory of inde�nites, which holds
that some or all inde�nite DPs can be interpreted semantically as proper-
ties of the type 〈e, t〉. On the other hand, Farkas and de Swart (2003:2�4)
reject Van Geenhoven's purely semantic view of (noun) incorporation. The
reasons include that the incorporated noun has a special morphosyntax, and
that the incorporated noun is syntactically invisible in intransitive ni con-
structions (Farkas and de Swart 2003:3, 11). In general, Farkas and de Swart
(2003:156�7) do not accept that semantic incorporation can account for both
incorporated nouns and all other narrow scope inde�nites and existentials.

West Greenlandic's incorporated noun also has adnominal or stranded
modi�ers, which Van Geenhoven (1998a:17�22, 146�159) refers to as (discon-
tinuous) external modi�ers. They include adjectives, numerals, wh-words,
other nouns, and even relative clauses. Van Geenhoven o�ers two important
insights into the semantics of external modi�ers. Incorporated nouns and
their external modi�ers are predicates of the same variable, and that it is
unnecessary to semantically interpret the incorporated noun and the exter-
nal modi�er as a single syntactic unit. However Van Geenhoven's semantic
incorporation of external modi�ers requires a more complicated composition
than the incorporated nouns they modify. Because of this, Van Geenhoven's
analysis of stranded modi�ers has not, on the whole, been well received
(Chung and Ladusaw 2004:115�6; Farkas and de Swart 2003:156).

The approach of Chung and Ladusaw (2004) to incorporated nouns as
property-denoting inde�nites mirrors Van Geenhoven's semantic incorpora-
tion. The core di�erence between the two approaches is the mode of com-
position. That is, Chung and Ladusaw (2004:22) hypothesize that di�er-
ent modes of semantic composition of property-denoting inde�nites of type
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〈e, t〉 will manifest di�erent syntactic structures, assuming truth-conditional
equivalency. The �rst mode of semantic composition of inde�nites, called
Specify, results in inde�nites that are scopally unrestricted and that fully
saturate the internal argument by function application (Chung and Ladu-
saw 2004:16). The second mode of composition of inde�nites, called Restrict ,
restricts but does not saturate the internal argument. Restrict is very similar
in spirit to semantic incorporation but the implementation and results di�er
somewhat. Thus incorporated nouns, stranded modi�ers, and doubled DPs
all compose with the variable of the verb's internal argument but do so using
a variety of compositional modes.

2.3.2 The Non-Projecting Semantic Argument (npsa)

In explaining ni in Niuean, Asudeh (2007) proposes the non-projecting se-
mantic argument (npsa), framed within lfg and Glue compositional seman-
tics. Two assumptions underlie the npsa: the existence of non-projecting
words (cf. Toivonen 2003), and an explicit `level of semantic structure.' The
�rst assumption involves the proposition that, although the verb-incorpor-
ated noun (v-�n) unit remains inseparable in the syntax, it does not form a
single lexical item (Asudeh 2007:1). The second assumption involves the no-
tion that an NP can possess an argument at semantic structure that remains
invisible to syntactic processes. The incorporated noun is not a syntactic
argument but is instead semantically related to the verb.

The incorporated noun can be modi�ed by nominal elements that adjoin
to the NP complement of the incorporating verb (Asudeh 2007:6; Asudeh
and Ball 2005:2, 8). The incorporate's phrasal part is called the remnant
(Asudeh 2007), another term for a stranded modi�er. At �rst glance, it might
seem incongruous that the incorporate can extend over several levels of
X-bar structure. Yet this is an entirely acceptable practice in lfg and can
be seen, for example, in the way that discontinuous constituents in Warlpiri
unify in f-structure (cf. Bresnan 2001:326�7, 393�4).

2.4 Explaining noun incorporation in Chuj

This section provides explanations within the lfg framework for the ni con-
struction in the San Mateo and San Sebastián dialects of Chuj.

2.4.1 Noun incorporation in San Mateo Chuj

I assume that Chuj's predicate initial clause is canonical and possesses the
same phrase structure as that of Kaqchikel, a sister language to K'ichee':

(11) [ S V0 XP* ] (Broadwell 2000)

To implement the npsa, I begin with the San Mateo data in (3b), re-
peated here as (12). The clause consists of the ni verb complex ixinalwi ab'ix
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`I told stories (lit. `I story-told.').' Note that in Chuj, as in many Mayan
languages, overt lexical subject and object NPs are optional (`pro-drop') be-
cause they are usually cross-referenced on the verb. Note also that the third
person singular absolutive agreement marker is a zero anaphora and is thus
never represented in lfg's c-structures. Because all the Chuj data cited in
this paper are verb initial clauses, the phrase structure in (11) will su�ce:

(12) Ix-in-al-w-i
com-1sAbs-tell-ni-ipf

ab'ix
stories

(sm)

`I told stories (Maxwell 1976:13).

The derivational ni morphology �wi marks the verb, not the incorporated
noun. This is an important point for ni theory development. It means that it
is impossible for the incorporated noun to morpholexically incorporate into
the verb complex to form a lexical n-v compound. The incorporated noun
is morphologically and of course categorially distinct from the incorporating
verb, and therefore, syntactically individuated. Therefore ni in Chuj is an-
alytic, not synthetic. From this empirical observation, we infer that ni in
Chuj is a post-lexical construct.

The annotated phrase structure for (12) is (13).The second line of phrase
structure in (13) represents the c-structure rule for analytic ni. The incor-
porated noun's (�N) �rst functional description indicates �N is an argument
in semantic-structure (σ�str) (Asudeh 2007). The second line indicates that
�N is the grammatical function incorporate in f-structure. Crucially �N is
assimilated into the semantics in spite of it not being a subcategorized gf:

(13) S → V0

↑=↓

V0 → V0 �N
↑=↓ (↑σArgument)=↓σ

(↑ incorp)=↓

It is assumed that some lexical rule converts the transitive verb to the intran-
sitive ni verb. (14) is the lexical entry for the incorporating verb ixinalwi :

(14) ixinalwi : V0 (↑ Pred) = `tell〈Subj〉'
(↑ Asp) = com
(↑ Subj pred) = `Pro'
(↑ Subj case) = abs
(↑ Subj num) = sg
(↑ Subj per) = 1

It is also assumed that a lexical rule converts a projecting noun (N0) into a
non-projecting noun (�N). Context free rules (Chomsky 1986), such as phrase
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structure rules, determine the syntactic grouping of words according to the
words' syntactic category. Only unary lexical rules can convert or derive
syntactic categories, like an �N from an N0, context free rules cannot.

The c-structure for example (12) is (15a), and its f-structure is (15b):

(15) a. S

↑=↓
V0

jjjjjjjjj
TTTTTTTTT

↑=↓
V0

ixinalwi

I told

(↑ incorp)=↓
�N

ab'ix

stories

b.


Pred `tell〈Subj〉'

Subj


Pred `Pro'
Per 1
Num sg


Incorp

[
Pred `stories'

]


2.4.2 Noun incorporation in San Sebastián Chuj

I begin this section with the canonical phrase structure rule for the predicate-
initial clause S(entence) of San Sebastián Chuj. Crucially the San Sebastián
Chuj dialect licenses an incorporate remnant, which is (vacuously) ad-
joined to the NP complement of V0:

(16) S → V0 NP DP
↑=↓ (↑ incorp)=↓ (↑ subj)=↓

The relative clause as stranded modi�er As stranded modi�ers of in-
corporated nouns, Chuj's relative clauses are unusual because of their struc-
tural range and complexity. In (8a), repeated below as (17), the relative ajtil
xinela `where you saw me,' a bivalent clause with pro-drop headed by the
relativizing adverb ajtil `where,' modi�es the incorporated nominal.

(17) Hin-man-w
1sAbs-buy-ni

lum
land

ajtil
where

x-in-el-a
com-1sAbs-see-tpf

(ss)

`I bought the land where you saw me (Maxwell 1976:137).'

The phrase structure for example (17) is (18):
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(18) S → V0 NP
↑=↓ (↑ incorp)=↓

V0 → V0 �N
↑=↓ (↑ incorp)=↓

NP → NP CP
↑=↓ (↑ incorp)=↓

CP → AdvP S
(↑ RelPro) =↓ ↑=↓

AdvP → Adv0

↑=↓

The c-structure in (19a) represents (17), while its f-structure is (19b). It
is essential to keep in mind that the incorporate is an non-governable,
non-subcategorized modifying adj of the incorporating verb in f-structure,
but is a full argument of the incorporating verb in sem-structure:

(19) a. S

llllllllllllll

RRRRRRRRRRRRRR

↑=↓
V0

kkkkkkk
SSSSSSS

(↑ incorp)=↓
NP

↑=↓
V0

hinmanw

I bought

(↑ incorp)=↓
�N

lum

land

↓∈ (↑ adj)
CP

kkkkkkk
SSSSSSS

(↑ RelPro) =↓
AdvP

↑=↓
S

↑=↓
Adv0

ajtil

where

↑=↓
V0

xinela

you saw me
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b.


Pred `buy〈Subj〉'

Subj


Pred `Pro'
Pers 1
Num sg



Incorp



Pred `land'

Adj





Pred `see〈Subj, Obj〉'

Subj


Pred `Pro'
Per 2

Num sg



Obj


Pred `Pro'
Per 1

Num sg


RelPro

[
Pred `where'

]








The prenominal adjective as modi�er The following ni construction
includes a prenominal adjective. Example (7), repeated here as (20) revised,
shows the prenominal, non-compounding adjective al `heavy':

(20) Hin-man-w
1sAbs-buy-ni

al
heavy

líwru
book

(ss)

`I bought a heavy book (Maxwell 1976:135).'

The prenominal adjective al `heavy,' which modi�es the incorporated noun,
is, I believe, a non-projecting adjective (Â) that head-adjoins to the incorpor-
ated noun. The prehead modifying adjective has the lexical entry in (21a).
Example (20) is represented by the phrase structure in (21b):

(21) a. al : Â (↑ Pred) = `heavy'

b. S → V0

↑=↓

V0 → V0 �N
↑=↓ (↑ incorp)=↓

�N → Â �N
↓∈ (↑ adj) (↑ incorp)=↓

Note that the two adjunction structures in (21b) are licensed by the Adjunc-
tion Identity condition (Toivonen 2003), which simply states that, `Same
adjoins to same.' This suggests that both X0 and �X can dominate lexical
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material. In other words, the non-projecting adjective may adjoin to the
non-projecting noun, according to Adjunction Identity.

I suggest that example (20) can be represented by the c-structure in
(22a). Its f-structure is shown in (22b). Crucially the adjective type in (22b)
is attributive, not predicative:

(22) a. S

↑=↓
V0

iiiiiiiiiii
UUUUUUUUUUU

↑=↓
V0

hinmanw

I bought

(↑ incorp)=↓
�N

iiiiiiiiiii
UUUUUUUUUUU

↓∈ (↑ adj)
Â
al

heavy

(↑ incorp)=↓
�N

líwru

book

b.


Pred `buy〈Subj〉'
Aspect com

Subj


Pred `Pro'
Per 1
Num sg



Incorp


Pred `book'

Adj


[
Atype attrib

Pred `heavy'

]




3 Noun incorporation in K'ichee' Mayan

K'ichee' also has the ni construction, and it is identical to Chuj's, except for
one important di�erence. Whereas in Chuj the subject of the ni verb controls
agreement, in K'ichee' either the subject or the incorporate can control
agreement. In this section, I o�er empirical support for the incorporate
as a type of gf, and in the process, account for K'ichee's ni construction.

3.1 The incorporated noun in K'ichee'

The morphosyntax of the ni construction is subject to signi�cant restrictions,
and, in particular, the form and distribution of the incorporated noun. Before
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addressing agreement, let us �rst review adjacency and extraction data for
the incorporated noun in K'ichee'.

Subject DPs, as in (23), and adjuncts, such as manner adverbs and prepo-
sitional phrases, cannot occur between the verb and the incorporated noun:

(23) *Utz
well

k-at-paj-ow
inc-2sAbs-weigh-ni

at
2sIndPro

atz'aam
salt

(*`You measure salt well.')

The incorporated noun cannot be extracted to a preverbal position immedi-
ately before the verb. Normally it is quite acceptable for a bare nominal to
occupy this immediate preverbal location, the generic focus position:

(24) *Utz
well

atz'aam
salt

k-at-paj-ow
inc-2sAbs-weigh-ni

at
2sIndPro

(*`You measure salt well.')

The incorporated noun cannot extract to the sentence-initial topic position
in Spec,CP. One should keep in mind that this is not an entirely unexpected
result because Mayan topics are subject to a speci�city restriction:

(25) *Carro
car

na
neg

utz
good

ta
irr

k-a-b'iin-i-sa-n
inc-epe-drive-sfv-caus-ni

lee
det

achii
man

(*`The man car-drives badly.')

We have noted above that the ni construction is subject to obligatory narrow
scope. Because the incorporated noun is de�nite, (26) is ungrammatical:

(26) *At
2sIndPro

utz
well

k-at-b'iin-i-sa-n
inc-2sAbs-drive-sfv-caus-ni

lee
det

carro
car

(*`You drive the car very well.')

3.2 Verb agreement in K'ichee's ni construction

Verb agreement in K'ichee's ni construction is quite unexpected in light of
verb agreement in K'ichee's standard transitive. Agreement in the ni con-
struction is based not on grammatical functions, as in the active transitive,
but on the person hierarchy of the arguments themselves. The person hi-
erarchy is de�ned as local person outranks non-local and plural outranks
singular, so that the argument higher on the person hierarchy controls verb
agreement. I will refer to the hierarchy as person-salience. We �rst look at
examples of subject agreement, and then, incorporated noun agreement.

If the subject is either 1st person or informal 2nd person, then it is always
cross-referenced by the verb agreement marker:
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(27) Utz
well

k-at-paj-ow
inc-2sAbs-weigh-ni

atz'aam
salt

at
2sIndPro

`You measure salt well.'

However if the subject is 3rd person singular or formal 2nd person singular
or plural and the incorporated noun is 3rd person plural, then the incor-
porated noun�not the subject�controls verb agreement (Mondloch 1981).
Continuing on, (28a) shows that the incorporated noun ak' `chicken' is plural
while the subject DP lee ixoq `the woman' is singular. Thus the incorporated
noun ak' controls verb agreement. Again in (28b), the plural incorporated
noun ak'alaab' `children' controls agreement because the formal 2nd person
singular subject la `you' can never control agreement (Mondloch 1981):

(28) a. Naj
long.time

k-ee-pil-ow
inc-3plAbs-butcher-ni

ak'
chicken

lee
det

ixoq
woman

`It takes a long time for the woman to chicken-gut (M 1981:250).'

b. Utz
well

k-ee-yuq'u-n
inc-3plAbs-take.care.of-ni

la
2sAbsHon

ak'al-aab'
child-pl

`You child-care well (Mondloch 1981:250).'

The examples of K'ichee's ni construction in (28) highlight a serious disjunc-
tion for verb agreement in K'ichee'. If the incorporated noun does control
agreement, an internal contradiction will result because non-subcategorized
constituents like adjuncts never control agreement in K'ichee'. Assuming
that agreement is systematized in f-structure, my con�guration of it cannot
account for control of agreement by the incorporated noun.

3.3 Explaining noun incorporation in K'ichee'

Two basic choices are available, regarding the agreement anomaly. The �rst
interprets the ni construction as a bivalent transitive verb and the incor-
porate as an obj. The second interprets ni as a monovalent intransitive
and the incorporate as an adj. Neither choice is without problems.

3.3.1 Noun incorporation in K'ichee' as transitive

The �rst approach interprets the ni verb as a bivalent transitive. This ap-
proach also retains head-adjunction of the incorporated noun. Agreement
control by a subcategorized constituent is accounted for in f-structure along
the usual lines. In sum, the ID and LP relations of the incorporate and
its mother (V0) undergo substantial realignment from the canonical non-
ni bivalent, transitive verb. Yet the incorporate's grammatical relation
with V0 remains the same as the original direct object's. This is because
the incorporate functionally identi�es with the grammatical object in the
f-structure, and links directly to it.
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There are advantages and disadvantages in the �rst approach. The ad-
vantage is the theory of agreement is entirely standard and does not introduce
any new agreement mechanism into the theory. But a major disadvantage is
that it identi�es the verb as a transitive even though the verb morphology
and morphosyntax is indisputably intransitive. Accepting this �rst approach
incurs the rather disagreeable outcome of overturning long-held accounts of
the transitive-intransitive dichotomy of Mayan verbs.

3.3.2 Noun incorporation in K'ichee' as intransitive

The second approach interprets the ni verb as a monovalent intransitive.
The incorporate will be a non-governable, non-subcategorized grammat-
ical function, a non-set valued adjunct in f-structure. The advantage with
this approach is that the morphology is in complete compliance with long-
held notions of (in)transitivity in Mayan linguistics. The most obvious dis-
advantage is the rather messy account of agreement that it engenders.

However there is another way to express agreement in lfg, other than in
the f-structure, and that is in the lexical entry. Basically for incorporate
control of agreement, there are two sets of constraints required, one on the
incorporate and two on the subject. The constraint on the incorporate
is simply that it must be plural. The constraint on the subject is two part,
but either one must hold for the incorporate to control agreement. The
�rst part requires that the subject be 3rd person singular. Failing that, the
subject must be the 2nd person formal pronominal clitic, either singular or
plural, because the formal pronominal clitic never controls agreement.

The lexical entries of the ni verb keepilow and its incorporate ak' from
(28) could be the following:

(29) a. keepilow : V0 (↑ Pred) = `butcher〈Subj〉'
(↑ Subj pred) = `pro'
(↑ Subj num) = sg
(↑ Subj per) = 3
(↑ Incorp num) = pl
(↑ Incorp case) = abs

b. ak' : �N (↑ Pred) = `chicken'

The ni verb rather than the incorporate should have the functional de-
scriptions in its lexical entry to account for the constraints on the incor-
porate and its agreement interaction with the subj.

The c-structure in (30a) is identical except the incorporate is anno-
tated with (↑ incorp)=↓, not (↑ obj)=↓, while its f-structure is (30b):
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(30) a. S

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

↓∈ (↑ adj)
AdvP

S

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

↑=↓
Adv0

naj

long

↑=↓
V0

kkkkkkk
SSSSSSS

(↑ subj)=↓
DP

kkkkkkk
SSSSSSS

↑=↓
V0

keepilow

butcher

(↑ incorp)=↓
�N
ak'

chicken

↑=↓
D0

lee

the

↑=↓
NP

↑=↓
N0

ixoq

woman

b.


Pred `butcher〈Subj〉'
Asp inc

Subj

[
Pred `woman'
Num sg

]

Incorp

[
Pred `chicken'
Num pl

]

Adj

{[
Pred `long'

]}



4 The incorporate revisited: a new gf

The central issue at this point is how to account for the incorporate as
a grammatical function. In the npsa, the incorporate is invisible to syn-
tactic processes but retains full argument status at semantic-structure. As
we have seen from Van Geenhoven's predicate logic analysis in (10d), at the
notional heart of the incorporate is a property-denoting predicate that
restricts the verb's internal argument. Although categorically an adj, the
incorporate is clearly not an ordinary, garden-variety adj. In fact, unlike
the canonical adj in Table 1, the incorporatemaps to the argument struc-
ture as a set member. I assume that a�structure is a syntactic representation
of the mapping of thematic roles to grammatical functions.

A binary-feature matrix can predict or reveal unknown or unrecognized
grammatical relations, categories, or constructions. I propose that one of the
de�ning properties of the matrix should be constituent selection by the syn-
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Syntactic

Selection

+ −
Raising GF Adjunct

S `Juan seems happy.' `Maria laughed loudly.'

e S − [pred `seem〈xcomp〉subj] [ pred `laugh〈subj〉' ]
m e [adj {[pred `loudly' ]}]

a l λP.seem(P ) λx.laugh(x)
n e Subcategorized GF Incorporate

t c `Fido chased Flu�y.' `I story-tell.'

i t + [pred `chase〈subj,obj〉'] [pred `tell〈subj〉']
c [ incorp [`story'] ]

λy.λx.chase(x, y) λPλx.∃y.[tell(x, y) ∧ P (y)]

Table 1: Syntactic vs. semantic selection

tax, or more precisely, syntactic subcategorization. This attribute recognizes
only argument functions. The second de�ning attribute should be argument
structure encoded as semantic selection. This attribute represents thematic
arguments that map to grammatical functions but excludes expletives and
canonical adjuncts.

Table 1 shows the division of the two properties or attributes of seman-
tic and syntactic selection. Let us begin with the most obvious functions,
the subcategorized gfs and the non-subcategorized adjuncts. The for-
mer are represented in the a�structure as semantic roles that map to the
syntactically selected core and non-core arguments. The latter, or the ad-
juncts, are selected neither syntactically nor semantically. Next the subject
and object raising functions are never semantically selected for because they
are semantically vacuous, but are selected for syntactically. This we know
because subjects of raising verbs control agreement.

Finally in Table 1 the fourth quadrant contains the category unselected
for syntactically but selected for semantically. So the grammatical function
predicted is the incorporate, which possesses one selectional property but
lacks the other. Thus the incorporate �lls an unexpected gap in the
syntactic-semantic interface. And in a more technical sense, lfg does not
seem to possess a dedicated mechanism with which to encode the incor-
porate in the manner that the three other categories in Table 1 have.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, I reviewed the ni construction in Chuj and K'ichee' Mayan.
I focused on the incorporated noun in K'ichee and in Chuj's two dialects
spoken in Guatemala. I presented the data using the npsa within lfg ar-
chitecture. Based on derivational ni morphology, the data support the pro-
posal that ni in Chuj and K'ichee' is analytically formed, and by inference,
represents a post-lexical, syntactic construct. I have reviewed the semantics
of ni and have concluded that semantics alone falls short of fully accounting
for analytic ni. I suggested that the incorporate is a gf unselected for
syntactically but selected for semantically. It represents a hybrid category
that exhibits a heterogeneous set of properties acquired from subcategorized
gfs and non-subcategorized adjs. The incorporate presents as the follow-
ing: a non-optional adj that structurally manifests lexical head-adjunction
as a non-projecting word, obligatory narrow scope, non-extraction, non-
iterability, optional control of verb agreement on the basis of the person-
salience of arguments, no derivational options (eg. as possessum) except for
very limited n�n or a�n compounding, no functional modi�cation, number
in�ection, and restricted pre-head adjectival and post-head adjectival and
relative clause modi�cation functioning in a detransitivized clause.

In the end, I have identi�ed an intermediate linguistic space, as illustrated
in Table 1 of this paper. It is occupied by the incorporate, but potentially
available to other, similar in kind hybrids. Grimshaw (1990:109�132), for
example, long ago introduced the notion of argument suppression manifested
as an argument adjunct (a�adjunct). Passives, for example, suppress an
external argument (EA) a�structure position with the result that it is not
θ�marked. But contrarily, the a�adjunct is still related to or licensed by
the a�structure. More recently, Rákosi (2006) has proposed a re�nement of
the generic athematic category of adjs. As way of explaining circumstantial
pps, Rákosi (2006) introduces the thematic adjunct (adjθ), suggesting that
certain types of adjuncts link thematically to a�structure. But it di�ers from
the incorporate in that the use of adjθ remains optional.

It is also conceivable to consider the incorporate as just a representa-
tional expedience. Nonetheless acceptance of an argument-adjunct category,
and an inclusive one at that, should make accessible a greater number of
previously unexplained linguistic inconsistencies.
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Abstract
This paper revisits the relevance of wanna contraction for the existence of empty categories. An

analysis of wanna contraction is proposed under which empty categories have a role in blocking
contraction. It is then shown that alternative analyses (subject sharing, local c-command, and
morpholexical analyses) are inadequate. It is suggested that empty categories are a last resort, which can
only appear in non-subject LDD constructions because these have to be licensed by inside-out functional
uncertainty equations, and the empty categories are needed as the c-structure positions on which these
equations are annotated.

1. Prologue

The existence of empty categories is very controversial in LFG. So it is important to search for
empirical evidence that bears on the existence of empty categories. While in the LFG literature weak
crossover has been the focus of the argument over empty categories (as in Bresnan 1995 and Dalrymple,
Kaplan, and King 2001), the most enduring such construction in the broader syntactic literature is
contraction, particularly the contraction of want to to wanna. In this paper, we will evaluate the
contraction argument for empty categories.1

Looking ahead, we will show that other attempts to account for the contraction facts are
untenable, and therefore that contraction does provide evidence for empty categories. However, the same
evidence that shows that empty categories do exist in a limited set of constructions shows that they do
not exist in many other places in which they have been hypothesized in the transformational literature:
in particular, they do not exist in long-distance dependency constructions involving subjects, nor do they
exist in non-long-distance-dependency contexts. Finally, we will explain why it is not so terrible to have
empty categories, and how they are constrained.

2. The Claim

The facts about contraction which are alleged to be relevant for the existence of empty categories
were brought to light by Lakoff (1970:  632), who credited Larry Horn with the observation. Simplifying
the examples somewhat,2 Lakoff observed that contraction of want to to wanna is possible in (1) but (for
most speakers) not in (2).

 (1) a. Who do you want to see?
b. Who do you wanna see?

 (2) a. Who do you want to see Pnina?
b. *Who do you wanna see Pnina?

The basic observation, abstracting away from the specific theoretical assumptions made by Lakoff, is that
in (2) the preposed wh element bears the function of object of want. The canonical structural position of
the object of want intervenes between want and to and it is this, Lakoff claimed, that causes contraction
to be blocked. In (1), on the other hand, who is the object of see, and thus has a canonical structural
position which does not block the contraction. We refer to this as the Lakoff/Horn Generalization. Using
the term “locally licensed function” to refer to a non-discourse grammatical function, we can state the
generalization as (3).
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 (3) Lakoff/Horn Generalization

Want to cannot contract to wanna if the canonical position of the locally licensed function of a
preposed element intervenes between want and to.

If the Lakoff/Horn Generalization is correct, linguistic theory needs a way to express it. Ideally,
such an expression should be one in which the Lakoff/Horn Generalization results naturally from the
system, rather than having to be stipulated. Empty categories provide a way to do this. The central idea
is that the canonical structural position of the locally licensed function of a preposed element is occupied
by an empty category, conventionally represented e.

 (4) a. Who do you want to meet e? (=(1))
b. Who do you want e to meet Pnina? (=(2))

In (4b), want and to are not adjacent; the empty category intervenes. On the plausible assumption that
contraction requires adjacency (but see footnote 4), the lack of contraction in (2) follows from the
postulation of the empty category.

An empty-category-based approach provides an elegant expression of the Lakoff/Horn
Generalization. For this reason, much of the literature which is ostensibly about empty categories focuses
on the correctness of the generalization. Following our fleshing-out of an empty-category-based analysis
in the next section, we will review the alternative descriptions that have been proposed, and discover that
they are all flawed. 

3. An Analysis

3.1. To Attachment

We begin with the infinitival to. As discussed by Jacobson (1982), and in more detail by Zwicky
(1982), to is phonologically subordinate to adjacent material, with this subordinate status manifesting
itself either as becoming part of the phonological phrase (what Zwicky refers to as leaning) or part of the
phonological word (cliticization). Zwicky, in particular, shows that various puzzles about the distribution
of to can be accounted for under such an analysis. We will use the term attachment as a way of referring
to this phonological subordination which is neutral between leaning and cliticization. Zwicky takes the
position that while to ordinarily functions as a leaner, in wanna contraction it cliticizes. The behavior of
to in wanna contraction is, under this analysis, merely an extreme case of the normal behavior of to.

Under normal conditions, to attaches to the right, but it is also possible for it to attach to the left,
primarily when it is stranded. (Parentheses here indicate phonological phrasing.)

 (5) a. (We’re nót) (to léave).
b. (We're nót to).

We propose the following constraint on infinitival to:

 (6) To Attachment (first approximation)
Infinitival to must attach to an adjacent element. It may attach
(a) to the right (the usual situation)
or
(b) to the left

This statement of to attachment needs to be refined somewhat.  Zwicky observes that there are various
constraints on the ability of to to attach to the left.

 (7) a. I don’t know if Paul wants to buy the present, but I think we can (persuáde him to).
b. I might whittle a polar bear out of Ivory soap, but I don’t know (hów to).
c. I don’t know if he wants to buy the present, but I think we can persuade (Pául to).
d. I might whittle a polar bear out of Ivory soap, but I don’t know (whéther to).
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 (8) a. *You shouldn’t play with rifles, (becáuse to) is dangerous.
b. *You can try to plead with him, but I doubt (thát to) will help.
c. *She’d like to surprise him, but I don't know (whéther to) is possible.

 d. Although it would distress us for you to leave, to leave/* is what I’d advise you to do.

Note the structures involved here, with arrows indicating cliticization. (For the sake of neutrality, we
label the clause headed by to as an InfP, and label some other nodes “?”.)

 (9) a. b.VP

V DP InfP

persuade him Inf

to

?

AdvP InfP

how Inf

to

c. d.VP

V DP InfP

persuade Paul Inf

to

C!

C InfP

whether Inf

to

 (10) a. b.C!

C IP

because InfP I!

Inf

to is dangerous

C!

C IP

that InfP I!

Inf

to will help

c. d.C!

C IP

whether InfP I!

Inf

to is possible

IP

CP IP

C! InfP I!

C IP Inf is …

although  � to

V

leave

In the grammatical cases, to attaches to the left to an element in a very specific structural configuration:
the host c-commands to and there is no maximal-level phrasal category intervening between the host and187



the InfP which to heads. We will refer to this as local c-command, and revise the statement of To
Attachment accordingly.

 (11) To Attachment

The complementizer to must attach to an adjacent element. It may attach
(a) to the right (the usual situation)
or
(b) to the left onto a locally c-commanding host

 (12) Local C-Command

X locally c-commands Y iff X c-commands Y and no phrasal node other than the maximal
projection of Y intervenes.

As noted by Aoun and Lightfoot (1984), many of the non-long-distance-dependency structures
in which wanna contraction is barred can be blocked if a local c-command condition is placed on to
attachment. For example, Carden (1983) observes that the inability of to to contract with a want which
is part of a coordinate structure is not mirrored by other contraction rules, such as the contraction of …t

you to [čc].

 (13) a. I don’t need or want to hear about it.  *wanna
b. I don’t expect or want you to get involved.  Tčc

The presence of a local c-command condition on the leftward attachment of to will rule out wanna
contraction in this case. Unlike adjacency, which is a consequence of the concept of attachment, we take
local c-command to be a rule-specific stipulation.

3.2. On Want

We turn now to the verb want. From the perspective of coming to an understanding of the nature
of wanna contraction, there are two crucial facts: to cliticizes onto want, instead of merely leaning on
it; and the /t/ of want deletes.

It is observed by Jacobson (1982) that deletion of /t/ is not a peculiarity of wanna contraction;
rather, it is a general property of the verb want. She observes that the /t/ frequently deletes in forms like
wanted and wanting.  Strikingly, the phonetic sequence we are representing as wanna is not only a
realization of want to; it is also a realization of want a:

 (14) a. I wanna play. wanna=want to
b. I wanna toy. wanna=want a

The only situation in which the /t/ of want is obligatory is in the present subjunctive:

 (15) a. I demand that you want a part in the play.
b. *I demand that you wanna part in the play.

As noted by Brame (1981: 286 fn 13), want to cannot contract to wanna in the subjunctive either.

 (16) a. The director requires that all of the actors want to give their most.
b. *The director requires that all of the actors wanna give their most.

This confirms our view that the deletion of /t/ in wanna is no different than deletion of /t/ in other uses
of want.

While we do not presume to propose a full phonological analysis of the deletability of /t/, a
possible analysis would give want a phonological representation in which the last skeletal position is only
optionally filled by /t/.
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3For what it’s worth, the author of this paper finds B’s response crashingly bad.

 (17) X X X X

| | | |

w a n (t)

It is possible that it is the availability of an empty skeletal position if the /t/ is not included that drives
cliticization of to to want.

3.3. Empty Categories and Contraction

We hypothesize that the canonical position of the locally licensed function of a fronted element
is (sometimes, at least) marked by an empty category, an unfilled phrasal node. For example, the VP
headed by want in (2) has the following structure:

 (18) VP

V NP CP

want C VP

to V NP

see Pnina

The critical question is what happens in (18) if to attempts to attach to the left. The local
c-command condition does not block the leftward attachment, since want does locally c-command to. The
condition that is relevant is adjacency, which, as already noted, we take to be an integral property of
attachment phenomena. In this case, the applicability of the adjacency condition is not entirely clear.
Phonologically, want and to are adjacent; no phonological material intervenes between them. They are
also adjacent at the level of terminal elements in the constituent structure; there is no terminal element
that intervenes between them. However, at higher levels of structure they are not adjacent: the unfilled
NP intervenes. That is to say, the interpretation of the adjacency condition in a structure with an empty
category depends on which part of the structure is relevant. Given the ambiguous status of adjacency in
this case, one might expect variability between speakers, with some treating want and to in (18) as
adjacent, and others as not adjacent. Such an expectation would be well founded.

It is well known in the literature on wanna contraction that not all speakers share the judgment
in (2). For some, often referred to as speakers of the liberal dialect, wanna contraction is possible in
sentences of this kind. Zwicky (1982) takes this one step further. He notes that, even in the absence of
contraction, speakers differ on the acceptability of B’s utterance in the following discourse (Zwicky
1982: 26):3

 (19) A: Who do you want e to vanish?
B: %I don't know; who do you want e to?

Since to must attach to something, and it is stranded on the right, it must attach to the left. If it cannot
at least lean, the sentence is ungrammatical. Apparently, some speakers allow to to lean onto want in this
case and others do not; Zwicky reports a 50-50 split among speakers he consulted. The number of
speakers who accept wanna in these environments is apparently less: Zwicky suggests that not all
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4Postal and Pullum (1978) mention a different idiolectal treatment, which appears to dispense with the adjacency
condition. In this idiolect, the following is grammatical:

 (i) I wanna very much go to the game tomorrow.

Without further information, it is difficult to know what lies behind judgments such as this. A very preliminary speculation would
be that to undergoes prosodically motivated movement, much as second-position clitics do in some languages. On the movement
of clitics, see Halpern (1995) and, in LFG, Kroeger (1993).

speakers who allow leaning allow cliticization.4

Empty categories, by their very nature, have an ambiguous status in terms of adjacency. This
ambiguity leads to a situation where the Lakoff/Horn Generalization is valid for most speakers, but not
all. Strikingly, while the existence of the liberal dialect has been cited by Pullum and Postal (1979) as
an embarrassment for an empty-category account of the Lakoff/Horn Generalization, it actually provides
exactly the right tools for explaining this inter-speaker variation.

4. Alternative Analyses

4.1. Subject Sharing

The first challenge to the Lakoff/Horn Generalization came from Postal and Pullum (1978).
Much of their argument concerns not the Lakoff/Horn Generalization, but rather the implementation of
an empty category analysis in the Extended Standard Theory literature of the time. Many of their
arguments against this kind of analysis are valid, but irrelevant to other implementations, including ours.
However, in the course of arguing against “trace theory,” they propose an alternative to the Lakoff/Horn
Generalization.

As Postal and Pullum observe, want is not the only verb which contracts with to. The following
is presented as a complete list by Pullum (1997: 81).

 (20) want wanna

prospective go gonna

habitual used usta

have (necessity/obligation) hafta

got  (necessity/obligation) gotta

ought oughta

supposed supposta or sposta

Postal and Pullum observe that, other than want, these are all are Raising-to-Subject verbs. Want, when
contraction is possible, is a Subject Equi verb. What unites all of these cases is that the two clauses share
a subject. They therefore propose that contraction is possible when the two clauses share a subject, or,
in LFG terms, functional control.

The subject-sharing alternative to the Lakoff/Horn Generalization appears to have never been
subjected to critical scrutiny in the literature. A close look reveals several problems. For example, it is
only with want that there is a contrast between environments that allow contraction and those that do not.
It is therefore difficult to draw conclusions about the source of the wanna contraction facts from these
other verbs. Therefore, contra Postal and Pullum, it is not clear that the other verbs are relevant for
determining the conditions under which contraction does and does not occur. Another problem is that
the analysis is essentially arbitrary; unlike the empty category analysis, which is based on the idea that
an intervening element breaks the contiguity necessary for contraction, there is no inherent relation
between subject sharing and contraction.

However, the biggest problem with the subject sharing analysis is that it is empirically incorrect.
The context in which want to can contract to wanna includes cases in which the reference of the subject
of want is a subset of the reference of the subject of the to clause; i.e. cases which cannot be analyzed
as functional control.
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 (21) a. *I met on Sunday at 10:00
b. I wanna meet on Sunday at 10:00.
c. *I hafta meet on Sunday at 10:00.
d. *I tried to meet on Sunday at 10:00.

As (21a) shows, I is not a possible subject for the intransitive verb meet, since it requires a plural subject
in this subcategorization frame. Thus in (21b), the subject of meet cannot be I, but rather some group
including I. This contrasts with a Raising verb like hafta (21c), which has to be functional control. This
overlapping reference is also not a necessary property of Equi constructions: in the case of try there is
functional control, resulting in the ungrammaticality of (21d). The overlapping reference that is possible
in the case of want requires an anaphoric control analysis.

We conclude, therefore, that functional control (subject sharing) cannot be the property that
licenses wanna contraction. Subject sharing is therefore not a possible alternative to the Lakoff/Horn
Generalization.

4.2. Local C-Command

Another alternative that has been suggested in the literature (e.g. Bouchard 1984 and Barss 1995)
is that the condition that want locally c-command to obviates the need for the Lakoff/Horn Generaliza-
tion. While we have adopted such a condition on the leftward cliticization of to, the process that underlies
wanna contraction, the claim by Bouchard and Barss is problematic.

This proposal has been made within the context of Government/Binding (or Principles and
Parameters) theory, in which local c-command, under the name government, is taken to be one of the
fundamental structural relations in syntax. The local domain of c-command is said to be delimited by
certain nodes. One of these “barriers to government” is the CP node, and it is this which is taken to block
contraction when the fronted element functions as the subordinate subject.

 (22) a. *Who do you wanna see Pnina? (=2b)
b. … want [CP [IP e to see Pnina]]

Under this analysis, contraction would involve the matrix verb want and the head of the IP embedded
within the CP. The intervening CP node renders the c-command non-local, and contraction is therefore
impossible. Under standard GB assumptions, however, the same configuration would obtain in the case
of grammatical contraction.

 (23) a. Who do you wanna see? (=1b)
b. … want [CP [IP PRO to see e]]

The local c-command analysis of contraction has to therefore make an additional assumption: namely
that control complements are bare IPs:

 (24) … want [IP PRO to see e]

In this structure, there is no CP barrier between want and the IP headed by to, and contraction is therefore
possible.

The viability of the Bouchard/Barss local c-command analysis depends on the plausibility of the
proposed structures, in particular the status of the controlled infinitive as a bare IP and the categorization
of to as an infl. The latter, while standard in the transformational literature, is not obviously correct; Falk
(2001: 154) argues that to is a complementizer. If to is a complementizer, there cannot be any structural
difference between (22b) and (23b); ignoring the positions of possible empty categories, the structures
in question would be:

 (25) a. … want [CP to see Pnina]
b. … want [CP to see]
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5He reports that some speakers pronounce having to as [hæfit�]. Even for those who do not, however, an underlying
form /hæf/ in allomorphic alternation with /hæv/ is not inconceivable; alternatively, there are distinct verbs haf and have.

However, even assuming an infl analysis for to, the analysis of the controlled complement of want as a
bare IP seems dubious: its distribution is that of a CP, not an IP.

 (26) a. [To see Pnina] is what I want.
b. [CP That I might see Pnina] is what I said.
c. *[IP I might see Pnina] is what I said.

 (27) a. I want very much [to see Pnina].
b. I said very loudly [CP that I would see Pnina].
c. *I said very loudly [IP I would see Pnina].

We therefore consider the Bouchard/Barss analysis to be untenable.

4.3. Wanna as a lexical item

It has also been proposed that wanna is a lexeme distinct from want, and that there is no actual
contraction in wanna sentences. If this is correct, syntactic structures are irrelevant to wanna, and what
matters is the nature of the morphological relation between want and wanna. Such analyses have been
proposed by several researchers (for example, Brame 1981: 286 fn 13), but the most thorough argument
for it is that of Pullum (1997). As we will show here, we find Pullum’s argument unconvincing.

The heart of Pullum’s argument is that to contraction is morphologically and phonologically
idiosyncratic. In this respect, the argument mirrors the argument presented by Zwicky and Pullum (1983)
that n’t is an inflectional suffix in contemporary English, and not a contracted form of not. However,
while the argument is quite compelling in the case of n’t, it is more problematic with wanna. We will
discuss the claim of morphological idiosyncrasy first, and then phonological idiosyncracy.

Pullum’s argument for morphological idiosyncracy is that only a limited set of verbs can contract
with to, the ones listed in (20) above. For example, while ought to contracts to oughta, thought to does
not contract to *thoughta. Idiosyncracy of this kind is typical of morphology, not of syntacto-
phonological contraction. However, as we have seen, the situation is more complicated: to obligatorily
attaches, and when it attaches to the left, some verbs allow cliticization. So while it is true that to does
not cliticize to thought the way it does to ought, it does lean on it. Pullum’s proposal that forms like
wanna and oughta are lexically derived is incompatible with the analysis of to presented earlier. Treating
wanna as derived by phonological contraction (cliticization) forms a more harmonic part of an overall
analysis of the phonological properties of infinitival to.

The argument for phonological idiosyncracy is based on the presence of irregular phonological
changes in the form of the host of to. For example, Pullum discusses the devoicing of /v/ in hafta and
observes that in other cases (e.g. Aztec) such devoicing does not occur. However, Pullum also notes that
/hæf/ appears to have become a new underlying form for the verb which forms the core of hafta, at least
for some speakers.5 Similarly, Andrews (1978: 267) suggests that usta and supposta have underlying
voiceless /s/. He reports the following judgments:

 (28) a. Did they [yuws(t)] not to eat pickles?
b. *Did they [yuwz] not to eat pickles?
c. usen’t = [yuwsnt], *[yuwznt]
c. You're [scpowst] not to light the wick until it’s wet.

In other words, at least some of the cases Pullum cites may involve lexical reanalysis of the host, rather
than lexical attachment of to.

The only case which is relevant for testing the Lakoff/Horn Generalization is wanna. The
phonological change in question is the deletion of /t/ after /n/. As Pullum notes, this is not an automatic
phonological rule in English: for example, in wont to (Postal and Pullum 1978: 2) and taunt (Pullum
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6Hudson has not and to in the other order, but this appears to be what he intends.

7This additional empty category is usually referred to as PRO.

1997: 90) there is no deletion of /t/. However, as Pullum himself observes, /nt/ does sometimes at least
optionally reduce to [n] word-internally (as in Santa, twenty, etc.). More importantly, as we observed
above, following Jacobson (1982), this deletion of /t/ is a general property of the verb want. The deletion
of /t/ in wanna is no different than deletion of /t/ in other uses of want, and, contra Pullum, is not an
idiosyncratic phonological result of adding to to want.

A further argument against an analysis in terms of derivational morphology is provided by
Hudson (2006), who observes that the infinitive following wanna can be coordinated with a to infinitive,
a property not shared with bare infinitives. (It is more felicitous without the to, coordinating just the VPs,
which is why Hudson marks the example as “?”.)

 (29) a. I wanna go to sleep and (?to) not wake up until I feel better.
b. He let me go to sleep and (*to) not wake up until I feel better.6

The acceptability of the coordination with a to infinitive is unexpected if wanna is a verb that takes a bare
infinitive complement. However, Hudson’s alternative does not fare much better. Under Hudson’s
account, wanna is the morphophonological realization of the sequence want to, i.e. a morphological unit
which realizes a sequence of two words. For most speakers, this realizational rule is limited to the variety
of want that takes an infinitive and no object; this accounts for the Lakoff/Horn Generalization, but in
a totally ad hoc manner. Hudson justifies the use of a lexical realizational rule on the grounds that
phonological rules should express generalizations, not a phenomenon that is as restricted as wanna
contraction; assuming Pullum's entire list (as he does) it is still a small number of verbs. The place for
such phenomena is in the lexicon. However, as we have seen, the facts of wanna contraction are the
consequence of the interaction of the attachment properties of to, the lexical phonological properties of
want (which are independent of wanna contraction), and the operation of cliticization. Placing the entire
phenomenon in the lexicon leads to loss of generalization, rendering other syntactic consequences of the
attachment properties of to a distinct phenomenon.

The evidence therefore points to a phonosyntactic contraction (cliticization) analysis. There is
no support for a lexical analysis.

5. Consequences

We conclude that, when all the facts are considered, wanna contraction can best be described
in a framework in which the canonical position of the locally licensed function of a fronted element is
occupied by an empty category—a phrasal node which dominates no terminal nodes. This empty element
blocks the leftward cliticization of to onto want for most speakers by breaking the adjacency between
them.

5.1. Other Empty Categories

It was in the early Principles and Parameters rhetoric that the idea that wanna contraction
provides evidence for empty categories was first raised. However, already in some of the earliest
literature on the matter, it was observed that not all postulated empty categories block wanna contraction.
The structure assumed in Principles and Parameters for (1), for example, is (30).

 (30) [who do you want [e to see e]]

The second empty category in (30) is the one we have been discussing. However, there is another empty
element in this hypothesized structure, occupying the canonical position of the controlled subject of see.7

This empty element, no less than the one in (2), intervenes between want and to. If the inability of most
speakers to contract in (2) is evidence for the empty category, their ability to contract in (1)/(30) is
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evidence against the presence of an empty category in that position. Similarly, as originally noted by
Postal and Pullum (1978), the other verbs listed in (20) are Raising verbs: in Raising constructions yet
another empty category is hypothesized in Principles and Parameters, and this one also does not block
contraction.

We must also consider auxiliary contraction, in particular the contraction of is. As shown in the
following examples from Carden (1983: 45), auxiliaries can contract over the canonical position of the
subject in long-distance dependency constructions.

(31) a. Who do you think’s gonna win?
b. Jack is the man that I bet’s gonna win.

On the assumption that long-distance dependency constructions always have an empty category in the
canonical position of the locally licensed function, these sentences should have the following
representations.

(32) a. Who do you think [e is gonna win]?
b. Jack is the man that I bet [e is gonna win].

However, the presence of empty categories such as these ought to block contraction for the same speakers
for whom wanna contraction is blocked by empty categories. The possibility of contraction thus indicates
the absence of an empty category preceding is in these sentences:

(33) a. Who do you think [is gonna win]?
b. Jack is the man that I bet [is gonna win].

The difference between these cases and the earlier ones involving wanna is that in the previous cases the
locally licensed function of the fronted element is arguably object (assuming a Raising-to-Object analysis
for want), while in the auxiliary contraction cases the fronted element bears no locally licensed function
other than subject. The conclusion that we draw from these facts is that when the locally licensed
function of a fronted element is subject, there is no empty category in its canonical position. To
summarize, the motivated structures are the following:

 (34) a. Who do you want [CP to see e]?
b. Who do you want e [CP to see Pnina]?
c. Who do you think [IP is going to win]?

The conclusion, then, is that long-distance dependency constructions involve the use of empty
constituent structure in the canonical structural position of the locally licensed function, unless this
function is “subject”. This conclusion converges with similar proposals made in other studies, such as
Gazdar (1981) and Falk (2006). However, it clashes sharply with the view in the P&P tradition.

To summarize: Pronominal empty categories and empty categories for “NP movement”
constructions do not exist, and neither do empty categories in canonical subject position even for long-
distance dependency constructions.

5.2. Constraint-Based Syntax

Constraint-based theories of syntax are not inconsistent with the existence of empty categories,
as can be seen by examining such studies as Gazdar (1981), Kaplan and Bresnan (1982), Zaenen (1983),
Gazdar, Klein, Pullum, and Sag (1984), Pollard and Sag (1994), Bresnan (1995, 2001), Falk (2001), and
Culicover and Jackendoff (2005). However, there is a natural suspicion of empty categories among
people working in such frameworks. As Dalrymple (2001: 415) puts it,

Further work will reveal … whether incontrovertible evidence exists for traces, gaps, or
empty phrase structure categories. In the absence of such evidence, a simpler and more
parsimonious theory of long-distance dependencies results if traces [i.e. empty
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8As a student of mine once blurted out in class: “If you assume traces, you may as well be doing GB!”

9We will not address the question of how speakers recognize empty categories if they cannot be heard. In our view it
is tautological that if it can be shown that empty categories exist, the parsing mechanism for hypothesizing them must also exist.
Similarly, we do not consider it a problem that in languages with freer constituent order than English the empty category could
occupy more than one linear position in the c-structure. There may be principles that restrict its linear position (such as a principle
that places lighter elements before heavier ones); if not, what results is a case of innocuous structural ambiguity.

categories] are not allowed.

This suspicion stems in part from a perception that the P&P tradition shows that once empty categories
are recognized, there is a tendency for the inventory of empty categories to grow in an unconstrained
fashion.8 As with all elements that are not overt in the actual utterance, these empty categories are prone
to such unconstrained proliferation, as well as posing issues of parsing and the like.9 For this reason,
many studies in constraint-based approaches have championed non-empty-category approaches to long-
distance dependency constructions (see, for example, Kaplan and Zaenen 1989, Sag and Fodor 1994,
Ginzburg and Sag 2000, Bouma, Malouf, and Sag 2001, Dalrymple 2001, and Dalrymple, Kaplan, and
King 2001).

The empirical evidence confirms the suspicion of empty categories up to a point. It is striking
that the evidence points to the nonexistence of empty categories in so many of the contexts in which they
have been hypothesized. Our proposal is that while empty categories are allowed, they are a dispreferred
last resort. As noted by Bresnan (2001), the last-resort status of empty categories is a consequence of the
principle of Economy of Expression, under which syntactic nodes are present only when needed to
license grammatical f-structures or for their semantic content. Empty categories have no semantic
content, so their only possible role is in licensing grammatical f-structures. If an alternative method is
available for licensing the same f-structure, the use of an empty category will be blocked by Economy
of Expression. The last-resort nature of empty categories explains the empirical evidence of their rather
limited distribution.

Most of the constructions for which empty categories have been proposed are lexical
constructions, for which empty categories are unnecessary. The only confirmed cases of empty categories
have been in long-distance dependency constructions. Long distance dependency constructions, unlike
the other constructions for which empty categories have been proposed, are not argument-realization
constructions and thus not lexical. Instead, they are multifunctionality constructions in which an
argument is paired with a non-argument function. In sentences such as the following, for example, the
sole argument function of the NP Pnina is as subject or oblique object of the verb spoke, just as it would
be in an ordinary non-LDD sentence. The reason that the NP appears at the beginning of the sentence is
because it has an additional discourse-related function. This additional function is not a result of the
argument status of Pnina; instead, it is related to the discourse in which the sentence is embedded. 

 (35) a. Pnina, I said that you think spoke to us
b. Pnina, I said that you think we spoke to.

The fact that this is not an argumenthood-related phenomenon is reinforced by the fact that adjuncts can
also be assigned this additional discourse function.

 (36) a. When do you think the plane will arrive?
b. How did Yoni say he would fix the sink?

Assimilating LDD constructions to lexically-based constructions would force us to represent adjuncts
as part of the lexical selectional properties of verbs, as is done by Bouma, Malouf, and Sag (2001) in an
HPSG analysis.

Given that LDD constructions are not lexical and that Universal Grammar allows them, there
must be some non-lexical mechanism for licensing them. One possibility would be for the clause in
which the “fronted” element is located to include an outside-in equation stating that this discourse-
function-bearing element bears some grammatical function in a clause arbitrarily far down: outside-in
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10More precisely, they must reference the pivot, roughly in the sense of studies of ergativity such as Dixon (1994). For
the purposes of the present study, this distinction is unnecessary, so the text will refer to the more familiar concept of subject.

functional uncertainty:

 (37) a. (↑ FOCUS) = (↑ COMP* SUBJ)
b. (↑ FOCUS) = (↑ COMP* OBJ)

However, while (37a) is unproblematic, (37b) runs afoul of the theory of subjecthood proposed by Falk
(2006). According to Falk’s theory, functional equations are not free to reference any element in a lower
clause: they are limited to referencing the subject.10 This limitation, which is justified on conceptual
grounds, is responsible for the restriction of functional controllees to subjects. Just as the lower element
in a control equation is limited to SUBJ, the lower element in an LDD-licensing functional uncertainty
equation is limited to SUBJ.

If this line of argumentation is correct, Universal Grammar faces a problem: how to license LDD
constructions in which the locally-licensed grammatical function is not SUBJ. The only possibility left
is an equation associated with an element of the lower clause, an inside-out equation, which would have
to be associated with the node representing the locally-licensed function. Since there is no lexical content
to fill such a node, the result is an empty category: the only means available to Universal Grammar to
license the construction.

Despite our endorsement above of the view expressed by Bresnan (2001) that the last-resort
status of empty categories is a consequence of LFG’s Economy of Expression principle, our approach
differs crucially  from Bresnan’s. For Bresnan, inside-out functional uncertainty is necessitated in
languages like English to identify the locally licensed function of the fronted element because of the lack
of morphological devices such as Case; languages in which such morphological marking exists do not
use empty categories. Under the present approach, all languages need empty categories to license non-
subject LDD constructions because of the restriction of the lower end of an outside-in designator to SUBJ,
regardless of the morphological devices available in the language.

The last-resort view of empty categories, combined with a distinction between lexical and
constructional phenomena and Falk’s theory of subjecthood, results in a situation in which empty
categories are present only in non-subject LDD constructions. This agrees with the results of our
empirical investigation into the distribution of empty categories.
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Abstract 

 
This paper presents a formal analysis of the verb copy construction in Modern Chinese.  Unlike 
the previous analyses, in which this construction is analyzed as a single-headed structure with the 
second VP as the head and the first VP as an adjunct, our analysis treats the verb copy 
construction as a coordinated VP, with each VP as a co-head.  We further propose that the first 
VP subsumes the following VPs in this construction.  We also show that this alternative approach 
can successfully capture and explain all of the three key properties that characterize this 
construction. 
 
1    Introduction 

 
This paper presents a formal analysis of the verb copy construction (VCC) in the framework of 
LFG (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982, Bresnan 2001, Dalrymple 2001), and this section provides an 
overview of the VCC and its key properties in Modern Chinese. 

The verb copy construction in Modern Chinese refers to a construction in which the verb 
must be duplicated before its post-verbal adjunct (such as an adverbial phrase), in the presence of 
at least one other post-verbal constituent (such as an object).  For example:  
 
(1) a. 张三  学 中文  学 得 很 好。 
          ZhangSan xue zhongwen xue de hen hao 
          ZhangSan study Chinese  study DE1 very well 
 ‘ZhangSan studies/studied Chinese very well’ 
 
    b. *张三  学 中文  得 很 好。 
          ZhangSan xue zhongwen de hen hao 
          ZhangSan study Chinese  DE very well 
 
The contrast between (1a) and (1b) shows that the verb xue ‘study’ must be duplicated before its 
post-verbal adjunct de hen hao ‘very well’, in the presence of the object zhongwen ‘Chinese’. 

(1a) and (2) below represent a typical type of VCC in Modern Chinese, with the word order 
Verb-Object-Verb-Post-Verbal Adjunct.  The post-verbal adjunct can be an adverbial phrase (as 
illustrated in (1a)), but it can be another category as well.  For example, 
 
(2) 张三 学 中文  学 了 三 年。 
     ZhangSan xue zhongwen xue le hen hao 
     ZhangSan study Chinese  study ASP three year 

‘ZhangSan have studied Chinese for three years’ 
 
In (2), the post-verbal adjunct consists of a noun phrase san nian ‘three years’. 

Previous studies (C. Li 1975, Huang 1982, Gouguet 2004, 2006, etc.) addressing this 
construction have focused exclusively on this particular type, in which the first verb is followed 
by an object, and the verb is duplicated only once.  However, this is by no means the only type of 
the verb copy construction, as shown by (3). 
 
 

                                                
1 In this paper, DE is a marker for introducing post-verbal adjuncts in Modern Chinese; ASP stands for 
‘aspect marker’; CL stands for ‘classifier’. 
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(3) a. 张三  玩 了 一 天 玩 得 很 累。 
     ZhangSan wan le yi tian wan de hen lei 
     ZhangSan play ASP one day play DE very tired 

‘ZhangSan played for a day and was/is tired.’ 
 

    b. 我  送 他 这 件 礼物 送 得 很 好。  
        wo   song ta zhe jian liwu  song de hen hao  
        I  give him this CL gift give DE very well  

 ‘I gave him this gift and it turned out to be a very good idea.’ 
 

    c. 他   玩 游戏 玩 了 一 天 玩 得 很 累。 
   ta   wan youxi wan le yi tian wan de hen lei 
   he   play game play ASP one day play DE very tired 
   ‘He played games for a day and was/is tired.’ 
 

    d.* 我 送 他 送 这 件 礼物 送 得 很 好。  
         wo song ta song zhe jian liwu  song de hen hao  
           I  give him give this CL gift give DE very well  
 
(3a-c) are all examples of the VCC.  However, note that in (3a), both verbs are followed by a 
post-verbal adjunct instead of an object in the first VP.  In (3b), the first verb is followed by two 
objects instead of just one, and in (3c), the verb is duplicated more than once. 

Previous studies have also focused on the idea that the VCC in Chinese is motivated by a 
condition on VP that the verb can only have one complement (C. Li 1975, Y. Li 1985, Dai 1992).  
Examples such as (3b) apparently do not support this claim, and in fact, the verb cannot be 
duplicated before the second object, as shown in (3d). 

Instead, the correct generalization is that the first VP in the VCC must contain ALL the overt 
internal arguments of the verb (if there is any internal argument at all), and the next VP(s) contain 
only single post-verbal adjuncts (Fang 2005).  Therefore, the ditransitive verb song ‘give’ in (3b) 
cannot be duplicated before the second object, and both objects have to be contained in the first 
VP (see *(3d)).  The internal argument youxi ‘game’ in (3c) has to be in the first VP as well (and 
not simply in any of the (other) VPs). 

Similarly, because both the object yi ben shu ‘a book’ and the oblique zai zhuo shang ‘on the 
desk’ are internal arguments of the verb fang ‘put’ in (4), the verb cannot be duplicated before the 
oblique, as shown by the contrast between (4a) and (4b).  However, it must be duplicated before 
the post-verbal adjunct if present, as shown in (4c). 
 
(4)a. 张三  放 了 一 本 书 在 桌 上。 
         ZhangSan  fang le yi ben shu zai zhuo shang 
         ZhangSan  put ASP one CL book at desk top 
 ‘ZhangSan put a book on the desk.’ 
 
    b.* 张三  放 了 一 本 书 放 在 桌 上。 
         ZhangSan  fang le yi ben shu fang zai zhuo shang 
         ZhangSan  put ASP one CL book put at desk top 
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    c. 张三   放 了 一 本 书 在    桌     上  放     了     很     久。 
         ZhangSan   fang le yi ben shu zai   zhuo  shang fang  le      hen   jiu  
         ZhangSan   put ASP one CL book at     desk   top     put    ASP  very long 
 ‘ZhangSan put a book on the desk, and he left it there for a long time.’ 
   

In contrast, other VPs in the VCC, which do not contain internal arguments, must contain 
only one post-verbal adjunct, and the verb must be duplicated before each post-verbal adjunct if 
there is more than one post-verbal adjunct, as shown in (3a) and (3c). 

To summarize, the VCC in Modern Chinese can be schematized as follows. 
 
(5) The Verb Copy Construction Schema 
 

First VP:  Verb Object(s)/Post-verbal Adjunct      
      then 

Second VP: Verb  Post-verbal Adjunct  
     iterating to 
Nth VP:  Verb Post-verbal Adjunct  

 
It is also important to point out that this construction has the following three key properties (i-

iii) below.  The third property has not been mentioned yet, but is crucial in diagnosing the right 
analysis for the VCC. 
 

(i) The VP involving object(s), if it occurs, must occur before any other VP(s) involving 
a post-verbal adjunct in the VCC.  In other words, the order in the VCC exhibits a 
type of asymmetry, namely, object(s) must precede post-verbal adjunct(s), as shown 
by the contrast between (6a) and (6b). 

 
(6) a. 张三  弹 钢琴  弹 得 很 好。 
           ZhangSan tan gangqin  tan de hen hao 
           ZhangSan play piano  play DE very well 
 ‘ZhangSan plays piano very well.’ 
 
      b. *张三  弹 得 很 好 弹 钢琴。 
            ZhangSan tan de hen hao  tan gangqin  
            ZhangSan play DE very well  play piano  
 

(ii) VCC can be extended to multiple verb copying cases, as shown in (3c), repeated 
below as (7). 

 
(7) 他   玩 游戏 玩 了 一 天 玩 得 很 累。 

 ta   wan youxi wan le yi tian wan de hen lei 
 he   play game play ASP one day play DE very tired 
‘He played games for a day and was/is tired.’ 

 
(iii) Object extraction from the first VP is allowed in the VCC, but only if the first VP 

contains another object, as illustrated by the contrast between (8a) and (8b). 
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(8)a. 这     件 礼物 我 送 他   <gap> 送    得    很 好 。 
       zhe   jian liwu     wo song  ta   <gap> song de    hen hao 
       this   CL gift        I give  him <gap> give  DE  very good 

‘I gave him this gift and (it turned out to be) very good.’ 
 

   b. * 钢琴  张三  弹 <gap>   弹 得 很 好。 
          gangqin  ZhangSan tan <gap>   tan      de  hen     hao 
           piano     ZhangSan play      <gap>    play    DE  very   well 
 

These three properties are key aspects of the VCC in Modern Chinese, and it is the goal of 
this paper to provide a formal analysis of this construction that can capture and explain all of 
these properties.  Previous analyses of this construction are reviewed in section 2, and we then 
present our alternative analysis in section 3. 
 
2    Previous Analyses 
 
In previous approaches (Huang 1982, Gouguet 2004, 2006), the VCC is analyzed as a single-
headed structure; the second VP is the head and the first VP is an adjunct, either base-generated 
or created as a movement copy.  However, these approaches cannot capture and explain all of the 
three key properties of the VCC presented above. 

Huang (1982) proposes that the VCC in Modern Chinese is a single-headed construction, and 
the second VP is the main predicate.  He also proposes that the first VP is the adjunct of the 
second VP in a VCC, as shown in (9). 
 
(9)          VP (VCC) 

 
VP1 (adjunct VP)  VP2 (head VP) 

 
 
   tan gangqin   tan de hen hao 
   play piano   play DE very well 
 

Huang’s analysis does not capture the three key properties of the VCC.  First of all, it does 
not explain the word order asymmetry, namely, the object(s), if it occurs, must occur before the 
post-verbal adjunct(s).  It is unclear how Huang’s analysis would prevent the VP tan gangqin 
‘play piano’ from being generated as the head VP and  the VP tan de hen hao ‘play very well’ 
from becoming the adjunct, as shown in (10). 
 
(10)      * VP (VCC) 
  
   VP (adjunct VP)  VP (head VP) 
 
   

     tan de hen hao             tan gangqin 
       play very well             play piano 
 

In fact, a syntactic representation like (10) would more closely match the semantics of the 
VCC, given that semantically, the VP with a post-verbal adjunct serves as the modifier of the VP 
with an object, and normally, the modifier of a VP would map into the adjunct position.  
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It is also unclear how Huang’s analysis can accommodate cases such as (7), in which the verb 
is duplicated more than once.  In his study, only cases in which the verb is duplicated once are 
considered. 

Huang’s analysis is further challenged by the object extraction facts illustrated in (8) 
(repeated below as (11)). 
 
(11)a. 这    件 礼物 我 送 他   <gap> 送    得    很 好。 
          zhe   jian liwu     wo song  ta   <gap> song de    hen hao 
          this   CL gift        I give  him <gap> give  DE  very good 

   ‘I gave him this gift and (it turned out to be) very good.’ 
 

     b. * 钢琴  张三  弹 <gap>   弹 得 很 好。 
          gangqin  ZhangSan tan <gap>   tan      de  hen     hao 
           piano     ZhangSan play      <gap>    play    DE  very   well 
 
(11a) contradicts the Adjunct Island Constraint (part of the CED, Huang 1982) which prohibits 
the extraction of an element from an adjunct.  Furthermore, any movement approach that allows 
(11a) would have to allow (11b), which would obviously be an undesirable result.  In fact, the 
contrast between (11a) and (11b) shows that any phrase structure constraint on VP in Modern 
Chinese makes reference only to overt structure (c-structure in LFG).  As far as we can see, every 
movement-based analysis must incorrectly generate (11b):  we know that movement out of the 
first VP is possible, somehow, due to (11a), and therefore we would also expect the base structure 
of (11b) to be generated by the grammar (it is grammatical if gangqin ‘piano’ remains in situ), 
with movement then giving the surface form in (11b). 

Gouguet (2004, 2006) also treats the VCC as a single-headed construction.  He proposes that 
the VCC in Modern Chinese is derived from VP movement and head movement, as illustrated 
below. 
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(12)   vP2 
  

 VP    vP 
 
V  DPobj  (DPsubj) vP 
 
     v  FP3 
 
    V        v Post-Verbal FP 
       Adjunct 
           
       le/de  F  VP 
 
            V  DPobj 
 
 
tan  gangqin  tan   de hen hao 
play  piano  play   DE very well 
 

According to Gouguet, (12) represents the structure and the derivational process of a VCC 
such as tan gangqin tan de hen hao ‘play piano play very well’.  The V moves first as a head, 
adjoining to v, and then the whole VP, including the V and the object, moves to the sister position 
(the adjunct position) of the vP.  After these two movements, the original VP is deleted 
(unpronounced) and the new VCC is derived.  

If the VCC is derived through the movement process described above, it is obvious that the 
object must precede the second verb and the post-verbal adjunct.  Therefore, Gouguet’s analysis 
does predict the asymmetry between the object and the post-verbal adjunct in the VCC.  
However, Gouguet’s analysis ignores an important fact of the VCC, which is that a VCC in 
Modern Chinese does not necessarily involve a VP with an object.  For example: 
 
(13)   他 玩 了 一 天 玩 得 很 累。 

     ta wan le yi tian wan de hen lei 
     he play ASP one day play DE very tired 
    ‘He played for a day and was/is tired.’ 

 
In this type of VCC, both the first and the second verb take a post-verbal adjunct.  Because in 

Gouguet’s analysis all post-verbal adjuncts appear in the SPEC (specifier) position of FP as 
shown in (12), it is unclear how this type of VCC can be derived through the movement 
mechanism described.  Furthermore, the motivation for the VP movement remains unclear, as 
acknowledged by Gouguet himself. 
 

                                                
2 According to the Little v Hypothesis (Kratzer 1996), external arguments such as agent subjects are not 
assigned directly by a verb but rather by a silent “light verb” acting as a secondary predicate.  This silent 
“light verb” is notated as a little v in syntactic theories adopting this hypothesis. 
 
3 In Gouguet (2004, 2006), post-verbal adjuncts merge into the SPEC (specifier) position of FP, which is a 
higher projection containing VP. 
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In addition, Gouguet’s approach does not capture and explain the other two key properties of 
the VCC: multiple verb copying cases such as (7) and object extraction facts illustrated in (11)4 
pose the same challenges to Gouguet as they do to Huang (1982). 

Our paper provides an alternative analysis in the framework of LFG for the VCC in Modern 
Chinese, which can capture and explain all of the relevant properties.  Our analysis is discussed in 
the next section. 
 
3    Our Approach 
 
Based on historical evidence, facts of aspect attachment, adjunct distribution and negation scope 
in the VCC, we propose that the VCC should be analyzed as a double/multiple-headed 
coordinated VP, with each VP as a co-head.  These four pieces of evidence are presented in 3.1. 
 
3.1    Evidence Supporting VCC as a Coordinated VP 

 
3.1.1    Historical Evidence 
 
In the history of Chinese, the VCC (the ‘V(erb) O(bject) V(erb) (post-verbal) A(djunct)’ pattern) 
did not emerge until the Early-Modern Chinese period (1001-1900).  Instead, it was the ‘V(erb) 
O(bject) (post-verbal) A(djunct)’ pattern that was commonly used until the 5th century.  For 
example, 
 
(14) 讀     書 百  遍（而義自見）。(VOA) 
       du      shu bai  bian 
      read    book one hundred time 
       ‘Read a book a hundred times.’ 
    (《三國志》San Guo Zhi (265-316)) 
  

However, this VOA pattern started to decline after the 5th century, and by the time the VOVA 
pattern emerged, the VOA had almost completely disappeared.   

Fang (2006) proposes that the decline of the VOA pattern and the rise of the VOVA pattern 
(VCC) are triggered by the development of VA compound verbs (such as 打死 da-si ‘beat to 
death’).  According to Fang, this hypothesis is supported by the fact that the development of VA 
compound verbs coincides with the decline of the VOA and the rise of the VAO in Chinese 
history, as demonstrated by the graph below. 
 

                                                
4 According to Gouguet’s analysis, the first VP is the adjunct and the second VP is the head VP in the VCC.  
This is because the second verb is derived through head movement whereas the first verb is derived through 
VP movement to an adjunct position.   
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Increased use of the VA compound verbs introduces a pattern pressure on A in the sense that 
the favored position for A is the position directly associated with the V, and this leads to the rise 
of VAO pattern.  However, the VAO pattern is not the perfect replacement for the declining VOA 
pattern for the following two reasons: first, the VA in the VAO must be a compound verb, 
however, not all of the A in the VOA pattern can form a compound verb with the V; second, the 
A in the VAO is not the information focus whereas the A in the VOA is.  The development of the 
VA compound verbs seems to introduce a syntactic and pragmatic conflict on the VOA pattern: 
syntactically the A is supposed to directly associated with the V, however, pragmatically the A is 
supposed to remain in final position, because it is the information focus, and the default position 
for information focus is final position. 

Fang proposes that the reason of the VCC (VOVA pattern)’s emergence is precisely because 
the VOVA pattern can reconcile the syntactic and pragmatic conflicts developed on the VOA 
pattern due to the increased use of VA compound verbs.  In the VOVA pattern, the A is directly 
associated with the V, and meanwhile, it remains in final position, the default position for 
information focus. 

Fang also proposes that that the VCC in Modern Chinese emerged from two independently 
well-formed VPs in a context such as (15). 
 
(15) (NPi) VO,  t i  V得de A 
 
In (15), the two VPs serve as the main predicate of two different clauses, in which the subject of 
the second clause is pro-dropped and co-indexed with the subject of the first clause, as 
exemplified in (16).   
 
(16) (當日武松歡喜)  飲   酒，   吃5           得 大 醉  
             yin   jiu,      chi                  de da zui 
            drink     wine    drink              DE very drunk 
‘(Wu, Song) drunk wine until he was very drunk.’ (《水滸傳》 Shui Hu Zhuan 13th -14th century) 
 

Over time, the comma (the pause) separating these two VPs disappeared for reasons such as 
fast speaking speed, and the two clauses were reanalyzed as one.  This reanalysis process 
produced a new pattern as shown in (17) below, in which the original two predicative VPs are 

                                                
5 吃 chi ‘drink’ and 飲 yin ‘drink’ are synonyms in (16). 
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reanalyzed as elements of one predicate: a VCC.  (18) is such an example in the same book in 
which (16) is found. 
 
(17) VOV得de A 
 
(18) (這胖和尚不時來我店中，)   吃 酒 吃        得    大 醉，   
             chi jiu         chi       de    da zui 
          drink wine     drink    DE  very        drunk 
‘(This fat monk) drank wine until he was very drunk.’ (《水滸傳》 Shui Hu Zhuan 13th -14th century) 
 

Post-verbal adjuncts introduced by de ‘DE’ are the earliest type of post-verbal adjunct 
appearing in the VCC.  Over time, other types of post-verbal adjuncts also started to occur in the 
VCC, as shown in (19).  By the time of the late Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), the VCC had already 
been fully developed. 
 
(19) 请     人        请       到  四 五 次 
      qing    ren          qing     dao  si wu ci 
    invite  people     invite   ASP  four five time 
‘(…) invited people four or five times.’ (《卢太学诗酒傲公侯》Lu taixue shi jiu ao gonghou 14th -17th century) 
 

This historical process clearly shows that the two VPs forming the VCC are equal elements of 
the VCC and thus supports our analysis of the VCC as a coordinated VP in Modern Chinese. 

In addition to the historical evidence, facts regarding the aspect attachment, adjunct 
distribution and negation scope in the VCC also support analyzing it as a coordinated VP.  These 
facts are discussed in the following sub-sections. 
 
3.1.2    Aspect Attachment  
 
The fact that the perfective aspect marker le can appear in either the first VP or the second VP or 
both in a VCC also suggests that each VP is a head, because the perfective le is only attached to 
heads in Modern Chinese.  For example:  
 
(20) a. 张三  弹 钢琴  弹 了 很 久。 
           ZhangSan tan gangqin  tan le hen jiu 
           ZhangSan play piano  play ASP very long 
 ‘ZhangSan played piano for a very long time.’ 
 
       b. 张三  弹 了 一 天 弹 得 很 累。 

      ZhangSan tan le yi tian tan de hen lei 
      ZhangSan play ASP one day play DE very tired 

‘ZhangSan played for a day and was/is tired.’ 
 

      c. 张三       弹     了 一 天 弹 了 一 百     遍。 
    ZhangSan      tan     le yi tian tan le yi bai     bian 

  ZhangSan     play  ASP one day play ASP one hundred   time 
    ‘ZhangSan played for a day and played one hundred times.’ 

 
It is true that the aspect marker le tends not to occur in the VP involving object(s) (as shown 

in (21)), which would be the first VP in the VCC if it occurs, and Huang (1982) view this fact as 
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evidence that the first VP in the VCC is an adjunct rather than a head VP.  However, as shown by 
(20b) and (20c), it is not true that the aspect marker cannot occur in the first VP in the VCC.  We 
believe that the real reason why the aspect marker tends not to appear in the VP involving 
object(s) is because the VP involving object(s) must serve as a topic in the VCC (Cui 2003), and 
aspect markers do not normally appear in the topic. 
 
(21) *张三  弹 了 钢琴  弹 很 久。 
         ZhangSan  tan le gangqin  tan hen jiu 
         ZhangSan  play ASP piano  play very long 
 
3.1.3    Adjunct Distribution 
 
Normally, an adjunct of a VP can only be distributed to the head of that VP, but not to another 
adjunct of that VP.  For example: 
 
(21) ZhangSan studied Chinese very well in Beijing. 
 
In (21), the adjunct ‘in Beijing’ is distributed to the head VP ‘studied Chinese’, but not to the 
adjunct ‘very well’.   

However, the adjunct of a VCC in Modern Chinese must be distributed to all the VPs.  For 
example: 
 
(22) 张三    在 北京     学     汉语  学 得 很 好。 
       ZhangSan     zai Beijing     xue     hanyu xue de hen hao 
       ZhangSan     in  Beijing     study   Chinese study DE very well 
       ‘ZhangSan studied Chinese very well in Beijing.’ 
 
(22) entails both ‘ZhangSan studied Chinese in Beijing’ and ‘ZhangSan studied very well in 
Beijing’, which suggests that the adjunct zai Beijing ‘in Beijing’ is distributed to both VPs.  Thus 
both VPs are heads rather than one being an adjunct of the whole VCC: xue hanyu xue de hen hao 
‘study Chinese study very well’. 
 
3.1.4    Negation 

 
A negator such as mei ‘not’ cannot appear before the first VP in the VCC; however, it can appear 
before the second VP, as shown by the contrast between (23a) and (23b). 
 
(23) a. *他 没 学        汉语  学      好。(*neg+VOVA) 
  ta mei xue hanyu  xue    hao 
  he not study Chinese  study well 
 
       b.  他 学        汉语  没 学      好。(VO+neg+VA) 
 ta xue hanyu  mei xue    hao 
 he study Chinese  not study well 
 ‘He studied Chinese, but did not study well.’ 
 

Analyzing the VCC as a coordinated VP provides an explanation for this contrast, for the 
following reason.  When it appears before the coordination, mei ‘not’ scopes over the entire 
construction, for example: 
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(24) 张三 没 批评  责备 李四。 
       ZhangSan mei piping  zebei lisi 
       ZhangSan not criticize  blame LiSi 
 ‘ZhangSan did not criticize and blame LiSi.’ 
 
As shown in (24), the negator mei ‘not’ is distributed to both piping ‘criticize’ and zebei ‘blame’, 
and (24) entails both ‘ZhangSan did not criticize LiSi’ and ‘ZhangSan did not blame LiSi’. 

Returning now to (23a), if it involves a coordinated VP, the negator mei ‘not’ will distribute 
to both xue hanyu ‘study Chinese’ and xue hao ‘study well’ in (23a); the ill-formedness is exactly 
due to this negator distribution.  The first part, ta mei xue hanyu ‘he not study Chinese’ entails 
that ‘he did not study at all’.  However, ta mei xue hao ‘he not study well’ entails that ‘he studied 
(but did not study well)’, and these two entailments conflict.  Therefore, (23a) is ill-formed due to 
an entailment conflict introduced by the negator distribution, which is in turn because the VCC is 
a coordinated VP construction. 

By contrast, the negator is placed after the first VP and so only scopes over the second VP in 
(23b). Then both VPs in (23b) entail that ‘he studied Chinese’, and there is no entailment conflict. 
 
3.2    VCC as a Special Type of  Coordinated VP 
 
Based on the evidence presented in section 3.1, we propose that the VCC is analyzed as a 
double/multiple-headed coordinated VP, with each VP as a co-head, as shown in (25). 
 
(25) VP(VCC)  →    VP  VP +. 
        ↓ ∈ ↑ ↓ ∈ ↑  
 

We further propose that the first VP stands in a subsumption relation (Zaenen and Kaplan 
2002, 2003) to every other VP.  Making the first VP subsume other VPs makes the first VP more 
general than every other VP in the VCC, which captures an observation in previous studies (Cui 
2003, etc.) that the first VP serves pragmatically as the secondary topic, and the other VPs 
involving post-verbal adjuncts serve as the comment to the first VP.  For example, 
 
(26) 张三     学     汉语  学 得 很 好。 
       ZhangSan      xue     hanyu xue de hen hao 
       ZhangSan     study      Chinese study DE very well 
       ‘ZhangSan studied Chinese very well.’ 
 
In (26), xue hanyu ‘study Chinese’ serves as the secondary topic and xue de hen hao ‘studied very 
well’ serves as the comment to the first VP and provides more specific information about the 
topic: the result of ‘study Chinese’.  In this sense, the first VP is more general and subsumes 
every other VP in the VCC. 

Technically, this subsumption relation can be achieved by making the first VP the head of the 
entire VCC6, as shown in (27).   
 
(27) VP(VCC)  →    VP  VP +. 
          ↓ ∈ ↑ ↓ ∈ ↑  
        ↓= ↑    
 
(27) captures and explains all of the three key properties of the VCC discussed in section 1. 

                                                
6 Thanks to Ron Kaplan for this solution. 
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First of all, the VCC cases in which the verb is copied more than once (such as (28)) follow 

in a straightforward way. 
 
(28) 他    玩 游戏 玩 了 一 天 玩 得 很      累。 

   ta   wan youxi wan le yi tian wan de hen     lei 
   he    play game play ASP one day play DE very   tired 
   ‘He played games for a day and was/is tired.’ 

 
Following (27), (28) is simply a coordinated VP with three conjuncts, as illustrated in (29). 
 
(29)                 VP 

 
 

VP1         VP2   VP3 
  ↓∈↑          ↓∈↑   ↓∈↑ 
             ↓=↑ 
 
 
          

         wan youxi   wan le yi tian         wan de hen lei 
          play game   play-ASP one day        play De very tired 
 

Second, our approach predicts the constituent order asymmetry in the VCC.  Specifically, the 
VP involving object(s) must occur before any VP involving a post-verbal adjunct, as shown by 
(6), repeated below as (30). 
 
(30) a. 张三  弹 钢琴  弹 得 很 好。 
           ZhangSan tan gangqin  tan de hen hao 
           ZhangSan play piano  play DE very well 
 ‘ZhangSan plays piano very well.’ 
 
       b. *张三  弹 得 很 好 弹 钢琴。 
            ZhangSan tan de hen hao  tan gangqin  
            ZhangSan play DE very well     play piano  
 

(27) requires that all of the verbs in the VCC must share the subcategorization frame of the 
first VP.  Therefore, (30b) is ruled out either by the Completeness Condition of LFG (Kaplan and 
Bresnan 1982), as the first VP is locally incomplete, see (31); or by the Coherence Condition of 
LFG (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982), as the object in the second VP is ungoverned, see (32). 
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(31): blocked by (27) 
   
               PRED  ‘tan  < SUBJ OBJ>’ 
  SUBJ  [PRED ‘ZhangSan’] 
  ADJUNCT [PRED ‘de hen hao’]  
     OBJ     
      Incomplete VP1   
     
  PRED  ‘tan  < SUBJ OBJ>’ 
  SUBJ  [PRED ‘ZhangSan’] 
    OBJ  [PRED ‘gangqin’] 
  ADJUNCT [PRED ‘de hen hao’]              
          
(32): blocked by (27) 
   
               PRED  ‘tan  < SUBJ >’ 
  SUBJ  [PRED ‘ZhangSan’] 
    ADJUNCT [PRED ‘de hen hao’]  
                 
     
  PRED  ‘tan  < SUBJ >’ 
  SUBJ  [PRED ‘ZhangSan’] 
    OBJ  [PRED ‘gangqin’] 
  ADJUNCT [PRED ‘de hen hao’]             
          Incoherent VP2       
 
 

In contrast, even though the second verb tan ‘play’ in (30a) does not have a local object, its 
VP is complete, as the VP’s information is subsumed by that of the first VP, which is complete, 
as shown in (33). 
 
(33): f-structure of (30a) 
 
  PRED  ‘xue  < SUBJ OBJ>’ 
  SUBJ  [PRED ‘ZhangSan’] 
    OBJ  [PRED ‘hanyu’] 
     
    PRED  ‘xue  < SUBJ OBJ>’ 
  SUBJ  [PRED ‘ZhangSan’] 
    OBJ  [PRED ‘hanyu’] 
  ADJUNCT [PRED ‘de hen hao’] 
 
 

Finally, the object extraction facts in the VCC (as shown in (8), repeated below as (34)) are 
explained by the C-structure constraints on Chinese VPs. 
 
(34)a. 这  件 礼物   我 送 他   <gap> 送    得    很 好。 
          zhe jian liwu       wo song  ta   <gap> song de    hen hao 
          this CL gift        I give  him <gap> give  DE  very good 

   ‘I gave him this gift and (it turned out to be) very good.’ 
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     b. * 钢琴  张三  弹 <gap>   弹 得 很 好。 
          gangqin  ZhangSan tan <gap>   tan      de  hen     hao 
           piano     ZhangSan play    <gap>    play    DE  very   well 
 

Each Chinese VP is internally as simple as possible (an Economy constraint; see Peck and 
Sells (2006)).  Yet each VP must consist of V and a sister X where X can be internal argument(s) 
or one post-verbal adjunct (Fang 2005, 2006); a Chinese VP has a minimal condition that it 
contains some sister to V.  Therefore, when the object gangqin ‘piano’ in (34c) appears in fronted 
position, and with no duplication of the verb, the VP tan de hen hao ‘plays very well’ satisfies the 
c-structure constraints on VP, and no VCC needs to be triggered.  The f-structure is well formed – 
it is a single f-structure with an object and an adjunct.  Note that this analysis crucially relies on 
the assumption that the “gap” in these examples has no status in c-structure:  the long-distance 
dependency is only represented at f-structure (TOPIC=OBJ).  In contrast, when the verb tan 
‘play’ is duplicated as shown in (34b), the first VP consists of a bare verb, which violates the c-
structure constraint on Chinese VPs mentioned above. 

Sometimes, even with a topicalized object, the VCC is necessary:  when the object zhe jian 
liwu ‘this gift’ in (34a) is fronted, the VCC must be triggered because otherwise *song ta de hen 
hao violates the C-structure VP rules: it is too complex. 
 
4 Conclusions 
 
To summarize, we have presented an analysis for the VCC in Modern Chinese.  Unlike the 
previous analyses, in which the VCC is analyzed as a single-headed structure with one VP as the 
head and the other VP as an adjunct, our analysis treats the VCC as a coordinated VP, with each 
VP as a co-head.  We further propose that the first VP subsumes the following VPs in the VCC 
and technically, this can be achieved by making the first VP the head of the entire VCC.   

We have shown that this proposed approach can successfully capture and explain all of the 
three key properties that characterize the VCC: it predicts that VO must precede VA in the VCC; 
it explains multiple verb copying cases in a straightforward way; and it correctly predicts the 
object extraction facts involving the VCC.  It makes these predictions only because of the 
factorization of information into f-structure and c-structure:  the constraints on VP are partly 
functional (the first VP must be locally complete and coherent) and partly purely structural: a VP 
consists of a V and at least one sister, but the VP must be as simple as possible (i.e., constrained 
by f-structure well-formedness). 
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Abstract

This paper presents a method to automatically acquire wide-coverage,
robust, probabilistic Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) resources for Chi-
nese from the Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB). Our starting point is the ear-
lier, proof-of-concept work of Burke et al. (2004) on automatic f(unctional)-
structure annotation, LFG grammar acquisition and parsingfor Chinese us-
ing the CTB version 2 (CTB2). We substantially extend and improve on this
earlier research as regards coverage, robustness, qualityand fine-grainedness
of the resulting LFG resources. We achieve this through (i) improved LFG
analyses for a number of core Chinese phenomena; (ii) a new automatic f-
structure annotation architecture which involves an intermediate dependency
representation; (iii) scaling the approach from 4.1K treesin CTB2 to 18.8K
trees in CTB version 5.1 (CTB5.1) and (iv) developing a noveltreebank-
based approach to recovering Non-Local Dependencies (NLDs) for Chinese
parser output. Against a new 200-sentence good standard of manually con-
structed f-structures, the method achieves 96.00% f-scorefor f-structures
automatically generated for the original CTB trees and 80.01% for NLD-
recovered f-structures generated for the trees output by Bikel’s parser.

1 Introduction

Automatically inducing deep, wide-coverage, constraint-based grammars from ex-
isting treebanks avoids much of the time and cost involved inmanually creating
such resources. A number of papers (van Genabith et al., 1999; Sadler et al.,
2000; Frank, 2000; Cahill et al., 2002) have developed methods for automati-
cally annotating treebank (phrase structure or c(onstituent)-structure) trees with
LFG f(unctional)-structure information to build f-structure corpora to acquire LFG
grammar resources.

In LFG, c-structure and f-structure are independent levelsof representation
which are related in terms of a correspondence function projection φ (Kaplan,
1995). In the conventional interpretation, theφ-correspondence between c- and
f-structure is defined implicitly in terms of functional annotations on c-structure
nodes, from which an f-structure can be computed by a constraint solver.

In one type of treebank-based LFG grammar acquisition approach, referred
to as “annotation-based grammar acquisition”, functionalschemata are annotated
either manually on the entire Context Free Grammar (CFG) rules automatically
extracted from the treebank (van Genabith et al., 1999); or on a smaller number
of hand-crafted regular expression-based templates representing partial and under-
specified CFG rules (Sadler et al., 2000) which are applied toautomatically anno-
tate the CFG rules extracted from treebank trees; or, using an annotation algorithm
traversing treebank trees, applying annotations to each node of a local c-structure
subtree in a left/right context partitioned by the head node(Cahill et al., 2002).

An alternative grammar acquisition architecture for LFG, referred to as “conver-
sion-based grammar acquisition”, directly induces an f-structure from a c-structure
tree, without intermediate functional schemata annotations on c-structure trees. An
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algorithm building on this architecture was developed in Frank (2000) by directly
rewriting partial c-structure fragments into corresponding partial f-structures, using
a rewriting system originally developed for transfer-based Machine Translation.
As opposed to the CFG rule- and annotation-based architecture in which annota-
tion principles are by and large restricted to local trees ofdepth one, this approach
naturally generalises to non-local trees.

One of the challenges in both the annotation- and more directconversion-based
architectures is to keep the number of f-structure annotation/conversion rules which
encode linguistic principles to a minimum, as their creation involves manual effort.
Another challenge is to find automatic f-structure annotation/conversion architec-
tures that generalise to different languages and treebank encodings.

A common characteristic of the work cited above is that all the methods are
applied to English treebanks (Penn-II, Susanne and AP treebank) from which LFG
resources are acquired for English. An initial attempt to extend the treebank- and
annotation-based LFG acquisition methodology to Chinese data was carried out
by Burke et al. (2004), which applied a version of Cahill et al. (2004)’s algo-
rithm adapted to Chinese via the Penn Chinese Treebank version 2 (LDC2001T11)
and was evaluated against a small set of 50 manually constructed gold-standard
f-structures. The experiments were proof-of-concept and somewhat limited with
respect to (i) the coverage of Chinese linguistic phenomena; (ii) the quality of the
f-structures produced; (iii) parser output producing only‘proto’ f-structures with
non-local dependencies unresolved; (vi) the size of the treebank and gold standard.

In the present paper, we address these concerns and present anew f-structure
annotation architecture and a new annotation algorithm forChinese, which:

• combines aspects of both the annotation-based and conversion-based archi-
tectures described above;

• generates proper f-structures rather than proto-f-structures by resolving NLDs
for parser output;

• scales up to the full Penn Chinese Treebank version 5.1 (LDC2005T01U01),
whose size is more than 4 times of that of CTB2;

• is evaluated on a new extended set of Chinese gold-standard f-structures for
200 sentences.1

2 Automatic F-Structure Annotation of CTB5.1

2.1 Chinese LFG

Research on LFG has provided analyses for a considerable number of linguistic
phenomena in Indo-European, Asian, African and Native American and Australian
languages. However, Chinese is a language drastically different from such lan-
guages as English, German, French etc. which are often the focus of attention.

1Developed jointly with PARC.
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The most distinctive linguistic properties of Chinese are:(i) very little inflectional
morphology encoding tense, number, gender etc., resultingin the almost complete
absence of agreement phenomena familiar from European languages; (ii) lack of
case markers, complementisers etc., which often causes syntactic and semantic am-
biguity; (iii) the tendency towards omission of constituents if they can be inferred
from the context, which includes not only subject and objectarguments, but also
predicates and other heads of phrases, in some cases.

Though the main purpose of this paper is to address the technical issue of au-
tomatically inducing f-structures from the Penn Chinese treebank, an LFG account
for various phenomena and constructions in Chinese is a prerequisite. Work ad-
dressing Chinese issues within LFG formalism has been carried out for a limited
number of phenomena. For example, Fang (2006) provides a formal analysis for
the verb copy construction in Chinese; Huang and Mangione (1985) offers an LFG
account of post-verbal “�/DE” construction; Her (1991) presents a classification
of Mandarin verbs by the subcategorised grammatical functions within LFG. In
our research , we adopt some existing theoretical LFG analysis, but also provide
our own solution to other Chinese core phenomena and disputable constructions
due to the lack of standard LFG account for them.2 To give a flavour of what the
Chinese LFG likes look, below we illustrate the c-structuretrees represented in the
CTB and our analyses with the corresponding f-structures for a number of core
linguistic phenomena characteristic of Chinese.

Classifiers are common in Chinese (and some other Asian languages) in that
they cooccur with numerals or demonstrative pronouns to count things or persons
(nouns) or indicate the frequency of actions (verbs). To provide a unified interpre-
tation of classifiers, we treat a classifier as a grammatical function modifying the
head noun (or verb) rather than for example as a feature attached to the determiner
or head noun/verb, for the following reasons:

• classifiers have content meaning: standard classifiers suchas “�/meter”,
“ú6/kilogram”, “´/bottle” relate to distance, weight, volume, etc. and
individual classifiers indicate prominent features of the noun they modify,
for example “r/BA” which is derived from “handle” is used as a classifier
for objects with a handle, as in (1).

(1) � r «f
one CLS chair
‘one chair’

• classifiers can function as the head within a phrase, as in (2).

(2) � n e
hit three CLS
‘hit three times’

2Rather than providing a fully adequate LFG account in theory, our analysis is compromise and
conservative in some respects for the practical reason and considering tree representations in the
CTB.
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• classifiers can be modified by adjectives, as in (3).

(3) � � � �
one big bowl/CLS rice
‘a big bowl of rice’

Figure 1 illustrates the CTB representation of a classifier and the corresponding
schematic f-structure. A noticeable difference is that thedeterminer (DT) takes a
quantifier phrase (QP) as its complement in the CTB constituent-tree, whereas in
our f-structure the determiner and quantifier are parallel functions both specifying
the head noun predicate.

(4) ù Ê � Æ)
these five CLS student
‘these five students’

NP

DP

DTù
the

QP

CDÊ
five

CLP���
CLS

NP

NNÆ)
student

















PRED ‘Æ)’

DET

[

PRED ‘ù’
]

QUANT





PRED ‘���’

NUMBER

[

PRED ‘Ê’
]





















Figure 1: The CTB tree and our f-structure analysis of the classifier

DE Phrases are formed by the function word “�/DE” attached to various cat-
egories, such as possessive phrases, noun phrases, adjective phrases or relative
clauses. DE has no content other than marking the preceding phrase as a mod-
ifier of NP. Different from the original f-structure annotation algorithm and the
50-sentence gold-standard f-structures developed in Burke et al. (2004), we choose
the content word rather than DE as head of the modifier, because all the other words
in the modifier phrase will depend on the head, and moreover DEhas no content
and thus may be omitted in examples such as (5a). Therefore, in our analysis we
treat DE as an optional feature attached to the modifier as exemplified in Figure 2.
What is noticeable here is that the grammatical function of the DE-phrase in (5b)
is an attributive modifier (ADJUNCT) while in (6) it is a possessor (POSS), even
though the constituent structures are the same for both, dueto the absence of any
case marking. The difference is in fact lexical and due to thehead word of the
adjunct which is a common noun (NN) in (5), and the head word ofthe possessor
which is a proper noun (NR) in (6).

BEI-Constructions are commonly considered approximately equivalent to pas-
sive voice in English. However we do not treat “�/BEI” as just a passive voice
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(5) a. � 5��8
large scale project
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b. � 5�� �8
large scale DE project
‘a large-scale project’
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(6) Ün � Ö
ZhangSan DE book
‘ZhangSan’s book’

NP

DNP

NP

NRÜn
ZhangSan

DEG���
DE

NP

NNÖ
book









PRED ‘Ö’

POSS

[

PRED ‘Ün’
DE +

]









Figure 2: The CTB tree and our f-structure analysis of DE-phrase

feature, in that it also introduces the logic subject in long-BEI constructions as in
(7), similar to the preposition “by” in the English passive construction. Further-
more, we do not analyse it as a subject marker, as short-BEI constructions as in
(8) will be subjectless, where BEI marks nothing. And ratherthan treating it as
a preposition, though the analysis can be argued for from a theoretical point of
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view, it does not always indicate passive voice, as in (9), where the embedded verb
is intransitive. In line with Her (1991), we treat BEI as a verb. The advantage
of this analysis is that it provides a unified account for embedded verbs, where
verbs in BEI sentences have the same subcategorisation frames as those in their
BEI-less corresponding sentences. Her (1991) treats BEI asa pivotal construc-
tion, where BEI requires an object and a non-finite VP complement. However, this
is somewhat different from the CTB representation, where BEI takes a sentential
complement. Both constructions are acceptable in Chinese without the presence
of a complementiser. For practical purposes, we accept the tree representation in
CTB and hence BEI requires a closed complement (COMP) in our f-structure, as
exemplified in Figure 3.

(7) ù
 êâ� ·�Ñ
these data BEI I ignore
‘These data were ignored by me.’
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(8) �� Ç� ��ø
he BEI award the top prize
‘He was awarded the top prize.’
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Figure 3: The CTB tree and our f-structure analysis of BEI-construction
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(9)  � Pà � 

cat BEI mouse escape ASP
‘The cat let the mouse escape.’

2.2 A New F-Structure Annotation Algorithm for CTB

The f-structure annotation method developed in Cahill et al. (2002) & Burke et al.
(2004) builds on the CFG rule- and annotation-based architecture. By and large
the algorithm works on local treebank subtrees of depth one (equivalent to a CFG
rule).3 In order to annotate the nodes in the tree, the algorithm partitions each
sequence of daughters in the local subtree into three sections: left context, head
and right context. Configurational information (left or right position relative to the
head), category of mother and daughter nodes, and Penn treebank functional labels
(if they exist) on daughter nodes are exploited to annotate nodes with f-structure
functional equations. The annotation principles for Chinese in Burke et al. (2004)
are fairly coarse-grained. However configurational and categorial information from
local trees of depth one only is not always sufficient to determine the appropriate
grammatical function (GF), as for example for DE-phrases (Figure 2). This means
disambiguation of GFs for Chinese may require access to lexical information (com-
mon or proper noun in Figure 2) and more extensive contextualinformation beyond
the local configurational and categorial structure.

In Cahill et al. (2002) & Burke et al. (2004), for each tree, the f-structure equa-
tions are collected after annotation and passed on to a constraint solver which pro-
duces an f-structure for the tree. Unfortunately, as explained in Cahill et al. (2002),
the constraint solver’s capability is limited: it can handle equality constraints, dis-
junction and simple set-valued feature constraints. However, it (i) fails to generate
an f-structure (either complete or partial) in case of clashes between the automati-
cally annotated features; and (ii) does not provide subsumption constraints to dis-
tribute distributive features into coordinate f-structures.

In order to avoid the limitations of the constraint solver, and in order to exploit
more information for function annotation from a larger context than within the local
tree, instead of indirectly generating the f-structure viafunctional equations anno-
tated to c-structure trees, we adopt an alternative approach which transduces the
treebank tree into an f-structure via an intermediate dependency structure, directly
constructed from the original c-structure tree, as shown inFigures 4 & 5.

The basic idea is that the↑=↓ (or the equivalentφ(ni)=φ(nj) equations in
Figure 4) head projections in the classical LFG projection architecture allow us to
collapse a c-structure tree into an intermediate, unlabelled dependency structure as
in Figure 5. The intermediate unlabelled dependency structure is somewhat more
abstract and normalised (compared to the original c-structure tree) and is used as
input to an f-structure annotation algorithm, which is simpler and more general
than the conventional f-structure algorithms (Cahill et al., 2002; Burke et al., 2004),

3Though it also uses some non-local information.
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directly operating on the original, more complex and variedc-structure trees.
The new f-structure annotation architecture is illustrated in Figure 5, and in-

cludes two major steps:

I. First, we extract all predicates from the (local) c-structure tree, using head-
finding rules similar to that used in Collins (1999), adaptedto Chinese data
and CTB5.1. Collapsing head-branches along the head-projection lines, the
c-structure configuration is projected to an intermediate unlabelled depen-
dency structure, augmented with CFG category and order information inher-
ited from the c-structure.

II. Second, we use high-level annotation principles exploiting configurational,
categorial, functional as well as lexical information fromthe intermediate
unlabelled dependency structure to annotate grammatical function and other
f-structure information (to create a labelled dependency structure, i.e. an
LFG f-structure).
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φ-correspondence: f-structure
φ(n1)=φ(n3)=φ(n6)=f1 (f1 PRED)=‘×�’ (f1 SUBJ)=f2

φ(n2)=φ(n5)=f2 (f2 PRED)=‘u�’ (f2 ADJUNCT)=f3

φ(n4)=f3 (f3 PRED)=‘²L’

Figure 4:φ-projection from c-structure to f-structure

By abstracting away from the ‘redundant’ c-structure nodesin our intermedi-
ate dependency representations, the annotation principles can apply to non-local
sub-trees. This allows us to disambiguate different GFs in alarger context and re-
sort to lexical information. As a more abstract dependency-like structure is used
to mediate between the c- and f-structure, the algorithm always generates an f-
structure, and there are no clashing functional equations causing the constraint
solver to fail. Moreover, the intermediate dependency structure can easily handle
distribution into coordinate structures by moving and duplicating the dependency
branch associated with distributive functions. Furthermore, finite approximations
of functional uncertainty equations resembling paths of non-local dependencies
also can be computed on the intermediate dependency structure for the purpose of
NLD recovery (this will be presented in section 3). Finally,in order to conform
to the coherence condition and to produce a single connectedf-structure for every
CTB tree, a post-processing step is carried out to check duplications and to catch
and add missing annotations.
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(I) Predicate Extraction (II) Function Annotation

Figure 5: The new f-structure annotation architecture for CTB

Our new annotation algorithm is somewhat similar in spirit to the conversion
approach developed in Frank (2000), However in Frank (2000)’s algorithm the
mapping of c-structure to f-structure is carried out in one step using a tree/graph
rewriting system. Our method enforces a clear separation between the intermediate
unlabelled dependency structure (predicate identification) and function annotation.
Predicate identification maps c-structure into an unlabelled dependency represen-
tation, and is thus designed particularly for a specific typeof treebank encoding
and data-structures. In contrast, function annotation is accomplished on the depen-
dency representation which is much more compact and normalised than the origi-
nal c-structure representation, hence the function annotation rules are simpler and
the architecture minimises the dependency of the annotation rules on the particular
treebank encoding.

2.3 Experimental Evaluation

Similar to Cahill et al. (2002) & Burke et al. (2004), our new annotation algorithm
is evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively.

We apply the f-structure annotation algorithm to the whole CTB5.1 with 18,804
sentences. Unlike the CFG- and annotation-based predecessors (Cahill et al., 2002;
Burke et al., 2004), the new algorithm guarantees that 100% of the treebank trees
receive a single, connected f-structure.
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For the purpose of qualitative evaluation, we selected 200 sentences from CTB-
5.1 for which the f-structures are automatically produced by our annotation algo-
rithm, and then manually corrected them to construct a gold-standard set in line
with our Chinese LFG analyses presented in Section 2.1. Annotation quality is
measured in terms of predicate-argument-adjunct (or dependency) relations. The
relations are represented as triplesrelation(predicate, argument/adjunct), fol-
lowing Crouch et al. (2002). The f-structure annotation algorithm is applied to two
different sets of test data: (i) the original CTB trees, and (ii) trees output by Bikel’s
parser (Bikel and Chiang, 2000) trained on 80% of the CTB5.1 trees, exclusive
of the 200 gold-standard sentences. Table 1 reports the results against the new
200-sentence set of gold-standard f-structures.

CTB Trees Parser Output Trees

Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score
Preds Only 93.68 94.93 94.30 73.55 65.05 69.04
All GFs 95.25 96.75 96.00 84.00 71.77 77.40

Table 1: Quality of f-structure annotation

Table 1 shows that given high-quality input trees, the new algorithm produces
high quality f-structures with f-scores of around 94%-96% for preds-only and all
GFs, respectively. The corresponding scores drop by 20%-24% absolute on parser
produced trees.

3 Recovery of Chinese Non-Local Dependencies for Parser
Output

The drastic drop in the results on parser output trees is mainly due to labelled
bracketing parser errors, but also because Bikel’s parser (and most state-of-the-art
treebank-based broad-coverage probabilistic parsers) does not capture non-local
dependencies (or ‘movement’ phenomena).4 As a result, the automatically gener-
ated f-structures produced from parser output trees are proto-f-structures, as they
only represent purely local dependencies. In this section,we present a postprocess-
ing approach to recover NLDs on the automatically generatedproto-f-structures.

3.1 NLDs in Chinese

Non-local dependencies in CTB are represented in terms of empty categories (ECs)
and (for some of them) coindexation with antecedents, as exemplified in Figure 6.
Following previous work for English and the CTB annotation scheme (Xue and
Xia, 2000), we use “non-local dependencies” as a cover term for all missing or

4The original parser does not produce CTB functional tags either, of which the f-structure annota-
tion algorithm takes advantage (if they are present). To restore the CTB functional tags, we retrained
the original parser to allow it to produce CTB functional tags as part of its output.
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dislocated elements represented in the CTB as an empty category (with or without
coindexation/antecedent), and our use of the term remains agnostic about fine-
grained distinctions between non-local dependencies drawn in the theoretical lin-
guistics literature.

Table 2 gives a breakdown of the most frequent types of empty categories and
their antecedents. According to their different linguistic properties, we classify
these empty nodes into three major types: null relative pronouns, locally mediated
dependencies, and long-distance dependencies (LDDs).

Antecedent POS Label Count Description

1 WHNP NP *T* 11670 WH traces (e.g. *OP*¥Iu�*T*�¥()
2 WHNP *OP* 11621 Empty relative pronouns (e.g.*OP*¥Iu��¥()
3 NP *PRO* 10946 Control constructions (e.g.ùpØN*PRO*Äë)
4 NP *pro* 7481 Pro-drop situations (e.g.*pro*ØQ���¯K)
5 IP IP *T* 575 Topicalisation (e.g.·�UI§�`*T* )
6 WHPP PP *T* 337 WH traces (e.g. *OP*<�*T*�8/«)
7 WHPP *OP* 337 Empty relative pronouns (e.g.*OP*<��8/«)
8 NP NP * 291 Raising & Bei constructions (e.g.·��üØ*3	)
9 NP NP *RNR* 258 Coordinations (e.g.�y*RNR*Ú|±Ý℄)
10 CLP CLP *RNR* 182 Coordinations (e.g.Ê*RNR*��·�)
11 NP NP *T* 93 Topicalisation (e.g.�YÑ^*T*5�W)

Table 2: The distribution of the most frequent types of emptycategories and their
antecedents in CTB5.1.

Null Relative Pronouns (Table 2, rows 2 & 7) themselves are local dependen-
cies, and thus are not coindexed with an antecedent. But theymediate non-local
dependencies by functioning as antecedents for the dislocated constituent inside a
relative clause.5

Locally Mediated Dependencies are non-local in that they are projected through
a third lexical item (such as a control or raising verb) whichinvolves a dependency
between two adjacent levels and they are therefore bounded.This type encom-
passes: (Table 2, row 8) raising constructions, and short-bei constructions (passivi-
sation); (row 3) control constructions, which include two different types: a generic
*PRO* with an arbitrary reading (approximately equal to unexpressed subjects of
to-infinitive and gerund verbs in English); and a *PRO* with definite reference
(subject or object control).6

Long-Distance Dependencies differ from locally mediated dependencies, in that
the path linking the antecedent and trace might be unbounded. LDDs include the
following phenomena:

5Null relative pronouns in the CTB annotation are used to distinguish relative clauses in which an
argument or adjunct of the embedded verb ‘moves’ to another position from complement (appositive)
clauses which do not involve non-local dependencies.

6However in this case the CTB annotation does not coindex the locus (trace) with its controller
(antecedent) as the *PRO* in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: NLD example of sentence ‘(People) don’t want to look for and train new
writers who have potential.’: the CTB tree and the corresponding f-structure.
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Wh-traces in relative clauses, where an argument (Table 2, row 1) or adjunct
(row 6) ‘moves’ and is coindexed with the ‘extraction’ site.

Topicalisation (Table 2, rows 5 & 11) is one of the typical LDDs in English,
whereas in Chinese not all topics involve displacement, as shown in example (10).

(10) �® ¢U � {
Beijing autumn most beautiful
‘Autumn is the most beautiful in Beijing.’

Long-Bei construction as described above, takes a sentential complement which
possibly involves long-distance dependencies, as in example (11).

(11) �¿� çw � < � 

John BEI Mary send somebody hit ASP
‘John was hit by somebody sent by Mary.’

Coordination is divided into two groups: right node raising of an NP phrase
which is an argument shared by the coordinate predicates (Table 2, row 9); and
the coordination of quantifier phrases (row 10) and verbal phrases as example (12),
in which the antecedent and trace are both predicates and possibly take their own
arguments or adjuncts.

(12) ·Ú �©O � úi Ú *RNR* ��
I and he respectively go to company and *RNR* hospital
‘I went to the company and he went to the hospital respectively.’

Pro-drop cases (Table 2, row 4) are prominent in Chinese because subject and
object functions are only semantically but not syntactically required. Nevertheless,
we also treat pro-drop as a long-distance dependency as in principle the dropped
subjects can be determined from the general (often inter-sentential)7 context.

3.2 NLD Recovery Algorithm for CTB

Among these NLD types, LDDs cover various linguistic phenomena and are the
most difficult to resolve. Inspired by Cahill et al. (2004), we recover long-distance
dependencies at the level of f-structures, using automatically acquired subcate-
gorisation frames and finite approximations of functional uncertainty equations
describing LDD paths from the f-structure annotated CTB. Cahill et al. (2004)’s
algorithm only resolves certain LDDs with known types of antecedents (TOPIC,
TOPIC REL andFOCUS). However as illustrated above, except for relative clauses,
the antecedents in Chinese LDDs do not systematically correspond to types of
grammatical function. Furthermore, more than half of all empty categories are not
coindexed with an antecedent due to the high prevalence of pro-drop in Chinese.

7In this case, the ‘pro’ will be resolved by anaphora resolution in a later processing stage.
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In order to resolve all Chinese LDDs represented in the CTB, we modify and sub-
stantially extend Cahill et al. (2004)’s algorithm as follows:

1. We extract LDD resolution pathsp linking reentrances in f-structures au-
tomatically generated for the original CTB trees. To betteraccount for all
Chinese LDDs represented in the CTB, we calculate the probability of p
conditioned on the GF associated with the tracet (instead of the antecedent
as in Cahill et al. (2004)). The path probabilityP (p|t) is estimated as Eq. 1
and some examples of LDD paths are listed in Table 3.

P (p|t) =
count(p, t)

∑n
i=1

count(pi, t)
(1)

Trace (Path) Prob.
ADJUNCT(↑TOPIC REL) 0.9018
ADJUNCT(↑COORD TOPICREL) 0.0192
ADJUNCT(NULL ) 0.0128
...... ...
OBJ(↑TOPIC REL) 0.7915
OBJ(↑COORD COORD OBJ) 0.1108
...... ...
SUBJ(NULL ) 0.3903
SUBJ(↑TOPIC REL) 0.2092
...... ...

Table 3: Examples of LDD paths

2. We extract the subcat framess for each verbal formw from the automatically
generated f-structures and calculate the probability ofs conditioned onw.
As Chinese has little inflectional morphology, we augment the wordw with
syntactic features including the POS ofw, the GF ofw, so as to disambiguate
subcat frames and choose the appropriate one in a particularcontext. The
lexical subcat frame probabilityP (s|w,w feats) is estimated as Eq. 2 and
some examples of subcat frames are listed in Table 4.

P (s|w,w feats) =
count(s,w,w feats)

∑n
i=1

count(si, w,w feats)
(2)

3. Given the set of subcat framess for the wordw, and the set of pathsp for
the tracet, the algorithm traverses the f-structuref to:

- predict a dislocated argumentt at a sub-f-structureh by comparing the
local PRED:w to w’s subcat framess

- t can be inserted ath if h together witht is complete and coherent
relative to subcat frames
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Word:POS-GF(Subcat Frames) Prob.k:VE-adj rel([subj, obj]) 0.6769k:VE-adj rel([subj, comp]) 0.1531k:VE-adj rel([subj]) 0.0556
...... ...k:VE-comp([subj, obj]) 0.4805k:VE-comp([subj, comp]) 0.2587
...... ...k:VE-top([subj, comp]) 0.4397k:VE-top([subj, obj]) 0.3510
...... ...

Table 4: Examples of subcat frames

- traversef inside-out starting fromt along the pathp
- link t to its antecedenta if p’s ending GFa exists in a sub-f-structure

within f ; or leavet without an antecedent if an empty path fort exists

4. Rank all resolution candidates according to the product of subcat frame and
LDD path probabilities (Eq. 3).

P (s|w,w feat) ×
m
∏

j=1

P (p|tj) (3)

As described in Section 3.1, besides LDDs, there are two other types of NLDs
in the CTB5.1, and their different linguistic properties may require more fine-
grained recovery strategies than the one described so far. Furthermore, as the
LDD recovery method described above is triggered by dislocated subcategoris-
able grammatical functions, cases of LDDs in which the traceis not an argument
in the f-structure, e.g. anADJUNCT or TOPIC in relative clauses or a nullPRED in
verbal coordination, cannot be recovered by the algorithm.In order to recover all
NLD types in the CTB5.1, we develop a hybrid methodology. Thehybrid method
involves four strategies (including the one described so far):

• Applying a few simple heuristic rules to insert the emptyPRED for coordi-
nations and null relative pronouns for relative constructions. The former is
done by comparing the part-of-speech of the local predicates and their argu-
ments in each coordinate; and the latter is triggered by GFADJUNCT REL in
our system.

• Inserting an empty node with GFSUBJ for the short-bei construction and
control & raising constructions, and relate it to the upper-level SUBJ or
OBJ accordingly.

• Exploiting Cahill et al. (2004)’s algorithm, which conditions the probabil-
ity of LDD path on the GF associated with the antecedent rather than the
trace, to resolve the wh-trace in relativisation, including the ungovernable
GFsTOPIC andADJUNCT.
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• Using our modified LDD resolution algorithm to resolve the remaining types.

3.3 Experimental Evaluation

For the experiments on NLD recovery, we use the first 760 articles of CTB5.1,
from which 75 double-annotated files (1,046 sentences) are used as test data, 75
files (1,082 sentences) are held out as development data, while the other 610 files
(8,256 sentences) are used as training data. Experiments are carried out on two
different kinds of input: first on CTB gold standard trees stripped of all empty
nodes and coindexation information; second, on the output trees of Bikel’s parser.

We use the triple dependency relation encoding in the evaluation metric for
NLD recovery. In the trace insertion evaluation, the trace is represented by the
empty category, e.g.OBJ(u÷/look for, NONE) in Figure 6; and in the antecedent
recovery evaluation, the trace is realised by the predicateof the antecedent, e.g.
OBJ(u÷/look for,�[/writer).

Table 5 shows the performance of the NLD recovery algorithm against (i) the
CTB5.1 test set given the trees stripped of all empty nodes and coindexation and
(ii) output trees by Bikel’s parser. Table 6 gives the results of f-structure annotation
for parser output after NLD resolution evaluated against the 200-sentence gold
standard, which shows 2.3% and 2.6% improvement of pred-only measure and
all-GFs measure respectively over the proto-f-structures(Table 1).

CTB Trees Parser Output Trees
Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score

Insertion 92.86 91.45 92.15 67.29 62.33 64.71
Recovery 84.92 83.64 84.28 56.88 52.69 54.71

Table 5: Evaluation of NLD trace insertion and antecedent recovery

+NLD res. Precision Recall F-Score

Preds Only 71.91 70.81 71.36
All GFs 80.41 79.61 80.01

Table 6: Evaluation of proper f-structures from NLD-resolved parser output

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have reported on a project on inducing wide-coverage LFG approximations for
Chinese from the CTB5.1. Our new two-stage annotation architecture provides an
interface transducing c-structure trees to f-structures.The method avoids some of
the limitations of the CFG rule- and annotation-based method. The more general
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annotation principles operating on intermediate unlabelled dependency representa-
tions allow us to scale the method to the whole Penn Chinese treebank and guar-
antee that every constituent-tree in the CTB5.1 can derive acomplete f-structure.
The separation of function annotation from the determination of the unlabelled de-
pendency representations minimises the dependency of the functional annotation
principles on the particular treebank encoding and data-structures. Our f-structure
annotation algorithm is motivated by Chinese; however, in large parts it is less
language-dependent than the CFG-rule- and annotation-based methods of Cahill
et al. (2002) & Burke et al. (2004). As the method exploits information from a
larger context, including non-local trees and lexical information, it may also benefit
less configurational languages which exhibit relatively free word order, with mor-
phology rather than phrasal position determining functional roles. Finally, the non-
local dependency recovery method captures ‘moved’ constituents and produces a
full-fledged f-structure from parser output.

Areas of current and future research include further extending the gold-standard
and examining more kinds of constructions and linguistic phenomena particular to
Chinese. We will also investigate ways of closing the gap between the perfor-
mance of CTB trees and parser output trees, including improving parsing result for
Chinese.
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Abstract 
 
Russian predicates show a puzzling pattern of number agreement with their 
subjects.  For example, the single-addressee use of the polite second person 
plural pronoun vy triggers plural number on Short Form predicate adjectives 
but singular on Long Form predicate adjectives.  To solve this and other 
related puzzles, we draw upon several independently motivated assumptions: 
(i) the INDEX vs. CONCORD agreement distinction (Wechsler and Zlatic 
2003; King and Dalrymple 2004); (ii) the analysis of singular target forms as 
marked both morphologically and semantically, with plurals filling in 
elsewhere (Wechsler 2004, 2005); and (iii) the nominal ellipsis analysis of 
Long Form predicate adjectives (Babby 1973; Siegel 1976; Bailyn 1994).  
 

1 Introduction 
 
Russian predicates exhibit a puzzling pattern of number agreement with their 
subjects, apparently conditioned in complex ways by both the type of 
agreement ‘target’ such as a finite verb or predicate adjective, and the 
semantics and form of the subject agreement ‘trigger’.  For example, like 
many other languages, Russian allows an honorific use of its second person 
plural pronoun vy to address a single person politely.  Consider whether such 
a pronoun, used for a single addressee, triggers singular agreement (reflecting 
the meaning) or plural agreement (reflecting the form) on various targets.  
Russian predicate adjectives appear in two possible forms, the so-called Short 
Form (SF, see (1a)) and the Long Form (LF, see (1b) and (1c)).  It turns out 
that a single-addressee use of vy triggers plural on SF adjectives (1a) but 
singular on LF adjectives (1b):   
 
(1)   a. Vy byli             sčastlivy. 

2PL    be.past.PL     happy.SF.PL 
‘You (one formal addresee or more than one addressee) were happy.’ 

 
         b. Vy  byli    sčastlivyj.  

2PL be.past.PL happy.LF.Nom.Masc.SG  
‘You (one formal male addressee) were happy.’ 

 
         c. Vy       byli         sčastlivye. 
          2PL     be.past.PL     happy.LF.Nom.PL  
            ‘You (more than one addressee) were happy.’ 
 
In addition to showing the contrast between SF and LF adjectives, these data 
also illustrate mixed agreement, where a single subject triggers two different 
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agreement values: in (1b) the finite verb is plural while the adjective is 
singular.    
 It is a complex but ultimately fairly straightforward matter to 
describe such puzzling agreement patterns by stipulating every allowable 
combination of trigger and target form.  But one would like to go beyond a 
mere description and also explain facts like the ones illustrated in (1).   
 In this paper we offer such an explanation.  To do so we draw upon 
several independently motivated assumptions: (i) the INDEX vs. CONCORD 
agreement distinction (Wechsler and Zlatic 2003; King and Dalrymple 2004); 
(ii) the analysis of singular targets as marked both morphologically and 
semantically, with plurals filling in elsewhere (Wechsler 2004, 2005); and 
(iii) the ‘nominal ellipsis’ analysis of Long Form predicate adjectives (Babby 
1973; Siegel 1976; Bailyn 1994).   

 

2 Polite Plurals  
 
In many languages a second person plural pronoun can be used politely for a 
single person.  Examples of such forms are French vous, Turkish siz, Persian 
Somâ, Romanian Dumneavoastră, and Russian vy and its cognates in other 
Slavic languages.  Number agreement with such forms, when used of a single 
addressee, varies across languages even within Slavic (Comrie 1975; Corbett 
1983).  For example, Czech has mixed agreement with vy: finite verbs are 
plural while predicate adjectives are singular, as shown in (2c). 
 
(2) Mixed agreement in Czech (Hahm 2006b) 
 a.  Ty jsi  čestný.  
          2SG be.2SG  honest.Masc.SG 
          ‘You (one intimate male addressee) are honest.’ 
    b. Vy jste  čestní.  
           2PL be.2PL  honest.Masc.PL 

‘You (multiple addressees) are honest.’ 
 c. Vy jste  čestný.  

2PL be.2PL  honest.Masc.SG  
‘You (one formal male addressee) are honest.’  

 
Number on the predicate adjective varies depending on whether there is one 
or more than one addressee.   
 In contrast to the mixed agreement found in Czech, Serbo-Croatian 
has uniform agreement with vi: plural on both finite verbs and predicate 
adjectives, as shown in (3b). 
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(3) Uniform agreement in Serbo-Croatian (Wechsler 2004) 
 a.  Ti  si           duhovit / duhovita. 

2SG AUX.2SG        funny.Masc.SG / funny.Fem.SG 
‘You (one informal male/female addressee) are funny.’ 

  b. Vi ste  duhoviti. 
 2PL AUX.2PL funny.Masc.PL 

‘You (one formal addressee or multiple addressees) are funny.’ 
 
Unlike (2b), sentence (3b), with plural on both agreement targets, can be used 
to address either a single person or more than one. 
 Turning now to Russian, as noted in the introduction, Russian 
number agreement on predicate adjectives depends on whether the adjective 
is a Short Form adjective (e.g. krasiv ‘beautiful.SF’) or a Long Form 
adjective (e.g. krasivyj ‘beautiful.LF’).1  The polite, single-addressee use of 
vy triggers plural on SF adjectives but singular on LF adjectives.  This 
contrast was illustrated in (1) above; a more complete paradigm appears here: 
 
(4)  Short Form adjectives  
 a. Ty  byl       sčastliv.  

2SG be.past.Masc.SG        happy.SF.Masc.SG 
‘You (one informal male addressee) were happy.’  

 
       b. Vy byli / *byl         sčastlivy / *sčastliv. 

2PL    be.past.PL/Masc.SG     happy.SF.PL/*SF.Masc.SG 
‘You (one formal or more than one addressee) were happy.’ 

 
(5) Long Form adjectives  
 a. Ty  byl   sčastlivyj. 

2SG be.past.Masc.SG happy.LF.Nom.Masc.SG  
‘You (one intimate male addressee) were happy.’ 

 
 b. Vy  byli / *byl  sčastlivyj. 

2PL be.past.PL/Masc.SG happy.LF.Nom.Masc.SG  
‘You (one formal male addressee) were happy.’ 

 
   c. Vy       byli          sčastlivye.  
          2PL     be.past.PL      happy.LF.Nom.PL  
            ‘You (more than one addressee) were happy.’ 
 
On the basis of (5b) and (5c) it looks like Russian LF adjectives show 
semantic rather than grammatical agreement, hence singular when the subject 
refers to one individual, plural for more than one.  That this is not correct is 
                                                
1 Semantic differences between SF and LF adjectives are discussed below. 
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shown by agreement with pluralia tantum nouns, that is, nouns that are 
always morphologically plural but can refer to one or more than one entity, 
such as English scissors and pants.  Regardless of whether they are used for 
singular or plural reference, Russian pluralia tantum nouns such as očki 
‘glasses’ or bryuki  ‘pants’ trigger plural agreement on both SF and LF 
adjectives, as shown here: 
 
(6) SF adjectives 
 Èti  otčki  krasivy / *krasiv. 
 these glasses.PL  beautiful.SF.PL / *SF.Masc.SG 
 ‘These glasses (one or more than one pair) are beautiful.’ 
  
(7) LF adjectives 
 Èti  otčki    krasivye / *krasivyj. 
 these glasses.PL    beautiful.LF.Nom.PL/*LF.Nom.Masc.SG 
 ‘These glasses (one or more than one pair) are beautiful.’  
 

Before tabulating these patterns we add one more type of predicate, 
namely predicate nominals.  In keeping with a strong cross-linguistic 
tendency (Corbett 1983; Corbett 2000:194-5), Russian predicate nominals 
consistently show semantic agreement with both vy and pluralia tantum 
subjects (Hahm 2006a):2 
 
(8)    a. Ty         byl      geroem. 
             2SG         be.past. Masc.SG  hero.Inst.SG 
             ‘You (one informal male addressee) were a hero.’ 
 
        b. Vy         byli       geroem. 
             2PL         be.past.PL       hero.Inst.SG 
             ‘You (one formal addressee) were a hero.’  
 
        c.  Vy         byli  gerojami. 
 2PL         be.past.PL  hero.Inst.PL 

‘You (multiple addressees) were heroes.’ 
 
(9)    a. Èti  očki     special'nyj    instrument    čtoby    smotret'   fil'm. 
 these  glasses   special.SG    tool.SG        so.that   watch     film 

‘These glasses (one pair) are a special tool to watch a (e.g. IMAX) 
movie.’ 

 

                                                
2 In Russian, the present tense copula is null as shown in (9). 
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        b. Èti  očki     special'nye   instrumenty  čtoby     smotret'   fil'm. 
these  glasses   special.PL   tool.PL         so.that    watch      film 
‘These glasses (>1 pair) are special tools to watch a movie.’ 
 

Summarizing our findings on Russian predicate agreement, a normal singular 
subject triggers singular agreement on all targets, and a normal plural subject 
triggers plural agreement.  When the subject is morphologically plural but 
semantically singular, we get the pattern shown in Table I. 
 

adjectives subject trigger finite 
verbs SF LF 

predicate 
nominals 

vy (single addressee) PL PL SG SG 
pluralia tantum PL PL PL SG 

 
Table I. Russian predicate agreement with morphologically plural but 

semantically singular subjects. 
 
A careful look at Table I should help the reader appreciate the difficulty of 
the problem.  It will not do to stipulate either ‘grammatical agreement’ or 
‘semantic agreement’ for LF adjectives since their behavior differs across the 
two types of trigger.  And besides, as noted in the introduction, one would 
hope to explain rather than merely stipulate a solution.  Our explanation 
involves three independently motivated factors, to which we turn next.   
 

3 CONCORD and INDEX Agreement 
 
Building on Pollard and Sag (1994) and Kathol (1999), Wechsler and Zlatic 
(2003) propose a theory of agreement based on the distinction between 
CONCORD and INDEX agreement (Wechsler and Zlatic 2000, 2003; King 
and Dalrymple 2004).  An agreement trigger such as a noun or pronoun 
carries both CONCORD and INDEX agreement feature sets, which are 
understood as grammaticalizations of morphological and semantic properties, 
respectively (but not reducible to them).  CONCORD is related to trigger 
morphology such as declension class and typically determines NP-internal 
agreement.  The referential INDEX determines anaphoric agreement (e.g. 
between pronoun and antecedent), because anaphoric binding itself is 
modeled as INDEX-sharing (Pollard and Sag 1994).  While CONCORD 
features reflect the morphological properties of the NP trigger, INDEX 
features tend to reflect the semantics of the NP trigger.   
 Normally the CONCORD and INDEX values for person, number, 
and gender simply match, but some mismatches exist.  These mismatches are 
detectible by the phenomenon of mixed agreement.  For example, 
Serbo-Croatian has a class of singularia tantum nouns like deca ‘children’ 
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that trigger feminine singular on targets within the NP and neuter plural on 
pronouns (Corbett 1983; Wechsler and Zlatic 2003):   
 
(10) Posmatrali smo ovu dobru decu. 
 watched.1PL AUX this.Fem.SG good.Fem.SG children.Acc 
 
 Ona             su                 se          lepo        igrala. 
 they.Neut.PL    AUX.3PL    REFL    nicely     played.Neut.PL 
 
 ‘We watched those good children. They played well.’  

(example from Wechsler and Zlatić 2003) 
 

deca: 

! 

CONCORD fem.sg

INDEX neut.pl

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
'  

 
As noted above, NP-internal agreement tends toward CONCORD while 
anaphoric pronoun agreement is INDEX agreement.  Predicate targets are 
mixed, as we will see below. 
 Returning next to Russian, we will ascertain the agreement features 
of the relevant agreement triggers, such as pronouns and pluralia tantum 
nouns, and the specifications for the various predicate targets. 
 

4 Agreement triggers 
 
Russian pronouns have the familiar paradigm formed by crossing three 
person values with two number values.   
 
(11)  a.  Ja 'I' 

Ty 'you (SG)'      …byl 'be.past.Masc.SG'  ... 
 On 'he' 
   
         b.  My 'we' 
 Vy 'you (PL)'      …byli 'be.past.PL' ... 
 Oni 'they' 
 
The past tense verb forms shown in (11) confirm that Russian has a true 
number feature cutting across the person values and grouping together the 
pronouns as shown.3 

                                                
3  Cysouw (2003) argues that many languages lack a true number distinction in first and 

second person pronouns.  Wechsler (2004, 2005) applies this idea to French mixed 
agreement, noting that French lacks target forms that cluster together the purported 
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 Based on the agreement facts in Section 2 above, we propose the 
following lexical entries for polite pronoun vy and pluralia tantum nouns: 
 
(12)  a.  vy:  Pron   (↑ PRED) = ‘PRO’  
      (↑ PERS) = 2nd  
   (↑ CONC  NUM) = PL 
      (↑ INDEX  NUM) = (↑σ  NUM)  
 
         b.  bryuki: N   (↑ PRED) = ‘PANTS’ 
         (↑ CONC  NUM) = PL 
            (↑ INDEX  NUM) = PL 
 
The pronoun vy is ‘morphologically plural’, hence its CONC(ord) value is 
PL(ural).  But its INDEX number is tied to its semantic number, as encoded 
by the last equation in that entry (σ is the semantic projection function).  In 
contrast, bryuki ‘pants’ is PL(ural) in both features, regardless of semantic 
cardinality.  Before showing how these specifications work in our analysis, 
we present some independent evidence to support them. 
 Recall that the INDEX feature set resides on the referential index, 
hence it is tracked by anaphoric binding.  The pronoun vy differs 
systematically from pluralia tantum nouns like bryuki ‘pants’ with respect to 
number agreement determined on anaphoric pronouns.  As shown in (13a), a 
Russian pluralia tantum antecedent binds a plural pronoun, much like in 
English:  The trousersi are too tight; theyi need to be altered. It also takes a 
plural relative pronoun (see (13b)) ((13) and (14) are from Hahm 2006a): 
 
(13)  a.  Ja  kupil     eti      bryuki    včera.  
 1SG      bought.1SG   this.PL     pants      yesterday    
 

Ja     lyublyu        ix / *ego. 
1SG love.1SG      they.Acc / it.Acc 
 

‘I bought a pair of pants yesterday. I love them.’ 
 
        b.  Èti     bryuki,  kotorye /*kotoryj dala  

this.PL    pants.PL          rel-pron.PL/*SG  gave    
 

mne   moya    babuška,     moi      lyubimye. 
to.me   my       grandmother    my.PL    favorite.PL 

 

‘These pants, which my grandmother gave me, are my favorite.’ 

                                                                                                                
singular versus plural pronouns.  The agreement shown in (11) shows that such an 
analysis is inappropriate for Russian. 
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The personal pronoun ix and relative pronoun kotorye are plural forms, 
supporting the plural INDEX number on bryuki ‘pants.’  However, with vy a 
singular relative pronoun is preferred when used for singular reference (i.e. 
with one addressee): 
 
(14) Vy,       kotoraja / kotoryj (>>kotorye)      stol'ko         

you     rel-pron.Fem / Masc.SG (>> PL) so.much 
 

čitaete,       mnogo    znaete. 
read.2PL    much      know.2PL 

 
‘You (one formal addressee), who read much, know much.’ 

  
Summarizing,  bryuki ‘pants’ has a plural index while vy ‘you’ has singular 
or plural index depending on the meaning.  
 

5 Agreement targets 
 
Now let us turn our attention to the agreement targets, considering first the 
finite verbs and SF adjectives.  Recall from Table I above that these targets 
consistently show ‘grammatical agreement’ across the different types of 
trigger, hence plural for the grammatically plural vy and pluralia tantum 
nouns.  It would seem that the semantics of plurality can be safely ignored.  
As a first approximation, then, the lexical entries of singular verbs and SF 
adjectives would contain the equation (↑SUBJ CONC NUM) = SG , while 
their plural counterparts would have (↑SUBJ CONC NUM) = PL .   
 However, in Russian as in English, French, and perhaps all languages, 
agreement always retains some shadow of its semantic side, a semantic side 
that emerges in special contexts that block the grammatical feature.  For 
example, the number value on predicates with a coordinate NP subject seems 
to reflect the semantic number of the subject, as in these examples:   
 
(15)  a.  [Moj        lučšij       drug          i      redaktor     moej  

my.SG    best.SG   friend.SG  and   editor.SG   my.Gen.Fem.SG    
 

biografii]            byl          zdes' s        vizitom. 
autobiography.Gen.Fem.SG    be.past.Masc.SG  here  with   visit 

 
‘My best friend and the editor of my autobiography (referring to one 
person) was here for a visit.’  
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        b.  [Moj         lučšij        drug           i        redaktor      moej  
my.SG     best.SG    friend.SG   and   editor.SG     my.Gen.Fem.SG    

 
biografii]                      byli        zdes'   s   vizitom. 
autobiography.Gen.Fem.SG      be.past.PL  here    with  visit 

 
‘My best friend and the editor of my autobiography (referring to two 
different people) were here for a visit.’  

 
With the singular verb in (15a) the subject is understood as singular (the 
speaker’s best friend is her biographer), while the plural verb in (15b) brings 
with it a plural interpretation.  The same applies to the English translations, 
incidentally  (Farkas and Ojeda 1983; Farkas and Zec 1993; Farkas and Zec 
1995). 
 We are faced by a paradox: these agreement targets seem to show 
grammatical agreement in some situations, apparently ignoring meaning (see 
Table I), but show semantic agreement in others.   
 To solve this paradox we follow Wechsler (2005) in positing that the 
singular target form is marked for singular both grammatically and 
semantically, as shown in (16a).  Note that this lexical entry has two 
agreement equations, one for CONCORD and one for the semantic 
interpretation.  The singular form is thus the marked form in the singular / 
plural opposition.  The corresponding plural form is unmarked, exhibiting an 
‘elsewhere distribution’, that is, applying whenever the conditions for the 
singular form are not met.  Perhaps pending a more adequate formalization in 
a sophisticated theory of markedness such as Optimality Theory, we can 
capture this distribution with the disjunctive specification shown in (16b): 
 
(16)  a.  krasiv:    A (↑ PRED) = 'BEAUTIFUL<SUBJ>' 
   (↑ SUBJ CONC  NUM) = SG    
   ((↑ SUBJ)σ  NUM) = SG 
 
        b.   krasivy:  A   (↑ PRED) = ‘BEAUTIFUL<SUBJ>’      
                         { (↑ SUBJ CONC  NUM) =c PL |   

            ((↑ SUBJ)σ  NUM) = PL } 
 
Given the constraining equation in its lexical entry, the plural target form 
krasivy (the SF adjective ‘beautiful’) effectively ‘checks’ the subject for 
morphological plurality, otherwise imposing plural semantics.  That is, if the 
constraining equation is not satisfied, because the subject lacks a plural 
CONCORD feature, then the semantic equation must be active.  In effect the 
plural target feature must be motivated either by morphology or semantics. 
 Let us assume that a coordinate NP as in (15) lacks a CONCORD 
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feature entirely, perhaps because it is endocentric and CONCORD (or at least 
(CONCORD NUMBER)), is non-distributive (King and Dalrymple 2004).  
Then all the facts surveyed follow: vy and pluralia tantum nouns are 
morphologically plural, i.e. they have a plural CONCORD feature, so the 
verb or SF adjective cannot be singular, and the plural form does not impose 
plural semantics.  But the coordinate NPs in (15) lack a CONCORD feature, 
so they allow either singular or plural, imposing semantic singularity or 
plurality, respectively.   
 C- and f-structures for representative examples where the subject is 
grammatically plural are shown in (17): 
 
(17)  a.  c-structure for Vy byli krasivy and Èti otčki byli krasivy:  
 
     IP     
   
  NP       I’    
       (↑SUBJ)=↓                              ↑=↓   
      
                      I        AP    
              ↑=↓        ↑=↓  
           
  Vy                   byli                 krasivy  
          Èti otčki           (↑SUBJ CONC NUM) =c PL 
 (↑ CONC  NUM) = PL 
 
 
         b.  f-structure for  Vy byli krasivy /*krasiv   
   ‘You were beautiful.’ 
      and Èti otčki byli krasivy /*krasiv  

‘These glasses were beautiful.’:  
 

                  
!
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!
!
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#
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$
$
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$
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&

!
"

#
$
%

&

><

] PL       NUM [      CONC

glasses''      PRO''       PRED
     SUBJ

PAST                        TENSE

'SUBJ BEAUTIFUL'            PRED

or

   
 
In contrast, a coordinate NP subject lacks the (↑ CONC  NUM) = PL 
equation; hence the constraining equation on the adjective is not satisfied, so 
the adjective imposes semantic plurality. 
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6 Long form adjectives 
 
Turning now to LF adjectives, recall that pluralia tantum nouns trigger plural 
on LF adjectives, but vy triggers semantic agreement:  
 
(18) Èti  otčki      krasivye / *krasivyj. 
 these  glasses.PL   beautiful.LF.Nom.PL/*LF.Nom.Masc.SG 
 ‘These glasses (one or more than one pair) are beautiful.’  
 
(19)   a. Vy        byli   sčastlivyj.  

2PL       be.past.PL  happy.LF.Nom.Masc.SG  
‘You (one formal male addressee) are happy.’ 

 
         b.  Vy             byli          sčastlivye.  
            2PL           be.past.PL     happy.LF.Nom.PL  
    ‘You (more than one addressee) were happy.’ 
 
To understand this fact, we adopt a longstanding proposal that an LF 
adjective in predicate position is really an attributive adjective modifying a 
null nominal head (Babby 1973; Siegel 1976; Baylin 1994).  That is, (19a) 
can be paraphrased roughly as ‘You are a happy one’.  As in many languages, 
Russian expresses ‘one-anaphora’ by eliding the head noun from the NP.  
Within LFG we do not need literally to posit a null head, so we will express 
this idea differently, but the essential insight is taken from the works listed 
above. 
 Let us briefly review the evidence for this analysis of LF adjectives.  
First, in addition to serving as predicates, LF adjectives can also serve as 
nominal attributive modifiers, while SF adjectives cannot.  This immediately 
predicts a systematic difference between the two, since we know 
independently that Russian allows noun ellipsis for one-anaphora.  In 
diachronic perspective this evidence is even stronger: LF adjectives in Old 
Russian were only used as prenominal attributive modifiers and could not be 
predicative (Bailyn 1994).  Also, LF adjectives inflect for case, a property 
typical of NP-internal items, while SF adjectives do not inflect for case.    
 There is also compelling semantic evidence.  LF predicate adjectives 
have the partitive semantics typical of one-anaphora, as shown by the 
following contrasts (Siegel 1976): 
 
(20)  a. Prostrantsvo  beskonečno (SF) / *beskonečnoe (LF). 
 ‘Space is infinite.’  (cp. #Space is an infinite one.) 
 
         b.  Vse jasno (SF) / *jasnoe (LF). 
 ‘Everything is clear.’ (cp. #Everything is a clear one.) 
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         c. Prixodit'   domoj    očen'    prijatno (SF) / *prijatnoe (LF). 
 ‘To come home is very pleasant.’  

(cp. #To come home is a very pleasant one.)  
 
Compare the English translations.  The LF adjectives suggest selection from 
some presupposed larger set. 
 How is this relevant to agreement?  We put forth the following 
proposal.  The LF adjective actually shows grammatical (CONCORD) 
agreement with its null nominal head.  That null head, being anaphoric, 
shows INDEX agreement with its antecedent, the subject. This gives the 
appearance of INDEX agreement.   
 
(21) a. Vy krasivyj.   
 ‘You (one formal addressee) are beautiful’.  
 
        anaphoric agreement (INDEX) 
                 grammatical agreement 
         Vyi               [ krasivyj                   (‘one/person’)i ]NP 
INDEX  [ NUM sg ]             [ NUM sg ]                     [ NUM  sg ] 
CONC  [ NUM  pl] 
 
 
   Result: appears to be INDEX agreement. 
 
 
b. Vy krasivye.  
 ‘You (more than one addressee) are beautiful.'  
 
        anaphoric agreement (INDEX) 
            grammatical agreement 
         Vyi           [ krasivye       (‘one/person’)i ]NP 
INDEX  [ NUM pl]       [ NUM pl ]               [ NUM  pl ] 
CONC  [ NUM  pl] 
 
 
       c. Eti  otčki krasivye. 
 'These glasses (one or more pairs) are beautiful.'  

  
        anaphoric agreement (INDEX) 
             grammatical agreement 
    Eti  otčkii            [ krasivye              (‘one’)i ]NP 
INDEX   [ NUM  pl ]         [ NUM pl ]             [ NUM  pl ] 
CONC    [ NUM  pl ] 
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 Recall from Section 4 above that bryuki ‘pants’ has a plural INDEX, 
while the INDEX on vy has a number value tied to its semantic number.  The 
lexical entries in (12) are repeated here for convenience: 
 
(22)   a. vy:  Pron   (↑ PRED) = ‘PRO’  
      (↑ PERS) = 2nd  
   (↑ CONC  NUM) = PL 
      (↑ INDEX  NUM) = (↑σ  NUM)  
 
         b. bryuki: N   (↑ PRED) = ‘PANTS’ 
         (↑ CONC  NUM) = PL 
            (↑ INDEX  NUM) = PL 
 
In Section 4 we supported these features on the basis of agreement in 
anaphoric binding.  So our analysis of LF agreement in terms of 
one-anaphora effectively assimilates LF agreement to the other anaphoric 
agreement facts.   
 The null nominal head analysis can be expressed in LFG as follows.  
The LF adjective has an optional equation to introduce the implicit anaphoric 
PRED (‘ONE <SUBJ>’).  (The inside-out function application equation in 
the second line in (23a) places this PRED feature on the f-structure for the NP 
dominating the adjective.  See the f-structure in (23c).)  The variant including 
that optional equation is the predicative adjective, and the variant without it is 
a prenominal attributive modifier.   
 
(23) Vy byli krasivyj[LF.M.SG].  
 ‘You (one formal addressee) were beautiful.’ 
 
         a.  krasivyj:        A    (↑ PRED) = ‘BEAUTIFUL’ 
             (((ADJ ∈ ↑) PRED) = 'ONE <SUBJ>') 
          (↑CONC NUM) = SG 
             (↑CONC GEND) = MASC 
             (↑CONC CASE) = NOM 
             (↑INDEX  NUM) = SG    
    (↑σ NUM) = SG  
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         b.  c-structure for Vy byli krasivyj: 
 
                            IP 
 
  NP              I’ 
       (↑SUBJ)=↓                ↑=↓ 
 
                   I            NP 
            ↑=↓             ↑=↓ 
 
                 A 
        ↓∈(↑ADJ) 
        (↑CONC) = (↓CONC) 
       (↑INDEX) = (↓INDEX) 
 
   vy                            byli                          krasivyj 
 
 
         c.  f-structure for Vy byli krasivyj:  
 

                  

! 

PRED          'ONE < SUBJ >'

CONC          
NUM      SG

CASE    NOM

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' 

INDEX        [NUM SG]i  

ADJ      { [ PRED    'BEAUTIFUL'  ]  }

TENSE              PAST

SUBJ          

PRED       'PRO'

CONC   [ NUM     PL ]

INDEX  [ NUM    SG ]i

" 

# 

$ 
$ 
$ 

% 

& 

' 
' 
' 

" 

# 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

% 

& 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
 

 
 
 Lastly, for completeness we will consider predicate nominals.  Recall 
from Table I above that predicate nouns show semantic number agreement 
with their subjects.  Hence a singular predicative noun has a lexical entry like 
the following. 
 
(24) instrument: N  (↑ PRED) = 'TOOL <SUBJ>' 
   (↑ CONC  NUM) = SG 
   ((↑ SUBJ)σ  NUM)  = SG 
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This sort of pure semantic agreement is typical of predicate nominals across 
languages (Corbett 1983).  It is probably explained by the fact that nominals 
can refer, so the number feature semantically modifies the predicate nominal 
itself.  In that sense the correlation between the number of the predicate 
nominal and the subject may not be agreement at all, strictly speaking, but 
rather a consequence of semantic composition.  On the latter view, in the 
equation above, the expression ((↑ SUBJ)σ  NUM) would be replaced with 
(↑σ  NUM).  Then the singular instrument denotes a property of a single tool, 
and the semantic effects on the subject are just a side effect of semantic 
composition.  
 

7 Conclusion 
 
The complex agreement patterns described in this paper can be understood as 
an interaction of independently motivated grammatical factors.  First of all, 
we applied an earlier proposal by Wechsler (2005) that singular agreement 
targets are marked for both grammatical and semantic singularity, so that the 
plural counterpart, being distributionally unmarked, fills in the other options.  
In effect it is disjunctively specified for grammatical or semantic plurality: 
hence it checks the subject for morphological plurality, imposing semantic 
plurality if it fails to find that plural feature.   
 The main innovation of this paper is the idea that LF adjectives 
behave like anaphors with respect to agreement because they modify an 
implicit anaphor in the predicate position.   
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Abstract 
 

LFG grants syntactic functions a central role and has developed a theory of 
argument structure, Lexical Mapping Theory (LMT), which is independent of 
phrase-structure trees and thus able to account for morpholexical derivations.  Yet 
some fundamental phenomena falling within the scope of morpholexical analysis – 
such as morphosemantic (meaning-altering) operations, phenomena referred to 
elsewhere as ‘demotions’, or subjectlessness – are currently denied satisfactory 
LMT accounts.  This paper offers a way of extending LMT to phenomena which 
are awkward or impossible to handle with the current widely accepted versions of 
LMT. 

While retaining the main component of LMT – the feature decomposition of 
syntactic functions – I suggest the following set of revisions: (1) restoring the 
early LFG distinction between argument positions and semantic roles; (2) allowing 
the semantic participants to change order and re-associate with different argument 
positions for non-default (morphosemantically altered) mappings; (3) fixing the 
order of (syntactic) argument positions; (4) reformulating the principles of 
argument-to-function mapping to make fuller use of the markedness hierarchy of 
syntactic functions and render the Subject Condition redundant; and (5) using a 
mechanism of increasing markedness to account for morphosyntactic operations 
referred to as ‘demotions’ in RG.  I demonstrate that these revisions make LMT a 
cleaner formalism which is immediately applicable to some important phenomena 
that have so far escaped (good) analyses.1 

 
 
1 Revision 1:  Restoring the early LFG distinction between 

argument positions and semantic roles 
 

LFG’s argument structure is the locus of the mapping between semantic roles and 
grammatical functions.  Because it maps from some kind of semantic or 
conceptual representation to a syntactic representation of grammatical functions, it 
is widely accepted that argument structure is a representation of the syntactic 
arguments of a predicate and that it contains some amount of semantic 
information, even though researchers still do not agree on how much.  See 
Dalrymple (2001:197-200) for an overview of two major approaches to the 
content and representation of argument structure within LFG: Jackendovian and 
Dowtyian; and Butt (2006:Chapter 5) for a critical account of Jackendoff’s and 
Dowty’s linking theories and the way they have been combined with LMT. 

Although the discussion of the semantic component of LMT has concentrated 
on the source and classification of the semantic content ascribed to the arguments 
(drawing from the Conceptual Semantics framework of Jackendoff 1983, 1990; or 

                                                
1 I gratefully acknowledge the current ESRC grant RES-051-27-0211.  I also wish to thank 
Miriam Butt and Yehuda Falk for their very helpful comments and questions on this paper,   
some of which remain to be addressed in further work.  
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the Proto-Role classification of Dowty 1991), another relevant issue concerns the 
degree of association (i.e. either fusion or separation) of the semantic information 
and the syntactic argument positions.  It is the second issue which falls under the 
scope of the proposed first revision. 

Early LFG representations of argument structure implied a dissociation of 
argument positions and semantic roles, for example (Bresnan 1982:6): 
(1)              (SUBJ)       (OBJ) 
    |               |          ← lexical assignment of grammatical functions 
      ‘LOVE (  arg 1  ,    arg 2  )’     ← predicate argument structure 
         (agent)    (theme) 
Dalrymple (2001:198) attributes the following representation of the semantic form 
for give to Kaplan & Bresnan (1982): 

(2)               SUBJ           OBJ             OBLGOAL 
     ‘give 〈      __      ,       __      ,      __          〉’ 
         AGENT        THEME         GOAL 
and explains that the semantic form was thought of as ‘expressing a kind of logical 
formula encoding aspects of the meaning of the sentence as well as the relation 
between thematic roles and their syntactic functions.’ 

With the advent of LMT (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989; Bresnan & Zaenen 
1990), which offered a substantive account of grammatical functions, argument 
positions and semantic roles became explicitly fused: ‘the grammatically 
significant participant-role relations in the structure of events are represented by a-
structures. An a-structure consists of a predicator with its argument roles, an 
ordering that represents the relative prominence of the roles, and a syntactic 
classification of each role indicated by a feature’ (Bresnan & Zaenen 1990:48): 
(3)      pound    〈      ag         pt      〉 

                            [– o]     [– r]  
Although LMT currently exists in several variants, and there is no agreement 

about the substance of the participant roles, most researchers seem to adopt a 
model of argument structure corresponding to the representation in (3) and do not 
question the collapsed distinction between argument positions and semantic roles.  

However, the need to separate these two tiers of representation has already 
had strong proponents such as Grimshaw (1988:1), T. Mohanan (1990/1994:15ff), 
Ackerman (1991:12; 1992:57ff), Joshi (1993), Alsina (1996:37), Ackerman & 
Moore (2001:40ff).  In his LFG textbook, Falk (2001:105) offers the following 
representation of the mappings which are captured by LMT: 
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(4) place: 
     θ-structure:   [Agent] . . . [Patient/Theme] . . . [Location] 
 
 a-structure:   〈      x        ,        y        ,        z     〉 
 ┌ ┐  
 f-structure:        SUBJ [ ⋮ ] 

   PRED ‘place  〈 (  SUBJ) (  OBJ) (  OBLLOC) 〉’ 
  OBJ [ ⋮ ] 
  OBLLOC [ ⋮ ] 
  └ ┘ 
He emphasises that ‘a-structure is a representation of the syntactic argument-
taking properties of a lexical item’ (2001:105); ‘arguments fit empty positions in 
the meaning of a predicate’ and ‘can be identified by their role in the predicate’s 
meaning’ (2001:101).  Hence, ‘LMT maps between θ-structure and a-structure, 
and between a-structure and f-structure’; as a syntactic representation, a-structure 
‘only deals with syntactically relevant aspects of θ-structure and is the locus of 
constraints’ (2001:105). 

Four types of arguments can be put forward in support of the distinction 
between argument positions (corresponding to Falk’s a-structure) and semantic 
roles (corresponding to Falk’s θ-structure):  

(i) The strongest evidence in support of this distinction comes from pairs of 
clauses that exhibit alternative assignments of grammatical functions to the 
semantic participants competing for the same argument status.  Many different 
types of alternations have been identified where, holding constant both the 
predicate and the selected participants, there are two (and sometimes more than 
two) ways of matching the same set of grammatical functions with the participants 
which are available for mapping.  I argue that the different options arise because 
the mapping is done indirectly, via an independent tier of representation: the 
argument structure positions (which correspond to Falk’s a-structure).  A common 
type of alternation involves two arguments within the verb phrase, either of which 
can be specified as an object (OBJ) or an oblique (OBLθ).  An example is locative 
alternation, discussed in Ackerman (1991; 1992) and Ackerman & Moore (2001) 
(see also Levin 1993:49-55 for references): 
(5) a.    The peasant loaded  (the) hay  onto the wagon. 
    OBJ OBLθ 
       b.    The peasant loaded  the wagon  with (the) hay. 
     OBJ  OBLθ 

Levin (1993:Chapter 2) gives the following examples of other alternations in 
English which involve arguments within a verb phrase: the material/product 
alternation (transitive) (e.g. Martha carved a toy out of the piece of wood ~ 
Martha carved the piece of wood into a toy), the fulfilling alternation (The judge 
presented a prize to the winner ~ The judge presented the winner with a prize), the 
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image impression alternation (The jeweller inscribed the name on the ring ~ The 
jeweller inscribed the ring with the name), the with/against alternation (Brian hit 
the stick against the fence ~ Brian hit the fence with the stick), the through/with 
alternation (Alison pierced the needle through the cloth ~ Alison pierced the cloth 
with a needle), the blame alternation (Mira blamed the accident on Terry ~ Mira 
blamed Terry for the accident), the search alternations (Ida hunted the woods for 
deer ~ Ida hunted deer in the woods ~ Ida hunted for deer in the woods), the 
possessor and attribute alternation (I admired him for his honesty ~ I admired the 
honesty in him).  Finally, Levin notes that the class of English verbs including 
grow participate in the intransitive material/product alternation where either of the 
participants can be specified as a subject (SUBJ) or an oblique (OBLθ): That acorn 
will grow into an oak tree ~ An oak tree will grow from that acorn. 

Although variants of the constructions involve the same predicates, 
participants, and even the same grammatical functions, there are some semantic 
differences associated with the variants (e.g. a holistic vs partitive effect of the 
locative alternation).  However, crucially, neither is more basic than the other, or 
neither is derived from the other – in this respect, they have equal status.  A simple 
way of capturing the fact that the same predicate may have two (or more) options 
of matching its participants with grammatical functions is to dissociate the tier of 
semantic participants from the tier of argument positions. 

(ii) The distinction between semantic participants and argument positions is 
already implicit in standard LFG accounts of ‘empty’ (athematic) argument roles 
of raising verbs (Zaenen & Engdahl 1994:200, 203; Bresnan 2001:309, 317).  The 
representations of a-structures of the subject-raising verb seem (as in He seemed to 
me to be happy) and the object-raising verb believe (as in I believe him to be 
happy) contain athematic arguments which are expressed as gaps in the argument 
list, because He is not a semantic subject of seem, and him is not a semantic object 
of believe.  The following diagrams are from Bresnan (2001:309, 317; but see 
section 4 below for the alternative):   
(6)      seem              __        〈    x            y   〉 

                             [– r]        [– o]       [– o] 
                       SUBJ          OBLθ     XCOMP 

(7)     believe        〈    x            y   〉        __ 
                             [– o]      [– o]          [– r] 
                             SUBJ      XCOMP       OBJ 

Similarly, the non-raising version of seem has an athematic subject which in 
English has to be filled by an expletive (It seemed to me that John was happy): 
(8)      seem              __      〈    x            y   〉 

                             [– r]       [– o]       [– o] 
                       SUBJ         OBLθ      COMP 

The athematic arguments are represented outside the angled brackets, which 
indicates that they do not belong to the set of semantic participants of the event 
denoted by the predicate.  Nevertheless, they do have a specific position in the 
argument structure relative to the other hierarchically ordered semantic 
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participants, which gives them greater or lesser priority in the mapping of 
grammatical functions (Bresnan 2001:309).  Having no semantic content, they 
receive the inherent syntactic classification of [– r].  Thus, athematic arguments 
imply the existence of a distinct level of argument positions separate from the 
semantic level, and the representations in (6)-(8) can be translated to the following 
notation: 
(9)                                      x          y 
                                           |           | 
          seem        〈   arg      arg       arg    〉 

                         [– r]     [– o]     [– o] 

(10)                        x           y                                            x                     y 
                               |            |                                             |                      | 
         believe     〈   arg       arg       arg    〉       or        〈   arg      arg      arg   〉 

                         [– o]     [– o]     [– r]                           [– o]    [– r]    [– o] 

 (iii) The distinction between semantic participants and argument positions 
enables a better analysis of essentially syntactic phenomena (‘morphosyntactic 
operations’) such as passivisation and locative inversion (see sections 3 & 5 
below) which are available to unergative versus unaccusative predicates, 
respectively.  The notion of an ‘underlying slot which comes first and is, or is not, 
a subject’ is not easily expressible in thematic terms; in fact, it has been 
demonstrated that it is impossible to find a common semantic denominator for 
either the class of syntactically unaccusative, or unergative verbs (e.g. Rosen 
1984; Wechsler 1995). 

(iv) There is general intuition that LMT should be capable of handling 
morpholexical causativisation, though there is not yet a solution that is widely 
accepted and has been proven to be applicable to the full variety of causatives 
cross-linguistically.  However, two of the most widely published LFG analyses of 
causatives, Falk (2001:114-119), who provides a brief account building on the 
work of Alsina (1996), and Ackerman & Moore (2001), who build on the work on 
T. Mohanan (1994), both appeal to the distinction between semantic participants 
and argument positions.  Ackerman & Moore in particular argue that a model of 
argument structure which has an independent valency level predicts that there can 
be predicate formation processes which introduce semantic properties, but which 
may not lead to an increase in valency (2001:46).  They examine several different 
instances of causativisation which do not involve an increase in valency and 
conclude that these data provide empirical motivation for the theoretical 
assumption that valency slots (i.e. argument positions) constitute an independent 
level of representation which is used to mediate the relation between semantic 
roles (understood by them as sets of semantic entailments of the predicate) and 
grammatical function assignment (2001:48ff). 
 
2 Revision 2:  Allowing semantic participants to change order 

and re-associate with different argument positions for non-
default mappings 
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The most widely used versions of LMT have a fixed hierarchy of thematic roles 
which determines the ordering of argument positions.  The following thematic 
hierarchies are from Bresnan (2001:307) and Falk (2001:104), respectively: 
(11)  agent > beneficiary > experiencer/goal > instrument > patient/theme 

         > location 
(12) agent > patient/beneficiary > instrument > theme 

           > path/location/reference object 
Most LFG researchers derive the content of their thematic hierarchy either from 
the Conceptual Semantics framework of Jackendoff (1983; 1990), or from the 
Proto-Role proposal of Dowty (1991) (see also Butt 2006:Ch.5 for discussion). 

However, Levin & Rappaport Hovav (2005:Ch.6) show that it is impossible 
to formulate a thematic hierarchy that will capture all generalisations involving the 
realisation of arguments in terms of their semantic roles; Newmeyer (2002) cites 
18 distinct thematic hierarchies on offer, none of which comes close to working.  
Ackerman & Moore (2001:27) cite Gawron (1983) as a good critique of the 
shortcomings associated with delimiting classes of verbs and identifying finite 
lists of discrete semantic roles.  To overcome these shortcomings they assume, 
following Dowty, that an argument of a predicate is a set of the predicate 
entailments that is specific to a participant in the event denoted by the predicate; 
they propose that sets of proto-properties can be ordered from most proto-agentive 
to most proto-patientive, and they formulate a well-formedness condition on the 
linking of entailment sets to valency slots (2001:44-45).2 

As a result of the shift of perspective on semantic participants – from 
classifying them into discrete roles to seeing them as sets of semantic entailments 
of the predicate – it is expected that the same semantic participants may align with 
the available argument positions in two (or more) different ways, as was 
exemplified in the previous section by locative and other alternations.  
Furthermore, it is also expected that the semantic participants may ‘change order’ 
and re-associate with different argument positions for derived, 
morphosemantically altered, predicates.   

The following example from Polish shows a morphosemantically derived 
predicate in which a sentient causer of the event (normally interpreted as the 
agent) is portrayed as ‘unwilful’, i.e. not responsible for the action:  
(13) Wylała              mi           się       zupa. 
 spilt.3SG.FEM   me.DAT   REFL   soup(FEM).NOM 
 ‘The soup has spilt to me.’ (meaning: ‘I have spilt the soup 

unintentionally.’) 
The resulting construction is the common Slavonic anticausative, in which the 
patient/theme is lexicalised as the subject and the ‘unwilful’ agent is lexicalised as 
a dative argument (secondary object). 

Thus, even though there may be a default ordering of semantic participants, 

                                                
2 Note, however, that the first suggestion of integrating Dowty’s Proto-Role proposal into 
LMT came from Zaenen (1993).  For an overview and discussion of her approach, see Butt 
(2006:135-138). 
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evidently it can be altered, the alteration being driven by the change in the 
interpretation of the predicate together with its sets of entailments.  The most 
straightforward way to model this with LMT (see next section for examples) is to 
allow the same semantic participants to ‘realign’ and link to different argument 
positions for different types of clauses which may or may not differ in valency. 
 
3 Revision 3:  Fixing the order of (syntactic) argument positions 
 
After separating the semantic information from the syntactic level of argument 
positions I argue, following Zaenen (1993:151) and Ackerman & Moore 
(2001:44ff), that priority should be given to the syntactic representation of the 
predicate’s valency rather than the semantic representation of thematic roles with 
which argument positions are linked.  Therefore, it is the ordering of argument 
positions holding at the valency level of argument structure that is fixed, with each 
position (‘argument slot’) coming with a particular (fixed) syntactic specification.  
The following represents the valency template available to a base (non-derived) 
predicate: 
 (14) <  arg1      arg2     arg3     arg4    ...   argn> 
    [–o/–r]    [–r]     [+o]     [–o]          [–o] 
In the case when all the slots are used (i.e. none are bypassed), the argument in the 
first slot can be classified as either [–o] or [–r]; the argument in the second slot can 
only receive [–r] classification; and so on.  This ordering corresponds to LFG’s 
hierarchy of syntactic functions (proposed after Keenan & Comrie 1977), but it is 
based on LMT’s atomic values [+/–  r/o] instead of final grammatical functions.  
Since valency slots correspond to particular types of predicate entailments,3 if the 
base predicate does not have a particular set of entailments, the slot corresponding 
to that set of entailments is not invoked.  Thus, for a particular predicate, the 
angled brackets contain all and only the selected valency slots for the arguments 
associated with that predicate, both core and non-core. 

As was outlined in section 2, semantic participants may be understood as 
having a certain default ordering, but their actual ordering is flexible, not fixed.  
This means that under certain conditions, the actual semantic participants of the 
event may map onto the argument positions listed in (14) in more than one way.  
For example, some semantic participants may compete for a certain argument slot 
(as in locative etc. alternations), or a semantic participant may map onto an unused 
(but syntactically pre-specified) argument slot (as in the linking of the unwilful 
agent to a dative in Slavonic, or in ‘dative shift’ in English – see below).  In 

                                                
3 Note that many Dowtyian approaches, including Ackerman & Moore’s (2001), adopt 
two proto-property sets: proto-agent and proto-patient.  However, other researchers have 
suggested adding a third set: proto-recipient (see Primus 1999).  For base predicates, the 
entailments set of the third argument slot proposed here (arg3) corresponds to this proto-
property set.  I will refer to it as proto-beneficiary, since the term ‘beneficiary’ has been 
more common in thematic hierarchies.  It has been noted that proto-beneficiary needs to be 
distinguished only for some, but not all, languages. 
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derived predicates, such re-alignments of participants result from a meaning-
altering (i.e. morphosemantic) operation on the predicate’s argument structure.  
The interpretation of the roles of the participants is altered due to the fact that, in 
the end, the participants bear a different grammatical function to the one they 
would be getting ‘by default’. 

Using different types of predicates I will now illustrate that revisions 1-3 do, 
on the whole, produce the same syntactic pre-specification as LFG’s basic 
principles for  determining the choice of syntactic features  (patientlike roles are  
[– r], secondary patientlike roles are [+ o], and other semantic roles are [– o]) 
though, importantly, not in predicates with non-applied beneficiaries, which 
receive a much simpler analysis in the reformulated LMT than in standard LMT 
accounts. 

First, I will deal with the anticausative exemplified in (13).  The argument 
structure of the basic, non-derived causative variant in (15) is modelled in (16): 
(15) Wylałem              zupę. (16)                         x           y 
 spilt.1SG.MASC   soup(FEM).ACC                            |            | 
 ‘I have spilt the soup.’          wylałem 〈    arg1      arg2   〉 
                         [– o]      [– r] 
The formation of the anticausative predicate results from an operation which 
deletes the first argument from the argument structure frame of the base predicate, 
leaving behind an orphaned semantic role (x) (see Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995 
for a corresponding analysis of externally caused intransitive verbs in English 
which participate in the causative alternation).  Since the predicate loses an 
argument, and hence its valency decreases, the operation may be referred to as 
‘lexical detransitivisation’.   
 The second argument, which can now bear the function of the subject, is 
interpreted as a ‘pseudo-agent’, but the event is still understood as requiring an 
external cause(r).  Polish (unlike English) has a strategy of reintroducing the 
orphaned causer, interpreted as an unwilful agent, to syntax via the argument 
position of the secondary object (the dative) (for detailed discussion of the 
anticausative see Kibort 2004:Ch.3).  I repeat example (13) as (17) and model it in 
(18): 
(17) Wylała              mi           się       zupa. 
 spilt.3SG.FEM   me.DAT   REFL   soup(FEM).NOM 
 ‘The soup has spilt to me.’ (meaning: ‘I have spilt the soup 

unintentionally.’) 
(18)                                       y           x 
                                              |            | 
          wylała się    〈             arg2     arg3 〉 4 

                                            [– r]     [+ o] 
Second, I will outline the mappings in constructions with beneficiaries.  In 

                                                
4 I have left gaps in the representations of argument frames only for an easier reading of 
the diagrams.  The gaps have no theoretical significance.  Instead, theoretical significance 
is attributed to the rank of the particular argument position. 
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many familiar languages, including Polish, dative case marking distinguishes the 
beneficiary/maleficiary argument from the patient/theme.  In Polish, the dative 
argument differs from obliques in that it cannot be multiplied, though like obliques 
as well as primary objects (in appropriate contexts) it can be omitted.  It can be 
optionally added to any Polish clause: almost any clause can be expanded to 
include an optional beneficiary referring to ‘self’, marked for dative, regardless of 
the number and type of other dependants of the predicate, and without altering the 
semantic or syntactic mappings in the predicate’s argument structure.  Once a 
semantic participant is selected for the dative in the base predicate, it is not 
possible to either promote this argument to subject (as in passivisation) or change 
its status to object (as in ‘dative shift’) through any argument-structure alteration 
in the predicate.  The dative fits well the LMT’s description of the secondary 
object specified for [+ o].  In the revised version of LMT offered here, it is 
identified with the unique third argument position (arg3).  In Polish, this argument 
position is available to predicates both for non-derived mappings (of optional 
beneficiaries), as in: 
(19) Piotr                       dał                      monetę              Jankowi. 
 Peter(MASC).NOM   gave.3SG.MASC  coin(FEM).ACC  John(MASC).DAT   
 ‘Peter gave a/the coin to John.’ 
(20)               x           y          b 
                                   |            |           |   
  dał    〈  arg1      arg2      arg3 〉 

                              [– o]     [– r]     [+ o] 
and for morphosemantically altered mappings (e.g. of unwilful agents, as in (18)). 

English ditransitives, which have been the subject of considerable debate in 
LFG, receive a much simpler account in the revised LMT.  Modern English does 
not mark its beneficiaries for dative.  Instead, an English beneficiary is expressed 
either adpositionally (headed by a preposition), like an oblique:  
(19) a. Peter handed a drink to John. 
 b. Both parents cooked supper for the children. 
(20)  x           y              b                     ‘non-dative-shifted’ 
                                            |            |               |   
          handed/cooked    〈  arg1      arg2           arg4 〉 

                                        [– o]     [– r]           [– o] 
or in a syntactic argument which is not headed by a preposition, which occupies 
the surface position of the direct object and behaves like a direct object with 
respect to passivisation:  
(21) a. Peter handed John a drink. 
 b. Both parents cooked the children supper.  (Bresnan 2001:315-316) 

(22)                       x           b          y                      ‘dative-shifted’ 
                                                      |            |           |   
          handed-to/cooked-for    〈  arg1      arg2      arg3 〉 

                                                    [– o]     [– r]     [+ o] 
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In the non-dative-shifted predicate, as in (20), the third argument position 
(arg3) is not invoked in English.  English has lost the morphological means to 
distinguish this argument from the primary object and hence base predicates treat 
beneficiaries as obliques.  Note the lack of syntactically intransitive English 
clauses comprising only subjects and datives but no direct objects:5 *Both parents 
cooked the children meaning: ‘Both parents cooked for the children’; and the 
ungrammaticality of the attempted dative in:  He sold three cars (*John), He gave 
the book (*me/him).  However, through dative shift, verbs of a certain class in 
English are capable of recovering their dative argument position: dative shift (or, 
dative alternation) in English is a morphosemantic operation on argument structure 
which alters the mapping of the semantic participants of the predicate onto 
argument positions by remapping the beneficiary onto the primary object position, 
and ‘downgrading’ the theme to the secondary object position. 

The analysis sketched out above accounts for the passivisability patterns of 
the non-dative-shifted and dative-shifted predicates in English, and avoids 
invoking an additional constraint, the Asymmetric Object Parameter (which rules 
out argument structures with two unrestricted [– r] arguments for some languages), 
which was proposed specifically to handle languages with dative shift.6  Further 
examples showing the redundancy of the AOP will be given below.   

Finally, earlier in this section I outlined the mapping that occurs in the 
anticausative, see examples (17)-(18).  This construction results from a type of 
morphosemantic operation, lexical detransitivisation, that targets directly the level 
of argument positions.  I suggested that the anticausative operation deletes the first 
(core) argument from the valency frame of the base predicate: 
(23) I spilt the soup. (24)    The soup spilt. 
                        x           y                                x          y 
                        |            |                                           | 
 spilttrans   〈    arg1      arg2   〉     spiltintrans   〈             arg2   〉 
                               [– o]      [– r]                                               [– r] 
(Recall also that the anticausative does not delete the semantic participant – 
typically, the event denoted by the verb does not cease to require an external 
causer.  I demonstrated that some languages with anticausatives have a way of 
optionally retrieving the causer to project it to syntax through a different argument 
position.)   

It is expected that an operation with the opposite effect to lexical 
                                                
5 A possible exception are clauses with the verb give which, for some speakers, has 
retained a fossilised structural dative (arg3) position, as in (20), even in the base variant.  
Hence: ?Peter gave John, ?A book was given John (by Peter).  See Kibort (2004:79-88) for 
examples, discussion and references. 
6 The Asymmetric Object Parameter is undesirable for one more reason: in the revised 
LMT, transitive unaccusatives (the class of verbs including cost, last, and weigh) are those 
predicates whose both arguments (arg1 and arg2) are pre-specified as [– r], hence their 
unavailability for passivisation (see section 5).  The fact that the Parameter does not need 
to be invoked to account for dative shift leaves no reason to keep it.  This, in turn, frees the 
revised LMT from a theory-internal solution. 
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detransitivisation can also be found.  This is ‘lexical transitivisation’, which 
targets the same level of representation of the predicate as the anticausative, the 
level of argument positions, and adds to it a core argument.  Dative shift, 
discussed above, is an example of a lexical transitiviser.  Like the detransitivising 
anticausative in English, it is not expressed with any special verbal morphology.  
However, we acknowledge that the predicate and its set of entailments have been 
altered by indicating that the base verb’s lexical meaning has changed, e.g. from 
handed and cooked, to handed-to and cooked-for.  The following non-dative-
shifted examples are repeated from (19)-(20): 
(25) a. Peter handed a drink to John. 
 b. Both parents cooked supper for the children. 
(26)  x           y              b                  
                                            |            |               |   
          handed/cooked    〈  arg1      arg2           arg4 〉 

                                        [– o]     [– r]           [– o] 

and the following dative-shifted examples are repeated from (21)-(22): 
(27) a. Peter handed John a drink. 
 b. Both parents cooked the children supper. 

(28)                       x           b          y                   
                                                      |            |           |   
          handed-to/cooked-for    〈  arg1      arg2      arg3 〉 

                                                    [– o]     [– r]     [+ o] 
Dative shift increases the transitivity of the base mono-transitive predicate 

(handed, cooked) by adding an ‘objective’ [+o] argument to its valency frame.  
The arguments are ordered according to LMT’s atomic values [+/– r/o], and the 
new argument slot occupies a position that conforms to this ranking.  The semantic 
participants map onto the new set of argument positions in a way that matches the 
sets of semantic entailments produced by the derived predicate (handed-to, 
cooked-for). 

English does not express the addition of a new core argument with verbal 
morphology, and also has a different option of expressing the beneficiary: 
mapping it onto an oblique argument.  However, many languages do not have the 
option of expressing the beneficiary as an oblique argument, and their strategy to 
bring beneficiaries and other peripheral participants into the verb’s lexical 
meaning is the transitivising applicative, a construction which is typically marked 
by special verbal morphology. 

In the standard LMT account, the transitivising applicative is analysed as 
adding a new theta role to the theta structure of a verb, below the highest role 
(Alsina & Mchombo 1988, 1990, 1993; see also Bresnan & Moshi 1993).  
Bresnan & Moshi explain that ‘[t]his change in the argument structure is induced 
by an underlying change in the lexical semantic structure.  (...)  Informally, the 
action of the base verb v is applied to a new argument x, yielding a derived 
meaning paraphrasable as “do v for/to/with/at x”’ (1993:73, ft. 30).   

In the revised LMT, the transitivising applicative is analysed as targeting the 
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same level of representation of the predicate as the anticausative, the level of 
argument positions, and adding an argument pre-specified as [+ o] to the valency 
frame of the base predicate.  In this respect, it is like dative shift (to which this 
construction has been likened in the literature), except that it is accompanied by 
dedicated verbal morphology.  Applicative formation increases the transitivity of 
the base verb, and allows the semantic participants to map onto the new set of 
argument positions in a way that matches the entailment sets produced by the 
derived predicate (e.g. ‘eat-for’ when a beneficiary is added; ‘eat-with’ when an 
instrument is added; or ‘eat-because-of’ when a motive is added; etc.).   

The ‘applied’ participant is typically mapped onto the second argument 
position of the primary object (which enables it to become a passive subject).  
However, for many predicates, the entailment sets corresponding to the two object 
positions ([– r] and [+ o]) allow the peripheral participant and the patient/theme to 
re-align and map in either way.  Whichever participant maps onto the primary 
object position ([– r]) may become a passive subject.  As can be expected, the 
argument in the primary object position ([– r]) is also privileged over the argument 
in the secondary object position ([+ o]) with respect to adjacency to the verb and 
availability for long-distance extraction (Bresnan & Moshi 1993:59-61). 

Passivisation patterns in Kichaga (as described in Bresnan & Moshi 1993) 
reveal that several different mapping options are available for the base predicate 
which has been subjected to applicative transitivisation and has two participants 
competing for the primary object position.  For illustration, I have schematised 
some options below, using thematic labels for the participants only for easier 
reading: 
(29) agent benef pat/theme 
 agent instr pat/theme 
 agent loc pat/theme 
 agent motive pat/theme 
 agent pat/theme benef 
 agent pat/theme instr 
 agent pat/theme loc 
     |                  |                |   
                〈     arg1            arg2           arg3       〉 

                 [– o]           [– r]          [+ o] 
Although the primary object argument is privileged (can become a passive subject, 
is adjacent to the verb and available for long-distance extraction), Kichaga treats 
both objects in the same way with respect to object marking on the verb.   

Languages like Kichaga are referred to as ‘symmetric’.  In standard LMT 
accounts this is understood with reference to the Asymmetric Object Parameter.  It 
is argued that the AOP, which regulates the occurrence of argument structures 
with two unrestricted [– r] arguments, is present in asymmetric languages like 
English and Chicheŵa, but lacking in symmetric languages like Kichaga (Alsina 
& Mchombo 1988; Bresnan & Moshi 1993).  In the revised LMT, there is no need 
to invoke the AOP, and symmetric languages can be defined as those which allow 
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both their ‘applied’ participant and their patient/theme to be mapped onto either of 
the object argument positions ([– r] or [+ o]).7   

The other type, ‘asymmetric’ languages, impose restrictions, or limitations on 
their secondary object position ([+ o]).  In those languages, the [+ o] argument slot 
is not suitable for the mapping of the beneficiary participant (whether a ‘dative-
shifted’ beneficiary as in English, or an ‘applied’ beneficiary as in Chicheŵa); 
only the primary ([– r]) object is treated as an object with respect to object 
marking on the verb; and the secondary ([+ o]) object cannot be ‘dropped’ (left 
unspecified) in the transitivised predicate (this applies regardless of whether the 
predicate has undergone dative shift or applicative transitivisation).   

Preventing the secondary object position from accepting beneficiaries results 
in fewer mapping options in asymmetric languages such as Chicheŵa: 
(30) agent benef pat/theme 
 agent instr pat/theme 
 agent loc pat/theme 
 agent pat/theme benef 
 agent pat/theme instr 
 agent pat/theme loc 
     |                  |                |   
                〈     arg1            arg2           arg3       〉 

                 [– o]           [– r]          [+ o] 
Thus, both the passivisation patterns in asymmetric languages, as well as different 
treatment of the two types of objects (primary and secondary) in asymmetric 
languages, can be accounted for by the revised LMT without having to invoke an 
additional parameter such as the AOP. 

It has also been noted that, in some languages, the transitivising applicative 
can add more than one core argument – specifically, it has been found to add up to 
two core arguments, both in symmetric and asymmetric languages (Bresnan & 
Moshi 1993:52).  In the revised LMT, the second applied argument position will 
also be pre-specified as [+ o], and the grammatical function mapped onto this 
argument will be OBJθ.  The two secondary objects will be distinguished by their 
subscripts. 
 
4 Revision 4:  Reformulating the principles of argument-to-

function mapping to make fuller use of the markedness 
hierarchy of syntactic functions and render the Subject 
Condition redundant 

 

                                                
7 Note that, according to the standard LMT account, in symmetric languages a predicate 
has its third argument pre-specified as [+ o] for some clauses (e.g. an unaltered active) and 
as [– r] for other clauses (e.g. passive).  Although LMT allows to interpret both pre-
specifications as being appropriate for ‘patient-like’ arguments, the selection of either one 
or the other pre-specification for the same argument in the same predicate requires a non-
monotonic change of information.  
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The features [+/– r], (thematically/semantically) (un)restricted, and [+/– o], 
(non)objective, group grammatical functions into natural classes (Bresnan & 
Kanerva 1989; Bresnan & Zaenen 1990; see also Bresnan 2001:308): 

(31)  [– r] [+ r] 
 [– o] SUBJ OBLθ 
 [+ o] OBJ OBJθ 

where OBLθ abbreviates multiple oblique functions, and OBJθ abbreviates 
secondary objects.  Since the negatively specified features in diagram (31) indicate 
unmarked feature values, SUBJ is the least marked grammatical function and the 
restricted object (OBJθ) is the most marked function, and the diagram can be read 
as a ‘markedness hierarchy of syntactic functions’ (Bresnan & Moshi 1993:71) or 
a ‘partial ordering of basic argument functions’ (Bresnan 2001:309): 
(32) Markedness Hierarchy of Syntactic Functions 
 [–o]/[–r] SUBJ  >   [–r]/[+o] OBJ, [–o]/[+r] OBLθ >   [+o]/[+r] OBJθ 

In one of the most widely accepted versions of LMT, the Markedness 
Hierarchy feeds into the syntactic principles for mapping argument structures to 
surface grammatical functions, i.e. the Mapping Principles (Bresnan 1990; 
Bresnan 2001:311): 
(33) (a) Subject roles: 
  (i) a [–o] argument is mapped onto SUBJ when initial in the argument 

structure;8 otherwise: 
  (ii) a [–r] argument is mapped onto SUBJ. 
 (b) Other roles are mapped onto the lowest (i.e. most marked) compatible 

function on the markedness hierarchy.  
However, the Mapping Principles in (33) do not make full use of the 

Markedness Hierarchy, even though it is possible to derive the principles of 
argument-to-function mapping directly from the Markedness Hierarchy, without 

                                                
8 The actual LFG formulation of this mapping principle is as follows: ‘

! 

ˆ " 
[#o]

 is mapped onto 

SUBJ when initial in the a-structure’ (Bresnan 2001:311), where 

! 

ˆ " 
[#o]

, referred to as the 

‘logical subject’, is defined as ‘the most prominent semantic role of a predicator’ (p. 307).  
However, this formulation seems to contain superfluous information.  Specifically, due to 
the Subject Condition, LFG excludes the formation of predicates with no core arguments; 
according to the principles of semantic classification of thematic roles for function, LFG 
allows only those thematic roles which will map onto ‘subjective’ (core) or oblique (non-
core) functions to be classified as [–o]; and finally, due to the thematic hierarchy (and the 
Subject Condition), thematic roles which will map onto oblique functions can never be 
initial in the argument structure or higher than the ‘subjective’ role.  It follows from this 
that a [–o] argument which is initial in the argument structure (i.e. has position adjacent to 
the left bracket; see also Falk 2001:108) can only be the most prominent thematic role, and 
it can never be an oblique participant.  Thus, the formulation of the subject mapping 
principle in (33a)(i) is in fact just a more concise, but still faithful, version of the LFG 
principle. 
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building in the condition that the first encountered argument needs to be pre-
specified as either [–o] or [–r].  Hence, I propose a reformulation of the Mapping 
Principles into the following, single Mapping Principle: 
(34) MAPPING PRINCIPLE 
 The ordered arguments are mapped onto the highest (i.e. least marked) 

compatible function on the markedness hierarchy. 
The reformulated Mapping Principle achieves correct mappings for various classes 
of predicates discussed in the literature (including unaccusatives and ditransitives 
– see below for examples), but avoids stipulating any specific principles where 
their result is already partially determined by the markedness hierarchy.  In this 
way, it avoids redundancy both in the account of the mapping itself, as well as in 
the formulation of any conditions or constraints pertaining to the subject. 

Thus, the Subject Condition (‘Every predicator must have a subject’; e.g. 
Bresnan 2001:311) is now redundant, since the provision of the subject for any 
personal clause is ensured by the more general Mapping Principle.  Note that the 
Subject Condition had been assumed incorrectly even when it was allowed to be 
parametrised, since it would rule out inherently impersonal predicates in a 
language which otherwise has to be analysed as having the parameter present.  
Without the Subject Condition, it is now possible to account for inherently 
impersonal predicates which have no subject at any level of analysis (a-structure, 
f-structure, or c-structure) (see Kibort 2006 for examples and discussion). 

I will now give a few concise examples illustrating the correct mappings 
achieved by the revised Mapping Principle in (34):  

(a) with unergative9 transitive verbs such as clean in I clean the floor, the 
Mapping Principle ensures that the first ([–o]) argument is linked to SUBJ and the 
second ([–r]) argument is linked to OBJ;  

(b) with unaccusative intransitive verbs such as come in I come, the Mapping 
Principle ensures that the first ([–r]) argument is linked to SUBJ because this is the 
grammatical function which is the highest compatible one on the markedness 
hierarchy in (32);  

(c) with unaccusative transitive verbs such as cost in The book cost £10, the 
Mapping Principle ensures that the first ([–r]) argument is linked to SUBJ (the 
highest grammatical function compatible with this specification) and the second 
([–r]) argument is linked to OBJ;  

(d) the non-raising version of the verb seem, as in It seems to me that John 
was happy, selects three argument positions: the (athematic) subject position and 
two non-core argument positions for the expression of the experiencer and the 
proposition; the positions are pre-specified as [–r], [–o], and [–o], respectively; the 
Mapping Principle ensures that the first (athematic) ([–r]) argument is linked to 
SUBJ, the second (experiencer) argument is linked to OBLθ, and the third 

                                                
9 Following the RG tradition, I treat unergativity/unaccusativity as a primarily syntactic 
phenomenon, and as irrespective of transitivity (hence it is orthogonal to valency).  For 
some discussion, see Kibort (2004:71-75, 357). 
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(propositional) argument is also linked to a type of oblique function, COMP;10  
(e) the raising version of the verb seem, as in He seemed to me to be happy, 

selects three argument positions: the subject position and two non-core argument 
positions for the expression of the experiencer and the infinitival complement; the 
positions are pre-specified as [–r], [–o], and [–o], respectively (note that seem 
cannot have an unergative, i.e. passivisable subject argument in either version, 
non-raising or raising); the Mapping Principle ensures that the first ([–r]) argument 
is linked to SUBJ, the second (experiencer) argument is linked to OBLθ, and the 
third (infinitival complement) argument is linked to a type of oblique function, 
XCOMP;  

(f) the raising version of the verb believe, as in I believe him to be happy, 
selects three argument positions: the subject position, the primary object position, 
and a non-core position for the expression of the infinitival complement; the 
positions are pre-specified as [–o], [–r], and [–o], respectively; the Mapping 
Principle ensures that the first ([–o]) argument is linked to SUBJ, the second 
argument is linked to OBJ, and the third (infinitival complement) argument is 
linked to a type of oblique function, XCOMP;11  

(g) non-derived predicates with a proto-beneficiary participant, as in (19)-
(20), derived dative-shifted predicates, as in (21)-(22), and derived predicates with 
an ‘applied’ non-core participant, as in (29) and (30), receive straightforward 
argument-to-function mapping by the Mapping Principle: their first argument 
(whether [–o] or [–r]) is linked to SUBJ, their second ([–r]) argument is linked to 
OBJ, and their third ([+o]) argument is linked to OBJθ. 

 
5 Revision 5:  Using a mechanism of increasing markedness to 

account for morphosyntactic operations 
 
Finally, using only a mechanism of increasing markedness, and retaining the 
principle of monotonicity, I will demonstrate how LMT can elegantly account for 
morphosyntactic phenomena that are referred to as ‘demotions’ in RG.   

Morphosyntactic operations interfere with the ‘default’ argument-to-function 
mapping, but do not affect the lexical or semantic tiers of representation of the 
predicate (i.e. both the argument positions and the alignment of the participants 
with the argument positions remain unaffected).  Hence, morphosyntactic 
operations do not affect the interpretation of the predicate together with its sets of 
semantic entailments, or the interpretation of the roles of the semantic participants.  
They affect only the final mapping of grammatical functions to arguments.  
Logically, this can be done only in one way: since the Markedness Hierarchy 
orders grammatical functions from the least restricted to the most restricted, and 
the Mapping Principle matches the ordered arguments with functions beginning 
from the least marked functions (i.e. the highest ones in the Markedness 
Hierarchy), the only way to disrupt this default mapping is by restricting the 
                                                
10 Zaenen & Engdahl (1994) analyse COMP and XCOMP as specialised type of OBLθ. 
11 See Falk (2001:140), example (54), for a corresponding analysis. 
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unrestricted arguments before applying the Mapping Principle.  I refer to this as a 
‘mechanism of increasing markedness’: a morphosyntactic operation can only 
restrict an argument by adding a ‘marked’ specification ([+r] or [+o]) to its 
syntactic pre-specification.  The principle of monotonicity ensures that the 
restriction of [+r] cannot be added to a [–r] argument, and the restriction of [+o] 
cannot be added to a [–o] argument, as these operations would involve a change of 
information in the argument structure.   

Hence, the available morphosyntactic (i.e. restricting) operations are: adding 
the [+r] specification to a [–o] argument; adding the [+o] specification to a [–r] 
argument; and adding the [+r] specification to a [+o] argument.  Each of these 
operations would not only change the mapping of the grammatical function onto 
the affected argument, but also, in consequence of that altered mapping, it may 
also affect the mapping of grammatical function(s) onto other argument(s) (if the 
predicate selects more than one argument). 

In brief, the morphosyntactic operation which restricts the first, unergative, 
argument pre-specified as [–o] by adding to it the [+r] specification is 
passivisation.  As a result of this restriction, the first argument receives an oblique 
grammatical function (OBLθ) (hence the RG term ‘demotion of subject to an 
oblique’), and the second (core) argument, if there is one, receives the SUBJ 
function by the Mapping Principle, as in (35).  If there is no second core argument, 
the resulting construction is an impersonal passive, as in (36):12 
(35)                           x          y  (36)                               x                       
                           |            |                                  | 
 verbpassive  〈   arg1      arg2   〉      verbpassive  〈    arg1   〉 
                                [–o]       [–r]                                     [–o] 
                       [+r]                                     [+r] 

                              OBLθ     SUBJ                                       OBLθ 
The morphosyntactic operation which restricts the first, unaccusative, 

argument pre-specified as [–r] by adding to it the [+o] specification is locative 
inversion (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989).  As a result of this restriction, the first 
argument receives the OBJ function (hence ‘demotion of subject to an object’).  If 
the verb selects a non-core [–o] argument, by the Mapping Principle it will receive 
the SUBJ function, as in (37).  If there is no [–o] argument, the resulting 
construction is inversion without the locative, as in (38):13 
(37)                           x              z  (38)                                 x                       
                           |               |                                    | 
 verbloc.inv.  〈   arg1          arg4   〉      verb(loc).inv.  〈    arg1   〉 
                                 [–r]           [–o]                                        [–r] 
                       [+o]                                       [+o] 

                               OBJ          SUBJ                                        OBJ 
                                                
12 See Kibort (2001) and (2004) for detailed discussion of the passive, including 
arguments for the ‘demotional’, as opposed to ‘promotional’, analysis of the passive, and 
arguments against analysing the oblique agent as an adjunct (esp. 2004:360-363). 
13 For examples and discussion, see Kibort (2001) and (2004), esp. (2004:364-368). 
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The morphosyntactic operation which restricts the second, primary object 
argument pre-specified as [–r] by adding to it the [+o] specification can be called 
‘object preservation’ (Kibort 2004:368-372).  As a result of this restriction, in a 
situation where the second argument could receive the subject function by the 
Mapping Principle, it is prevented from doing so and is instead ‘preserved’ as an 
OBJ.  This is observed, for example, in the common personal active with subject 
instrument that may not be conceptualised as an agent, as in the Polish equivalent 
of The axe broke the slab, represented in (39),14 and in inherently impersonal 
predicates whose only argument is a ‘primary patientlike’ object, e.g. Polish 
słychać ją ‘hear.[NON-PERSONAL] her.ACC’ (Kibort 2006), represented in (40): 
(39)                   x      y              z (40)                                    y                       
                           |             |                                       | 
    verbobj.pres.  〈         arg2       arg4   〉      verbNON-PERS 〈        arg2  〉 
                                  [–r]        [–o]                                            [–r] 
                        [+o]                                          [+o] 

                                OBJ        SUBJ                                            OBJ 
 Finally, the morphosyntactic operation which restricts the third, secondary 
object argument pre-specified as [+o] by adding to it the [+r] specification can be 
understood as ‘secondary object preservation’.  As a result of this restriction, in a 
situation where the second argument could receive the object function, it is 
prevented from doing so and is instead ‘preserved’ as an OBJθ.  This is occurs in 
the Polish anticausative, as in (17)-(18), where, after the removal of the first 
argument from the predicate’s valency frame, the remaining core argument is 
mapped onto subject, but the retrieved causer participant (the ‘unwilful agent’) can 
only have the secondary object function, but not a primary object function in this 
construction.15 
 
6 Conclusions 
 

In the sections above I have outlined a revised Lexical Mapping Theory 
which has theoretical and practical (descriptive) advantages over the currently 
                                                
14 One of the semantic factors which determine the mapping of the instrument participant 
(i.e. a peripheral participant) onto a particular argument position is whether the entity 
behind the instrument participant can be conceptualised as the causer of the event.  
Intermediary instruments which may not be conceptualised as agents (unless they are 
personified), but which may be mapped onto active subjects, do not have to be re-mapped 
onto the first argument position to be assigned the function of the subject.  I argue in 
Kibort (2004:127-129, 371) that this is the correct analysis for Polish. 
15 This could be due to the fact that in a non-derived, ‘causative’ predicate, there can 
always be a proto-beneficiary participant expressing the causer through a reflexive 
pronoun.  More generally, while in Polish the two types of object preservation are 
obligatory in the constructions or predicates that I exemplified, there may be languages in 
which these operations occur as a result of optional choice, just like passivisation and 
locative inversion, with the two options (object preserved vs object non-preserved) having 
different discourse or other functions. 
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used, accepted versions of LMT.  It combines the best insights about argument 
structure mappings from dispersed sources into a coherent model.  I have 
demonstrated that it can handle a wide range of complex phenomena handled by 
the accepted LTM variants, as well as constructions that standard LMT does not or 
could not handle (e.g. morphosemantically altered predicates with participant-to-
function mappings which do not conform to the preferred thematic hierarchy; the 
impersonal passive; the (locative) inversion without the locative argument; 
inherently impersonal predicates).  The revised LMT enables an elegant account of 
dative shift and the transitivising applicative, without having to compromise the 
principle of monotonicity.  It eschews some redundant or theory-internal solutions, 
and, as demonstrated by the precursors of revision 1, promises a fruitful approach 
to the analysis of causatives. The suggested theoretical revisions to LMT may, 
furthermore, enable it to apply more universally and account for participant-to-
argument mappings in languages other than those whose relational clause structure 
can be uncontroversially described with the use of syntactic functions. 
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Abstract

Type-Logical Lexical Functional Grammar is a new, radically lexicalist, and
formally parsimonious theory, in essence a re-incarnation of Lexical Func-
tional Grammar (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982) in a type-logical formal frame-
work very similar in formal nature to that of Type-Logical Categorial Gram-
mar (Morrill, 1994; Moortgat, 1997). It puts emphasis on having a simple
logical foundation as its formal basis and no empirically unmotivated primi-
tives, representations, and mappings between them. It differs from TLCG in
basing syntactic analyses on functional rather than constituent structure, to
both LFG and TLCG in that it rejects syntactic categories as primitives, and
to LFG in that it rejects c-structure as a linguistically significant representa-
tion and in being radically lexicalist. The present paper presents TL-LFG,
the sequence of developments that lead to it, and its key differences from
LFG.

1 Introduction

Type-Logical Lexical Functional Grammar is a new radically lexicalist and for-
mally parsimonious theory of grammar, deeply influenced by Lexical Functional
Grammar (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982), but similar in formal nature to Type-Logical
Categorial Grammar (Morrill, 1994; Moortgat, 1997). Its very existence serves as
a reminder that certain associations between theories and formal settings are not
a necessary consequence of their respective nature. LFG is model-theoretical, but
TL-LFG is not. Type-Logical Categorial Grammar, unfortunately, often goes by
the name Type-Logical Grammar, but TL-LFG is a type-theoretical theory of gram-
mar that does not have syntactic categories but grammatical functions as primitives.

TL-LFG is the outcome of a series of developments related mostly to LFG’s
Glue syntax-semantics interface theory (Dalrymple et al., 1993; Dalrymple, 1999,
2001). Developments in Glue have emphasised formal elegance and simplicity,
and this line of development carries over to TL-LFG. TL-LFG, being in essence
LFG encoded in Glue, inherits the formal simplicity and elegance of Glue. Con-
trasting its design with the design of LFG highlights the various redundancies and
unnecessary layers in the latter.

The design of TL-LFG pushes forward the idea that a theory should only have
primitives that are empirically motivated. What is immediately observable is the
written or pronounced word sequence and the meaning it has. What lies in between

†I am thankful to Avery Andrews, Anders Soegaard, Ash Asudeh, Doug Arnold, and Ron Kaplan
for commenting on ideas seen in this paper at LFG 2007 or on other occasions. Special thanks go
to Mary Dalrymple, for her always encouraging and insightful comments and excellent advise. Spe-
cial thanks also to the two editors, Miriam Butt and Tracy Holloway King, whose professionalism,
efficiency, and kindness never seizes to amaze me. This work has been supported by AHRC grant
2005/118667.
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is theory-internal and must be justified. TL-LFG, as presented here,1 assumes the
principles of the Montagovian programme for natural language semantics and the
LFG functional structure primitives. These are its foundational stones and what
anyone accepting the theory would have to also consider a solid basis for any fur-
ther development. Given those two elements, syntactic trees and ‘semantic’ pro-
jections as separate levels of representation are considered redundant in TL-LFG.

LFG claims that it is a functional theory based on the fact that it has f-structure
in addition to the tree structures shared by many other theories (c-structure); TL-
LFG claims that it is more functional than TL-LFG because it only relies on f-
structure representations. LFG claims that it is a lexical theory because it deals
with certain phenomena in the lexicon rather than in terms of transformations; TL-
LFG makes the claim that it is more lexical as it deals with the entire syntax in
the lexicon, having no syntactic rules as a formal object as such. These claims do
represent a real difference between the formalisms on some level, but at the same
time the design of TL-LFG offers an opportunity for the consequences of these
differences to be examined in a new light.

The beauty, from a formal perspective, of TL-LFG is that it is based on a simple
logical formal framework. Given that Glue is but a small piece in the jigsaw puzzle
that is the LFG formalism, it is interesting to see that its simplest version to date
(Kokkonidis, 2006), appropriately used, can replace much of the formal machinery
of LFG.

There are two ways in which this paper discusses how one arrives at TL-LFG.
Section 2 explains how the recent developments on the Glue type-system lead to
TL-LFG. Section 3 discusses the differences between TL-LFG and LFG, and how
one can peel off layers of the LFG architecture to get to the core of the theory.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 From Glue to TL-LFG

Lexical Functional Grammar was developed in the ’70s by Ron Kaplan and Joan
Bresnan (Dalrymple et al., 1995a). A remarkable fact about LFG is that in the three
decades of use and development of the theory, its formal foundation has remained
remarkably close to what Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) had proposed. While (some-
times significant) extensions and modifications to the theory have been proposed,
the original architectural conception has by and large withstood the test of time.
Moreover, the theory has been used by a diverse group of researchers that have
found it particularly appealing for their line of work.

1In this paper the emphasis is on getting a basic LFG architecture in a type-logical setting. Ar-
gument structure, information structure, phonological structure, and morphological structure are not
discussed, not because they are peripheral, nor because they are problematic, but because widening
the scope of the discussion would not benefit making the basic points the paper intends to make.
These are best made when a simpler LFG (closer to the original c-structure + f-structure proposal) is
considered.
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(1) Bill kissed Hillary.

(2)

S

NP VP

N V NP

Bill kissed Hillary

- - f:

 PRED p: ‘kiss〈SUBJ, OBJ〉’
SUBJ s:

[
PRED ‘bill’

]
OBJ o:

[
PRED ‘hillary’

]


One area that had been problematic for some time for LFG was its syntax-semantics
interface. A first difficulty lay in the fact that f-structure consists of unordered
attribute-value pairs, whereas traditional compositional semantics was carried out
on the nodes of trees with ordered children nodes. Although this issue had been
addressed, one way or the other, early approaches did not deal in detail with the
issues raised by interactions between scope and bound anaphora, or non-clausal
quantification scopes arising from complex NPs and from intensional verbs with
NP complements (Dalrymple, 1999). Glue was a particularly elegant proposal for
the syntax-semantics interface in LFG. The developments outlined here brought
enough encoding power to Glue to enable it to encode the information necessary
for its purposes directly; TL-LFG is essentially Glue encoding f-structure informa-
tion.

2.1 Early Glue (Dalrymple et al., 1993, 1995b)

Glue (Dalrymple, 1999, 2001) is a theory of the syntax-semantics interface based
on linear logic (Girard, 1987). It was originally designed to solve the problem of f-
structure-based compositional semantics for LFG. Developments in the following
years were in various directions. One was the expansion of the fragment which the
Glue syntax-semantics interface theory covers. Another was the expansion of the
range of theories of grammar Glue was proposed as the syntax-semantics interface
for: LTAG (Frank and van Genabith, 2001), HPSG (Asudeh and Crouch, 2002),
CG (Asudeh and Crouch, 2001), and CFG (Asudeh and Crouch, 2001). A third
direction was formal simplification. This was quite remarkable in light of the above
two developments that one would assume would bring in additional requirements
which in turn would necessitate enrichment after enrichment of the formalism with
whatever added complexity such developments would come with.

As was the case with LFG, the foundational intuitions behind Glue have changed
very little since its first appearance. In the case of LFG, changes and additions to
the framework have not, overall, resulted in a simpler formal framework. Changes
and additions in LFG, such as functional uncertainty, were motivated by the need
to provide a means to enable the theory to deal with phenomena in a better way,
so this statement is not meant as a criticism. But it is interesting to note that while
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Glue analyses broadening its empirical coverage have been constantly appearing
over the years, Glue followed a path constantly heading towards simplification.
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The original Glue system (G0) of Dalrymple et al. (1993) was quickly super-
seded by the simpler system later introduced by Dalrymple et al. (1995b). The
system presented there (G1) did away with G0-style rules and the use of the linear
logic ‘!’ (“of course!”) modality.

The ‘!’ modality was used in the G0 Glue system for specifying argument
mapping principles such as the following:

(3)
!(∀f. ∀X.∀Y.

(((f SUBJ)σ = X)⊗ ((f OBJ)σ = Y ))(
(agent((f PRED)σ, X)⊗ theme((f PRED)σ, Y )))

This would be used together with the semantic contributions from the three words
in (1) to give its meaning.

(4)

[‘Bill’] :
sσ = bill,

[‘kissed’] :
∀X.∀Y. (agent(pσ, X)⊗ theme(pσ, Y )( (fσ = kiss(X,Y )),

[‘Hillary’] :
oσ = hillary.

While Dalrymple et al. (1993) use the ‘!’ modality for their argument mapping
principles, they also show, in a footnote, how this usage can be avoided. According
to that analysis, adopted subsequently in G1, the lexical entries for the three words
in (1) would simply make the following three semantic contributions in G0 with no
need for argument mapping rules:

(5)

[‘Bill’] :
sσ = bill,

[‘kissed’] :
∀X.∀Y. (sσ = X)⊗ (oσ = Y )( (fσ = kiss(X,Y )),

[‘Hillary’] :
oσ = hillary.

Notice that given some f-structure f , in G0, its semantic projection fσ is its
meaning. This changes in G1. Compare (5) with (6). In G1, meanings are not
assigned to semantic projections but associated with them through the ‘ ’ relation.
Another difference was that as the mapping rules of Dalrymple et al. (1993) were
abandoned by the time G1 was proposed, the ‘!’ modality was not made part of the
G1 logic. This simplified the Glue formalism considerably.
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(6)

[‘Bill’] :
sσ  bill,

[‘kissed’] :
∀X.∀Y. (sσ  X)⊗ (oσ  Y )( (fσ  kiss(X,Y )),

[‘Hillary’] :
oσ = hillary.

In G0, semantic projections were meanings. In G1, ‘semantic projections’ were
(not particularly interesting) feature structures. While in most cases, they have no
internal structure and are simply empty, the ‘semantic projection’ of a noun phrases
with a generalised quantifier would have a VAR and a RESTR attribute both having
a feature structure that happens to be empty as their value. Given that two empty
feature structures (functions from attributes to values) are always equal and two
feature structures with only two empty feature structure valued features VAR and
RESTR are also equal, there appears to have been a slight formal oversight in the
move from G0 to G1 in this regard (Mary Dalrymple 2005, personal communi-
cation). One way to solve this problem would be to assume that for each f its
semantic projection fσ has an implicit copy of its PRED feature and that if fσ has
VAR and RESTR attributes their values are f-structures that also contain a copy of
the PRED feature but also a feature VAR OR RESTR having the value ‘var’ and ‘rest’
respectively.2

The reason why G1 ‘semantic projections’ are feature structures is that Dalrym-
ple et al. (1995b) wanted to be able to talk about a variable (entity) and a restrictor
(truth value) associated with an f-structure, but did not want to introduce VAR and
RESTR features in f-structure as they are semantic in nature, whereas f-structure
is a syntactic structure.3 In G0, there never was such a thing as a VAR or RESTR

attribute, but there was no analysis for noun phrases containing determiners and
common nouns either.4

(7) Every boy loves a girl.
2A much simpler way of using these attributes but not G1/G2-style ‘semantic projections’ would

be to have f-structures with a single VAR or RESTR feature outside their corresponding f-structure f
with it as their value, instead of having VAR and RESTR as features of f . This solution was inspired by
a combination of work on TL-LFG and one of the different solutions Kokkonidis (2007b) discusses
for eliminating semantic projections.

3One could argue that the PRED features carrying an f-structure’s ‘semantic form’ also have a
semantic flavour to them. Then the reason for not having VAR and RESTR attributes in the f-structure
is that they are only needed by Glue; having ‘semantic projections’ as separate structures means that
they only appear in Glue analyses and can be ignored by those working with other parts of LFG.

4Kokkonidis (2005, 2007b) demonstrates how such an analysis can be obtained without using
those attributes; this analysis would have been expressible in G0 too, which would mean that the
change from G0-style semantic projections to G1-style ‘semantic’ projections would not have been
necessary.
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(8)

S

NP VP

Det N V NP

Every boy loves Det N

a girl

- - f:


PRED ‘love〈SUBJ, OBJ〉’

SUBJ s:
[

SPEC ‘every’
PRED ‘boy’

]
OBJ o:

[
SPEC ‘a’
PRED ‘girl’

]


- - fσ :
[ ]

sσ :
[

VAR
[ ]

RESTR
[ ] ] oσ :

[
VAR

[ ]
RESTR

[ ] ]

(9)

[‘every’] :
∀H.∀R.∀S.
(∀X. ((sσVAR) e X)( ((sσRESTR) t R(X)))
⊗

(∀Y. ((sσ  e Y )) ( (H  t S(Y )))
(

(H  t ∀x.R(x)→ S(x)),

[‘boy’] :
∀X. ((sσVAR) e X)( ((sσRESTR) t boy(X))

[‘loves’] :
∀X.∀Y. (sσ  e X)⊗ (oσ  e Y )( (fσ  t love(X,Y )

[‘a’] : ∀H.∀R.∀S.
(∀X. ((oσVAR) e X)( ((oσRESTR) t R(X)))
⊗

(∀Y. ((oσ  e Y )) ( (H  t S(Y )))
(

(H  t ∃y.R(y) ∧ S(y)),

[‘girl’] :
∀Y. ((oσVAR) e Y )( ((oσRESTR) t girl(Y ))
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2.2 G2: The First Type-logical Glue System (Dalrymple et al., 1997)

A further development was placing Glue on a type-logical setting with System F
(Girard, 1989) as its basis (Dalrymple et al., 1997). The type-theoretic notation
of this new system, G2, was neater, more concise and more readable than the no-
tation of it predecessor, G1. Although, originally introduced in an effort to relate
Glue to Categorial Grammar approaches, its popularity grew quickly to the point
of replacing G1.

(10)
[‘every’] :
“λR. λS.∀x. S(x)→ R(x)” : ∀H. ((sσVAR)e( (sσRESTR)t)⊗ (sσe( H)( H

[‘boy’] :
“λx. boy(x)” : (sσVAR)e( (sσRESTR)t

[‘loves’] :
“λ(x, y). loves(x, y)” : sσe ⊗ oσe( fσt

[‘a’] :
“λR. λS.∃y. S(y) ∧R(y)” : ∀H. ((oσVAR)e( (oσRESTR)t)⊗ (oσe( H)( H

[‘girl’] :
“λy. girl(y)” : (oσVAR)e( (oσRESTR)t

At the core of the type-logical approach to the syntax-semantics interface is
the Curry-Hoard isomorphism (Howard, 1980) linking logics to the λ-calculus and
type systems. The original Curry-Howard isomorphism was between proofs in
intuitionistic logic and (well-typed) λ-terms of the simply-typed λ-calculus. The
simply-typed λ-calculus has a type system that mirrors propositional intuitionistic
logic. The G2 type system mirrors a higher-order logic with two sorts (e and t) but
with various restrictions on quantification.

Using the terminology of the type-logical setting, the core idea behind the Glue
theory of the syntax-semantics interface is that each atomic semantic contribution
is assigned an appropriate syntax-semantics interface type. Given a word sequence,
each typed atomic semantic contribution it makes is picked up and placed into Γ,
the Glue typing context for that word sequence. A Glue implementation, in turn,
finds all distinct (up to α-equivalence) normal-form terms M that have the target
syntax-semantics type T for the word-sequence:

Γ `M : T

(where Γ and T are given, and M is one of a number of possible compositions of
type T of the atomic meanings in Γ).
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2.3 First-Order Glue (Kokkonidis, 2007b)

Kokkonidis (2007b) proposed a first-order system (G3). The design of G3 does
not rely on the ad-hoc restrictions and extensions Dalrymple et al. (1997) placed
on System F to obtain G2; it is exactly what it appears to be: a first-order linear
type system. While being formally simpler, G3 is also significantly more powerful
than its predecessor due to its ability to encode arbitrarily complex hierarchical
structures (using functions in the syntax for individuals).

The first step towards TL-LFG, however, comes from the alternative analyses
of common nouns Kokkonidis (2007b) proposed that did not use VAR and RE-
STR attributes. These attributes were the most prominent example of some de-
gree of structure in the so-called “semantic projections” that came with G1 and
G2. These attributes could have been included in the f-structure but they were
considered semantic in nature, therefore foreign to f-structure. Without internal
structure, G1/G2-style “semantic projections” had no reason for existence. If f-
structures were used directly, not only would the formalism be conceptually sim-
pler, but the formal problem of non-uniqueness of ‘semantic structures’ mentioned
earlier would have also been avoided. There would still be a formal complication
as f-structures are complex formal objects that are not related directly to what the
syntax of first-order logic individuals describes. This is why Kokkonidis (2007b)
proposed a mapping from f-structures to simple atomic labels. These labels are
the constants that can appear in expressions that can be arguments to base types in
First-Order Glue.

However, this is not the only way things can be done. TL-LFG is based on
the type system of First-Order Glue and encodes f-structures in it (Kokkonidis,
2007a). The basic idea is this: there is a finite number of attributes such as SUBJ,
OBJ etc. In LFG, an f-structure is a (potentially partial) function from attributes to
values. For every partial function fp there is a corresponding total function ft such
that ft(x) = fp(x) if fp is defined for x and ft(x) = ⊥ otherwise, where ⊥ is a
special element of the range of ft not in the range of fp. This total function can be
represented as a tuple whereby each position corresponds to a particular attribute
and its value is the value of the attribute. In terms of first-order logic syntax for
individuals, it can be represented as an N-ary function applied to its N-arguments.
For an example, the f-structure value of a CASE feature for a noun that has either
accusative or dative case in a language with cases NOM, ACC, GEN, DAT would
look something like this:5

fstr(⊥,⊥, . . . ,
casemarking︷ ︸︸ ︷
−, β,−, δ , . . . ,⊥,⊥).

Given the commutativity of linear logic (order-insensitivity with regards to the
premises), and the importance of word order in natural languages, the question
of how word-order constraints are captured arises. Inspiration for an answer can
readily come either from the Prolog implementation of Definite Clause Grammars

5The analysis of Dalrymple et al. (2006) is used here.
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(difference lists) or (the option taken here) from the basic setup of chart parsing
(spans) (Kokkonidis, 2007a).

2.4 Instant Glue (Kokkonidis, 2006)

An ability to express word-order constraints in terms of simple features and an
ability to encode arbitrarily nested feature structures brought First-Order Glue par-
ticularly close to being able to function as the basis for a grammar formalism, rather
than as just the syntax-semantics interface. However, something was missing still:
unification-based underspecification.

The Instant Glue implementation of Glue was based on a simple type system
(G3i) that only inhabited types with normal-form λ-calculus terms (Kokkonidis,
2006). That type system was chosen as the formal foundation for TL-LFG, both
because of its normal-form property, but also because it is based on unification
rather than quantification.

What this made possible is worth noting. Just like its predecessors,6 the origi-
nal First-Order Glue system, G3, as defined by Kokkonidis (2007b) only has uni-
versal quantification. But even if it did include existential quantification it would
not be quite what one would want as the formal foundation for a type-logical LFG.

Let us first see what cannot be expressed without existential quantification.

(11) 0 Every 1 boy 2 loves 3 a 4 girl 5

The typing context for the above example would look similar to what one gets
in First-Order Glue, except that instead of s, o, f , etc.7 being labels for f-structures
they would be the actual f-structures encoded in First-Order Glue. The question
is then what is the target type. In Glue, it is tf where f is the label of a pre-
built f-structure. In TL-LFG, f is not pre-constructed; it is meant to be built up as
part of the concurrent syntactic analysis / semantic composition process. So there
are no concrete values (except for the span and even for that in an incremental
processing scenario the end point would be unknown). The natural solution would
be to have existentially quantified variables as values for every attribute with an
unknown value. But then, the actual value used would be subject to existential
abstraction and therefore unavailable at the end of the derivation. So the entire
functional syntactic analysis would just go to waste.

Unification provides a simple and elegant solution. In G3i, all variables are
free and equated with values, including other variables, on demand, using an as-
signment function that is updated throughout the course of the derivation. While
the premises can be straightforwardly interpreted as having all the variables in their

6Existential quantification was considered as an option in the early days of Glue, and was even
used in an analysis, but a dispreferred one.

7There would actually also be a number of intermediate structures, but that is a detail with respect
to the present discussion.
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((Intro.)

Γ, X : T ` E : T ′

Γ ` λX.E : (T ( T ′)

((Elim.)

Γ1 ` A1 : T ′1 . . . ΓN ` AN : T ′N
F : T1 ( . . .( TN+1,Γ1, . . . ,ΓN ` F A1 . . . AN : TN+1[σ]

[T1[σ]=T ′1[σ], . . . ,TN [σ]=T ′N [σ], and TN+1 is a base type.]

where σ is some total function
from variables to individual denoting expressions

such that for any variable V , σ(V ) 6= V .

Figure 1: TL-LFG (G3i) Type-Inference Rules

types implicitly universally quantified, the interpretation of the variables in the tar-
get type is a bit more open ended. Both an interpretation assuming implicit uni-
versal quantification and another one assuming implicit existential quantification
are possible, and both are useful. All uninstantiated8 variables of the target type as
originally specified can be thought of as universally quantified and all instantiated
ones as existentially quantified.

(12)

[‘every’] :
“λR. λS.∀x. S(x)→ R(x)” : (es( ts)( (es( tα)( tα

[‘boy’] :
“λx. boy(x)” : es( ts

[‘loves’] :
“λ(x, y). loves(x, y)” : es( eo( tf

[‘a’] :
“λR. λS.∃y. S(y) ∧R(y)” : (eo( to)( (eo( tβ)( tβ

[‘girl’] :
“λy. girl(y)” : eo( to

Kokkonidis (2007b) investigated the two opposing trends with regards to hav-
ing the ‘⊗’ connective (tensor) in Glue, explained to what extend Glue analyses can
avoid using it, but, targeting the second-order aspect of G2, chose to take a neutral
stand with regards to whether the tensor should be included or excluded. Based on
that discussion, I will assume the tensor to not be necessary for the purposes of ei-
ther Glue or TL-LFG. This assumption leads to a simpler system. While a version
of Instant Glue that includes the tensor exists, the version without it (Figure 1) is
as simple as a first-order type system for Glue gets.

8A variable V is instantiated iff there is an X such that (V,X) ∈ σ∗ and X is a non-variable.
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3 Differences with LFG

TL-LFG aims to be a simpler theory than LFG. That is a rather ambiguous state-
ment. Formal simplicity does not necessarily come with ease of expressing lin-
guistic facts and generalisations. It has been a priority for the LFG community to
have intuitive representations and ways of expressing constraints. TL-LFG tries to
build on this tradition, pushing even further both formal simplicity and ease of use.

3.1 From words to meanings in TL-LFG and LFG: An architectural
comparison

LFG comes with a modular architectural design, based on separate representations
(projections), linked through correspondence functions. While Figure 1 does not
mention all the various different projections that have been assumed in the litera-
ture, it already gives a picture of the architectural complexity of LFG as described
by Dalrymple (2001) (where f-structure was the only input to semantics in the
analyses presented 9 as intended originally by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982)).

TL-LFG’s architecture is a much more light-weight theory. In TL-LFG there
is only one intermediate layer between a sequence of words and their meanings:
atomic meanings with their syntax-semantics interface types.

LFG+Glue TL-LFG

• input: word sequence

• π: a mapping from strings to
c-structure.

• c-structure

• φ: a mapping from c-structure
to f-structure.

• f-structure

• σ: a mapping from f-structure
to ‘semantic’ structures

• meanings and Glue types

• output: meanings

• input: word sequence

• meanings and TL-LFG types

• output: meanings

Table 1: Layers in LFG+Glue and TL-LFG

9Of course, Dalrymple (2001) does not fail to mention the understanding that other projections
could be contributing to the semantic composition process. But the simplified picture the concrete
examples of LFG syntax-semantics analyses in her book present is in line with the level of detail for
the comparison between TL-LFG and LFG in the present paper.
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3.2 No c-structure

Whether TL-LFG has phrase-structure rules and/or Immediate Dominance / Linear
Precedence rules is an interesting question. The easy answer is to say that it does
not; the unificational first-order Glue type-system that is its formal basis does not
include such ID/LP rules. But this does not mean TL-LFG has no way of express-
ing the constraints such rules are used to express.

LFG as originally presented by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) came with the fol-
lowing phrase structure rules for English:

(13)

S → NP VP
(↑ SUBJ) =↓ ↑=↓

VP → V
(

NP
(↑ OBJ) =↓

)(
NP

(↑ OBJ2) =↓

)(
PP

(↑ (↓ PCASE)) =↓

)(
VP’

(↑ VCOMP) =↓

)
NP → Det N

↑=↓ ↑=↓

(14) John snores.

The relevant lexicon entries for (14) assuming this old c-structure analysis together
with a standard (G2) Glue analysis (with first-order logic as the semantic represen-
tation language) are:10

‘John’ NP (↑ PRED) = ‘JOHN’
[john] : e↑σ

‘snores’ V (↑ PRED) = ‘SNORE (SUBJ)’
[λx. snore(x)] : e(↑SUBJ)σ

( t↑σ

The TL-LFG grammar that expresses this analysis consists of two lexical entries
but no separate syntactic rules: all grammatical knowledge resides in the lexicon.
The emphasis is on having few but effective primitives. Grammatical functions
such as SUBJect and OBJect are primitives in TL-LFG and so are the semantic
concepts of entity and truth value. ‘John’ makes a semantic contribution corre-
sponding to a particular entity, john, and ‘snore’ one corresponding to a function
taking an entity x and returning a truth value (true or false, depending on whether
x is snoring or not).

10For the purpose of illustrating differences of the frameworks in practice, a simplistic view of
syntax and semantics will be sufficient; any additional level of detail would complicate analyses at
least equally for the two frameworks and, I claim, not more for TL-LFG than for LFG.
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(15) ‘John’︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

‘john′ : ej

(16) s ‘snores’︸ ︷︷ ︸
f

‘λx. snore(x)’ : es( tf where f =
[

SUBJ s
]f
p

On the left-hand side one finds a schematic representation for the ORTHography
and SPAN attributes. The one for ‘snores’ states that its SUBJect s is expected to
precede it. Note that if we take the orthography, the SVO constraint, and the mean-
ing with its type (function from entities to truth values) as observable facts, the only
appearance of a theory-specific primitive is the SUBJ feature. This schematic repre-
sentation for spans possibly augmented with explicit linear-precedence constraints
corresponds to LFG’s linear precedence constraints.

The other point to be made here is that the specification of word-order con-
straints used bears some resemblance to LFG’s phrase structure rules. The word-
order constraint for ‘snores’ is closely associated with the ‘S → NP VP’ rule of
(13) as found in early LFG work (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982). However, it lacks
any mention of syntactic categories, only being concerned with the essential facts
of word-order: the subject must precede the verb ‘snore’. The stipulation that the
subject is an NP in LFG is redundant given the f-structure and semantic type in-
formation available, i.e. that the semantic type of the subject is e, and also its
f-structure has ⊥ as the value of its FORM feature meaning that it is not a preposi-
tional phrase. In TL-LFG the concept of a noun phrase, just like that of a noun, is
a concept definable in terms of its semantic and functional primitives.

One advantage of the TL-LFG approach is that it relieves the grammar writer
from the burden of an additional layer of specification. It also provides a more
abstract view of constituent structure that represents exactly what is necessary for
determining the semantics. The LFG examples in this paper have been using a
rather dated theory of c-structure. In more recent work Inflectional Phrases would
be making their appearance, and in the works of some authors Determiner Phrases.
The point is that if updating the theory of c-structure does not affect f-structure or
semantic composition, c-structure is a redundant intermediate step from the word
sequence input to semantics and vice versa. There are cases where updating the
theory of c-structure will affect the syntax-semantics interface, namely when the
grouping of words changes as this will normally mean that the semantics has to
change, and it is exactly this fact that TL-LFG captures.

If the details of c-structure are not important for the syntax-semantics interface,
they have no place in TL-LFG, which aims to be a minimalist theory of grammar.
It has been one of the key ideas of LFG that a functional structure representation (a
feature structure providing information about grammatical functions such as SUBJ

and OBJ) is to be maintained in addition to a constituent structure one (a tree repre-
senting the phrase structure of the input string). It is easy to claim that TL-LFG is
a more ‘functional’ theory than LFG because it only has f-structure as its syntactic
representation.
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There is substance to the claim. It was the original intent of Kaplan and Bres-
nan (1982) that f-structure be the sole input to semantics. This is true for TL-LFG,
but not necessarily for LFG. If it were then LFG f-structure would encode all im-
portant syntactic relations Glue needs to have available. That is the case with
relations such as SUBJ, OBJ, etc. but not necessarily, for instance, with modifica-
tion relations. The LFG approach, of dumping adjuncts in a set feature helps keep
the f-structure for a modified phrase very similar to that of the same phrase with
the modification removed. The LFG approach has a positive impact with regard
to complexity of grammar writing as the description of functional constraints that
are not influenced by the presence of modifiers does not need to make special pro-
visions in order to work when modifiers happen to be present. However, in LFG,
convenience comes at a high price: f-structure does not encode syntactic relations
relating to modification.11 So, it encodes some grammatical relations but not all
and can not be the sole input to semantics. It is able to capture the difference
between ‘John likes Mary’ and ‘Mary likes John’, but not the difference between
‘a fake golden gun’ and ‘a golden fake gun’. The current LFG view that this is
acceptable is questionable, especially for a theory that claims to put emphasis on
functional structure. TL-LFG is more ‘functional’ because its f-structure captures
such syntactic relations.

Moreover, the TL-LFG analysis of scoping modification (Kokkonidis, 2007c)
achieves having a sufficiently detailed f-structure representation without loosing
the elegance and simplicity of LFG’s f-structures. Trivial as it may seem, the key
is using a more basic data-structure, lists, that unlike LFG sets, do not disregard
the order in which modifiers are encountered in the input.

TL-LFG also comes with the claim that it is more ‘lexical’ than LFG because
it does not have at its formal foundation phrase-structure rules or ID/LP rules. This
is indeed true as one can see in (18), the lexical specification for ‘snores’ in raw
TL-LFG lacking the syntactic sugar of the appealing presentation used in (16) and
elsewhere in this paper. Indeed, that specification brings to mind theories such as
Type-Logical Categorial Grammar where radical lexicalism reigns supreme and no
phrase-structure rules as such exist. Yet can this also be said about the syntac-
tically sugared version of TL-LFG used in (16)? Arguably, there is no separate
syntactic rule as such. What is expressed on the left-hand side of the lexical entry
is simply a constraint that applies to that particular lexical entry. Also the syntactic
sugar for span specifications is only a way of expressing certain constraints in a
more intuitive way; syntactically sugared TL-LFG is the same theory as TL-LFG,

11This is the case in prominent places of the LFG literature inviting criticism and solutions (An-
drews and Manning; Andrews, 1993; 2004), but not a weakness of LFG as such. My impression is
that when it comes to theory, there are strong voices supporting a simplified version of f-structure
and more use of the inverse φ mapping, and when it comes to grammar engineering, LFG f-structure
is much more detailed and autonomous. My criticism is directed towards LFG with insufficiently de-
tailed f-structures. LFG-based grammar engineering (at least amongst the members of the ParGram
community) tends to put the same kind of emphasis on f-structure that TL-LFG does and if one takes
that version of LFG as the standard one then much of this criticism is inapplicable as such and should
rather be seen as support for that approach to the role of f-structures in LFG.
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much the same way as choosing not to display spans in a grammar when using
a chart parser or difference lists in Prolog DCGs is a matter of presentation and
convenience rather than of essence.

(17) 0 John 1 snores2

(18)

‘snores’ ‘λx. snore(x)’ : es( tf

where f =

 SPAN

[
START start
END ∇+ 1

]f
p

ORTH ‘snores’


f

p

,

s =


SPAN

[
START start
END ∇

]f
p

ORTH

. . .


f

p

, and

where∇ is the current position in the word sequence.

The line of division between radical lexicalism and having phrase structure
rules (or an equivalent) is pretty thin in TL-LFG. While TL-LFG follows, at the
formal foundation level, the paradigm of radical lexicalism as found in, say, Type-
Logical Categorial Grammar, the pretty straightforward (and familiar from chart
parsing and/or Prolog DCGs) syntactic sugar that hides the underlying representa-
tion for the word sequence and positions within it allows for syntactic constraints
to be expressed in a way that combines the best aspects of both CG and LFG ap-
proaches.

3.3 No ‘semantic’ forms and no ‘semantic’ projections

Developments within Glue have lead to the term ‘semantic projection’ being used
(in G1 and G2) for rather uninteresting feature structures. Their intended use in G2
was just that they would distinguish between e/1 and t/1 base types of different
f-structures. There is nothing semantic about them – different random numbers
would do. Moreover, they fail to be unique as explained earlier. What so-called
semantic projections were meant to do is import syntactic information of a very
abstract nature (relations between distinct parts of an f-structure) into the Glue
type system. In TL-LFG, there are no intermediaries; f-structures themselves are
arguments to the syntax-semantics interface base-type constructors.

The incorporation of Glue into LFG meant also that the role of LFG’s ‘seman-
tic forms’ changed. In early LFG, ‘semantic forms’ had a clear syntax-semantics
interface role. In current LFG with Glue, semantic constructors (the elements of
the typing context with their corresponding meaning) have taken up the most es-
sential roles of ‘semantic constructions’, not leaving much semantic substance to
‘semantic forms’.

Investigating the role of these no-longer semantic ‘semantic forms’ reveals
three facts: (i) they are used in relation to syntactic completeness and coherence;
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(ii) they are used to make the f-structure containing them unique; (iii) they are used
for presentation reasons. None of the above three roles has anything to do with
semantics. In TL-LFG, it is clear where the semantics is specified; it is not in the
functional syntactic structures but on the meaning side of semantic contributions
(the left hand-side of the colon, the right-hand side being the syntax-semantics
interface type).

Therefore it is not surprising that ‘semantic forms’, one of the most important
concepts of LFG, is not part of TL-LFG. For presentation reasons having a feature
such as ORTH seems more appropriate. The following section discusses complete-
ness and coherence in TL-LFG and LFG; in TL-LFG the resource sensitivity of the
formalism guarantees those principles without stipulation and the syntax-semantics
interface types are instrumental in that. That leaves ‘semantic forms’ a single role
in LFG, important for LFG to work, but not related to semantics: distinguishing
between different f-structures. Again this is something different arbitrary numbers
would achieve equally well.

TL-LFG was inspired by the elegance of the Glue syntax-semantics interface.
Two pieces of formal machinery of LFG called ‘semantic’ (‘semantic’ projections
and ‘semantic’ forms) are reducible to distinct but otherwise arbitrary numbers.
The need for such formal hacks stems from the fact that f-structures and semantic
projections have no direct connection to the word sequence they correspond to. In
TL-LFG, f-structures have this direct connection in the form of the span feature (or
an equivalent in terms of difference lists).

3.4 Completeness and Coherence

Completeness and Coherence are two very fundamental and important principles
in LFG. However, these principles are not intrinsic to the formal framework. Noth-
ing in the formal setup stops the syntactic rules of (13) from forming f-structures
examples (19)–(21). There needs to be a piece of stipulation, the Completeness
Principle, in order to mark example (20) as ungrammatical. There needs to be an-
other piece of stipulation, the Coherence Principle, in order to mark example (21)
as ungrammatical.

(19) John likes Mary.

(20) * John likes.

(21) John snores Mary.

While there is nothing objectionable about linguistic principles, the nature of
Completeness and Coherence as additional pieces of stipulation shows that some-
thing was missing from the formal framework proper. In TL-LFG, (syntactic and
semantic) Completeness and Coherence are automatically enforced due to the re-
source sensitivity of the Glue type system (Dalrymple et al., 1993). They are a
consequence of the overall setup and type-logical formal foundation of the theory,
rather than something that had to be added to it.
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4 Conclusions

TL-LFG rejects the bulky formal (and theoretical) machinery LFG comes
with, but not the importance LFG attaches to functional structure and functional
constraints. Indeed it attaches more importance to f-structure than LFG and claims
to be a more ‘functional’ theory as a result.

A very obvious argument in support of this claim is on the basis of TL-LFG
having no c-structure representation. But if that is the case, the sceptic may wonder
whether this is so simply because f-structure was turned into a kind of c-structure
with features as is the case for HPSG.

If one concentrates on the structural organisation of a TL-LFG f-structure, it
becomes obvious that this is not the case. TL-LFG f-structures have, in general,
the same structural organisation as their corresponding LFG f-structures which in
turn is quite different from that of their corresponding c-structure trees (in general
f-structures are more flat).

As for what information goes into f-structures, the crucial addition to f-structure
is the span attribute. Responding to a possible criticism that span information in
the f-structure is a way of importing c-structure information into f-structure reveals
interesting facts about both TL-LFG and LFG.

Spans relate to the word-sequence, not to any tree-structured analysis of it.
They help relate the f-structure to the word-sequence in a simple and intuitive way.
It is the span information that helps distinguish between the f-structures of the two
occurrences of ‘the’ in a sentence like ‘The coach praised the players’. If instead of
encoding this relation in the f-structure itself, an LFG-style correspondence func-
tion was used for that purpose, there would need to be some other way of distin-
guishing between them. Indeed this could come from the semantics (uniqueness of
‘semantic forms’ for example), but it is not at all clear why this would be a better
approach.

Moreover, the f-structure would have to contain this information. A correspon-
dence function from f-structures to semantic structures would not help. This is why
‘semantic forms’ guaranteed to be non-equal even when their semantic content is
the same are a part of f-structures in LFG. This discussion relates to why G1/G2
‘semantic projections’ fail to serve their purpose and why even if the obvious step
of moving the ‘semantic form’ into the ‘semantic projection’ would not be a good
idea.

TL-LFG, not only does not need to import c-structure information into f-structure
in the guise of the SPAN feature,12 it also keeps semantic information out of the f-
structure. LFG distinguishes itself on the basis of using separate representations for
linguistically different kinds of information, yet it had semantic information inside
a syntactic structure. Moreover, had this not been the case, i.e. had semantic forms

12The main reason TL-LFG does not need to add c-structure information into its f-structures is
that LFG f-structures tend to already contain enough information to distinguish between f-structures
corresponding to different word sequences. This is due to the fact that LFG performs a number of
checks at the level of f-structure, just like TL-LFG.
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been placed inside semantic projections, in the most straightforward manner pos-
sible, the whole system would collapse because it would be unable to distinguish
between f-structures that were meant to be different but in the absence of PRED fea-
tures would be equal. This would be a direct consequence of doing the right thing,
with respect to the projection architecture, and relying on a correspondence func-
tion rather than embedding the semantic information inside the f-structure using a
feature (as is now the case).

While it was never the intent of this paper to challenge the projection archi-
tecture of LFG as such, it seems that suspiciously much depends on the PRED

attributes and their ‘semantic form’ features inside f-structure to keep the LFG
system together. One important role they play is in setting the subcategorisation re-
quirements for Completeness and Coherence. In many ways, the f-structure PRED

features have a syntax-semantics interface role. However, unlike the case with TL-
LFG, in LFG there is nothing in the formal foundation of the theory that guaran-
tees the Completeness and Coherence principles. In TL-LFG the resource-sensitive
type-logical formal foundation of the theory does exactly that without further stip-
ulation.

Returning to the claim that TL-LFG is more ‘functional’, the argument that this
is so because c-structure disappears has a certain immediate appeal, but the essence
is in examining the role and function of f-structure in the two theories. In TL-LFG
it is there to capture any and all grammatical relations that would be important for
the semantics; in LFG it captures some but not all of them.

Traditional phrase structure rules and the immediate dominance part of imme-
diate dominance / linear precedence rule system are not a part of LFG and neither
is the syntactic category system of LFG. Linear precedence rules are. In TL-LFG,
all grammatical knowledge resides in the lexicon which makes it more ‘lexical’
than LFG. However, a bit of TL-LFG syntactic sugar hides low-level details of
spans and gives a way of specifying spans and linear precedence constraints in an
intuitive manner. To the extent that such constraints can be factored out of the lex-
icon TL-LFG could be seen as having rules and even constructional meaning. The
point is that this is more a matter of presentation and convenience than theoretical
essence.

Neither being more ‘functional’ nor being more ‘lexical’ mean much in them-
selves. It is TL-LFG’s formal simplicity and parsimony combined with some of
the best aspects of LFG that give these comparisons substance. Starting with the
syntax-semantics interface and then building the details of the syntax based on a
very successful theory lead to a re-incarnation of that theory in a different formal
setting which was but a small fragment of the original theory’s formal arsenal. Not
only is the formal framework now simpler, but so is the conceptual framework: ac-
counting for the facts involves fewer theory-internal concepts and representations,
something achieved without complicating the part of the original theory preserved
in the new theory. Finally, the new type-logical formal framework captures linguis-
tic intuitions that the original framework left to stipulation.
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Abstract: 

LFG has a number of features that make it an attractive and useful framework for 
grammatical description, and for translation. These include the modular design of 
the system, the literal representation of word order and constituency in c-
structure, a typologically realistic approach to universals (avoiding dogmatic 
assertions which make the descriptive task more difficult), and a tradition of 
taking grammatical details seriously. 
 
 

(This talk was presented as part of a panel entitled “Directions of LFG: 
Many Paths”. Each of the six panel members was asked to “explain how 
LFG has related to their past work and to what they are doing now in 
their careers.”) 

 
Since leaving Stanford a lot of my work has been focused on training people to 
do field linguistics, so I have not actually been using the full LFG formalism in 
my daily work most of the time. But I have found that the conceptual structure of 
LFG provides a very good framework for grammatical description, and that is 
what I would like to talk about today. 

A number of people have asked me at various times whether SIL still teaches 
Tagmemics to its field workers.1 The short answer is “no”; there is a fair bit of 
variety from one place to another, but none of the major training programs 
currently use Tagmemics as their basic model. For those of you too young to 
remember Tagmemics, I might summarize it by saying it was Kenneth Pike’s 
attempt to extend the methods of structural phonemic analysis to morphology and 
syntax. The phonologists among us may be eager to point out that structural 
phonemics was not a very satisfactory model of phonology either; but in its day it 
was considered a great triumph, the envy of the other social and behavioral 
sciences. And for all its limitations, Tagmemics was very successful in one 
important respect: using this framework, Pike was able to get people with fairly 
limited training in linguistics to study and describe languages that had never been 
studied before. 

This kind of primary fieldwork on previously undescribed languages is a 
difficult thing to do, and I do not believe it has gotten nearly enough respect in 
American linguistics during the past 40 years or so; so I do not want to minimize 
in any way the contribution of Pike and his students and colleagues. But I would 

                                                        
1 “SIL” originally stood for “Summer Institute of Linguistics”, but now only the initials 
are used. For information about the organization, see www.sil.org. 
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have to admit that many Tagmemic grammars are frustrating and difficult to 
read. One problem is that concepts like “contrast” and “minimal pair” do not 
apply as neatly to phrase or sentence patterns as they do to phonemes. The more 
fundamental issue is that the goal of a Tagmemic grammar was to list the 
inventory of contrastive units of various types, just as a major goal of phonemic 
analysis was to state the inventory of consonants and vowels. So Tagmemic 
grammars tend to be essentially lists of clause patterns, sentence patterns, word 
patterns, etc. What is often lacking is any statement about the generalizations, i.e. 
the rules that constitute the grammar of the language. 

Even when our goal is to write a purely descriptive grammar, I feel it is 
important to adopt a rule-based perspective. We may never express these rules in 
formal syntactic notation, but the rules of the grammar are an important part of 
what we are trying to describe. 

Of course, the focus on grammar as a system of rules is the defining 
characteristic of generative linguistics. But my impression is that a lot of people 
who do field linguistics and descriptive grammar have given up on generative 
syntax. In fact, a fair number seem to have given up on syntax in general, either 
ignoring it or adopting the view that most apparent syntactic regularities can be 
reduced to semantic and/or pragmatic generalizations. I suspect that a major 
reason for this is that the models of formal syntax that they have been exposed to 
seem so far removed from observable reality and impractical for descriptive 
purposes. 

I believe that LFG offers a much better framework for descriptive grammar 
than recent transformational models. The modular design of the system means 
that c-structure representations are a direct and literal representation of the word 
order of the sentence as it is actually pronounced (WYSIWYG), and of 
constituency in the classical sense. These are basic facts that any descriptive 
grammar needs to spell out. (My impression is that a lot of current work in 
formal syntax, and even some more functional approaches, largely ignore these 
issues.) 

Moreover, the modular design of the system means that problems or novel 
solutions in one area of grammar do not necessarily lead to complications in 
other parts of the analysis. For example, I have been interested for some time in 
the problem of “symmetric(al) voice”, as it has become known in Austronesian 
syntax. (The term was first used, I believe, by Bill Foley at LFG98 in Brisbane.) 
Essentially, this means a voice alternation (change in the assignment of the SUBJ 
function) without demotion. In a language like Balinese, there are two different 
transitive clause types: one in which the agent is SUBJ, and another in which the 
patient is SUBJ. Both of these are fully transitive, meaning that agent and patient 
are both terms (direct core arguments); neither gets demoted to oblique or 
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adjunct status, unlike familiar voice alternations such as passive and anti-passive. 
In a language like Tagalog, there are several additional voice options (dative, 
instrumental, locative) but again these are all fully transitive; in none of them is 
the agent demoted to oblique or adjunct status. 

Now obviously this is a problem for the original, classical form of the 
Lexical Mapping Theory (as developed by Bresnan & Kannerva 1989, Alsina & 
Mchombo 1993, among others). When I arrived at Stanford in the late 1980s, 
there were several different theories of linking being developed, and these facts 
seemed to be a problem for all of them. But for LFG, they were a problem ONLY 
for the linking theory. Once you allow a non-canonical linking pattern for these 
languages, the rest of the system functions pretty normally. Wayan Arka (2003) 
later developed a model of LMT, adapted from Alex Alsina’s model, that works 
for Balinese, and I am sure this could be further adapted for Tagalog. But having 
solved this problem does not force major changes to other aspects of the analysis. 

I would like to contrast this with a very influential analysis of symmetric 
voice proposed within the Government and Binding framework by Guilfoyle, 
Hung and Travis (1992). They proposed that the agent is internal to VP at D-
structure, specifically that it occupies [SPEC, VP]. Depending on the voice 
morphology of the verb, one argument will fail to get Case in its D-structure 
position and be forced to move into [SPEC, IP], the structural subject position. 
No theta roles get deleted or absorbed, so the agent is free to remain in [SPEC, 
VP] when it is not selected as subject. This is a very elegant model of non-
demoting voice alternation. However, because the change of GFs is expressed in 
terms of phrase structure, it makes incorrect predictions about things like word 
order and long-distance extraction in Tagalog. When all information is 
represented in the same way, a change in any part of the system affects every part 
of the analysis. In contrast, the modular design of LFG allows us to address 
separately issues which are in fact independent of each other. 

Wayan Arka (2003) also presented a fair bit of evidence for the claim that in 
Balinese Undergoer Voice clauses, in which the patient is the subject, the agent 
and verb form a very tight constituent which he labels V-bar. This is an 
interesting and typologically unusual claim. Similar claims have been made in 
other Western Malayo-Polynesian languages, e.g. Toba Batak (Schachter 1984) 
and West Coast Bajau (Miller 2007). In transformational theories that adopt the 
Uniform Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH, Baker 1988), this hypothesis is 
virtually ruled out on theoretical grounds. Within LFG, however, because GFs 
and theta-roles are represented separately from constituent relations, it is simply 
an empirical issue: the analysis can follow the facts of the language. 

Another thing that I appreciate about LFG is that there is a healthy respect 
for the degree to which languages may differ from each other. Universals that get 
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proposed within LFG tend to be fairly well motivated typologically. Last October 
Peter Sells and I participated as “respondents” in a workshop on Austronesian 
syntax at UCSD. All of the papers were written within the Minimalist 
framework, and most of them adopted Kayne’s “anti-symmetry” hypothesis — 
essentially the claim that underlying phrase structure for all languages is strictly 
binary and right-branching — and Cinque’s recent proposals about universal D-
structure positions for various types of adverbs. Whatever the merits of these 
proposals as theories of universal grammar, they impose an immense (and to my 
mind, intolerable) descriptive burden on languages whose surface word order is 
very different. Anti-symmetry seems like the most inconvenient possible analysis 
for a language like Malagasy. 

Most of my students are not planning to do descriptive linguistics for its own 
sake. Many of them hope to use it to support their work in Bible translation, adult 
literacy, bilingual education, etc. The relevance of syntactic analysis to 
translation depends heavily on your philosophy of translation. Many years ago I 
read a review article about George Steiner’s book After Babel. I have not been 
able to find that article again, but as I recall the author was a Marxist literary 
critic who believed that a good translation was one that preserved the foreignness 
of the source text; the translation should feel almost as strange, difficult, and off-
putting as the original would be for someone who does not speak the source 
language. For this type of translation, relatively little linguistic analysis is 
required since the form of the source text is largely preserved in a fairly literal 
way. 

SIL has traditionally preferred a different model of translation. Local 
circumstances sometimes require a somewhat literal approach, but where 
possible the ideal is generally seen as a translation that is as faithful as possible to 
the meaning of the source text, but as natural as possible within the linguistic 
system of the target language. For this type of translation linguistic analysis is 
quite important. Any difference between the grammars of the source language 
and target language is a potential area where translators may be unconsciously 
influenced by the form of the source text, resulting in a loss of accuracy, clarity, 
and/or naturalness. Every detail of the grammar is important; the distinction 
between “core” and “periphery” is not too helpful in this context. 

Ken Pike used to tell a story about a missionary that he met on one of his 
trips to Africa. This man had spent a year or so studying the local language and 
then got up to preach his first sermon. He told the people: “Jesus said, ‘I am the 
way, the truth and the life; no one comes to the Father but by me.’”  The people 
replied, “Then we will worship you.” The man was horrified. He said, “No, wait, 
you don’t understand; Jesus said ‘I am the way, the truth and the life.’” The 
people answered, “If Jesus said it, we believe it; we will worship you.” 
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Obviously the people were interpreting a direct quote as indirect speech. I 
believe that the language in question was Bariba. Pike devotes several pages in 
his 1966 book on African languages to the factors which determine the choice 
between direct vs. indirect speech in Bariba, involving such things as the relative 
prominence of the speech act participants on the person-animacy hierarchy. He 
does not spell out what the grammatical difference between the two is, but in an 
obscure footnote he mentions that indirect speech is preferred and expected for 
reporting statements that are believed to be true. 

Reported speech has been a source of difficulty in a number of other African 
languages as well. In some cases the use of the logophoric pronoun has caused 
problems. Other languages have a very productive and widely used category of 
“semi-direct” speech. Some translators have been reluctant to use this “semi-
direct” form in their translations, even in contexts where they would always use 
it in natural speech, because they feel obligated to match the direct or indirect 
speech of the source text. The point is, every detail of grammar is potentially 
significant. The LFG implementation of large scale grammars for English, 
French, German, etc. has (I believe) instilled an ethos which takes the details 
seriously; they all have to be accounted for. 

My own first attempt at translation came roughly two months after I began to 
study the Kimaragang language. I was asked to return to the state capital to help 
teach a seminar on translation principles. I was lecturing in the mornings, and in 
the afternoon the participants were practicing on short passages from the book of 
Acts, using a simplified Indonesian version as the source text. One of the 
participants turned out to be a Kimaragang; he spoke a dialect significantly 
different from the one I had been studying, but I could make out a fair bit of what 
he said. 

One of the assigned passages was a somewhat bizarre story from a very early 
period in church history, when the small band of believers were practicing a kind 
of voluntary communism (or communalism), sharing their possessions with each 
other. A certain couple decided to sell a piece of land that they owned, keep part 
of the money and donate the rest; but to pretend that they were donating the full 
price. When the husband brought the money to St. Peter, Peter asked him: “Is this 
the full amount you got for that land?”  The husband said “Yes.” Peter said, 
“Why are you doing this? The land was yours, and after you sold it you were free 
to do whatever you like with the money. You are not lying to me, but to God.” 
Immediately the husband fell down dead, and the young men wrapped up his 
body and carried him out to bury him. Some time later the wife came in, not 
knowing what had happened; the same conversation was repeated, with the same 
result. 
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As I looked over the first draft of the Kimaragang version of this story, I felt 
that the translator was doing a pretty good job until he got to the part where the 
husband falls down dead. At that point I realized that he had switched into a 
literal, nearly word-for-word rendering of the Indonesian. The two languages are 
very different in their structure, and the result seemed very unnatural and 
confusing to me. So I volunteered to fix it up, based on my two-months 
acquaintance with a related dialect. When the man read what I had written, he 
agreed: “Yes, that does sound better. Of course, if we say it that way people will 
think that the husband fell down dead, then he picked himself up and wrapped up 
his own body, carried himself out and buried himself.” 

Some years later, in the process of writing a dissertation about Tagalog, I 
think I finally figured out what went wrong. I had used pro-drop expecting it to 
signal subject continuity. But instead it was interpreted as indicating agent 
continuity. In these languages, as in most languages, agents tend to be highly 
topical in narrative. But because in Kimaragang (as in many Philippine-type 
languages) the agent is frequently not the grammatical subject, topic continuity is 
often not reflected by subject continuity. 

Topic and focus are important issues in translation. I once heard a man 
named Roger van Otterloo talk about his initial attempts at translation in Kifuliru, 
a Bantu language of Zaire/Congo. They were beginning with one of the passages 
that talks about defending the rights of widows, orphans and foreigners. Roger 
proposed wording that simply said, “Don’t steal from widows,” and all the men 
with him began to laugh. He was afraid that he had perhaps gotten a tone wrong 
and said something improper, but he discovered that the problem was more 
interesting. Basic word order in Kifuliru, as in most Bantu languages, is SVO. 
But the immediate post-verbal position is also a structural focus position. So 
when he said “Don’t steal from widows,” the people heard “Don’t steal from 
widows” (implying: “anyone else is fair game”). 

Nowadays everyone talks about topic and focus, but LFG was one of the first 
syntactic frameworks to integrate these pragmatic functions into the formal rule 
system. Joan Bresnan in particular was one of the pioneers in this area. I think 
this is a significant contribution to the field as a whole. 

I once spent several months as an advisor to a committee of translators from 
one of the Land Dayak languages of western Borneo. They had been producing 
very literal renditions of the English Good News Bible, and I wanted to give 
them some sense of what a more natural style would look like; so I asked one of 
them to tell the story of Jonah and the whale in his own words. When he got to 
the point where the sailors ask Jonah how they can save themselves from the 
storm, he said (in Land Dayak): “Jonah told the sailor to throw himself into the 
sea.” I was surprised and asked who exactly ended up in the water, but it turned 
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out the meaning was correct; it was Jonah who went overboard. That was my 
first hint that the language allowed long-distance reflexives. 

I told this story to K.P. Mohanan during one of my visits to Singapore, and 
Mo said something like, “Of course, what else would he say?” It seemed 
perfectly natural; just like Malayalam. But at that time I had not heard of long-
distance reflexives in any closely related language, so I was not expecting it. 

Now suppose that this had been a translation instead of a spontaneous story, 
and that the translator (following the English source text) had written: “Jonah 
told the sailor to throw him into the sea.” I believe that this would have been 
interpreted in Land Dayak as meaning that some third person was to be thrown 
overboard, which of course is incorrect. But if I had not accidentally learned this 
fact about reflexive binding in Land Dayak, I would never have thought to check 
it, because it looks like a perfectly accurate and natural translation. This is an 
example of a “blind error”, an error that no one would have caught without 
specific knowledge about that aspect of Land Dayak grammar. 

Let me mention one final grammatical issue in translation. Malay/Indonesian 
shows a strong preference for the passive voice (specifically the di- passive) to 
encode main-line events in a narrative, especially where there is a series of 
actions by the same actor. Now in these contexts, it is clear that the actor is 
highly topical. In some functionalist approaches, such clauses cannot be analyzed 
as passives because the passive by definition is a construction that topicalizes 
patients. But syntactically the di- construction is clearly a passive: the patient has 
all the syntactic properties of a subject, and the agent has all the syntactic 
properties of an oblique argument. LFG takes both the syntactic relations and the 
pragmatic functions very seriously, but recognizes them as being distinct and 
logically independent of each other. Thus it is possible to ask, “What is the 
pragmatic function of the passive in language X” in a meaningful way, because 
the construction is not defined in terms of its pragmatic functions. 

This is just one instance of a broader principle: languages can use the same 
syntactic constructions for quite different purposes. In a number of mainland 
Southeast Asian languages, the passive is used only for unfortunate events — the 
so-called ADVERSATIVE PASSIVE. In Biblical Hebrew, as in the Greek New 
Testament (probably due to Semitic influences), an agentless passive is often 
used as a way of describing God’s actions without using any name to refer to 
God. Clearly the functions of the passive in Hebrew, Vietnamese, Malay and 
English are quite different from each other. I will not spell out the details here, 
but with a bit of imagination you can see that a translation from any one of these 
languages to any of the others which mechanically preserves active for active and 
passive for passive can lead to confusing (and sometimes hilarious) results. 
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In summary, I appreciate LFG’s combination of precision and flexibility, its 
practical and realistic approach to syntactic analysis, and its attention to detail. 
All of these are important features of a good descriptive grammar. 
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Abstract

In cases of single conjunct agreement (SCA), the features of one conjunct within a coordinate
structure control syntactic agreement between the coordinate NP and agreement targets external
to that NP. This requires agreement processes to see inside the f-structure representation of the
coordinate structure. Despite its intuitive simplicity, it has turned out to be surprisingly difficult
to develop an approach toSCA in LFG, and existing approaches toSCA suffer from a range of
technical inelegancies and/or empirical difficulties. We propose a novel approach toSCA which
challenges the use of unordered sets for the representationof coordination at f-structure. Instead
we propose a slightly more structured representation, which we call local f-structure sequences,
for the representation of coordinate structures. Furthermore, we add more fine-grained subdis-
tinctions to the standardLFG classification of features into distributive and non-distributive ones.
This distinction controls the interpretation of feature path expressions as they interact with sets (of
conjuncts) in f-structure, and the refined feature classification makes it possible to deal withSCA

while keeping a simple, non-disjunctive formulation of theagreement constraints on the targets
(such as verbs, which may combine with coordinate or simple NPs).

1 Introduction

In cases of single conjunct agreement (SCA), the features of one conjunct within a coordinate structure
control syntactic agreement between the coordinate NP and agreement targets external to that NP (for
example, a single conjunct like the feminine singularkočka (“cat”, FSG) in the Czech example (1)
controls subject-verb agreement with the target verbseďela (“was sitting”, FSG)). This contrasts
with the more familiar strategy of agreement with coordinate structures based on syntactic resolution,
whereby the (resolved or calculated) features of the NP as a whole control agreement, i.e., an NP
coordination of two or more singular NPs combines with a plural target verb etc.1 In SCA it is usually
the conjunct closest to the target which controls agreement(andSCA occurs much more frequently
where the target precedes the controller as in (1)).

(1) Na
on

rohožce
mat

seděla
was.sitting.FSG

kočka
[ cat.FSG

a
and

pes.
dog.MSG ]

Czech

“The cat and the dog were sitting on the mat.”

A crucial fact aboutSCA is that while a single conjunct controls certain syntactic agreement processes,
other more semantically based agreement processes in the same language may be controlled by the
resolved feature values of the coordinate structure as a whole. The Welsh example (2) demonstrates
both strategies in a single sentence: subject-verb agreement with the target verbgwelaist(“saw”, 2SG)
is an instance ofSCA, while the anaphoriceich hunain(“yourselves”) agrees with the resolved features
of the coordinate structure, 2nd person plural.

(2) Gwelaist
saw-2SG

2SG

ti
2SG

[ 2SG

a’th
and-2SG

&

frawd
brother
3SG ]

eich
2PL

2PL

hunain.
self

Welsh

“You and your brother saw yourselves.”

∗Some of this work was carried out with the support of the AHRC under the research grantAgreement and NP Coor-
dination (APN17606/AN10939) to Louisa Sadler (Essex) and Mary Dalrymple (Oxford), and with the support of the DFG
under the Emmy Noether research grantPTOLEMAIOS to Jonas Kuhn (Potsdam).

1Single conjunct agreement is often referred to as partial agreement, terminology which is potentially confusing, since
cases in which targets agree in person and gender but not in number are also referred to as partial agreement.
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This observation indicates that both sets of features must be simultaneously available to control agree-
ment in the syntax. As previous attempts at a precise formal account (which will be discussed in
Section 3.2) show, it is an interesting challenge to accomodate these requirements while maintaining
a general theory of agreement – i.e., without introducing a coordination-specific special case in the
description of the agreement targets (e.g., the verb). It is, of course, desirable that agreement tar-
gets are blind to the status of their agreement controllers with respect to the presence or absence of
coordination.

The (inconsistent)LFG analysis sketch for sentence (1) in (3) provides a visual characterisation of
the issue: to maintain a principled account of agreement, the lexical annotation of the verb ((↑SUBJ

GND)=F) should remain as it is. However, in the standard representation of a coordinate NP, the fea-
tures available at the coordination level are only the resolved (masculine plural) features, and processes
involving the conjunct-level features are only expected towork “across the board”, i.e., assuming that
all conjuncts would have to be marked identically as feminine singular. So, based on a standard
conjunct-level process, (1) should be ungrammatical.

(3) The challenge for anLFG analysis

S

PP ↑=↓ (↑SUBJ)=↓
V NP

↓∈↑ ↑=↓ ↓∈↑
N CONJ N

na rohožce seděla kočka a pes
on mat was.sitting cat and dog

(↑SUBJ GND)=F (↑GND)=F (↑GND)=M

?





































PRED‘sit〈(↑SUBJ)〉’

SUBJ





























CONJ-FORM AND

GND M

NUM PL


































PRED‘cat’
GND F

NUM SG









PRED‘dog’
GND M

NUM SG



































































































There are technical ways of making the features of the appropriate single conjunct available at the
level of the coordinate structure (by introducing a distinction of different types of agreement features
alongside each other, see Section 3.2.1), but to describe the full range of observable phenomena, the
otherwise very elegant f-structure representation of coordinate structures has to be amended with a
number of technical and construction-specific elements.

An alternative is to leave the f-structure representation unaltered, but introduce an explicit disjunc-
tion in the agreement constraints on the agreement target (the verb). This also has a very technical
flavour and may run into problems with nested coordinations (Section 3.2.2).

The account we propose in this paper resolves the issue at a more abstract level. Previous attempts
have left the status of unordered sets as the appropriate f-structure level representation for coordinate
NPs unquestioned. It is one of the guiding principle ofLFG that formal representations in particular
components of the theory are chosen in such a way that they reflect the crucial empirical properties
of the modelled phenomena: constituency is modelled by phrase structure trees (c-structure), which
encode linear precedence and hierarchical structure in a natural way, while grammatical relations are
modelled by feature structure representations (f-structure), which have no intrinsic concept of linear
precedence. We appeal to this meta principle and argue that while plain, classicalsetsof f-structures
model certain properties of coordinate NPs, some of the mathematical properties of sets turn out to be
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less adequate. If we use a slightly different formal device (which we call “local f-structure sequences”,
the descriptions used in the constraints describing a phenomenon like agreement may be interpreted
in a way that caters more readily for the typological differences between languages we observe, in-
cluding SCA).2 By (slightly) altering theinterpretationof the descriptional apparatus available for
the formulation of constraints, we keep the case-by-case distinctions that would otherwise be required
in agreement constraints, e.g. for verbs, “behind the scenes”: no disjunctions are necessary in the
actual lexical f-annotations or rule annotations. This is amove wholy in sympathy with the basic
architectural philosophy ofLFG.

The paper is organized as follows: after a discussion of the standardLFG analysis of coordination
in Section 2, we review the relevantSCA data in some more detail in Section 3, as well as discussing
previousLFG accounts. In Section 4, we present and discuss our approach,before concluding in
Section 5.

2 Coordination in LFG

2.1 Set representation and distribution

The classicalLFG analysis of coordination is based on two important assumptions (the former going
back to Andrews (1983), the second due to Kaplan and Maxwell (1988/95)): First, the contribution of
each conjunct is represented as an f-structure which forms an element of asetof f-structures. (A set
of f-structures is defined as (a special case of) an f-structure.) The use of a set captures the fact that
the number of conjuncts in a coordinate structure is in principle unbounded.

The second assumption combines this very intuitiverepresentationalidea with a clever notational
short-hand, i.e., a way of allowing for simple, non-disjunctive descriptionsin grammatical constraints.
In terms of representation, no special feature is used to embed a coordinate structure’s f-structure (set)
within the larger f-structure that it contributes to: the set is inserted directly where the plain f-structure
of a non-coordinated constituent would have gone (see (4), aslightly simplified f-structure forI saw
Bonnie and Clyde). This captures the intuition that there is no difference between this sentence andI
saw the robbersin terms of the depth of hierarchical embedding at the level of grammatical functions.

(4)




PRED ‘see〈(↑SUBJ) (↑OBJ)〉’
SUBJ

[

PRED ‘pro’
]

OBJ
{ [

PRED ‘Bonnie’
] [

PRED ‘Clyde’
] }





The NP coordination rule is shown in (5): by virtue of the set membership annotations on the daughter
NP nodes the entity referred to by↑ is coerced into a set that will appear in the position of a non-
coordinated NP’s plain f-structure wherever the NP coordination rule is used.

(5) NP → [ NP COMMA ]* NP CONJ NP
↓∈↑ ↓∈↑ ↓∈↑

It is important to note that this representational idea of coercing an f-structure into a set can only be
made effective in the overall constraint-based system ofLFG by a notational convention that Kaplan
and Maxwell (1988/95) introduce: in the standard interpretation of f-structure path expressions, the
application of a function (i.e., an f-structure feature like CASE, SPECetc.) to a path denoting a set
(like (↑OBJ) in (4), assuming that↑ is referring to the outermost f-structure) is undefined.

2Effectively, we introduce a limited degree of sensitivity to string-level proximity to the resolution of f-descriptions in
the cases where a description refers to an element of f-structure sequence (originating from a coordination).
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Kaplan and Maxwell extend function application to sets of f-structures by providing a distributive
interpretation for (otherwise undefined) path expressionsreferring to a set: whatever constraint such a
path is used in, it will be applied to each of the set elements (a definition is shown in (6)). This exten-
sion provides a very elegant way of deriving the “across the board” effect that many constraints stated
external to a coordinate structure show. In Figure 1, the rule annotation (↓CASE)=ACC is highlighted.
Without the notational convention, this annotation (whichwould work correctly for a sentence likeI
saw them) would have no interpretation, since the f-structure referred to as↓ is coerced into a set by
the↓∈↑ annotation further down the tree. With the notational convention, the desired effect follows
directly with no further specification from the constraint as originally specified: all set elements have
to satisfy the constraint (as*I saw her and heis ungrammatical).

S

↑=↓
VP

(↑SUBJ)=↓ (↑OBJ)=↓

(↓CASE)=NOM ↑=↓ (↓CASE)=ACC

NP V NP

I saw ↓∈↑ CONJ ↓∈↑
NP NP

her and him












PRED ‘see〈(↑SUBJ) (↑OBJ)〉’

SUBJ

[

PRED ‘pro’
CASE NOM

]

OBJ

{ [

PRED ‘pro’
CASE ACC

] [

PRED ‘pro’
CASE ACC

] }













Figure 1: F-Descriptions referring to f-structure set

(6) Notational convention (version 1)

If some f-structuref is a set, then the value of an attributea in f is v (that is,(f a) = v) iff for every
g ∈ f , (g a) includes the information inv.

(Kaplan and Maxwell, 1988/95), formulation from (Sells, 1985, 187)

There has been some debate (see e.g., (Maxwell and Manning, 1997)) about the formal relation imple-
menting the intended distribution, with an earlier formulation in terms of generalization superceded
by a formulation in terms of subsumption, but this is orthogonal to the current discussion and we do
not discuss it further.

2.2 Distributive and non-distributive features

As the illustration in Figure 1 showed, morphosyntactic properties such asCASE distribute across
conjuncts in a coordination, as do grammatical functions (even as part of functionally uncertain de-
scriptions). On the other hand, some properties are coordination-level properties, that is they hold of
the set itself, not of its members. This is true, for example,of the contribution of the conjunction, i.e.,
theCONJFORMfeature.
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AlongsideCONJFORM, the agreement featuresPERS, NUM , GEND should be seen as properties of
the coordination as a whole when a language applies a resolution strategy in agreement with coordi-
nate NPs (as in English subject-verb agreement -Bonnie and Clyde run/*runs).

To capture this difference, a distinction is made between different classes of f-structure features
(as discussed in Dalrymple and Kaplan (2000)):distributive featuresbehave as just discussed, while
non-distributive featuresare interpreted as properties of the f-structure set itself– i.e., constraints
including such non-distributive features will not be distributed across set elements. Figure 2 provides
an illustration; the convention is to show non-distributive features of a set inside an extra pair of square
brackets surrounding the curly set brackets.

S

(↑SUBJ)=↓ ↑=↓
NP VP

↓∈↑ CONJ ↓∈↑ ↑=↓
NP NP V

Bonnie and Clyde run
(↑NUM)=SG (↑CONJ-FORM)=AND (↑NUM)=SG (↑SUBJ NUM)=PL













PRED ‘run〈(↑SUBJ)〉’

SUBJ









CONJ-FORM AND

NUM PL
{ [

PRED ‘Bonnie’
NUM SG

] [

PRED ‘Clyde’
NUM SG

] }





















Figure 2: Non-distributive features

A formal LFG grammar must then include a declaration of the class that thefeatures used belong
to (typically, the distributive class is assumed to be the default, so just the non-distributive features
have to be declared explicitly). Moreover the formulation of the notational convention (6) has to be
replaced by (7):

(7) Notational convention (version 2)

Interpretation of(f a) = v:

• If (i) f is a plain f-structure,
or (ii) f is a set anda is declared as a non-distributive feature,
then(f a) includes the information inv.

• Otherwise, iff is a set, then for everyg ∈ f , (g a) includes the information inv.

2.3 Semantic and morphosyntactic aspects of agreement

Before proceeding to a more detailed discussion ofSCA in Section 3, we mention two further recent
innovations which are relevant to coordination and motivated by agreement processes, but largely
orthogonal to the specific issues ofSCA.

King and Dalrymple (2004) (building on (Wechsler and Zlati´c, 2000, 2003) and other work in
HPSG) introduce a representational distinction between two sets of agreement features (compare (8)):
(i) features underINDEX – for resolved features at the coordination level (which aresemantically
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determined); and (ii) features underCONCORD – for morphosyntactic conjunct-level features. The
former are generally declared as non-distributive, the latter as distributive. This representational dis-
tinction makes it possible to distinguish different agreement strategies within the same language by
formulating constraints using the appropriate paths. Figure 3 illustrates the role ofCONC(ORD) in En-
glish NP-internal conjunct-level agreement in number. English subject-verb agreement, on the other
hand, involves (resolved)INDEX features, so a plural verb form would include the annotation(↑SUBJ

INDEX NUM )=PL in agreement with a coordination of singular NPs. The use of this explicit repre-
sentational distinction between two sets of agreement features provides for a fine-grained approach
to agreement cross-linguistically, as demonstrated by King and Dalrymple (2004) and Dalrymple and
Nikolaeva (2006).

(8)

















INDEX





PER . . .
NUM . . .
GEN . . .





CONC





PER . . .
NUM . . .
GEN . . .





















NP

↑=↓
N

↑=↓ ↓∈↑ CONJ ↓∈↑
DET N N

this boy and girl
(↑CONC NUM) (↑CONC NUM) (↑CONJ-FORM) (↑CONC NUM)

=SG =SG =AND =SG





























CONJ-FORM AND

SPEC THIS

INDEX
[

NUM PL
]



































PRED ‘boy’
INDEX

[

NUM SG
]

CONC
[

NUM SG
]









PRED ‘girl’
INDEX

[

NUM SG
]

CONC
[

NUM SG
]































































Figure 3:INDEX/CONCORDdistinction following (King and Dalrymple, 2004)

Note that since all conjuncts are treated alike for theCONCORD features, theINDEX/CONCORDdis-
tinction does not itself provide a solution forSCA.

The second extension is due to Dalrymple and Kaplan (2000), who introduce the notion of (closed)
marker sets as feature values for morphosyntactic features(instead of standard atomic values). For
instance, in the Romance languages, the value ofGEND may be either{} (for feminine) or{M} (for
masculine). With such a representation, feature resolution can be simply modelled by set union over
each conjuncts marker set – yielding{} if all conjuncts are feminine, or{M} if there is at least one
masculine conjunct.

The elements making up the marker sets will differ dependingon the distinctions a particular
language makes. A possible encoding forPERSvalues is given in (9). The NP rule based on this
analysis is shown in (10). (11) is an example f-structure foryou and John(note thatNUM is treated
differently – it is assumed to be semantically rather than syntactically resolved).

(9) • 1st person:{S} [inclusive 1st person plural:{S, H}]

• 2nd person:{H}

• 3rd person:{}
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(10) NP −→ NP
↓ ∈ ↑

(↓ INDEX PERS) ⊆ (↑ INDEX PERS)
(↓ INDEX GEN) ⊆ (↑ INDEX GEN)

CONJ NP
↓ ∈ ↑

(↓ INDEX PERS) ⊆ (↑ INDEX PERS)
(↓ INDEX GEN) ⊆ (↑ INDEX GEN)

(11)













INDEX

[

PERS {H}
NUM PL

]











PRED ‘pro’

INDEX

[

PERS {H}
NUM SG

]









PRED ‘John’

INDEX

[

PERS {}
NUM SG

}























3 Single Conjunct Agreement

3.1 The challenge posed bySCA data

In SCA, grammatical agreement with a coordinated NP is based on thefeatures of just one of the
conjuncts. This poses a number of challenges for an LFG analysis of agreement phenomena: the
agreement features of the target are conceptually at the conjunct-level (like distributive features) but
do not distribute across all conjuncts – soCONCORDis not the correct analysis. Moreover, as we saw
in (2) evidence of contrast with other agreement processes (such as pronominal anaphora) may show
that the controlling features in cases ofSCA are also distinct from the resolvedINDEX features of the
coordinate NP as a whole. The distinction between distributive and non-distributive features does not,
therefore, account for the the behaviour of the agreement features in cases ofSCA.

SCA is not a marginal phenomenon but rather it is found in a broad range of languages, some-
times as an option alongside other patterns. The following brief overview is by no means exhaustive.
Welsh, Irish and other Celtic languages show rightwardSCA in predicate-argument agreement. In
these languages, V, N and P heads preceding coordinated pronominal NPs agree with the initial con-
junct (McCloskey, 1986; Rouveret, 1994; Sadler, 1999, 2003). Standard Arabic has the option of
closest conjunct agreement inVS order, but uses resolved agreement inSV constructions (Aoun et al.,
1994, 1999; Munn, 1999), andSCA is also found in Arabic vernaculars. It is described for Ndebele
(Moosally, 1998) and Swahili (Marten, 2000, 2005). There isa variety ofSCA data described for a
number of Slavic languages, including some cases in Sloveneof first conjunct agreement with tar-
get to the right (“furthest conjunct agreement”) (Corbett,1983, 1988). Portuguese has an option of
both rightward and leftward closest conjunct agreement in head-modifer constructions (i.e. within
NP) (Villavicencio et al., 2005) and other cases ofSCA in Spanish and Portuguese are discussed in
Camacho (2003) and Munn (1999)

Since there has been an extensive discussion of the data in the literature, we will here expand only
on two particularly challenging observations: the option of “double edged”SCA in Portuguese, and
the option of “furthest conjunct agreement” in Slovene.

3.1.1 Double edged single conjunct agreement

A particularly interesting pattern ofSCA within coordinate NPs is found in Portuguese
(de Almeida Torres, 1981; Villavicencio et al., 2005). Alongside the standard strategy of resolu-
tion illustrated in (12) (the resolution gender forMASC/FEM combinations isMASC), SCA is an option
for postnominaladjectives, which then agree with the closest conjunct, as shown in (13).
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(12) a. a
[ the.FSG

parede
wall.FSG

e
and

a
the.FSG

janela
window.FSG ]

vermelhas/*vermelhos
red.FPL/red.MPL

“the red wall and window”

b. a
[ the.FSG

parede
wall.FSG

e
and

o
the.MSG

teto
ceiling.MSG ]

coloridos
coloured.MPL

“the coloured wall and ceiling”
(13) a. estudos

[ studies.MSG

e
and

profissão
profession.FSG]

monástica
monastic.FSG

“monastic studies and profession”

b. As
The

maldições
curses

se
REFL

cumpriam
fell

no
[ in the.MSG

povo
people.MSG

e
and

gente
persons.FSG ]

hebreia
Hebrew.FSG

“The curses fell on the Hebrew people.”

c. O
the

objectivo
objective

está
is

claro:
clear:

é
is

perder,
to lose

em
in

pouco
little

tempo,
time,

os
[ the.MPL

quilos
kilos.MPL

e
and

as
the

dobrinhas
fatty tissue.FPL ]

acumuladas
accumulated.FPL

no
in the

inverno.
winter

“The objective is clear: to lose quickly the kilos and fat accumulated during the winter.”

In situations whereprenominalmodifiers take scope over both conjuncts,SCA is highly preferred,
and agreement is with the closest conjunct (14). However, some examples showing resolved number
agreement (15) were found in the corpus study of Villavicencio et al. (2005).

(14) a. suas
his.FPL

próprias
own.FPL

reações
[ reactions.FPL

ou
or

julgamentos
judgement.MPL ]

b. pequenas
small.FPL

partı́culas
[ particles.FPL

ou
or

átomos
atoms.MPL ]

(15) a. os
the.MPL

novos
new.MPL

chefe
[ chief.MSG

e
and

vice-chefe
vice-chief.MSG ]

b. claras
clear.FPL

maioria
[ majority.FSG

e
and

oposição
opposition.FSG ]

Since modifiers at both the left and the right of a coordinatedNP may showSCA, it follows that it may
occur simultaneouslyboth prenominally and postnominallywith a single coordination.3

(16) a. Reconhecendo
recognising

que
that

a
the

garantia
guarantee

de
of

um
a

tratamento
treatment

igual
equal

para
for

as
the.FPL

mulheres
[ women.FPL

e
and

homens
men.MPL ]

refugiados
refuge-.ADJ.MPL

pode
could

exigir
demand

acções
actions

especı́ficas
specific

a
to

favor
favour

das
of the

mulheres.
women

“To recognize that the guarantee of an equal treatment of thefemale and male refugees could make
specific actions in favour of the women necessary.”

http://www.cidadevirtual.pt/acnur/acnlisboa/excom64.html

b. Os
the.MPL

mitos
[ myth.MPL

e
and

lendas
legend.FPL ]

brasileiras
Brazilian.FPL

3Of course, sinceMASC is the resolution gender, the occurrences ofMASC agreement in these examples could be due
to resolution operating alongsideSCA within the same structure, but even under the most restrictive interpretation there is
clear evidence ofSCA both to the left and to the right in Portuguese NPs.
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3.1.2 First Conjunct Agreement with rightward targets

A robust generalization aboutSCA seems to be that it occurs much more frequently in structures
in which the agreement target precedes the agreement controller. Cases ofSCA where the target
is to the right of the nominal controller include the following from Slovene. These examples are
also crosslinguistically unusual in that it is the furthest(rather than the closest) conjunct which is
controlling agreement.

(17) a. Groza
[ horror.FEM.SG

in
and

strah
fear.MASC.SG ]

je
has

prevzela
seized.FEM.SG

vso
the-whole

vas.
village

“Horror and fear have seized the whole village.” (Corbett 1983: 180)

b. knjige
[ book.FEM.PL

in
and

peresa
pen.NEUT.PL ]

so
are

se
selves

poražile.
got dear.FEM.PL

“Books and pens have become more expensive.” (Corbett 1988:26)

3.1.3 Data Summary

In summary, we see that the existence of patterns in which a single conjunct controls (some) agree-
ment processes considerably complicates the array of possible strategies for syntactic agreement with
(nominal) coordinate structures. In addition to (18-1) and(18-2) we must accommodate a number of
further patterns.

(18) 1. Agreement with resolved coordination-level features

2. Grammatical concord at conjunct-level withall conjuncts (distributed)

3. Closest conjunct agreement (leftward or rightward)

4. Double edged closest conjunct agreement (both leftward and rightward)

5. First conjunct agreement with rightward targets [rare]

3.2 Previous approaches

Previous work on this phenomenon inLFG has explored a range of possible approaches toSCA using
LFG’s standard formal devices. We briefly outline some of this work in this section and suggest
that it has a number of shortcomings before outlining a rather different approach in the following
section. Existing approaches can be classified asrepresentation-based approaches(Sadler, 1999,
2003; Villavicencio et al., 2005) ordescription-based approaches(Sadler, 1999, 2003; Falk, 2006);
Asudeh (2005) can be characterised as a“mixed” approach.

3.2.1 Representation-based approaches

Representation-based approaches encode the agreement features of the appropriate single conjunct
on the coordination structure as a whole, as the value of an additional feature alongside theINDEX

feature which contains the resolved features of the coordinate structure as a whole. The appropriate
annotations are specified on the coordination rule and agreement constraints are specified in terms
of this additional feature. For example, in the following,AGR is the feature carrying the agreement
features of the distinguished conjunct (Sadler, 1999, 2003).4

4The template call @NP-CONJUNCTensures that the standard f-annotations as in (10) are inserted for each conjunct.
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(19) NP −→ NP
@ NP-CONJUNCT

(↓IND) = (↑ AGR)

CONJ NP
@ NP-CONJUNCT

Predicate argument agreement is expressed as a constraint over theAGR feature and the constraint
in (20) is intended to feed the appropriate value toAGR in non-coordinate structures, so that the
agreeing predicate outside the coordination can simply constrainAGR features irrespective of whether
or not the argument is itself a coordination. Other agreement processes, notably pronominal and
reflexive anaphora, involve theINDEX feature rather than theAGR feature. The representation of the
coordinate NP in an example such as (21) is given in (22).

(20) Constraint on Nominal Lexemes:(↑ INDEX) = (↑ AGR)

(21) Dw
am.1S

i
[ 1S

a
and

Gwenllian
Gwenllian ]

heb
without

gael
get

ein
1PL

talu.
pay

Welsh

“Gwenllian and I have not been paid.”

(22)





















INDEX

[

PERS {S}
NUM PL

]

AGR






















PRED ‘pro’

INDEX

[

PERS {S}
NUM SG

]

AGR

















PRED ‘Gwenllian’

INDEX

[

PERS {}
NUM SG

]

AGR











































There are several drawbacks of this approach. It introducesa technically motivated feature-passing
mechanism into the f-structure representation, somethingwhich LFG tries in general to avoid, and
which is as problematic and inelegant as any other book-keeping feature. This non-distributive,
coordination-level feature (AGR) is used to encode properties of an individual conjunct, blurring what
is otherwise a clear conceptual separation between distributive (individual) and non-distributive (re-
solved) agreement features. Moreover double edged closest-conjunct agreement such as that which
arises in Portuguese NPs can only be captured with a highly technical book-keeping representation
using two sets of single-conjunct agreement features at thecoordination level.

PostnominalADJ agreement in Portuguese might be treated as follows on this approach:5

(23) NP −→ NP
↑ = ↓

A+
↓ ∈ ↑ ADJ

(↓ A-POSN) =c POSTNOM

(24) NP −→ NP
↓ ∈ ↑

(↓ IND GEN) ⊆ (↑ IND GEN)

Conj
↑ = ↓

NP
↓ ∈ ↑

(↓ IND GEN) ⊆ (↑ IND GEN)
(↓IND ) = (↑ LAGR)

(25) acumuladas (↑ PRED) = ‘ACCUMULATED ’
(↑ A-POS) = POSTNOM

{ (( ADJ ∈ ↑ ) LAGR GEND) = FEM

(( ADJ ∈ ↑ ) LAGR NUM) = PL

| (( ADJ ∈ ↑ ) IND GEND) = FEM

(( ADJ ∈ ↑ ) IND NUM ) = PL }

5Note that (25) includes inside-out designators for “leaving” the ADJUNCT set in which the adjective is introduced –
these have nothing to do with the set we are dealing with for coordination.
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To allow for percolation of features from both the rightmostand the leftmost conjunct you need in
fact to distinguish bothLAGR andRAGR at the level of the coordination (Villavicencio et al., 2005),
leading to an f-structure along the following lines.

(26) pequenas
small.FPL

partı́culas
[ particles.FPL

ou
or

átomos
atoms.MPL ]

(27) 





























































INDEX

[

NUM PL

GEN MASC

]

LAGR

[

NUM PL

GEN FEM

]

RAGR

[

NUM PL

GEN MASC

]

ADJ
{ [

PRED ‘ SMALL’
] }





















































PRED ‘ATOM ’

INDEX

[

NUM PL

GEN MASC

]













PRED ‘ PARTICLE’

INDEX

[

NUM PL

GEN FEM

]



















































































































3.2.2 Description-based approaches

In contrast to a representation-based approach, a description-based approach would assume no ad-
ditional representation either at the level of the coordinate structure or at the level of the individual
conjunct. One possibility is to resort to a more complicateddescription on the agreement target itself
to ensure that it is the agreement features of the distinguished conjunct that are picked up when the
argument is a coordinate structure. The appropriate agreement controller might be picked out using
f-precedence (Sadler, 1999; Falk, 2006).

(28) F-precedence(Kaplan and Zaenen, 1989/95)
f f-precedesf if and only if there are c1 and c2 such that c1 is a rightmost element inφ−(f),
c2 is a rightmost element inφ−(f), and c1 precedes c2. (formulation of Bresnan (2001))

Description-based approaches formulate constraints in the lexical entry of agreement target (outside
the coordination) that agree directly with the distinguished conjunct.6 Thus in the case of Welsh, the
V, N, or P expresses constraints over the linearly first member of the coordinate structure.7 Consider
for example the case of prepositional agreement in (29).

6A possible alternative is to use a tree-logic description ofthe SCA configuration (Kuhn, 2003) to avoid recourse to f-
precedence. However this means using a very powerful tool todescribe what is intuitively quite a simple relationship. Since
agreement is clearly an f-structure phenomenon, any attempt to adressSCA by explicitly referring to c-structural aspects of
the coordinate structurein the lexical descriptions of the targetsdoes not seem to be quite appropriate.

7This account abstracts away from a number of subsidiary complications in the Celtic data involving the interaction with
unbounded dependency constructions. Since these are orthogonal to our essentially formal point about types of approaches
to SCA we do not discuss these intricacies further here.
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(29) Roedd
was.3S

Wyn
Wyn

yn
PROG

siarad
speak

amdanat
about-2S

ti
[ 2S

a
and

Siôn.
Siôn ]

Welsh

“Wyn was talking about you and Siôn.”

The relevant agreement constraint on the agreement target (the preposition, which agrees with its
OBJ), would require something along the following lines:8

(30) amdanat (↑ PRED) = ‘ABOUT〈(↑ OBJ)〉’
{ (↑ OBJ) = %A

| %A ∈ ( ↑ OBJ)
¬[(↑ OBJ∈) <f %A] }

(%A PERS) = 2
(%A NUM ) = SG

Although this sort of approach avoids the need to litter the representation with otherwise unmotivated
features, a description-based approach along these lines necessitates a disjunctive formulation of all
agreement constraints (on the target side), to allow for thepresence or absence of coordination in the
argument. Since the agreement contraints pick out the distinguished conjunct (from the set) directly,
the account as outlined above does not generalize directly to cases of nested coordination, and such
cases do exist, as shown in (31).

(31) Wyt
is.2SG

ti
[[ 2SG

a
and

fi
1SG ]

neu
or

Peter
[ Peter

a
and

Mary
Mary ]]

yn
PT

mynd
go

i
PT

ennill.
win

“Either you and I or Peter and Mary are going to win.”

F-precedence itself is a very powerful tool and provides a very indirect way of referring to something
that is intuitively quite simple, namely finding the “leftmost” or “rightmost” set element.

3.2.3 “Mixed” SCA account

Finally, it should be pointed out that elements of the description-based and the representation-based
accounts can be combined, as they are in the proposal of Asudeh (2005). Asudeh proposes a represen-
tation in which the distinguished conjunct is both a member of the set (corresponding to the coordinate
structure) and also the value of an additional attributeSEED within this same (hybrid) structure. He
argues that this is independently motivated by its role as the “seed” in meaning construction for con-
junction (Asudeh and Crouch, 2002). The representation of the coordinate NP in (32) is shown in
(33).

(32) Daethost
came-2S

ti
[ 2S

a
and

Siôn.
Siôn ]

“You and Siôn came.”

8The use of∈ in a feature path description such as “(↑ OBJ∈)” in (30) allows one to pick up an arbitrary set element.
The notation “%A” introduces a local variable for an f-structure, so the reference can be fixed across several f-equations.
“¬[(↑ OBJ∈) < f %A]” says that there cannot be any set elements f-preceding thef-structure fixed as %A – so it must be
the leftmost element.
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(33)

























CONJ AND

INDEX

[

NUM PL

PERS 2

]

SEED











PRED ‘pro’

INDEX

[

NUM SG

PERS 2

]









PRED ‘Sion’

INDEX

[

NUM SG

PERS 3

]



































The relevant conjunct is picked out as the seed conjunct by means of constraints using f-precedence
in the annotation of the conjunction, shown in (34), and the agreement constraints on the target make
reference to theSEED (in the case of coordinate structures).

(34) and (↑ CONJ) = and
(↑ SEED) = (↑ ∈)
¬ [ (↑ ∈) <f (↑ SEED) ]

(35) daethost (↑ PRED) = ‘ COME〈SUBJ〉’
(%A PERS) = 2
(%A NUM ) = SG

(%A PRED FN) = PRO

(( %A PRED) = ‘ PRO’)
{ (↑ SUBJ SEED) = %A | (↑ SUBJ) = %A ∧ ¬ (↑ SUBJ SEED) }

Note that on this account too, a disjunctive statement is needed for the agreement constraints (check-
ing for the presence of aSEED feature in the last line of (35)). Moreover it seems that bothnested
coordinations and double edgedSCA are problematic on this account.

3.2.4 Previous accounts: summary

We conclude that all previous accounts ofSCA, which are based on the standard unordered set-based
analysis of coordination, suffer from a range of technical inelegancies and/or empirical difficulties.

4 Proposal

As discussed in Section 1, the challenge posed bySCA is to keep the statement of agreement con-
straints maximally general (i.e., to avoid disjunctive, coordination-specific descriptions on the agree-
ment targets such as verbs) while at the same time avoiding the augmentation of the f-structure repre-
sentation for NP coordination with purely technical book-keeping features.

The solution we propose is a description-based approach in that it does not involve the addition
of any additional features or embeddings in the f-structurerepresentation. It does however change
the formal character of the original set representation assumed for the coordinate structure. Sets are
unordered, so there is no formal way of singling out particular elements by an operation that applies
directly to the set. This makes it necessary to employ auxiliary constructs, i.e., either adding one
or more explicit technical features at the coordination level, or indirectly falling back to c-structure
(via f-precedence or possibly tree-logic descriptions) torecover linear precedence information that is
missing from f-structure.

It is a meta principle ofLFG to use formal representations displaying the desired modelling prop-
erties for the various parts of grammatical theory. We thinkthat the technical issues posed bySCA
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for the standard set representation in coordination may be an indication that in this case, the formal
properties of the representational device chosen are simply not fully adequate.9 We propose the use
of a slightly more structured representation for the collection of conjunct f-structures, what we call
“local f-structure sequences” (lfsq’s).

4.1 Singling out the contribution of a particular conjunct at f-structure

It is uncontroversial that agreement is a phenomenon that should be encoded at the level of f-structure.
SinceSCA facts show that agreement can be not only sensitive to (i) properties of the coordinate
structure as a whole, or (ii) common properties of all the individual conjuncts – i.e., distributive
properties, but also (iii) to properties of only the first or last conjunct, there should be a direct wayin
f-structureof picking up the relevant properties of the first or last conjunct.

One way of implementing this would be to define a new notation for deterministically picking up
a particular element of an ordered set (maybe (↑OBJ ∈first GEND) for picking up the first element’s
gender information).10 This would however be a much more powerful tool than what theSCA issues
seem to call for. At the same time, the notation would not resolve the issue that agreement constraints
on the agreement target (the verb) should not be disjunctive, distinguishing a coordination and non-
coordination case.

What we propose instead is to use the same notational “trick”that Kaplan and Maxwell (1988/95)
used to account for the extended space of possible interpretation that a constraint like (↑OBJ NUM)=SG

can have. Ultimately, we will provide a third version of the notational convention (after (6) and
(7)) that will make it possible to use this plain function application notation in the description of
agreement targets like verbs, with the effect that they willbe interpreted either (i) non-distributively
at the coordination level, (ii) by classical conjunct-level distribution, or (iii) according to theSCA

strategy, i.e., as applying to just one particular conjunct.
To trigger the various options, we assume a more fine-grainedfeature distinction affecting

conjunct-level f-descriptions (the classical distributive feature descriptions): besides distributive fea-
tures, there is a new type of “overlay” features, for which only the first or last element of the coor-
dination representation is taken into account (the term “overlay” suggests that when looking at the
coordination representation from the left or right, only the features of the peripheral element become

9Several of the properties that come with a set representation are questionable to a certain extent. For space reasons we
only list them here briefly:

(i) No order among elements:
“I met Suei and heri sister.” vs. “I met her∗i sister and Suei.”
“Bill went to the city and rented a bike.” vs. “Bill rented a bike and went to the city.”

(ii) No duplicates
(The effect of this cannot normally be seen inLFG due to the instantiated interpretation ofPREDvalues, but intuitively it is
not clear why there should be the principled possibility of having two conjuncts that map to the same set element.)
“Our Wednesday schedule is Biology, Maths, Maths and French”

(iii) No reference to a specific element possible from “outside” (only an arbitrary member can be picked); this is the issue
brought up bySCA.

10The ordering of the set would have to be defined as the elementsare added by↓∈↑ constraints. For this, the notion
of head precedence could be used, as implemented in XLE in order to model for instance the scoping order of adjectival
modifiers in anADJUNCT set. By specifying membership as “↓∈<h<s

↑” (in XLE notation: “! $ <h<s ˆ ”), scoping
relations among the f-structure set elements are added, which follow the surface (head-precedence) order. An approachfor
SCA along these lines was suggested by Ron Kaplan in the discussion of the present paper at LFG07. Head precedence
is computationally more manageable than full-fledged f-precedence, as the c-structural location at which the instantiated
PREDvalue for an f-structure is introduced provides a clear, unique anchoring point.
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visible, hiding the conjunct-level features of the other elements).11 Features can be declared to be
from one of the following classes:

(36) Classification of features

resolved (non-distributive)
distributive [default]

conjunct-level proximity-based
overlay

left-peripheral

4.2 Aspects of locality

In principle, the intuitive “overlay” effect could be modelled in a standard set, augmented with some
concept of precedence (either f-precedence, or head precedence, cf. Footnote 10): one could define
an alternative to distribution that will pick out the first orlast (in terms of the precedence relation) set
element instead of distributing to all elements. (The decision of picking out the first vs. last element
would have to be taken care of in the grammatical constraintsdescribing agreement targets.)

However, this would not seem to model the effect that is really at play: Imagine a hypothetical c-
structural configuration in which set elements are introduced not just within a single coordinate (NP)
structure, but there are several, spatially separated exponents in c-structure, each of which contributes
one or more elements to the same set in f-structure (a situation in which such an analysis would not
be entirely unreasonable might be the case of extraposed “additions” toa coordinate structure like
in “I saw an elephant and a zebra at the zoo yesterday, and a giraffe” – for our thought experiment,
we would put the f-structures froman elephant, a zebraanda giraffe all in the same f-structure set
underOBJ). If this phenomenon interacts withSCA and the agreement target sits between c-structural
contributors to the set, would we expect that the single conjunct controlling agreement would always
be theglobally peripheral set element? This is what a general set-based approach would force us to
assume. If a language has a strategy ofSCA with targets preceding the controlling coordinate structure,
we would rather expect that the next conjunct to the right of the target would be controlling agreement.

We believe that global aspects of precedence are not the driving force behindSCA. The fact that an
overwhelming proportion ofSCA phenomena are indeedclosestconjunct agreement and the existence
of double edgedSCA point to a c-structuralproximityeffect, which requires a more local account.12

4.3 Local f-structure sequences

In order to be able to derive the locality effect, it is not sufficient to compare the set elements in
terms of precedence. The relative position of the agreementtarget has to be taken into account too.
We propose a technical solution that folds this check of proximity into the notational convention of
function application in the presence of a coordination structure (a revised form of (6) and (7)).

In order to have a handle on the left and right edge of a coordination structure (from the point of
view of f-structure), we assume a somewhat more structured and constrained representation structure

11A further distinction of overlay feature into proximity-based and peripheral features becomes necessary in order to be
able to model the rare “furthest conjunct agreement” phenomenon.

12The rare cases of “furthest conjunct agreement” could be seen as evidence for a global effect. However, they would also
be compatible with a salience-based, more local explanation: in these special coordinate structures, the speaker’s attention
may be attached to the first element and agreement – followingspeaker’s attention – will “skip” the closer conjunct. For such
a speaker’s attention-based account (which would certainly require further elaboration), a locally confined representation
would also seem more appropriate than a global representation.
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than the classical set: what we calllocal f-structure sequences(lfsq’s). Elements are ordered, and
crucially, reference to the first and last element is possible: fL, fR (this will be used only in the
notational convention however, so there seems to be no need to introduce new designators toLFG’s
functional description language). In order to exclude the puzzling hypothetical cases of multiple
exponence for a single coordination, we posit that lfsq’s have a unique anchoring point in c-structure,
which has to be explicitly defined in the annotations of the coordination rule (see thelfsq(↑,M∗)
annotation in (37), which defines the upper NP node (the mother of the conjunction) as the anchoring
point for the lfsq referred to by↑).13

(37) Coordination rule
NP → NP CONJ NP

↓∈lfsq↑ lfsq(↑,M∗) ↓∈lfsq↑
↑=↓

We are now in a position to formulate the refined version of thenotational convention for the interpre-
tation of function application ((38) below). Since the unique c-structural anchoring point of an lfsq
is known (and can be stored during the process of f-structureconstraint resolution), we can compare
the anchoring point’s string range (the word index of the first and last words it dominates) with the
string range of any other node – in particular the nodes at which an f-description is introduced that
includes a function application “entering” the coordinatestructure representation, as it is introduced
by the agreement target. For the proximity-based features,the interpretation of a path description will
depend on the relation between the two string ranges: the left-most f-structure element of the lfsq will
be picked in case the path description is to the left of the anchoring point; the right-most if it is to the
right. The description may also originate from inside the coordinate structure, in which case a direct
interpretation is chosen.

(38) Notational convention (version 3)

Interpretation of(f a) = v in an f-annotation at a node with string rangesi-sj :

• If (i) f is a plain f-structure, or (ii)f is a set or lfsq anda is declared as anon-distributive feature,
then(f a) includes the information inv.

• Otherwise, iff is a set or lfsq:

– if a is declared as aleft-peripheral feature, then(fL a) includes the information inv;

– if a is declared as aproximity-based conjunct-level feature:

∗ if f ’s c-structure anchorprecedesstring rangesi-sj , then(fL a) includes the informa-
tion in v;

∗ if the anchorfollowsthe string range, then(fR a) includes the information inv;

∗ if the anchor falls into the string range:(f a) includes the information inv

– if a is distributive , then for everyg ∈ f , (g a) includes the information inv.

Since the technical distinctions are defined once and for allas a part of the general machinery (they are
“behind the scenes” from the point of view of actual grammar specification), the descriptions needed
to deal withSCA in lexical or rule annotations become surprisingly simple.Figures 4 and 5 show
essentially the full set of required annotations if in the language under consideration, the agreement
features are defined as proximity-based. The target’s agreement description is propagated down to

13Alternatively, one could introduce the convention that themother node for a↓∈lfsq↑ annotation automatically becomes
the anchoring point.
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the appropriate set element, thanks to the more fine-grainednotational convention. (What is ignored
here is theINDEX/CONCORDdistinction, which is compatible with the proposed modification of the
formalism, and which is required to account for the simultaneous existence of non-distributive and
conjunct-level features in one language.)

S
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V NP

lfsq(↑,M∗)
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Figure 4: Representations and descriptions inSCA (example (1))
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Figure 5: Representations and descriptions in double edgedSCA (example (16b))

4.4 Discussion: changes to the LFG formalism

We think that the proposed account follows the original spirit of LFG – division of labour between
representation and description, and the assumption of appropriate formal devices to represent the lin-
guistic properties of the described entities. A limited degree of sensitivity to string-level proximity is
introduced to the resolution of f-descriptions; this constitutes a considerable change in the character of
f-structural constraints. However, the characteristics of the SCA phenomenon suggest that agreement
is more sensitive to proximity than the classical division of labour between c-structure and f-structure
allows the grammarian to express (other than in a rather round-about way). By introducing carefully
controlled string precedence conditions in the notationalapparatus, the original intuitive constraint
formulation can be kept up for agreement in general – now extending toSCA.
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The mechanism is less expressive than f-precedence (which is computationally problematic14),
but more focused on the generalizations underlying the data.

5 Conclusion

We proposed an alternative way of looking at a long-standingissue inLFG and constraint-based the-
ories ofSCA more general. All attempts of formalizingSCA within the standard framework for co-
ordination seem overly technical and unintuitive (at leastwhen applied to double edgedSCA like in
Portuguese, or to nested coordinations).

By introducing a limited sensitivity to string proximity into theinterpretationof f-descriptions as
they are resolved in model construction, the original concise and intuitive descriptions for agreement
constraints can be recovered.15 Our analysis is essentially description-based, since the crucial effects
are brought about without adding technical bookkeeping devices to the representation. In order to be
able to make this change, we made small adjustments to the formal character of the representation
structures assumed: we replaced sets in the f-structure representation of coordinate structures by
local f-structure sequences (lfsq’s). This is an example oftaking LFG’s meta principle seriously that
underlying representation types and means of description should be chosen to match the needs from
clear linguistic generalizations.
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Abstract 

 
In this paper I develop an LFG analysis of two noun phrase types in 
Hungarian that can be referred to as elliptical. In one of them, Type (A), the 
understood noun head is entirely missing from the construction and formally 
the head function is performed by the head of the final modifying constituent 
in the phrase. The major task here is to capture, in a lexicalist framework, the 
formal head properties of an adjective or a numeral. I employ an exocentric 
structure and introduce a pro noun head into f-structure by an appropriate 
functional annotation. In Type (B), which is always a (special) possessive 
construction, the noun head is represented by a pro-like morpheme attaching 
to the head of the possessor constituent. The fundamental challenge with 
respect to this construction type is that the morpheme appears to be phrasal in 
nature, and it can be recursively attached to the head, optionally in 
combination with the morpheme marking the plurality of the possessed noun. 
I assume that the morpheme in question is an argument taking predicate, and 
I capture scope relations and the possibility of recursion by means of a 
hierarchical sublexical representation. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
There are two very frequently used elliptical (or, depending on one’s 
analysis, anaphoric) noun phrase types in Hungarian. Their shared property is 
that they lack an overt lexical head. Either the understood noun head is 
entirely missing from the construction, or it is represented by a pro-like 
morpheme attaching to the head of the possessor constituent. The goal of this 
paper is to develop an LFG analysis of these two construction types, which 
raise interesting questions related to the treatment of head-marking languages 
and “phrasal suffixes”. 
 The paper has the following structure. In section 2, I characterize the two 
construction types to be analyzed. In section 3, I propose an LFG account of 
these phenomena. In section 4, I briefly show that a novel analysis of 
Hungarian possessive constructions can be naturally adopted in the approach 
I have worked out. This is followed by some concluding remarks in section 5. 
 
 

2. The phenomena 

 
In this section I present the relevant data. I describe the two construction 
types: the headless type (section 2.1) and the pro bound morpheme type 
(section 2.2). I also point out the challenges they pose for a lexicalist theory 
like LFG. 
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2.1. Type (A) 

 
In the Type (A) constructions the noun head is missing from the expression 
entirely. The rightmost modifier in the “remainder” of the expression 
(whether an adjective or a numeral) functions formally as the head. This 
formal headness is manifested by the fact that all the nominal suffixes are 
attached to the head of this final constituent: 
 
o plural markers (1c) 
o case endings (1c-f) 
o possessive agreement suffixes (1f)  
 
Note that in nonelliptical noun phrases, numerals and adjectives take none of 
these suffixes, cf. (1a,b). 
 
(1)  a. a  nyolc  piros  toll-at    
   the  eight  red   pen-ACC   
   ‘the eight red pens’       
 
  b. a  tanár    nyolc  piros  toll-á-t 
   the  teacher.NOM  eight  red   pen-3SG-ACC 
   ‘the teacher’s eight red pens’ 
 
  c. a  piros-ak-at       
   the  red-PL-ACC         
   ‘the red ones’         
 

d. a  nyolc  piros-at 
the  eight  red-ACC 
‘the eight red ones’ 

 
  e. a  nyolc-at        
   the  eight-ACC         
       ‘the eight’          
 

f. a  tanár     nyolc  piros-á-t 
the   teacher.NOM   eight  red-3SG-ACC 
‘the teacher’s eight red ones’ 
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The c-structures for (1a-f) are shown in (2)-(6). 

(2)           DP        (=1a) 
 
   D             NP 
 
                  N’ 
 
       NUMBERP       AP      N 
 
   a      nyolc      piros    toll-at 
   the      eight      red     pen-ACC 
 
(3)  a.       DP         (=1d)      
 
   D             NP      
 
                    N’        
 
       NUMBERP      AP         
 
   a      nyolc     piros-at   
   the      eight     red-ACC  
 

b.      DP             (=1c) 
 

D     NP 
 

 N’ 
 

AP 
 

a    piros-ak-at 
the    red-PL-ACC 

 
(4)         DP         (=1e) 
 
   D             NP 
 
                  N’ 
 
        NUMBERP 
 
    a      nyolc-at 
   the      eight-ACC 
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(5)         DP         (=1b) 
 
   D         NP 
 
        DP          N’ 
 
          NUMBERP   AP     N 
  
   a    tanár   nyolc    piros   toll-á-t 
   the    teacher  eight    red    pen-3SG-ACC 
 
Let me point out that in cases like (5), in theory the whole (definite) 
possessive construction as well as the definite possessor noun phrase should 
have their respective D positions filled. However, they would be adjacent, 
and, therefore, only one of them is phonetically realized. This issue does not 
concern us here, and for this reason I simply represent the D of the entire 
possessive DP without any justification and without any commitment to a 
possible LFG treatment of this phenomenon. (For detailed discussion and a 
GB analysis, see Szabolcsi (1994).) 
 
(6)         DP         (1f) 
 
   D         NP 
 
        DP          N’ 
 
          NUMBERP   AP  
  
   a    tanár   nyolc    piros-á-t 
   the    teacher  eight    red -3SG-ACC 
 
1.2. Type (B) 

 
Type (B) is a special possessive construction. Its special nature is due to the 
fact that the “phrasal” suffix -é attaching to the head of the possessor 
constituent stands for the possessed noun, cf. (7) and (5) vs. (8). 
 
(7)  a  tanár    nyolc  piros toll-á-t    és 
  the  teacher.NOM  eight  red  pen-3SG-ACC and 

              az   okos  diák-é-t 
              the  clever  student-É-ACC 
 

‘the teacher’s eight red pens and the clever student’s    
               ((i) pens (ii) eight red pens)’ 
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As the two versions in the English translation of (7) indicate, -é can stand for  
either the possessed head alone or a modifier + head sequence. 
 The c-structure for the elliptical DP in (7) is shown in (8). 

(8)      DP 
 
  D        NP 
 
          DP 
           
          
  az     okos  diák-é-t 
  the     clever  student-É-ACC 

The -é morpheme clearly has scope over the whole of the possessor phrase: 
e.g. on Bartos’s (2000) MP account it assigns a Θ-role to this constituent, in 
addition to triggering the anaphoric interpretation of the missing possessee. 
This construction type has the following important additional properties, 
which are illustrated in (9). 

(i) The -é constituent can be pluralized, and -é suffixation and 
pluralization are recursive. 

(ii) The entire -é phrase can be case-marked just like any other nominal 
expression. 

(iii) The determiners and modifiers in the DP are, as a rule, interpreted as 
being associated with the most deeply embedded possessor, realized 
by the noun stem that -é attaches to. 

(9)  az  okos  diák-é-i-é-i-ban 
  the  clever  student-É-PL-É-PL-INE 

ca. ‘in those of those of the clever student’ 
 
Consider Bartos’s (2000) syntactic (MP) analysis of (9). 

(10)                      KP 
 
                  NumP      K 
 
              PossP      Num 
 
           NumP       Poss 
 
        PossP     Num 
 
     DP       Poss 
 
   az okos diák     é      i         é       i      ban 
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There are two interrelated challenges for a lexicalist account of this 
construction type: 

(i) the modelling of the recursion of a “phrasal” suffix to the effect that, 
on the face of it, several possessor DPs can be embedded within one 
another; 

(ii) ensuring that, in the case of multiply embedded possessors, 
modification always applies to the deepest possessor. 

 
2. An LFG analysis 
 
2.1. Type (A) 

 
Butt et al. (1999: 97-98), in their Parallel Grammar framework, outline an 
LFG analysis of basically similar German and English constructions, cf.: 

(11) NPheadless   →  NPposs 
          (↑NUM)=sg 
          (↑PERS)=3 
          (↑PRED)=‘pro’  
          (↑PRON-TYPE)=null 
          (↑SPEC)=↓ 
(12) a. the dentist’s 
 
  b.  PRED     ‘pro’ 

    PRON-TYPE  null 

    PERS     3 

    NUM     sg 

 
          PRED     ‘dentist’ 

          NTYPE    count 

          ANIM    + 

          CASE     gen 

    SPEC     SPEC-TYPE  poss 

          PERS     3 

          NUM     sg 

          SPEC     SPEC-TYPE def 

                SPEC-FORM THE 
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In the spirit of this account, in my analysis of Type (A) constructions I 
postulate a special exocentric NP without a c-structure categorial head. A 
functional annotation associated with the final XP node provides an LFG-
style ‘pro’ element, which serves as a basis for the appropriate anaphoric 
interpretation of the missing head in the given context. 
The c-structure rules and their annotations also have to ensure that it is 

only in the case of elliptical noun phrases that an adjective or a numeral can 
be inflected and that it is always the final such element that is inflected, and 
in these cases the number and the case features of the XP provide the whole 
NP/DP with these features. Therefore, the following devices have to be 
applied. 
 

(i) “Ordinary APs or NUMBERPs” must be negatively constrained for 
inflectional features. By  “ordinary” I mean (a) APs or NUMBERPs 
in headed noun phrases and (b) APs or NUMBERPs in nonfinal 
positions in Type (A) elliptical noun phrases. 

(ii) The final AP or NUMBERP must be associated with annotations that 
encode that the inflectional features of the A or NUMBER head are 
identical to those of the whole elliptical noun phrase. The following 
features are relevant in this connection: number, case, and, if a 
possessor is present in the construction, the agreement features of the 
possessor. 

 
Consider the phrase structure rules in (13), whose functional annotations 
satisfy these requirements. 
 
(13) a. NP  →   DP        N’ 
       (↑POSS)=↓    ↑=↓ 
 
  b. N’ →   XP*       N 
       ↓∈(↑ADJUNCT)  ↑=↓ 
       ¬(↓CASE) 
       ¬(↓NUM) 
       ¬(↓POSS) 
 
  c. N’ →   XP*        {NUMBERP | AP} 
       ↓∈(↑ADJUNCT)    ↓∈(↑ADJUNCT)   
       ¬(↓CASE)      (↑PRED)= ‘pro’  
       ¬(↓NUM)      (↑CASE)=(↓CASE) 
                (↑NUM)=(↓NUM) 
 
I provide the analysis of (1d), repeated here as (14a) for convenience, along 
these lines. (14b) shows the annotated c-structure representation of (1d) and I 
present the corresponding f-structure in (15). 
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(14) a. nyolc  piros-at 
   eight  red.SG-ACC 
   ‘eight red ones’ 
 
  b.          NP 
 
            ↑=↓ 
                N’ 
 
     ↓∈(↑ADJUNCT)     ↓∈(↑ADJUNCT)  
     ¬(↓CASE)       (↑PRED)= ‘pro’ 
     ¬(↓NUM)       (↑CASE)=(↓CASE)  
       NUMBERP       (↑NUM)=(↓NUM) 
                  AP 
 
         nyolc            pirosat 
 
 
 (15)  PRED     ‘pro’ 
 
          [ PRED  ‘eight’] 
 
   ADJUNCT   PRED  ‘red’ 
         NUM  sg 
         CASE  acc 
 
   NUM     sg 
 
   CASE     acc 
 
 
The predicate of the possession relationship and the featural information 
about the number and person of the possessor are also encoded by the 
possession morphology on the head of the final constituent in the form of 
inside-out function application. 
 Now consider the analysis of a Type (A) possessive construction, 
exemplified in (16a). I give the lexical form of the adjective used in this 
example in (16b), the annotated c-structure representation in (16c) and 
present the f-structure in (17). 
 
(16) a. Péter    nyolc   piros-á-t 
      Peter.NOM  eight   red-3SG-ACC 
      ‘Peter’s eight red ones’ 
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  b. pirosát, A ‘red’ 
     (↑NUM)=sg 
     (↑CASE)=acc 
     ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) PRED)= ‘pro < (↑POSS) >’ 
     ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS NUM)=sg 
     ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS PERS)=3 

  c.           NP 
 
    (↑POSS)=↓          ↑=↓ 
       DP             N’ 
 
         ↓∈(↑ADJUNCT)   ↓∈(↑ADJUNCT)  
         ¬(↓CASE)     (↑CASE)=(↓CASE)  
         ¬(↓NUM)     (↑NUM)=(↓NUM) 
           NUMBERP       AP 
                      | 
                   ↑=↓ 
                     A 
                      | 
                  (↑NUM)=sg 
                  (↑CASE)=acc 
               ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) PRED)= 
                  ‘pro < (↑POSS) >’ 
             ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS NUM)=sg 
             ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS PERS)=3 
                       | 
     Péter    nyolc         pirosát 
 
(17)  PRED    ‘pro < (↑POSS) >’ 
 
   POSS    PRED  ‘Peter’ 
        NUM  sg 
        PERS  3 
 
          [PRED  ‘eight’] 
 
   ADJUNCT   PRED  ‘red’ 
         NUM  sg 
         CASE  acc 
 
   NUM    sg 

   CASE    acc 
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There is a strong motivation for the ‘pro’ analysis of Type (A) 
constructions: if there is no situational or linguistic context, the interpretation 
of the entire phrase is that it denotes people; that is, the ‘pro’ element I 
postulate has the [+human] feature, which is an instance of classical pro(arb), 
cf.: 
 
(18) Én  a  gyors-ak-at  kedvel-em. 
  I  the  fast-PL-ACC  like.PRES-3SG 
  ‘I like the fast ones (= people).’  
 
(19) Tíz autó van az  udvar-on.  Én  a  gyors-ak-at 

ten  car  is  the  yard-SUP   I  the  fast-PL-ACC 

  kedvel-em. 
  like.PRES-3SG 
   

‘There are ten cars in the yard. I like the fast ones (= cars).’  
 
An alternative approach would be to assume that in Type (A) 

constructions, the head of the final constituent has undergone the lexical 
process of A → N conversion. There is, however, a very strong argument 
against such an account: in these elliptical constructions the final adjective or 
numeral has all the properties ordinary adjectives and numerals have. For 
instance, the adjective takes adverbial modification, it can be used in 
comparative and superlative forms, etc. Consider the following examples. 
 
(20) Én  a  nagyon  gyors-ak-at  kedvel-em. 
  I  the  very   fast-PL-ACC  like.PRES-3SG 
  ‘I like the very fast ones (= people).’  
 
(21) Én  a  leg-gyors-abb-ak-at   kedvel-em. 
  I  the  SUP-fast-COMP-PL-ACC  like.PRES-3SG 
  ‘I like the fastest ones (= people).’  
 
The conversion approach would commit us to postulating that nouns, just like 
adjectives, can take adverbial modification, which would be rather counter-
intuitive. Compare the undesirable, conversion-based representation in (22a) 
and the analysis based on my elliptical assumptions in (22b). 
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(22) a.     N’        b.    N’ 
                   |  
     AdvP   N’         AP 
         | 
        N         AdvP   A 
         |         |     |    
     nagyon  gyors-ak-at       nagyon  gyors-ak-at 
     very   fast-PL-ACC        very  fast-PL-ACC 
 

 
2.2. Type (B) 

 
The most important assumptions and aspects of my analysis of Type (B) 
constructions are as follows. 
1. I assume that the -é suffix is an LFG-style “pro” element. 
2. It is the functional and semantic head of the whole nominal expression. 
3. It is an argument-taking predicate with a (POSS) argument. The 

motivation for this assumption is that according to the majority of recent 
generative analyses of Hungarian possessive constructions the noun head 
and its possessive morphology make up a complex predicate (whether in 
the syntax or in the lexicon), and this complex predicate takes the 
possessor as its argument, cf. Szabolcsi (1994), Laczkó (2000), Bartos 
(2000), É. Kiss (2002), Chisarik and Payne (2003), etc. Given the fact 
that -é is most straightforwardly analyzable as a “pro possessive noun 
head” element, its argument taking capacity naturally follows. 

4. When -i, the plural marker for possessed nouns attaches to -é 
immediately following it, I then take this plural suffix to be a functional 
co-head, pluralizing the nominal expression. 

5. I employ articulated sublexical structures with functional annotations. 
The possible multiple attachment and the scope relations of the two 
morphemes, -é and -i, are modelled by a hierarchical organization of 
these sublexical structures. 

6. The fact that determiners and modifiers are, as rule, associated with the 
most deeply embedded possessor, which is always realized by the noun 
head, is captured by the following mechanism. Admittedly, this is only 
one possible technical way of ensuring the correct interpretation of this 
construction type. On the issue of modification in the two elliptical 
phrase types, see section 4. 
o The functional annotations assigned to determiners and modifiers 

contain the (POSS+) function label. Here the + symbol means any 
number of (embedded) POSS functions, but at least one. 

o The (↑POSS+ PRED FN)~= pro equation states that the relevant 
possessor cannot be a ‘pro’. No matter how many times -é is attached, 
there will always be only one non-‘pro’ possessor, the one realized by 
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the noun head to which the first -é suffix attaches, as required by the 
facts. 

o It has to be ensured that the value of (POSS+) is the same in the 
relevant annotation pairs. 

 
Let us see how this approach works through the analysis of the example in 
(23). I present the annotated c-structure in (24) and the f-structure in (27). 
 
(23) az  okos  diák-é-i-é-i-t 
  The clever  student-É-PL-É-PL-ACC 

ca. ‘those of those of the clever student’ 
 
(24)        DP        
                
   (↑POSS+)=↓          
 (↑POSS+ PRED FN)~= pro       ↑=↓  
      D           NP    
   (↑DEF)=+         | 
    az            ↑=↓ 
                N’      
                      
       ↓∈(↑POSS+ ADJUNCT)         
       (↑POSS+ PRED FN)~= pro    ↑=↓    
              AP                N’    
                | 
             ↑=↓ 
        A 
         (↑PRED)=‘clever’               ↑=↓ 
             okos                  N0 
 
 
   (↑POSS)=↓            ↑=↓       ↑=↓     ↑=↓ 
      Nstem            Nsuff        Nsuff        Nsuff 
         (↑PRED)=  (↑NUM)=pl  (↑CASE)=acc 
             ‘pro <(↑POSS)>’      i      t 
            é 
 
(↑POSS)=↓    ↑=↓        ↑=↓ 
    Nstem      Nsuff           Nsuff 
(↑PRED)=    (↑PRED)=    (↑NUM)=pl 
‘student’     ‘pro <(↑POSS)>’     i 
   diák     é 
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The use of hierarchical sublexical structures is not wide-spread in LFG, 
but it is not unprecedented either. See, for instance, Butt and King (2006) 
using a similar mechanism in their analysis of Urdu causatives. They in turn 
cite Kaplan et al. (2004) on the idea of sublexical rules, although these rules 
do not introduce hierarchical structures. (I am grateful to Tracy H. King for 
pointing out these facts to me in personal communication.) An alternative to 
this sublexical structural analysis may be to explore whether Wescoat’s 
(2005) lexical sharing approach can be extended to the treatment of these 
Hungarian phenomena. I leave this to future research. 
In the light of the points above describing the salient aspects of the 

analysis, most of the details of the representation should be straightforward. 
There is, however, an important technical problem that this representation 
does not address, and, consequently, does not solve. The problem is this. The 
current versions of the two members of the two pairs of functional 
annotations in (25) do not guarantee that the value of (POSS+) is the same in 
both members, which would be essential for the analysis to be adequate and 
not incorrectly overgenerate. In other words, if there are multiply embedded 
possessors then their numbers should match in the two members of each pair 
of functional equations. Otherwise we cannot ensure, among other things, 
that an adjunct should be represented in f-structure, and interpreted by our 
semantics, as modifying a non-pronominal possessor. 
 
(25) a. (↑POSS+)=↓ 

(↑POSS+ PRED FN)~= pro  
 
b. ↓∈(↑POSS+ ADJUNCT)  
(↑POSS+ PRED FN)~= pro  

 
 One feasible solution, which I have developed in a Parallel Grammar 
framework, and which works efficiently, is as follows (for an overview of the 
Parallel Grammar Project, see Butt et al. (1999)). We can create a template 
for the relevant annotations in such a way that it contains disjunctive pairs of 
functional equations. The templates for (25a) and (25b) can be (26a) and 
(26b), respectively. 
 
(26) a.   { (↑POSS)=↓ 
    (↑POSS PRED FN)~= pro  

   | (↑POSS POSS)=↓ 
     (↑POSS POSS PRED FN)~= pro 

   | (↑POSS POSS POSS)=↓ 
     (↑POSS POSS POSS PRED FN)~= pro } 
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  b.   { ↓∈(↑POSS ADJUNCT)  
    (↑POSS PRED FN)~= pro  

   | ↓∈(↑POSS POSS ADJUNCT)  
     (↑POSS POSS PRED FN)~= pro 

   | ↓∈(↑POSS POSS POSS ADJUNCT)  
     (↑POSS POSS POSS PRED FN)~= pro } 
 
The disjunctive template in (26b), for instance, ensures that the ADJUNCT 
will precisely and exclusively be represented in f-structure as modifying the 
(only) non-pronominal possessor. Although in theory further embedding of 
possessors is possible, even ordinary possessive constructions hardly ever 
contain more than three possessors embedded within one another. As far as 
these -é “pronominal” constructions are concerned, not a single instance of 
more complex embedding has been attested. This is fundamentally due to 
human processing limitations, which are even stricter in these instances of 
multiple pronominal embedding. Naturally, the templates in (26) can always 
be augmented with further embedding if there is a justified need for this.  
 
(27)  PRED  ‘pro < (↑POSS) >’ 
 
   NUM  pl 

 
PERS  3 

 
   CASE  acc 
 
   POSS   PRED  ‘pro < (↑POSS) >’ 
 
       NUM  pl 
 
       PERS  3 
 
       POSS   PRED    ‘student’ 
  
           NUM    sg 
  
           PERS    3 
 
           DEF    + 
 
           ADJUNCT  {[PRED ‘clever’]} 
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3. Adopting a new analysis of possessors 

 
In Laczkó (2007) I develop a new account of Hungarian possessive 
constructions. It postulates that a lexical predication template converts an 
ordinary, nonrelational noun into a “raising” type predicate with an 
(XCOMP) propositional argument and a nonthematic (POSS) function. The 
possessiveness marker attaching to the noun head is the predicate (π) of the 
(XCOMP), and its open (POSS) argument is functionally controlled by the 
(POSS) of the raising predicate. In this section I briefly show that this new 
approach can be easily adopted by my analysis of the two elliptical 
constructions proposed in this paper. 
(28a) is a Type (A) elliptical construction. (28b) shows the lexical form of 

the adjectival head as used in this structure according to my account 
presented in this paper, subscribing to the “traditional” view of possessive 
constructions. (28c) demonstrates the lexical form of the same adjective in 
the same construction on the basis of the new approach to possessive 
constructions as developed in Laczkó (2007). 
 
(28) a. Péter    nyolc   piros-á-t       (=16a) 
      Peter.NOM  eight   red-3SG-ACC 
      ‘Peter’s eight red ones’ 
 
  b. pirosát, A ‘red’            (=16b) 
     (↑NUM)=sg 
     (↑CASE)=acc 
     ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) PRED)= ‘pro < (↑POSS) >’ 
     ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS NUM)=sg 
     ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS PERS)=3 
 
  c. pirosát, A ‘red’ 
  (↑NUM)=sg 
  (↑CASE)=acc 
  ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) PRED)=  
   ‘pro < ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) XCOMP) >’ ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS) 
  ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS)= ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) XCOMP POSS) 
  ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) XCOMP PRED)=  

‘π <((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS)>’  
  ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS NUM)=sg 
  ((ADJUNCT ∈↑) POSS PERS)=3 

 
The major difference is that the Poss morph attaching to the adjectival head 
does not introduce an ordinary possessive predicate. Instead, it introduces the 
functional annotational ingredients of the new, raising type analysis. For 
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further details of the new possessive account, see Laczkó (2007). The f-
structure of (28a) is as follows (compare it with (17)). 
 
(29)  PRED    ‘pro < (↑XCOMP) >’ (↑POSS) 
 
   POSS    PRED  ‘Peter’ 
        NUM  sg 
        PERS  3 
 
   XCOMP   PRED ‘π < (↑POSS) >’ 
        POSS 
 
          [PRED  ‘eight’] 
 
   ADJUNCT   PRED  ‘red’ 
         NUM  sg 
         CASE  acc 
 
   NUM    sg 

   CASE    acc 
 
(23), repeated here as (30) for convenience, exemplifies Type (B) 

constructions. 
 
(30) az  okos  diák-é-i-é-i-t 
  The clever  student-É-PL-É-PL-ACC 

ca. ‘those of those of the clever student’ 
 
(31a) shows the lexical form of the -é morph in my analysis based on the 
“traditional” possessive view, while (31b) demonstrates the modified version 
capitalizing on the new perspective presented in Laczkó (2007). 
 
(31) a. -é, Nsuff [N__]N pro <(↑POSS)>’   
 
  b. -é, Nsuff [N__]N pro <(↑XCOMP)>’ (↑POSS) 
           (↑POSS)=  (↑XCOMP POSS) 
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The f-structure of (30) on this new account is given (32). Compare it with 
(27). 
 
(32)  PRED  ‘pro < (↑XCOMP) >’ (↑POSS) 
 
   NUM  pl 

 
PERS  3 

 
   CASE  acc 
 
   POSS   PRED  ‘pro < (↑XCOMP) >’ (↑POSS) 
 
       NUM  pl 
 
       PERS  3 
 
       POSS   PRED    ‘student’ 
  
           NUM    sg 
  
           PERS    3 
 
           DEF    + 
 
           ADJUNCT  {[PRED ‘clever’]} 
 
       XCOMP  PRED ‘π < (↑POSS) >’ 
  
           POSS 
 
   XCOMP  PRED ‘π < (↑POSS) >’ 
  
       POSS 
 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper I have developed an LFG analysis of two elliptical noun phrase 
types. In the case of Type (A), in which the understood noun head is entirely 
missing from the construction and formally the head function is performed by 
the head of the final modifying constituent in the phrase, I employ an 
exocentric structure and introduce a pro noun head into f-structure by an 
appropriate functional annotation. In the case of Type (B), which is always a 
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(special) possessive construction and in which the noun head is represented 
by a pro-like morpheme attaching to the head of the possessor constituent, I 
assume that the morpheme in question is an argument taking predicate, and I 
capture the scope relations of this pro morpheme and the plural marker of the 
possessed noun as well as the possibility of recursion by a hierarchical 
sublexical representation. 
Finally, let me make a short comment on modification in the constructions 

under investigation. In Type (A) the covert pro head must have a modifier, cf. 
(1c-f). In Type (B) the overt pro head, encoded by the -é suffix, must not 
have a modifier. This complementarity may be a part of the reason why Type 
(B) follows its special modification pattern, whose essence is that all the 
modifiers in the construction must alway be associated with the most deeply 
embedded, non-pronominal possessor. Another possible factor is that if in 
this type the modification of pro was possible, then this would inevitably lead 
to undesirable ambiguity. 
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Abstract 

 
This paper offers a new LFG analysis of possessive DPs in Hungarian. This 
account is designed to overcome two difficulties that the majority of previous 
generative approaches had to face: (a) the problem of the (a)symmetrical 
cohead relationship between the noun head and the possessive marker   (b) 
the problem of dual theta role assignment in GB (or its LFG equivalent) 
when the noun head is relational and the possessive marker is also considered 
an argument taking predicate. The new account postulates that a lexical 
predication template converts an ordinary, nonrelational noun into a “raising” 
type predicate with an (XCOMP) propositional argument and a nonthematic 
(POSS) function. The possessive marker is the predicate of the (XCOMP), 
and its open (POSS) argument is functionally controlled by the (POSS) of the 
raising predicate. The same lexical predication template is assumed to apply 
to relational nouns except that, as a result, they become “equi” predicates, 
that is, the (POSS) function introduced by the template is assigned to one of 
their arguments. This approach solves the above-mentioned problems, and it 
has several additional advantages. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
In the past two decades, several generative (GB, LFG, MP) analyses of 
Hungarian DPs in general and possessive DPs in particular have been 
developed. Most of them adopt or adapt some central insightful 
generalizations of Szabolcsi (1994). However, minimally there are two 
salient aspects of Szabolcsi’s account, and those of other accounts sharing 
these aspects, that can be shown to be problematic (or at least these solutions 
can be taken to be rather marked in the given frameworks).  
The first problem is that on these accounts the Poss predicate (that is, the 

possessive marker), realized by a morpheme attaching to the possessed noun, 
is minimally the central (co)head of the noun phrase; however, the possession 
relationship is DP/NP internal, not visible from “outside”. This fact is only 
captured in a brute force manner. 
The second problem is an instance of marked theta role assignment when 

both the Poss predicate and the relational (or deverbal) noun head are theta 
role assigners: the former is assumed to assign a formal theta role, and the 
latter is assumed to assign a contentful theta role. 
The goal of this paper is to develop a more coherent (morpheme-based) 

LFG analysis that solves both these problems. I also show that it has 
additional favourable properties. The crucial aspect of the new solution is that 
a conversion process creates a “raising” predicate from an ordinary noun and 
an “equi” predicate from a relational/deverbal noun, and Poss attaching to 
this converted noun is the predicate of the propositional (XCOMP) argument 
of this raising or equi noun head.  
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 The paper has the following structure. In section 2, I give a brief overview 
of some salient generative analyses of Hungarian possessive DPs and 
highlight two general problems most of them have to face, then I summarize 
Bresnan’s (2001) account of English possessive constructions. In section 3, I 
present my new analysis. First, I analyze possessive DPs with ordinary noun 
heads (3.1). Second, I extend this approach to possessive constructions with 
relational/deverbal heads (3.2). Third, I discuss the most significant and most 
favourable aspects of the new account (3.3). In section 4, I reiterate the most 
important points of the paper. 

 
2. Some previous generative accounts 

 
In section 2.1 I discuss a basic assumption shared by several recent 
generative approaches to possessive DPs in Hungarian (2.1.1), and highlight 
those aspects of previous analyses that are directly relevant for our present 
purposes with special emphasis on the two central problems to be addressed 
(2.1.2-2.1.4). In section 2.2 I briefly show Bresnan’s (2001) treatment of 
English possessive DPs, as it partially motivated my new account. 
 
2.1. Hungarian possessive constructions 

 
2.1.1. A basic assumption 
 
It is a fairly generally accepted assumption that it is feasible to distinguish the 
Poss and the Agr morphemes (although they are often “fused”), cf. Szabolcsi 
(1994), Komlósy (1998, 2002), Bartos (2000), É. Kiss (2002). In my previous 
work, e.g. in Laczkó (1995, 2000), I did not adopt this assumption, neither 
did Chisarik and Payne (2003). On the basis of some new data, in my current 
analysis I also subscribe to this separation view. The standard argument for 
the separation is that in certain cases there is a morpheme intervening 
between the Poss morpheme and the Agr morpheme, cf. (1a), in which the 
intervening morpheme encodes the plurality of the possessed noun. In (1b) 
the Agr morph also encodes what under ordinary circumstances Poss 
expresses (in addition to the always unmarked singularity of the possessed 
noun). In (1c), by contrast, according to several analyses, the Poss morph also 
encodes 3SG (Agr) (again, in addition to the always unmarked singularity of 
the possessed noun). 
 
(1)  a. (az én)  kalap-ja-i-m       
   the I   hat-Poss-PL-1SG 
   ‘my hats’  

b. (az én)  kalap-om  
the I   hat-Poss.SG.1SG 

   ‘my hat’ 
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c. (az ı)   kalap-ja  
the he  hat-Poss.SG.3SG 

   ‘his hat’ 
 
In addition to the widely cited case in (1a), I have found a new and very 

strong argument for this separation: the use of emphatic pronouns in 
possessive constructions. The crucial point here is that when the possessor is 
an emphatic pronoun, the presence of the Agr morpheme on the possessed 
noun is strictly prohibited: 
 
(2)  (emph.)pronoun-Agr   +  N-Poss(*-Agr)   /  N-Poss(*.Agr) 
 
It is always the emphatic pronoun that is marked for agreement, and 
agreement marking on the noun head either by a separate morph or by fusion 
leads to ungrammaticality. In this construction type, of the two morphemes in 
question, it is only Poss that can (and must) be present. 
 
(3)  a. a  mag-am  diák-ja   (*diák-om) 
   the  self-1SG  student-Poss  student-Poss.1SG 
   ‘my own student’ 
 
  b. a  mag-atok  diák-ja   (*diák-otok) 
   the  self-2PL  student-Poss  student-Poss.2PL 
   ‘your own student’ 
 
Let me also point out in this connection that this construction type lends 
considerable support to the assumption that relational/deverbal nouns are also 
combined with the same Poss predicate in possessive constructions. 
 
(4)  a. a  mag-am  elárul-ás-a    (*elárul-ás-om) 
   the  self-1SG  betray-DEV-Poss  betray-DEV-Poss.1SG 
   ‘my own betrayal’ 
 
  b. a  mag-atok  elárul-ás-a    (*elárul-ás-otok) 
   the  self-2PL  betray-DEV-Poss  betray-DEV-Poss.2PL 
   ‘your own betrayal’ 
 
This calls for a uniform analysis of possessive constructions with ordinary 
noun heads, on the one hand, and relational/deverbal noun heads, on the other 
hand. 
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2.1.2. Szabolcsi (1994) 

 
In Szabolcsi’s (1994) classical GB analysis the noun head and the Poss make 
up a complex predicate in the lexicon. The theta role assigner is the Poss. 
According to Szabolcsi, this is formal theta role assignment. 
 
 
               ΘF 
(5)  az  ı    kalap-ja 
  the  he.NOM hat-Poss.3SG 
  ‘his hat’ 
 
Szabolcsi (1994: 197) provides the following interpretation for a possessive 
DP like (5). 
 
(6)  λxλy[N(x) & R(y,x)] 
  ‘the set of pairs where x is a N and bears some relation R to y, and the  

range of y is restricted by the agr features’  
 
As a rule, in these possessive constructions Poss equals R, and in the case of 
(5) N equals hat. 
In my opinion the problem with the formula in (6) is that it does not 

satisfactorily capture the fact that the Poss, although it is assumed to be, and 
it is represented as, a copredicate in the complex lexical predicate, is 
subordinate to the noun head copredicate, cf.: 
 
(7)  a. *‘the possession of the hat by him’ 
 
  b.  ‘the hat that is possessed by him’ 
 
This is the first general problem I set out to solve here. It is characteristic of 
all Chomskyan approaches to Hungarian possessive DPs that adopt 
Szabolcsi’s complex predicate analysis (whether this complex predicate is 
created in the lexicon, cf. Szabolcsi (1994), or in the syntax, cf. Bartos (2000) 
and É. Kiss (2002)) and it is equally characteristic of my previous LFG 
accounts, cf. Laczkó (1995, 2000). 
 The second general problem with Szabolcsi’s and several other authors’ 
approach (cf., again, Bartos (2000) and É. Kiss (2002), for instance) is related 
to possessive DPs with relational/deverbal noun heads. In these cases 
Szabolcsi postulates that both elements of the complex predicate assign their 
respective theta roles to one and the same constituent, the possessor. Again, 
the Poss predicate has its formal role to assign, while the argument-taking 
noun head is taken to assign a contentful role. In (8), for example, the 
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deverbal head assigns the theme role it has inherited from the input verbal 
predicate. 
 
 
         ΘC   ΘF 
(8)  az    ı   megérkez-és-e 
  the    he.NOM arrive-DEV-Poss.3SG 
  ‘his arrival’                   
     
Obviously, this is a rather marked theta theoretical scenario. If the 
assignment of the formal role by itself can satisfy Theta Theory in the case of 
ordinary noun heads, cf. (7), then in the case of relational/deverbal heads the 
classical version of the Theta Criterion is inevitably violated. Naturally, the 
criterion can be, and it has been, loosened, cf. É. Kiss and Szabolcsi (1992), 
for instance, but the unquestionably marked aspect of this solution remains. 
My new analysis to be presented in this paper eliminates this problem as 
well. 
It is also noteworthy that the semantic subordination of Poss to the noun 

head is even more surprising in the light of this dual theta role assignment 
mechanism. Szabolcsi claims that formal theta role assignment by Poss is 
instrumental in contentful theta role assignment by relational/deverbal nouns, 
that is, the latter is formally dependent on the former. In this respect, of the 
two copredicates one would expect Poss to be superior to, or at least equal to, 
but definitely not subordinate to, the relational/deverbal noun head. 
 
2.1.3. Laczkó (2000) 

 
In my LFG analysis in Laczkó (2000) I do not separate Poss and Agr and in 
this respect I assume complex possession morphology. In addition, I 
postulate that this possessive morphological complex does not behave in a 
uniform fashion. 
(A) When it attaches to ordinary noun heads, it encodes agreement 

features, on the one hand, and it introduces an argument taking predicate (π) 
expressing extrinsic possession in the terminology of Barker (1995), or a 
general R-relation, cf., for instance, Szabolcsi (1994). The sole argument of 
this predicate has the “extrinsic possessor” (Πe) semantic role, cf.: 
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(9)  a. kalap, N PRED = ‘HAT’  
 
  b. -(j)A1,  [N__]N  ‘π <Πe>’  
        (POSS) 

(↑POSS PERS) = 3         
(↑POSS NUM) = SG         

   ((↑POSS PRED) = ‘pro’)        
 
 

c. kalap-ja, N PRED = ‘HAT-π <Πe>’ 
               (POSS) 

(↑POSS PERS) = 3         
(↑POSS NUM) = SG         

   ((↑POSS PRED) = ‘pro’)        
 
 (B) When the possessive morphological complex attaches to a relational 
noun, which is an argument taking predicate, and it expresses intrinsic 
possession in the sense of Barker (1995), then this complex only encodes 
agreement features, and does not introduce a predicate. Compare (9b) and 
(10b). 
 
(10) a. apa, N PRED = ‘FATHER < Πi >’ 

 (POSS) 
 
  b. -(j)A2,  [N__]N  
   (↑POSS PERS) = 3  
   (↑POSS NUM) = SG 
   ((↑POSS PRED) = ‘pro’) 
 

c. ap-ja, N PRED = ‘FATHER <Πi>’ 
              (POSS) 
   (↑POSS PERS) = 3      
   (↑POSS NUM) = SG           
   ((↑POSS PRED) = ‘pro’) 
 
I treat possessive constructions with an argument taking deverbal noun head 
in a similar fashion. 
This approach also faces the first general problem I pointed out in section 

2.1.2. It can only capture the embedded nature of the possession relationship 
in a brute force way when the possessive morphological complex attaches to 
an ordinary noun head, because here, too, the two elements are taken to be on 
a par (“predicate composition” is assumed to take place). 
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 The second general problem does not arise in this analysis, that is, there is 
no LFG style “dual” theta role assignment, because when the possessive 
morphological complex attaches to an argument taking noun head then it has 
no argument. Thus, the possessor is only an argument of the noun head. 
However, the cost of this is that this account cannot provide a uniform 
treatment of possessive constructions with either ordinary or 
relational/deverbal noun heads. 
 
2.1.4. Komlósy (1998) 
 
Komlósy’s (1998) LFG analysis has the following major aspects to it. He 
separates Poss and Agr (of course, he also has to deal with cases of fusion). 
However, according to him Poss never encodes a predicate: in all its uses, it 
only introduces an existential constraint to the effect that there must be a 
(POSS) grammatical function in the construction. For the sake of easy 
comparison between Komlósy (1998) and Laczkó (2000), below I represent 
the version of the -(j)A morph in Komlósy’s system that also carries 
agreement features. 
 
(11) -(j)A: [N__]N 
   (↑POSS) 
   (↑POSS PERS)= 3 
   (↑POSS NUM)= SG          
   ((↑POSS PRED)= ‘pro’) 
 
Possessive constructions with relational/deverbal noun heads can be analyzed 
along these lines in a straightforward and principled manner. Poss introduces 
the (POSS) function, and this function is assigned to an argument of the 
relational/deverbal noun.  
 
(12) kocogás-a:  N, (↑PRED)= ‘JOGGING < (↑POSS) >’ 
   (↑POSS PERS)= 3 
   (↑POSS NUM)= SG          
   ((↑POSS PRED)= ‘pro’) 
 
It is easy to see that this solution, too, avoids the second general problem 
discussed in section 2.1.2: there is no “dual theta role assignment” here, 
either. 
 When Komlósy’s Poss (without any argument structure) attaches to an 
ordinary noun head, the following lexical form is created. (For the sake of 
easy comparison, here, too, the version of the -ja morph is represented that 
also encodes 3SG agreement features.) 
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(13) kalap-ja: N,  (↑PRED)= ‘KALAP’ 
   (↑POSS) 
   (↑POSS PERS)= 3 
   (↑POSS NUM)= SG          
   ((↑POSS PRED)= ‘pro’) 
 
On the face of it, it seems that this approach solves, in a trivial way, the first 
general problem discussed in section 2.1.2, the need for capturing the 
embedded nature of the possession relationship: such a semantic relationship 
is simply not introduced. 
There are, however, three major problems with this analysis. 
(A) In the case of ordinary noun heads coherence is violated. The 

(meaningful) possessor constituent in such constructions has the 
subcategorized (POSS) function; however, it is not a semantic argument of 
any predicate. 
(B) Given that the (POSS) grammatical function is subcategorizable on 

Komlósy’s account, too, but it is nonsemantic, cf. point (A), Komlósy is 
bound to state that the proper interpretation of the constituent receiving this 
function is adjunct-like in possessive constructions with ordinary noun heads. 
Thus, in addition to the coherence violation, the analysis has to face the 
problem of adjunct-like interpretation of the possessor in DPs with ordinary 
noun heads vs. argument-like interpretation of the possessor in DPs with 
relational/deverbal heads. 
 (C) This approach cannot capture the fact that (POSS) cannot be assigned 

to expletive elements in either Hungarian or English. This is especially 
significant in the case of deverbal noun heads. Poss introduces the (POSS) 
grammatical function, which on this account is always nonsemantic, and it is 
puzzling why a noun derived from a verb allowing an expletive subject or 
object is not compatible with an expletive possessor in either of these two 
languages. 
 
2.2. Possessors in English: Bresnan (2001) 

 
The essence of Bresnan’s (2001) account of English possessive constructions 
is as follows. The lexical form of an ordinary noun without a predicate 
argument structure is augmented with a lexical predication template 
introducing a “subject” of predication, hence the term predication template. 
 
(14) a. hat1, N ‘HAT < >’  →   b. hat2, N ‘HAT-OF <(↑POSS)>’ 
 
In effect, a lexical conversion process creates a relational noun from an 
ordinary, nonrelational one. The newly introduced argument is assumed to 
have subject-like properties. 
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 In my new analysis to be proposed in the next section, I apply a 
conversion process similar to this in spirit; however, there are significant 
differences as far as the details are concerned. 
 
3. The new approach 
 
Contrary to my earlier view, in this new analysis I separate Poss and Agr, cf. 
the discussion in section 2.1.1. I set out to solve the two general problems of 
(i) modelling the “embedded” nature of the possession relationship and (ii) 
avoiding dual (parallel) theta role assignment. In addition, I aim at 
developing a uniform treatment of possessive constructions with either 
ordinary or argument taking (relational/derived) noun heads. 
 
3.1. Ordinary nouns and possession 

 
It is a generally held view that possession is a predicative relationship, cf. 
Szabolcsi (1994), den Dikken (1999), Laczkó (2000), Bresnan (2001), 
Chisarik and Payne (2003). In my new account I capture this relationship in 
an explicit morphosyntactic fashion that directly feeds semantics: the 
predicate of this possession relationship is Poss, which has one argument that 
receives the semantically unrestricted (POSS) grammatical function, cf.: 
 
(15) -(j)A,  [N__]N  ‘π | x is related to y |  < (↑POSS) >’ 
                  y 
 
This analysis is similar to that of attributive “relational” adjectives according 
to which these adjectives (and attributive adjectives in general) have no 
subject argument in their predicate argument structure, cf.: 
 
(16) proud, A ‘x is proud of y < (↑OBL) >’ 
              y 
 
Let me point out in this connection that technically a subject argument 
approach could also be applied, compare (15) and (16), on the one hand, and 
(17) and (18), on the other hand. 
 
(17) proud, A ‘x is proud of y < (↑SUBJ) (↑OBL) >’ 
              x      y 

           ‘pro’ 
 
(18) -(j)A,  [N__]N  ‘π | x is related to y |  < (↑SUBJ) (↑POSS) >’ 
                     x   y 

                ‘pro’ 
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For lack of space, here I cannot discuss the motivation for choosing the 
morphosyntactically simpler treatment shown in (15). 
 The two crucial aspects of the new account are the following. 
 
(i) In Bresnan’s (2001) predication template manner I postulate a lexical 

redundancy rule that converts an ordinary noun without an argument 
structure into a one-place nominal predicate. 

(ii) This nominal predicate is a raising predicate, just like the verb seem.  
 
Consider (19) illustrating this conversion process. 
 
(19) a. kalap1, N ‘HAT < >’ →  
 

b. kalap2, N ‘HAT < (↑XCOMP) >’ (↑POSS)        
     (↑POSS)= (↑XCOMP POSS) 

 
Thus, the fundamental difference between Bresnan’s (2001) template and 
mine is that the former simply introduces an argument structure with a 
possessor argument, while the latter introduces an argument structure with a 
propositional argument mapped onto (XCOMP), and also associated with a 
nonsemantic (POSS) function. The propositonal (XCOMP) requirement is, as 
a rule, satisfied by Poss attaching the the kalap2 type noun head. 
For the purposes of the presentation of my new analysis in this paper, I 

assume that in the nominal domain, in terms of semantically unrestricted 
functions, nominal predicates can only have (POSS) at their disposal, and this 
function is always introduced by the predication template. (This assumption 
is highly relevant in the case of possessive constructions with 
relational/deverbal noun heads.) 
 Let us now see the new account of a possessive construction like (1a), 
repeated here as (20) for convenience. 
 
(20) (az  én)  kalap-ja-i-m       
  the  I   hat-Poss-PL-1SG 
  ‘my hats’  
 
I show the c-structure of (20) in (21). For expository purposes I also include 
sublexical representation so that the f-structure contribution of each morph 
should be easily detectable. The lexical form of the complex noun head as 
used in this particular case is given in (22). I present the simplified f-structure 
of (20) in (23). 
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(21)       DP 
 
    ↑=↓             ↑=↓ 
  D          NP 
   | 
  az     (↑POSS)=↓ 
 (↑DEF)= +            DP 
           | 
             én               ↑=↓ 
                 N0      
 
   ↑=↓        (↑XCOMP)=↓   ↑=↓   (↑POSS)=↓  
   Nstem                 Nsuff     Nsuff    Nsuff 
 (↑PRED)= ‘HAT        (↑PRED)=    (↑NUM)=pl  (↑PERS)=1 
 <(↑XCOMP)>’(↑POSS)    ‘π <(↑POSS)>’    i    (↑NUM)=sg 
(↑POSS) = (↑XCOMP POSS)  ja            m 
     kalap2 

 
(22)  kalapjaim, N (↑PRED)= ‘HAT < (↑XCOMP) >’ (↑POSS) 
       (↑POSS)= (↑XCOMP POSS) 
       (↑XCOMP PRED)= ‘π <(↑POSS)>’ 
       (↑NUM)=pl 
       (↑POSS PERS)=1 
       (↑POSS NUM)=sg 
 
(23) 
    PRED   ‘HAT <(↑XCOMP)>’(↑POSS) 
 
    NUM   pl 
 
    DEF   + 
 
    CASE   nom 
 
    POSS   PRED  ‘pro’ 
           PERS  1 
           NUM  sg 
           CASE  nom 
 
    XCOMP  PRED  ‘π < (↑POSS) >’ 
        POSS 
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As this f-structure representation shows, my new account provides a 
principled solution to the first general problem: modelling the embedded 
nature of the possessive relationship. The noun head selects this relationship 
as its propositional argument carrying the (XCOMP) function, in other words, 
possession is subordinate to the noun head. 
 
3.2. Argument taking nouns in possessive constructions 
 
The new account can be extended to argument taking nouns in a principled 
manner, and, thus, it makes a uniform analysis of possessive constructions 
with ordinary and argument taking predicates possible. I assume that an 
argument taking noun undergoes the same conversion process, that is, the 
same lexical predication template applies to it, introducing the propositional 
argument expressing the possessive relationship. The minimal contrast is that 
the (POSS) function introduced by this conversion is assigned to the 
argument (or one of the arguments) of the relational/deverbal noun, in other 
words: the conversion makes argument taking nouns equi (rather than 
raising) predicates. 
 
(24) a.húg1, N ‘YOUNGER-SISTER-OF < Θ >’ 
 
  b. húg2, N ‘YOUNGER-SISTER-OF < (↑POSS) (↑XCOMP) >’ 
        (↑POSS) = (↑XCOMP POSS) 
 
The following legitimate question could be raised in connection with (24a): 
Why does such a predicate need the lexical predication template? Why does 
it not assign the (POSS) function to its argument in a direct manner? My 
answer is this. I assume that nouns in general, whether ordinary or argument 
taking, are incapable of assigning this function. In the nominal domain 
mapping of an argument onto the (POSS) function is exclusively licensed by 
the predication template. 
 Let us now see the details of the new analysis of relational nouns through 
the example of (25). 
 
(25) (az  én)  húg-a-i-m       
  the  I   younger.sister-Poss-PL-1SG 
  ‘my younger sisters’  
 
I show the c-structure of (25) in (26). For expository purposes I also include 
sublexical representation so that the f-structure contribution of each morph 
should be easy detectable. The lexical form of the complex noun head as used 
in this particular case is given in (27). I present the simplified f-structure of 
(25) in (28). 
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(26)       DP 
 
    ↑=↓             ↑=↓ 
  D          NP 
   | 
  az     (↑POSS)=↓ 
 (↑DEF)= +            DP 
           | 
             én               ↑=↓ 
                 N0      
 
   ↑=↓        (↑XCOMP)=↓   ↑=↓   (↑POSS)=↓  
   Nstem                 Nsuff     Nsuff    Nsuff 
 (↑PRED)= ‘Y.-SISTER’   (↑PRED)=    (↑NUM)=pl  (↑PERS)=1 
 <(↑POSS) (↑XCOMP)>’    ‘π <(↑POSS)>’    i    (↑NUM)=sg 
(↑POSS) = (↑XCOMP POSS)  a            m 
    húg2 

 
(27)   húgaim, N (↑PRED)= ‘YOUNGER-SISTER < (↑POSS) (↑XCOMP) >’  
       (↑POSS)= (↑XCOMP POSS) 
       (↑XCOMP PRED)= ‘π <(↑POSS)>’ 
       (↑NUM)=pl 
       (↑POSS PERS)=1 
       (↑POSS NUM)=sg 
 
(28) 
    PRED   ‘YOUNGER-SISTER <(↑POSS) (↑XCOMP)>’ 
 
    NUM   pl 
 
    DEF   + 
 
    CASE   nom 
 
    POSS   PRED  ‘pro’ 
           PERS  1 
           NUM  sg 
           CASE  nom 
 
    XCOMP  PRED  ‘π < (↑POSS) >’ 
        POSS 
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It is a major advantage of this new approach that it also solves the second 
general problem discussed in section 2.1.2: that of “dual theta role 
assignment”. The relational/deverbal noun has a (POSS) argument and the 
Poss predicate (the PRED of XCOMP) also has an “open” (POSS) argument 
and the former functionally controls the latter (a typical LFG style equi 
scenario). That is, there are two arguments bearing the (POSS) function and 
there are two predicates each of which takes only one of the two arguments. 
This contrasts with the scenario in the majority of previous analyses, in 
which there are two predicates taking one and the same element as an 
argument. 
 As far as I can see, there is only one potential (and possibly apparent) 
problem with this new approach, which requires further investigation. In the 
case of deverbal nouns, if the input verb already has an (XCOMP) argument 
then as a result of the conversion process there will be two (XCOMP)s in the 
argument structure of such a deverbal noun. This seems to be a violation of 
biuniqueness. Consider the following example. 
 
(29) a. a kerítés  (Péter által-i) zöld-re  fest-és-e 
   the fence.NOM Peter by-AFF green-SUBL paint-DEV-Poss.3SG 
   ‘the painting of the fence green’ 
 
  b. festése, N (↑PRED)=  
   ‘PAINTING < ((↑OBL)AG), (↑POSS), (↑XCOMP1) (↑XCOMP2) >’ 
          (↑POSS) = (↑XCOMP1 SUBJ)      
          (↑POSS) = (↑XCOMP2 POSS)     
          (↑XCOMP2 PRED)= ‘π < (↑POSS) >’ 
          (↑NUM)=sg 
          (↑CASE)=nom 
          (↑POSS PERS)=3 
          (↑POSS NUM)=sg 
 
 It appears to me that there are at least the following two plausible avenues 
for exploring a solution to this problem. 
 (A) In classical LFG, too, there were several kinds of (XCOMP)s (on a 
fundamentally categorical basis): (VCOMP), (NCOMP), etc. It can be argued 
that predicates of different categories (V, N, etc.) denote (partially) different 
kinds of propositions: (XCOMP)Θ. Compare this with various versions of the 
oblique function: (OBL)Θ. It is also noteworthy in this connection that the 
status original (OBJ2) grammatical function in classical LFG has also been 
reconsidered, and now we have OBJ)Θ instead. (Thanks to Tracy H. King for 
calling my attention to this additional factor.) 
 (B) Another possible solution could be based on the nature of the “open” 
grammatical function of the (XCOMP). It may be feasible or useful to 
distinguish between an (XCOMP) with the (SUBJ) open function and an 
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(XCOMP) with the (POSS) open function: (XCOMP)SUBJ vs. (XCOMP)POSS. 
Naturally, for this distinction to be strongly motivated one would need some 
independent evidence. I leave this issue to future research. 
 
3.3. On significant and favourable aspects of the new approach 
 
3.3.1. Semantics is happy 

 
The new account feeds semantics in an explicit and principled fashion. As I 
have already pointed out, the asymmetrical relationship between the noun 
head and Poss is plausibly captured by absolutely ordinary morphosyntactic 
means. The raising analysis ensures that the ordinary noun head assigns its 
nonthematic (POSS) function to the possessor constituent, which thus 
appears at the “highest” level in f-structure, formally linked to the noun head, 
while through the usual functional control mechanism this possessor 
constituent is the semantic argument of the “embedded” Poss predicate. 
 
3.3.2. The subject-like nature of the possessor is retained 
 
The  classical “clause level subject in English — NP/DP level possessor in 
Hungarian” parallel as observed by Szabolcsi (1994) can be retained in a 
principled manner. The most important aspects of this parallelism are as 
follows. 
 
(a) designated structural position: [SPEC, IP] — [SPEC, NP] 
(b) agreement:          subject~verb — possessor~possessed noun 
(c) pro-drop:          subject pronoun — possessor pronoun 
(d) extractability:         via  [SPEC, CP] — [SPEC, DP] 
 
All these generalizations can be kept, as the possessor occupies the usual, that 
is highest, c-structural (and f-structural) position, whether it is only formally 
linked to the noun head (in the case of ordinary noun heads) or it is also 
semantically linked to the head (in the case of relational/deverbal nouns). In 
Laczkó (1995, 2000) I adopt (a)-(c) in my LFG framework; (d) has to be 
treated diffferently in an LFG model: by using functional uncertainty. All 
these aspects of that analysis can be kept in the context of my new proposal. 
 
3.3.3. Possession as a predication relationship 
 
In section 3.1 I mentioned that it is a widely accepted view that possessive 
relationships are predicative in nature. In my opinion it is a further advantage 
of my novel analysis that it captures this generalization by ordinary 
morphosyntactic means. It employs the Poss predicate to introduce this 
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relation into the possessive construction. Moreover, this account is a more 
explicit version of a Bresnan (2001) style predication template approach, too. 
 
 
3.3.4. The (POSS) function is semantically unrestricted 
 
The assumption that (POSS) is semantically unrestricted is essential for my 
new analysis. The reason for this is that it employs LFG style raising and 
equi devices, which involve functional control, and it is a basic generalization 
that only [–r] functions can participate in this kind of control relationship. 
However, this is not a problem at all. The [–r] status of (POSS) has been 
independently argued for: by Laczkó (1995, 2000), Komlósy (1998, 2002), 
and Chisarik and Payne (2003) for Hungarian; by Markantonatou (1995) for 
Modern Greek; by ∅rsnes (1995) for Danish; by Laczkó (1995) and Chisarik 
and Payne (2003) for English. Furthermore, although Bresnan (2001) does 
not elaborate on the status of (POSS) in English, her assumptions about the 
predication template (cf. “subject of predication”), on the one hand, and her 
treatment of verbal gerunds, according to which there is a functional control 
relation between the (POSS) of the DP and the (SUBJ) of the gerundive 
predicate, on the other hand, seem to suggest that she also needs to subscribe 
to the [–r] view of (POSS). 
 
3.3.5. Explanation for the lack of expletive possessors 
 
If the (POSS) grammatical function is considered semantically unrestricted, it 
has to be explained why it is incompatible with expletive elements, unlike 
(SUBJ) and (OBJ), which are readily compatible with expletives. The general 
factors and the essence of the explanation are as follows. 
 
(a) The (POSS) function is assigned by two predicates: the noun head and 

Poss. 
(b) For an ordinary (non-argument-taking) noun this (POSS) is nonthematic, 

so in theory it could be associated with an expletive element. 
(c) However, the Poss predicate always assigns it to a semantic argument, 

and the two (POSS)’s are functionally identified by LFG’s control 
mechanism. 

(d) If (POSS) was assigned to an expletive element (by the noun head), this 
would inevitably lead to a violation of completeness, given that, as a 
result of functional control, the same expletive element would be 
required to satisfy the semantic argument need of the Poss predicate, 
which it would be unable to perform. Completeness would be violated. 

 
3.3.6. The analysis can be extended to English 
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Although English is dependent marking (it has no Poss morpheme), at this 
stage of the investigation it seems worthwhile extending the new account to 
this language (and dependent marking languages in general). Technically this 
is very simple: Bresnan’s (2001) predication template has to be replaced by 
my predication template. 
 
(30) a. hat1, N ‘HAT < >’  →   b. hat2, N ‘HAT-OF <(↑POSS)>’ 
 
(31)  hat2, N ‘HAT-OF <(↑XCOMP)>’ (↑POSS) 
     (↑POSS) = (↑XCOMP POSS) 
     (↑XCOMP PRED)= ‘π <(↑POSS)>’ 
 
The only difference between Hungarian and English is that in the latter the π 
predicate is always introduced by the template (and never by a morph(eme)), 
which is not at all an unusual or unprincipled solution in LFG. 
 I intend to explore the advantages and consequences of this extension in 
future work. Here I confine myself to briefly mentioning what advantages I 
envisage at this point. 
(A) Just like in the case of Hungarian possessive DPs, this new analysis of 

English possessive DPs makes it possible to feed semantics more explicitly 
and in a more straightforward way. 
(B) It can offer the same principled explanation for why (POSS) is 

incompatible with expletives in English possessive DPs, too. Consider 
Bresnan’s (2001:293) examples. 
  
(32) a. There appears to be a reindeer on the roof.       
 
  b. *There’s appearing to be a reindeer on the roof is an illusion. 
 
  c. It appears that there’s a reindeer on the roof. 
 
  d. ??Its appearing that there’s a reindeer on the roof is an illusion. 
 
(C) In this new approach possessive constructions in head marking and 

dependent marking languages can be treated in a uniform way. 
 
3.3.7. The new account can be adopted in GB/MP 
 
The treatment of raising and equi constructions is commonplace in GB/MP; 
thus the analysis can, in theory, be easily translated into these Chomskyan 
models. The parallels between LFG and GB/MP with respect to these 
phenomena are straightforward. 
A general remark is in order in this connection. If an account can be 

implemented in various frameworks, then this can often be regarded as a 
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favourable aspect: it may suggest that correct theory-neutral generalizations 
have been made and a valid analysis has been developed. 
 
4. Conclusion 

 
Below I reiterate the most significant points of this paper. 
 
1. I have proposed a new and more principled LFG treatment of Hungarian 

possessive constructions. 
2. The gist of the analysis is that a lexical conversion process creates a 

raising predicate from an ordinary noun and an equi predicate from a 
relational/deverbal noun, and the Poss morpheme functions as the PRED 
of their (XCOMP) propositional argument. 

3. This approach solves two classical problems: (i) modelling the 
“embedded” nature of the possessive relation and (ii) avoiding dual theta 
role assignment. 

4. It makes a uniform analysis of all kinds of noun heads in Hungarian 
possessive constructions possible. 

5. It can be extended to English; thus head-marking and dependent-marking 
languages can be treated in a uniform fashion. 

6. It offers an explanation for why expletive elements cannot be possessors 
either in Hungarian or in English. 

7. It can be translated into GB/MP in a principled manner. 
8. There is one issue that requires further investigation: the nature of 

(XCOMP), or rather, exploring the possibility of postulating more than 
one (XCOMP) in the same argument structure: (XCOMP)Θ. 
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Abstract 
Applicativization is highly productive in a language like Chichewa. The 

applicative affix augments the a(rgument)-structure of a verb by bringing in an 
additional semantic role, which is most frequently a benefactive, instrument or 
locative role. We show in this paper that the structure of the word can be represented 
in the form of a morphology-syntax interface tree, which makes it possible to refer to 
not only parts of the word but also the levels of representation that are associated 
with each morpheme. The a-structure is of particular interest, as this is the structure 
that the applicative and passive affixes alter. More importantly, these morphemes 
alter the existing a-structure, one that is the result of the interaction between the verb 
root and any other a-structure-changing morpheme that precedes in morphological 
form the morpheme in question. With the interface tree, it is possible to make 
reference to an intermediate a-structure, one that is associated with a particular 
morpheme on the tree. Morpheme order can thus be accounted for more 
straight-forwardly.  
 
1. The Applicative Affix in Chichewa1

The applicative affix introduces a non-agentive phrase/clause that is not 
directly associated with the SUBJ function (contra the causative affix, for 
instance) (Mchombo 2004). It is an argument-structure-augmenting verbal 
affix, and most frequently introduces a benefactive, instrument or locative 
role into the a-structure. In Chichewa, this affix has two allomorphs: -il- and 
-el-. Which allomorph is selected and affixed to the verb is constrained by 
rules of vowel harmony. Consider the following examples: 
 

                                                 
1 I wish to thank the participants of the LFG’07 conference for a number of very 
useful comments. A special thanks goes to Ron Kaplan for an illuminating discussion 
of parts of this paper, and to Mary Dalrymple for providing constructive feedback on 
earlier drafts of the paper. 
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(1) a. With the underived verb root -pika “cook”: 
mkango  u-ku-phik-a    nyemba 
lion(3)   3SM-pres-cook-fv   beans(10)2

‘The lion cooked beans.’ 
 b. A-structure:  -phika  < Ag, Pt > 
(2) a. Benefactive role introduced by the applicative affix 

Mkango  u-ku-phik-il-a    ana    nyemba 
lion(3)   3SM-pres-cook-appl-fv  children(2)  beans(10) 
‘The lion cooked the children beans.’ 

 b. A-structure:  -phik-il-a  < Ag, Ben, Pt > 
(3) a. Instrument role introduced by the applicative affix (Mchombo 

2004:87, ex. 48b) 
Kalulu a-ku-phik-il-a   mkondo maungu 
hare(1) 1SM-pres-cook-appl-fv spear(3) pumpkins(6) 
‘The hare is cooking pumpkins with (using) a spear.’ 

 b. A-structure:  -phik-il-a  < Ag, Instr, Pt > 
(4) a. Locative role introduced by the applicative affix (Mchombo 

2004:87, ex. 49b) 
Kalulu a-ku-phik-il-a pa chulu maungu 
hare(1) 1SM-pres-cook-appl-fv on(16) anthill(7) pumpkins(6) 
‘The hare is cooking the pumpkins on the anthill.’ 

 b. A-structure:  -phik-il-a  < Ag, Pt, Loc > 
 

In (1a), the verb root is in its most basic form, without any 
a-structure-changing morpheme affixed to it. The verb root -phika “cook” is 
transitive, and subcategorizes for one object. The a-structure of the verb 
-phika is shown in (1b). Examples (2) to (4) show that an extra argument is 
licensed by the affixation of the applicative morpheme. In each of these cases, 
with the applicative affix -il- attached to the verb root -phika, the applied 
verb form becomes -phik-il-a, which subcategorizes for two objects. In (2), a 

                                                 
2 Symbols and abbreviations used: 

Acc = accusative case; Appl = applicative affix; Ben = benefactive role; fv = final 
vowel; fut = future tense; Instr = instrument role; Loc = locative role/locative case; 
OM = object marker; pres = present tense; Prop = proprietive case; pst = past tense; 
SM = subject marker; Th = theme role.  
The number in the parentheses after a glossed noun shows the noun class of that 
noun.  
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benefactive argument ana “children” is introduced. In (3), an instrument 
argument mkondo “spear” is added, while in (4), the additional argument that 
is licensed is a locative argument pa chulu “on anthill”.  

It is quite often the case that there is more than one a-structure-changing 
morpheme affixed to the verb root. Besides the applicative affix, other 
a-structure-changing morphemes include the passive, the causative and the 
reciprocal affixes. When there is more than one such affix on the verb, it is 
usually possible to have the morphemes affixed in more than one order. The 
difference in morpheme order results in a difference in meaning:  
 
(5) a-na-meny-an-its-a (Alsina 1999:7, ex. 3) 
 Alenje  a-na-meny-an-its-a   mbuzi 
 Hunters(2) 2SM-pst-hit-rcp-caus-fv  goats(10) 
 ‘The hunters made the goats hit each other.’ 
(6) a-na-meny-ets-an-a (Alsina 1999:7, ex. 4) 
 Alenje  a-na-meny-ets-an-a   mbuzi 
 Hunters(2) 2SM-pst-hit-caus-rcp-fv  goats(10) 
 ‘The hunters made each other hit the goats.’ 
 

Since the order of morphemes has such an important role to play in the 
interpretation of a construction, there must be a way to accurately predict 
morpheme order and to correctly account for the effects that the morphemes 
have on the a-structure of the verb. We will first look at one such account 
proposed in Alsina (1999) and the problems that Alsina’s proposal faces in 
section 2. Section 3 provides an alternative way to account for morpheme 
order and the corresponding a-structure-altering effects, building on Sadler 
and Nordlinger’s (2004) analysis of case-stacking. Section 4 concludes the 
paper.  
 
2. Alsina’s (1999) Instantiation of the Mirror Principle 

It is generally accepted in the literature that morpheme order bears some 
relation to the order of processes triggered by these morphemes. To capture 
the relation between morphological changes and the corresponding syntactic 
effects induced by these morphemes, Baker (1985) proposes the Mirror 
Principle:  
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(7) The Mirror Principle (Baker 1985:375) 
Morphological derivations must directly reflect syntactic derivations 
(and vice versa). 

 
In the transformational theory that Baker assumes, this is achieved by 
allowing (bound) morphemes to appear under terminal nodes. A syntactic 
derivation (ex. movement) picks up the morpheme by moving into the 
position on the tree that is occupied by that morpheme. For instance, a 
causative derivation involves the movement of the verb root into the position 
that is occupied by the causative morpheme, which then attaches to the verb 
root to create the verb form V-CAUS. A single movement operation will give 
rise to a morphological derivation and a syntactic derivation.  

Alsina (1999) suggests how the Mirror Principle can be captured in a 
non-transformational theory like LFG. The Mirror Principle is not a result of 
a sequence of transformations, but is a consequence of the order of 
morphological affixations and the order of their corresponding morpholexical 
operations during mapping from a-structure to f-structure. The operation 
associated with the morpheme that is closer to the verb root is applied first, 
and so the linear order of the morphemes reflects the order of the operations. 

Argument-structure changing morphemes, such as the causative, 
applicative, passive and reciprocal morphemes, all have their own lexical 
entries, in which the change in argument structure to be effected by this 
morpheme is specified. Crucial to Alsina’s proposal is the assumption that the 
a-structure of the verb root is altered in the way specified in the lexical entry 
of the morpheme upon affixation of that morpheme to the verb root in the 
lexicon. The Mirror Principle then follows as a consequence of the 
“morphological change and the a-structure change associated with the same 
morpholexical operation […] tak[ing] place at the same time” (Alsina 
1999:24).  

Take the applicative affix for example. The lexical entry of the 
applicative morpheme is given as follows: 
 
(8) Lexical entry for the applicative affix (Alsina 1999:26) 

[ir]  ]V__  < < θ … θ … > pt > 
 
The notation “]V__” means that the item cannot be an independent form and 
must attach to the right edge of the verb stem. The a-structure alternation 
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caused by this affix is such that the “theme is fused with the thematic role 
introduced” (Alsina 1999:24).  

There are, however, some serious problems with Alsina’s proposal. First, 
the notion of “fusion” of thematic roles is never clearly defined. In the case 
of the applicative affix, it is not at all clear what semantic basis there could be 
for making the claim that the thematic role introduced, whether it is a 
benefactive, instrument or locative role, had “fused” with another theme3 role. 
Besides, the fusion does not seem to be constrained in any way. Can any two 
roles just fuse together?4  

Another even more serious problem with Alsina’s mapping analysis 
concerns cases in which there is more than one a-structure-changing 
morpheme on the verb. As an illustration, assume that there are two such 
morphemes on a verb root: V-Aff1-Aff2. Each of these morphemes makes one 
change to the a-structure. Aff1 makes a change to the a-structure of the verb 
root, but Aff2 alters the verb root’s modified a-structure by Aff1. In order to 
formalize this, there must be a way to talk about not only the “end point” 
a-structure, but also the intermediate a-structure.   

Alsina attempted to do so by postulating that “morphological change 
and the a-structure change associated with the same morpholexical operation 
[…] take place at the same time” (Alsina 1999:24). While this assumption is 
valid, his formalization faces a serious problem of creating new and 
temporary lexical items – the lexical entry of the affix interacts with that of 
the verb root, intrinsic classifications are assigned to the resulting roles, and 
the intermediate lexical item serves as the starting point of the morphological 
and morpholexical operation that follows:  

 
“The basic assumption is that the assignment of intrinsic classifications 
and morphological composition interact in a cyclic manner: intrinsic 
classifications apply to the underived a-structure and, successively, 
after any morphological process which alters its thematic content.”   
(p. 29; author’s emphasis in italics) 

 
Each intermediate a-structure is thus accompanied by a partially derived 

word form, which also exists temporarily.  

                                                 
3 In this paper, a theme role and a patient role are treated identically. 
4 The one constraint on the fusion of thematic roles is that, in an applicative operation, 
‘the role that is fused with the theme […] cannot be the highest thematic role’ 
(Alsina 1999:26).  
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In the next section, we shall see how it becomes possible to make 
reference to different parts of word and the level(s) of representation 
associated with each of them by drawing insights from Sadler and 
Nordlinger’s (2004) representation of morphological structures in the form of 
morphology-syntax interface trees.  
 
3. An Alternative Proposal 
3.1 Morphology-Syntax Interface Trees 

In order to account for case-stacking phenomena in Australian 
languages, Sadler and Nordlinger (2004) adopt the Principle of 
Morphological Composition (PMC), originally proposed in Nordlinger 
(1998). Case-stacking is when more than one case affix is found on a nominal, 
and each of them contributes functional information to the f-structure that is 
defined by its following case morpheme. To achieve morphological 
composition more straight-forwardly, Sadler and Nordlinger (2004) assume 
that the morphological structure is represented by a flat interface tree between 
morphology and syntax5. The embedding relation between a case affix and its 
following case affix is represented by assigning the functional equation ←s = 
(↓GF) to the nodes dominating the non-initial case affixes: 
 
(9) a. Morphological structure of the nominal thara-ngka-marta-a 

(pouch-LOC-PROP-ACC) represented as a morphology-syntax 
interface tree (This is a combination of the partial trees in Sadler 
and Nordlinger 2004:176-177, ex. 33-35.) 

  
 ↑ = ↓  
 N  
    

↑ = ↓ ↑ = ↓ ←s = (↓GF) ←s = (↓GF) 
Lex Case1 Case2 Case3

    
 (↑CASE) = LOC (↑CASE) = PROP (↑CASE) = ACC 

(↑PRED) = ‘pouch’ (ADJloc ↑) (ADJprop ↑) (OBJ ↑) 
pouch LOC PROP ACC 

                                                 
5 Doug Arnold, Ron Kaplan and Louisa Sadler all pointed out that such an interface 
tree does not have to be flat in nature. The possibility of having a more hierarchical 
tree to represent the morphological structure of the verb, and therefore different 
functional annotations on the nodes, will be explored in future work.   
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b. F-structure for the nominal thara-ngka-marta-a 
(pouch-LOC-PROP-ACC) (Sadler and Nordlinger 2004:163,   
ex. 5) 

  
OBJ  CASE ACC 

    ADJprop  CASE PROP 
       ADJloc PRED ‘pouch’ 
        CASE LOC 
 
 

 
The functional annotation ←s = (↓GF)6 says “the f-structure defined by 

my sister to the left is a GF in my f-structure”. Take, for instance, the nodes 
Case1 and Case2. As part of the lexical information specified by the case 
value LOC, some GF labelled ADJloc is required to exist at some level of the 
f-structure. The annotation on its sister node to the right, Case2, indicates 
where this GF has to be – it has to be in the f-structure associated with that 
node, namely the f-structure called ADJprop. This gives the desired f-structure 
embedding, with the ADJloc function inside the ADJprop function. 
   
3.2 The Proposal 

The case-stacking phenomenon is similar to the morpheme ordering 
problem at hand in three respects: (i) there may be more than one affix on the 
stem; (ii) the order of affixes is significant; and (iii) any specification or 
change to a particular structure takes places sequentially. While Alsina 
(1999:24) assumes that “morphological change and the a-structure change 
associated with the same morpholexical operation […] take place at the same 
time”, we assume that morphological composition motivates a-structure 
alternations.  
 
3.2.1 The facts 

We will, once again, work with the applicative affix and show how 
Sadler and Nordlinger’s analysis can be extended to account for the order of 
the a-structure-changing morphemes in Chichewa. In order to show that the 

                                                 
6 The arrow ←s refers to the immediately preceding sister node. Following Sadler 
and Norlinger (2004), this symbol is contrasted with the ← symbol (without the 
subscript s) that is found in off-path constraints (Sadler and Norlinger 2004:176). 
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order of the morphemes has an important role to play, a passive affix is also 
included on the verb root, together with the applicative affix. With two 
affixes, two morpheme orders are possible, but only one is acceptable. 
Consider the following examples: 
 
(10) a. Example from (Alsina 1999:9, ex. (8b)) 
 Mtsogoleri a-na-tumiz-il-idw-a zipatso (ndi  ana) 
 leader(1) 1.sg-pst-send-appl-pass-fv fruit(8) by children(2) 
 ‘The leader was sent fruit (by the children).’ 

b. Example from (Alsina 1999:9, ex. (8b)) 
*Mtsogoleri a-na-tumiz-idw-il-a zipatso (ndi  ana) 

 leader(1) 1.sg-pst-send-pass-appl-fv fruit(8) by  children(2) 
 ‘The leader was sent fruit (by the children).’ 
Examples (10a) and (10b) have the same word order, but (10b) is 
ungrammatical while (10a) is grammatical. The only difference between the 
two examples lies in the order of the a-structure-changing morphemes on the 
verb root. In (10b), the passive morpheme precedes the applicative affix on 
the verb, whereas in (10a), the applicative affix precedes the passive 
morpheme. 
 
3.2.2 The Analysis – An Interface Tree for -tumiz-il-idw- (send-pass-appl) 

Assuming the Mirror Principle is at work, the grammaticality of (10a) 
and the ungrammaticality of (10b) lead to the conclusion that the applicative 
operation must take place before the passive operation (for a benefactive 
applied argument). For ease of discussion, we will focus on the following 
morphological fragments of the two verbs: 
 
(11) a. -tumiz-il-idw-  send-appl-pass 
 b. *-tumiz-idw-il-  send-pass-appl 
 
Let us take these morphological fragments and assign a morphological 
representation to each of them in the form of a partial interface tree. To obtain 
this interface tree, we need the annotation principle in (12): 
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(12) Annotation principle: 
If there is/are a-structure-changing affix(es) on the verb, annotate the 
last a-structure-changing affix with ↑ = ↓. Annotate the verb root and 
any other a-structure-changing affix with the subsumption equation   
(↓ PRED) (→ PRED). 
 
The interface tree for (10a) is shown in (13):  

 
(13) Interface tree for the well-formed verb form -tumiz-il-idw- 

(send-appl-pass)  
  

 V  
   
   

Lex Aff1 Aff2

(↓ PRED)  (→ PRED) (↓ PRED)  (→ PRED) ↑ = ↓ 
   
   

-tumiz- -il- -idw- 
(↑PRED FN) = -tumiz- (↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Ben @ [see below] 

(↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Ag (↑PRED ARGS ε role) =  %arg  
(↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Th (%arg role) = c Ag  

 ⌐ ((%arg GF) = Ø)  
   

FN    -tumiz- FN    -tumiz- FN    -tumiz- 
ARGS {[role Ag] ARGS {[role Ag] ARGS    role Ag 

[role Th]} [role Th] GF  Ø 
 [role Ben]} [role Th] 
  [role Ben]} 

 
@ { (↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg       [suppress agent] 
    (%arg role) = Ag 
    (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag       [suppress benefactive] 

(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   
   (%arg role) = Ben 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
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| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben }  [suppress recipient/ 
(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg         experiencer] 

   (%arg role) = Rpt/Exp 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben |   [suppress instrument] 

(↑PRED ARGS role) = Rpt/Exp } 
(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   

   (%arg role) = Instr 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben |   [suppress theme] 

(↑PRED ARGS role) = Rpt/Exp | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Instr } 
 (↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   

   (%arg role) = Th 
   (%arg GF) = Ø } 

 
This interface tree has three nodes. The first one dominates the verb root, 

which is labelled Lex. The second one dominates the applicative affix and the 
last one dominates the passive affix. The tree shows the linear order of the 
morphemes on the verb, and therefore the order of any morpholexical process 
that each may be associated with. 

The node labelled Lex is annotated with the equation (↓ PRED)  (→ 
PRED). The f-structure of Lex subsumes that of its right-sister node, which is 
Aff1. Subsumption is necessary because the f-structure of the following node 
may contain more information than the f-structure of the current node (i.e. an 
additional semantic role licensed by an applicative affix).  Besides, an 
equality equation cannot be assigned to this node because ultimately, the 
a-structure of the mother node V will be altered by the morpholexical 
operations triggered by the applicative and passive suffixes, and this 
f-structure should not be identical with that of the Lex node. Subsumption is 
defined as “a relation that holds between two f-structures f and g if g is 
compatible with but perhaps has more structure than f”.7  

The lexical entry of the verb -tumiz- “send” shows the number of 
arguments subcategorized by the verb and its semantic roles. It states that in 
its set of arguments in the PRED, there is an agent role, and there is a theme 
role. 

Consider the lexical entry of the applicative affix: 

                                                 
7 See Dalrymple (2001:161) for a formal definition of subsumption. 
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(14) Lexical entry of the applicative affix (benefactive)8

-ilBen-  Aff  (↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Ben  
   (↑PRED ARGS ε role) = %arg 

(%arg role) = c Ag 
    ⌐ [(%arg GF) = Ø] 

 
The lexical entry in (14) states that the morpheme -ilBen- is an affix, and 

that in the set of arguments of its PRED, there must be a benefactive role. 
Since (↑PRED ARGS ε role) = BEN is a defining constraint, it has the effect 
of introducing an additional role to the existing a-structure. This, of course, is 
licensed by the applicative affix.  

The equations ((↑PRED ARGS ε role) = %arg), ((%arg role) = c Ag) and 
(⌐ ((%arg GF) = Ø)) together ensure that in the existing a-structure, there 
must be an agent role and that this agent role must be one that is not 
suppressed. These constraints capture the observation in Alsina (1999) that 
the applied argument cannot bear the most prominent semantic role. Ensuring 
that there is an agent role is sufficient for this affix, as the only more 
prominent semantic role on the thematic hierarchy than the benefactive role 
is the agent role.9  

The relative prominence of semantic roles is also important in the 
formulation of the lexical entry for the passive affix, which is shown below: 

                                                 
8 We assume that each type of applied argument is licensed by a different applicative 
affix, each of which has its own lexical entry, although in form all of them are the 
same. Support for this comes from Kinyarwanda, another Bantu language, in which 
there are different forms of applicative affixes. The form of the applicative affix is 
related to the role of the applied argument - benefactive: -ir/-er; instrument: -ish/-esh; 
and locative: -ho/-mo (Simango 1995:8).  
9 Lexical entry for the instrumental applicative affix: 

-ilInstr-  Aff  (↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Instr 
(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg 

(%arg role) = c { Ag | Ben | Rpt/Exp} 
    ⌐ [(%arg GF) = Ø] 

Lexical entry for the locative applicative affix: 
-ilLoc-  Aff  (↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Loc 

(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg 
(%arg role) = c { Ag | Ben | Rpt/Exp | Instr } 

    ⌐[(%arg GF) = Ø] 
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(15) Lexical entry of the passive affix 
 -idw-     Aff { (↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg 

   (%arg role) = Ag 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag 

(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   
   (%arg role) = Ben 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben } 

(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   
   (%arg role) = Rpt/Exp 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben |  

(↑PRED ARGS role) = Rpt/Exp } 
(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   

   (%arg role) = Instr 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben |  

(↑PRED ARGS role) = Rpt/Exp |  
(↑PRED ARGS role) = Instr } 

 (↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   
   (%arg role) = Th 
   (%arg GF) = Ø } 

 
 The lexical entry in (15) shows that the passive morpheme -idw- is an 
affix. Passivization involves the suppression of the highest semantic role. 
Here, the lexical entry of the passive affix ensures that the highest semantic 
role links to a null grammatical function. This highest role will no longer be 
available for linking. Moreover, passivization does not suppress the highest 
semantic role at any point in time, but it suppresses the highest semantic role 
at a particular point in the altering a-structure. There has to be a way to make 
reference to both the existing a-structure and the thematic hierarchy at the 
point of passivization. The constraint in the lexical entry in (15) does exactly 
this. The thematic hierarchy is built into the disjuncts. The constraint will 
always start by suppressing the agent, the highest semantic role on the 
thematic hierarchy, if there is an agent in the existing a-structure. If there is 
no agent, the next highest semantic role, the benefactive role, will be 
suppressed. The same logic applies for the other roles on the thematic 
hierarchy. As a summary:  
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(16) To suppress the highest thematic role in an existing a-structure, 
 i. suppress agent. 
 ii. If an agent does not exist, suppress benefactive. 
 iii. If an agent and a benefactive do not exist, suppress 

recipient/experiencer. 
 iv. If an agent and a benefactive and a recipient/experiencer do not 

exist, suppress instrument. 
 v. If an agent and a benefactive and a recipient/experiencer and an 

instrument do not exist, suppress theme. 
 
 The last semantic role that can possibly be suppressed is a theme role. 
If the highest semantic role is a locative role, this means this is also the only 
role in the a-structure. Suppressing it will give an a-structure with no 
semantic roles in it. Besides, if it is the only role, it should be linked to the 
SUBJ function even without passivization, and there seems to be no reason 
for passivization to apply.  

Let us revisit the interface tree in (13) and explain how the f-structure of 
the root V comes about. At the node Lex, the verb root -tumiz- “send”, in its 
most basic form, subcategorizes for two arguments, an agent and a theme. 
This information comes from the lexical entry of the verb. The annotation    
(↓ PRED)  (→ PRED) on Lex passes the f-structure information of the 
PRED of Lex to the f-structure of PRED in its right-sister node, which is Aff1. 
In Aff1, there is an applicative affix, the lexical entry of which says that (i) 
the affix -ilBen- licenses an extra benefactive role in the a-structure; and (ii) 
this applied role must not be the highest thematic role and that there must be 
an agent role, which is higher than the benefactive on the thematic hierarchy, 
in the a-structure. A modified f-structure results, which, according to the 
functional annotation on Aff1 (↓ PRED)  (→ PRED), is passed to the 
f-structure of the PRED in its right-sister node, Aff2. A passive affix is in Aff2, 
and the lexical entry of the passive affix ensures that (i) a change to the 
a-structure of PRED will be brought about by the -idw- passive affix; and (ii) 
the most prominent semantic role in the a-structure of PRED is suppressed, 
meaning it is linked to a null GF. The a-structure of PRED, shown in (17), 
will have all the necessary a-structure modifications made to it after the 
sequential application of the applicative and passive operations on the verb 
root:  
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(17) 
 

FN    -tumiz- 
ARGS    role Ag 

GF  Ø 
[role Th] 
[role Ben] 

 
It is this a-structure that will be passed up to the root V according to the 
functional annotation ↑ = ↓ on Aff2. The semantic roles will be linked to 
grammatical functions. The mapping is shown below: 
 
(18)  
 -tumiz-il-idw-  < Ag    Ben   Th > 
           Ø      

AOP10       [-r]   [+o]  
 Defaults          [-r]      
         S/O    O 

Well-Formedness Conditions    S   O 
 

This accounts for the grammatical function realization in (10a).  
 
3.2.3 Accouting for *-tumiz-idw-il- (send-pass-appl)  

The ungrammaticality of (10b), with the partial verb form 
*-tumiz-idw-il- (send-pass-appl), can be easily accounted for. Here is the 
interface tree for (10b): 
 

                                                 
10 AOP stands for ‘Asymmetric Object Parameter’. The AOP states that only one role 
can be intrinsically classified unrestricted [-r] (Bresnan and Moshi 1990:172). The 
AOP holds in Chichewa (Alsina and Mchombo 1989; Bresnan and Moshi 1990), thus, 
the theme role must be classified [+o] but not [-r] as the benefactive role has been 
classified [-r].  
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(19) Interface tree for the ill-formed verb form *-tumiz-idw-il- 
(send-pass-appl) 

   
 *V  

   
   

Lex Aff1 Aff2

(↓ PRED)  (→ PRED) (↓ PRED)  (→ PRED) ↑ = ↓ 
   
   

-tumiz- -idw- -il- 
(↑PRED FN) = -tumiz- @ [see below] (↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Ben 

(↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Ag  (↑PRED ARGS ε role) =  %arg 
(↑PRED ARGS ε role) = Th  (%arg role) = c Ag 

  ⌐ ((%arg GF) = Ø) 
   
FN    -tumiz- FN      -tumiz-  
ARGS {[role Ag] ARGS    role Ag  

[role Th]} GF  Ø  
 [role Th]  
 [role Ben]}  

 
@ { (↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg 
    (%arg role) = Ag 
    (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag 

(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   
   (%arg role) = Ben 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben } 

(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   
   (%arg role) = Rpt/Exp 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
 
| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben |  

(↑PRED ARGS role) = Rpt/Exp } 
(↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   

   (%arg role) = Instr 
   (%arg GF) = Ø 
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| ⌐ { (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ag | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Ben |  
(↑PRED ARGS role) = Rpt/Exp | (↑PRED ARGS role) = Instr } 

 (↑PRED ARGS ε) = %arg   
   (%arg role) = Th 
   (%arg GF) = Ø } 
 

The passive affix -idw- is under Aff1, which immediately precedes the 
applicative affix in Aff2. This order is a reflection of the passive operation 
being applied before the applicative operation. The a-structure information is 
passed from Lex to Aff1. At Aff1, the passive affix suppresses the highest 
semantic role such that it is linked to a null GF. This information is in turn 
passed on to the following morpheme Aff2, where applicativization takes 
place. As specified by the lexical entry of the applicative affix, an additional 
benefactive role is introduced into the a-structure. The last two constraints for 
the applicative affix, however, cannot be satisfied. In the current a-structure, 
there is no agent role which is not at the same time linked to a null GF. The 
a-structure becomes ill-formed, and hence the ungrammaticality of (10b). 

The verb form is morphologically licensed, i.e. in principle the verb can 
be derived. But this verb form does not have a well-formed a-structure, as not 
all constraints imposed by the applicative affix can be satisfied. The verb 
form, even if it could be formed at m-structure, cannot receive any 
grammatical function realization. As a result, a constructed example like 
(13b), even with nominals in the ordinary GF positions (c/f (10a)), is 
ungrammatical.  
 
3.3 Advantages over Alsina’s (1999) Treatment of Morpheme Ordering 

The present analysis has a number of advantages over Alsina’s 
treatment of morpheme ordering. These include: (i) the possibility of 
referring to intermediate, changing a-structures with the help of a 
morphology-syntax interface tree, without creating temporary, unwanted 
word forms; and (ii) a- to f-structure mapping will only take place once, from 
the “completed” a-structure after all the relevant morpholexical processes 
have taken place. We shall look at each of these in more detail. 

In the present approach, the internal structure of the word formed via 
applicativization and passivization is represented in the form of an interface 
tree between morphology and syntax. It is here that any relevant 
morpholexical operation is represented. The word is parsed into its 
component stem and affixes, and an a-structure change can be thought of as 
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taking place right there and then – “at the level of the information lexically 
associated with the affixes and not at the level of the derived word” (Sadler 
and Nordlinger 2004:171). Each relevant affix causes a change in a-structure 
in a particular way. This alternation targets the a-structure associated with the 
preceding morpheme(s). That the order of morpholexical operations is 
reflected by the order of morphemes is captured.  

In this approach and unlike in Alsina’s proposal, we do not assume that 
intermediate morphological forms are created after each affixation of a 
morpheme. Alsina (1999:34) explicitly states that a new lexical item is 
created upon the affixation of an a-structure-changing morpheme, and that 
yet another such morpheme can be attached to this new lexical item. 
Intermediate morphological forms seem unnecessary and unmotivated, other 
than for the need in Alsina’s analysis to keep track of the order of morphemes 
and therefore the order of morpholexical operations. It also seems that such 
forms cannot be avoided – if a new a-structure is assumed to be associated 
with some word form, new intermediate lexical items are bound to appear.  

No intermediate lexical items are created in the present analysis. By 
representing a fully derived lexical item as a morphology-syntax interface 
tree, it is possible to refer to intermediate a-structures without assuming 
intermediate word forms. The interface tree makes it possible to make 
reference to a particular level of representation (a-structure in this case) 
associated with a particular morpheme.  

Once all the alternations to a-structure are completed, a- to f-structure 
mapping is performed. Only the arguments of well-formed a-structures will 
have GF realizations at f-structure. Ill-formed a-structures simply cannot 
serve as the input for a- to f-structure mapping. That the a- to f-structure 
mapping principles will only be applied once and that no intermediate lexical 
items are assumed make that present analysis a more elegant one.  
 
4. Conclusions  

Applicativization is highly productive in a language like Chichewa. The 
applicative affix augments the a-structure of a verb by bringing in an 
additional semantic role, which is most frequently a benefactive, instrument 
or locative role. It is not uncommon to find cases where there is more than 
one a-structure changing morpheme on the verb. In this paper, we have 
looked at one such verb form – a verb root is affixed with an applicative affix 
and a passive affix.  
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We have also shown in this paper that the structure of the word, with the 
verb root, applicative affix and passive suffix, can be represented in the form 
of a morphology-syntax interface tree, which makes it possible to refer to not 
only parts of the word but also the levels of representation that are associated 
with each morpheme. We were particularly interested in the a-structure, as 
this is the structure that the applicative and passive affixes alter. More 
importantly, these morphemes alter the existing a-structure, one that is the 
result of the interaction between the verb root and any other 
a-structure-changing morpheme that precedes in morphological form the 
morpheme in question. With the interface tree, it is possible to make 
reference to an intermediate a-structure, one that is associated with a 
particular morpheme on the tree, without having to assume intermediate 
lexical items as in Alsina’s analysis.  
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Abstract 

Despite a growing interest in automatic evaluation methods for Machine 

Translation (MT) quality, most existing automatic metrics are still limited to 

surface comparison of translation and reference strings. In this paper we 

show how Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) labelled dependencies 

obtained from an automatic parse can be used to assess the quality of MT on 

a deeper linguistic level, giving as a result higher correlations with human 

judgements.  

 

1 Introduction 

The use of automatic evaluation metrics became quite widespread in the 

Machine Translation (MT) community, mainly because such metrics provide 

an inexpensive and fast way to assess translation quality. It would be highly 

impractical to employ humans every time MT developers wished to test 

whether the changes in their system are reflected in the quality of the 

translations, so the appearance of string-based evaluation metrics such as 

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and NIST (Doddington, 2002) have been a 

great boost to the field. Both BLEU and NIST score a candidate translation 

on the basis of the number of n-grams shared with one or more reference 

translations, with NIST additionally using frequency information to weigh 

certain n-grams more than others. The metrics are fast to apply and 

intuitively easy to understand; however, these advantages come at a price. An 

automatic comparison of n-grams measures only the surface string similarity 

of the candidate translation to one or more reference strings, and will 

penalize any (even admissible and well-motivated) divergence from them. In 

effect, a candidate translation expressing the source meaning accurately and 

fluently will be given a low score if the lexical and syntactic choices it 

contains, even though perfectly legitimate, are not present in at least one of 

the references. Necessarily, this score would differ from a much more 

favourable human judgement that such a translation would receive.  

The adequacy of string-based comparison methods has been 

questioned repeatedly within the MT community, with strong criticism for 

insensitivity to perfectly legitimate syntactic and lexical variation which can 

occur between the candidate and reference. However, almost all attempts at 

creating better metrics have been limited to the incorporation of local 

paraphrasing and/or surface reordering of elements, while ignoring structural 

levels of representation. 

In this paper, we present a novel method that automatically evaluates 

the quality of translation based on the labelled dependency structure of the 

sentence, rather than its surface form. Dependencies abstract away from some 

of the particulars of the surface string (and CFG (Context-Free Grammar) 

tree) realization and provide a more “normalized” representation of (some) 

syntactic variants of a given sentence. The translation and reference files are 

analyzed by a treebank-based, probabilistic Lexical-Functional Grammar 
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(LFG) parser (Cahill et al., 2004), which produces a set of labelled 

dependency triples for each input. The translation set is compared to the 

reference set, and the number of matches is calculated, giving the precision, 

recall, and f-score for each particular translation.   

In an experiment on 5,007 sentences of Chinese-English newswire 

text with associated segment-level human evaluation from the Linguistic 

Data Consortium’s (LDC) Multiple Translation project,
1
 we compare the 

LFG-based evaluation method with other popular metrics like BLEU, NIST, 

General Text Matcher (GTM) (Turian et al., 2003), Translation Error Rate 

(TER) (Snover et al., 2006),
2
 and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), and 

we show that our labelled dependency representations lead to a more accurate 

evaluation that correlates better with human judgment. Although evaluated 

on a different test set, our method also outperforms the correlation with 

human scores reported for an earlier unlabelled dependency-based method 

presented in Liu and Gildea (2005). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a 

basic introduction to LFG; Section 3 describes related work; Section 4 

describes our method; Section 5 gives results of two experiments on 5,007 

sentences of Chinese-English newswire text from the Multiple Translation 

project; Section 6 discusses ongoing work; Section 7 concludes. 

 

2 Lexical-Functional Grammar 

In Lexical-Functional Grammar (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982; Bresnan, 2001), 

sentence structure is represented in terms of c(onstituent)-structure and 

f(unctional)-structure. C-structure represents the word order of the surface 

string and the hierarchical organisation of phrases in terms of CFG trees. F-

structures are recursive feature (or attribute-value) structures, representing 

abstract grammatical relations, such as SUBJ(ect), OBJ(ect), OBL(ique), 

ADJ(unct), etc., approximating to predicate-argument structure or simple 

logical forms. C-structure and f-structure are related in terms of functional 

annotations (attribute-value structure equations) which describe f-structures 

and are placed on c-structure trees.  

While c-structure is sensitive to surface rearrangement of constituents, f-

structure abstracts away from some of the particulars of the surface 

realization. The sentences John resigned yesterday and Yesterday, John 

resigned will receive different tree representations, but identical f-structures, 

shown in (1). 

 

                                                 
1
 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ 
2
 We omit HTER (Human-Targeted Translation Error Rate), as it is not fully 

automatic and requires human input. 
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Figure 1. C-structure and f-structure 

 

 

Note that if these sentences were a translation-reference pair, they would 

receive a less-than-appropriate score from string-based metrics. For example, 

BLEU with add-one smoothing
3
 gives this pair a score of 0.76. This is 

because, although all three unigrams from the “translation” (John; resigned; 

yesterday) are present in the reference (Yesterday; John; resigned), the 

“translation” contains only one bigram (John resigned) that matches the 

“reference” (Yesterday John; John resigned), and no matching trigrams. 

The f-structure can also be described in terms of a flat set of triples. In 

triples format, the f-structure in (1) is represented as shown in (2). The 

representation in (2) is simplified in that it omits index numbers which are 

carried by the words (this keeps track of multiple tokens of the same lexical 

item in a single sentence). 

 

SUBJ(resign, john) 

PERS(john, 3) 

NUM(john, sg) 

TENSE(resign, past) 

ADJ(resign, yesterday) 

PERS(yesterday, 3) 

NUM(yesterday, sg) 

 
Figure 2. A set of dependencies in the triples format 
 

                                                 
3
 We use smoothing because the original BLEU metric gives zero points to 

translations with fewer than one four-gram in common with the reference. We note 

also that BLEU is not intended for use at the segment level, but show this example 

for illustration only. In this example, we also ignore the punctuation in the segments 

to simplify things. 
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Cahill et al. (2004) presents a set of Penn-II Treebank-based LFG parsing 

resources. Their approach distinguishes 32 types of dependencies, including 

grammatical functions and morphological information. This set can be 

divided into two major groups: a group of predicate-only dependencies and a 

group of non-predicate (atomic) dependencies. Predicate-only dependencies 

are those whose path ends in a predicate-value pair, describing grammatical 

relations. For example, for the f-structure in (1), predicate-only dependencies 

would include: {SUBJ(resign, john), ADJ(resign, yesterday)}. Other 

predicate-only dependencies include: apposition, complement, open 

complement, coordination, determiner, object, second object, oblique, second 

oblique, oblique agent, possessive, quantifier, relative clause, topic, and 

relative clause pronoun. The remaining non-predicate dependencies are: 

adjectival degree, coordination surface form, focus, complementizer forms: 

if, whether, and that, modal, number, verbal particle, participle, passive, 

person, pronoun surface form, tense, and infinitival clause. 

Such dependencies are often the basis of parser evaluation, where the 

quality of the f-structures produced automatically can be checked against a 

set of gold standard sentences annotated with f-structures by a linguist. The 

evaluation is conducted by calculating the precision and recall between the 

set of dependencies produced by the parser and the set of dependencies 

derived from the human-created f-structure. Usually, two versions of f-score 

are calculated: one for all the dependencies for a given input and a separate 

one for the subset of predicate-only dependencies. 

In the experiments reported in this paper, we use the LFG parser 

developed by Cahill et al. (2004), which automatically annotates input text 

with c-structure trees and f-structure dependencies, obtaining high precision 

and recall rates.
 4
  

 

3 Related Research 

 

3.1 String-Based Metrics 

The insensitivity of BLEU and NIST to perfectly legitimate syntactic and 

lexical variation has been raised, among others, in Callison-Burch et al. 

(2006), but the criticism is widespread. Even the creators of BLEU point out 

that it may not correlate particularly well with human judgment at the 

sentence level (Papineni et al., 2002).  

Recently a number of attempts to remedy these shortcomings have 

led to the development of other automatic MT evaluation metrics. Some of 

them concentrate mainly on allowing greater differences in word order 

between the translation and the reference, like General Text Matcher (Turian 

et al., 2003), which calculates precision and recall for translation-reference 

                                                 
4
 A demo of the parser can be found here:  

http://lfg-demo.computing.dcu.ie/lfgparser.html 
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pairs, weighting contiguous string matches more than non-sequential 

matches, or Translation Error Rate (Snover et al., 2006), which computes the 

number of substitutions, insertions, deletions, and shifts necessary to 

transform the translation text to match the reference. Others try to 

accommodate both syntactic and lexical differences between the candidate 

translation and the reference, like CDER (Leusch et al., 2006), which 

employs a version of edit distance for word substitution and reordering; or 

METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), which uses stemming and WordNet
5
-

based synonymy. Kauchak and Barzilay (2006) and Owczarzak et al. (2006) 

use paraphrases in conjunction with BLEU and NIST evaluation to increase 

the number of matches between the translation and the reference; the 

paraphrases are either taken from WordNet (Kauchak and Barzilay, 2006) or 

derived from the test set itself through automatic word and phrase alignment 

(Owczarzak et al., 2006). Another metric making use of synonyms is the 

linear regression model developed by Russo-Lassner et al. (2005), which 

makes use of stemming, WordNet synonymy, verb class synonymy, matching 

noun phrase heads, and proper name matching. Kulesza and Shieber (2004), 

on the other hand, train a Support Vector Machine using features such as 

proportion of n-gram matches and word error rate to judge a given 

translation’s distance from human-level quality.  

 

3.2 Dependency-Based Metrics 

The metrics described in Section 3.1 use only string-based comparisons, even 

while taking into consideration reordering. By contrast, Liu and Gildea 

(2005) present three metrics that use syntactic and unlabelled dependency 

information. Two of these metrics are based on matching syntactic subtrees 

between the translation and the reference, and one is based on matching 

headword chains, i.e. sequences of words that correspond to a path in the 

unlabelled dependency tree of the sentence. Dependency trees are created by 

extracting a headword for each node of the syntactic tree, according to the 

rules used by the parser of Collins (1999), where every subtree represents the 

modifier information for its root headword. The dependency trees for the 

translation and the reference are converted into flat headword chains, and the 

number of overlapping n-grams between the translation and the reference 

chains is calculated. Our method, by contrast, uses labelled LFG 

dependencies, partial matching, and n-best parses, allowing us to 

considerably outperform Liu and Gildea’s (2005) highest correlations with 

human judgement (they report 0.144 for the correlation with human fluency 

judgement and 0.202 for the correlation with human overall judgement), 

although it has to be kept in mind that such comparison is only tentative, as 

their correlation results are calculated on a different test set. 

 

                                                 
5
 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
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4 LFG F-structure in MT Evaluation 

As for parsing, the process underlying the evaluation of f-structure quality 

against a gold standard can be used in automatic MT evaluation as well: we 

parse the translation and the reference, and then, for each sentence, we check 

the set of translation dependencies against the set of reference dependencies, 

counting the number of matches. As a result, we obtain the precision and 

recall scores for the translation, and we calculate the f-score for the given 

pair. Because we are comparing two outputs that were produced 

automatically, there is a possibility that the result will not be noise-free. 

To assess the amount of noise that the parser may introduce, we 

conducted an experiment where 100 English sentences were modified by 

hand in such a way that the position of adjuncts was changed, but the 

sentence remained grammatical and the meaning was not changed, as shown 

in (1).  

 

(1) a. We must change this system, Commissioner. 

      b. Commissioner, we must change this system. 

 

This way, an ideal parser should give both the source and the modified 

sentence the same f-structure, similarly to the case presented in (1). The 

modified sentences were treated like a translation file, and the original 

sentences played the part of the reference. Each set was run through the 

parser. We evaluated the dependency triples obtained from the “translation” 

against the dependency triples for the “reference”, calculating the f-score, and 

applied other metrics (TER, METEOR, BLEU, NIST, and GTM) to the set in 

order to compare scores. The results, including the distinction between f-

scores for all dependencies and predicate-only dependencies, are given in 

Table 1. 

 

 upper bound modified 

TER 0.0 6.417 

METEOR   1.0 0.9970 

BLEU 1.0 0.8725 

NIST 11.5232 11.1704 (96.94%) 

GTM 100 99.18 

dep f-score  100 96.56 

dep_preds f-score 100 94.13 
Table 1. Scores for sentences with reordered adjuncts 

 

The baseline column shows the upper bound for a given metric: the score 

which a perfect translation, word-for-word identical to the reference, would 
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obtain.
6
 In the other column we list the scores that the metrics gave to the 

“translation” containing reordered adjuncts. As can be seen, the dependency 

and predicate-only dependency scores are lower than the perfect 100, 

reflecting the noise introduced by the parser.  

To show the difference between the scoring based on LFG dependencies 

and other metrics in an ideal situation, we created another set of a hundred 

sentences with reordered adjuncts, but this time selecting only those 

reordered sentences that were given the same set of dependencies by the 

parser (in other words, we simulated having the ideal parser). As can be seen 

in Table 2, other metrics are still unable to tolerate legitimate variation in the 

position of adjuncts, because the sentence surface form differs from the 

reference; however, it is not treated as an error by the parser. 

 

 upper bound modified 

TER 0.0 7.841 

METEOR   1.0 0.9956 

BLEU 1.0 0.8485 

NIST 11.1690 10.7422 (96.18%) 

GTM 100 99.35 

dep f-score  100 100 

dep_preds f-score 100 100 
Table 2. Scores for sentences with reordered adjuncts in an ideal situation 
 

 

5 Correlations with Human Judgement - MultiTrans 

 

5.1 Experimental Design 

To evaluate the correlation with human assessment, we used the data from 

the Linguistic Data Consortium Multiple Translation Chinese (MTC) Parts 2 

and 4, which consists of multiple translations of Chinese newswire text, four 

human-produced references, and segment-level human evaluation scores for 

a subset of the translation-reference pairs. Although a single translated 

segment was always evaluated by more than one judge, the judges used a 

different reference every time, which is why we treated each translation-

reference-human score triple as a separate segment. In effect, the test set 

created from this data contained 16,800 segments. We randomly selected 

5,007 segments as our test set, while the remaining segments served as a 

training corpus for those versions of our test method that required the training 

                                                 
6
 Two things have to be noted here: (1) in case of NIST the perfect score differs from 
text to text, which is why we provide the percentage points as well, and (2) in case of 

TER the lower the score, the better the translation, so the perfect translation will 

receive 0, and there is no bound on the score, which makes this particular metric 

extremely difficult to directly compare with others. 
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of weights. As in the previous experiment, the translation was scored using 

BLEU, NIST, GTM, TER, METEOR, and our labelled dependency-based 

method. 

 

5.2 Labelled Dependency-Based Method 

The results, presented in Table 3, show that although the basic labelled 

dependency-based evaluation method achieves a high correlation with human 

scores for translation fluency, it is only average in its correlation with human 

judgement of translation accuracy, falling short of some string-based metrics. 

This suggests that the dependency f-score, at least as calculated in the 

evaluation method used for parsing, might not be the ideal reflection of the 

true quality of the translation. This could be due to the dependency triple f-

score assigning equal weight to each dependency triple. For parser evaluation 

this is appropriate, but for MT evaluation it may not be. Since the task of 

automatic MT evaluation attempts to replicate human judgments of a given 

candidate translation for adequacy and fluency, the type of relation that the 

dependency encodes may influence its importance in the evaluation. 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3: Pearson’s correlation between human scores and evaluation metrics. Legend: 

dep = dependency-based method, _preds = predicate-only, M = METEOR, H_FL = 

human fluency score, H_AC = human accuracy score, H_AV = human average score. 

 

For example, predicate-only dependencies (like SUBJ, OBJ, ADJ, 

etc.) encode a specific relation between two items, and only when both of 

these items happen to occur in that specific labelled dependency relation is 

the dependency counted as a match against the reference. This proves 

problematic when using dependencies to evaluate MT output, since we might 

encounter lexical variation: in a candidate-reference pair John quit yesterday 

and John resigned yesterday none of the predicate-only dependencies will 

match, e.g. candidate: {SUBJ(quit, John), ADJ(quit, yesterday)}, reference: 

{SUBJ(resign, John), ADJ(resign, yesterday)}. The predicate-only score 

would therefore be zero. However, if we allow partial matches for predicate-

only dependencies, this should accommodate cases where an object might 

find itself in the correct relation, but with an incorrect partner. This modified 

method would give us an f-score of 0.5 (candidate: {SUBJ(quit,_), 

H_FL H_AC H_AV 

GTM 0.172 METEOR  0.278 METEOR  0.242 

dep   0.161 NIST 0.273 NIST 0.238 

BLEU 0.155 dep  0.256 dep   0.235 

METEOR  0.149 dep_preds 0.240 dep_preds 0.216 

NIST 0.146 GTM 0.203 GTM 0.208 

dep_preds 0.143 BLEU 0.199 BLEU 0.197 

TER 0.133 TER 0.192 TER 0.182 
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SUBJ(_,John), ADJ(quit,_), ADJ(_,yesterday)}; reference: {SUBJ(resign,_), 

SUBJ(_,John), ADJ(resign,_), ADJ(_, yesterday)}).  

Another problem stemming from the equal treatment of all 

dependencies is that lexical items and their resulting grammatical categories 

naturally differ with respect to how many atomic (non-predicate) 

dependencies they generate. For example, a noun phrase like the chairman 

generates three atomic dependencies from its atomic features PERS, NUM 

and DET, whereas a verb like resign might generate only a single atomic 

dependency for its TENSE feature. As a result, the f-score for the overall 

dependency triples match implicitly weights the words in the sentence by the 

number of atomic features the word receives at f-structure level. For 

example, if an MT system incorrectly translates the noun chairman, it affects 

the final score three times as much as an incorrect translation of the word 

resign. Individual lexical items can easily be given an even influence on the 

final score by assigning each an equal weight in the overall score, 

irrespective of the number of dependency relations they generate. This means 

that a partial f-score is calculated at the lexical item level from all the 

dependencies relating to this item, and then all the partial f-scores are 

averaged at the segment level to give the final f-score for the segment. 

In addition to this, the information encoded in predicate-only 

dependencies and atomic feature-value pairs could relate to human judgments 

of translation quality differently. We investigated this by calculating a score 

for the atomic features only and a separate score for the predicate-only triples 

and combining the two scores using automatically optimized weights.  

We implemented a number of ways in which predicate and atomic 

dependencies combine in order to arrive at the final sentence-level f-score, 

and we calculated the correlation between each of these combinations and 

human assessment of translation quality. The results of these modifications 

are presented in Table 4. Interestingly, all the improved f-score calculations 

raise the correlation with human MT evaluation scores over the values 

displayed by the original f-score calculation; the only scores showing lower 

correlation than the traditional method are partial f-scores for predicates-only 

and atomic-features-only. It is also important to note that this increase in 

correlation, even if not enough to outperform the highest-ranking string-

based metrics in the areas of human fluency and accuracy judgement (GTM 

and METEOR, respectively), is nevertheless enough to place one of the 

dependency-based f-score calculations (partial match for predicate 

dependencies plus all non-grouped atomic dependencies) at the top of the 

ranking when it comes to the general correlation with the average human 

score (which combines fluency and accuracy).  
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Table 4: Pearson’s correlation between human scores and variations of f-score 

dependency scores. Types of dependencies: p = predicate, pm = partial match for 

predicate, a = atomic, a(g) = atomic grouped by predicate, w_ = optimally weighted, 

original = basic f-score, H_FL = human fluency score, H_AC = human accuracy score, 

H_AV = human average score. 

 

Note also that almost all versions of our method show higher correlations 

than the results reported in Liu and Gildea (2005): 0.144 for the correlation 

with human fluency judgement, 0.202 for the correlation with human overall 

judgement, with the proviso that the correlations are calculated on a different 

test set. 

 

6 Current and Future Work 

Fluency and accuracy are two very different aspects of translation quality, 

each with its own set of conditions along which the input is evaluated. 

Therefore, it seems unfair to expect a single automatic metric to correlate 

highly with human judgements of both fluency and accuracy at the same 

time. This pattern is very noticeable in Table 3: if a metric is (relatively) 

good at correlating with fluency, its accuracy correlation suffers (GTM might 

serve as an example here), and the opposite holds as well (see METEOR’s 

scores). It does not mean that any improvement that increases the method’s 

correlation with one aspect will result in a decrease in the correlation with the 

other aspect; but it does suggest that a possible direction for development 

would be to target these correlations separately, if we want our automated 

metrics to reflect human scores better. At the same time, string-based metrics 

might have already exhausted their potential when it comes to increasing 

their correlation with human evaluation; as has been pointed out before, these 

metrics can only tell us that two strings differ, but they cannot distinguish 

legitimate grammatical variance from ungrammatical variance. As the quality 

of MT improves, the community will need metrics that are more sensitive in 

this respect. After all, the true quality of MT depends on producing 

grammatical output which describes the same concepts (or proposition) as the 

source utterance, and the string identity with a reference is only a very 

arbitrary approximation of this goal.  

Method H_FL Method H_AC Method H_AV 

p+a(g) 0.1653 pm+a 0.2666 pm+a 0.2431 

pm+a 0.1648 w_pm+w_a(g) 0.2648 w_pm+w_a(g) 0.2415 

pm+a(g) 0.1648 pm+a(g) 0.2631 pm+a(g) 0.2409 

w_pm+w_a(g) 0.1641 w_p+w_a(g) 0.2560 p+a(g) 0.2360 

w_p+w_a(g) 0.1631 a(g) 0.2560 w_p+w_a(g) 0.2352 

original 0.1613 original 0.2557 a(g) 0.2348 

a(g) 0.1610 p+a(g) 0.2547 original 0.2347 

pm 0.1579 pm 0.2479 pm 0.2283 

p 0.1427 p 0.2405 p 0.2165 
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 In order to maximize the correlation with human scores of fluency, 

we plan to look more closely at the parser output, and implement some basic 

transformations which would allow an even deeper logical analysis of input 

(e.g. passive to active voice transformation). 

 As to the correlations with human judgments of accuracy, we found 

that adding WordNet synonyms to the matching process increases the scores. 

The use of synonyms in matching allows us to account for legitimate lexical 

variation that can occur between the translation and the reference. For 

example, if our “translation” in Figure 1 John resigned yesterday contained 

the verb quit instead of resign, the number of matches would decrease even 

though a human judge would be able to recognize the equivalent meaning; 

however, if we automatically search WordNet synonym sets and find that 

quit and resign are in fact synonyms, we can still count the match. Results of 

these experiments are presented in Owczarzak et al. (2007a,b).  

 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we present a novel way of evaluating MT output. So far, most 

metrics have relied on comparing translation and reference on a string level. 

Even given reordering, stemming, and synonyms for individual words, 

current methods are still far from reaching human ability to assess the quality 

of translation. Our method compares the sentences on the level of their 

grammatical structure, as exemplified by their f-structure labelled 

dependency triples produced by an LFG parser. The labelled dependency-

based method can be further augmented by allowing partial matching for 

predicate dependencies or WordNet synonyms. In our experiments we 

showed that one version of the dependency-based method correlates higher 

than any other metric with the average human score. The use of labelled 

dependencies in MT evaluation is a rather new idea and requires more 

research to improve it, but the method shows potential to become an accurate, 

yet automatic, evaluation metric.  
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Abstract

We extend discriminant-based disambiguation techniques to LFG gram-
mars. We present the design and implementation of lexical, morphological,
c-structure and f-structure discriminants for an LFG-based parser. Chief con-
siderations in the computation of discriminants are capturing all distinctions
between analyses and relating linguistic properties to words in the string. Our
work is mostly tested on Norwegian, but our approach is independent of the
language and grammar.

1 Introduction

The use of linguistically motivated handwritten grammars in realistic applications
is dependent on the capacity to automatically resolve ambiguities produced by the
grammar. Statistical techniques for disambiguation by parse ranking require train-
ing of the parser on a previously analyzed and disambiguatedcorpus—a treebank.
Quality controlled treebanks that can serve as gold standards cannot be constructed
without considerable manual effort towards ambiguity resolution. Intelligent ways
of minimizing these efforts have been the subject of earlierresearch in the context
of different tasks and formalisms (Carter, 1997; Van der Beek et al., 2002; Oepen
et al., 2004). In our work on treebanking by automatically parsing a corpus with an
LFG grammar, we have employed and further developed such techniques.

In this paper we explain in depth how discriminants can be extended to LFG
grammars and how we have implemented them. The paper is structured as follows.
First we present previous work on discriminants. Then we describe our design of
various types of discriminants for LFG grammars. These willbe illustrated and
motivated with examples parsed with the Norwegian grammar developed at the
University of Bergen within the Parallel Grammar project (Butt et al., 2002). Fur-
thermore, we describe their implementation, i.e. the computation of discriminants
from linguistic structures. Finally, we discuss the presentation and use of discrimi-
nants. TheLFG Parsebanker, a toolkit developed at the University of Bergen in the
TREPIL1 andLOGON2 projects, implements the computation and presentation of
LFG discriminants.

2 Previous Work on Discriminants

Discriminant-based disambiguation was first presented by Carter (1997) as a time-
saving method for treebanking. Carter’s aim was to train a linguistic analyzer for
several domains and tasks, each one requiring a separate analyzed and disam-
biguated corpus. In this context, it is clearly desirable tooptimize the efficiency

†This work was supported in part by a grant from the Research Council of Norway. We would
like to thank John Maxwell at PARC for his help with implementation issues.

1http://gandalf.aksis.uib.no/trepil
2http://www.emmtee.net/
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of manual disambiguation. Inspecting full analyses provedto be “a tedious and
time-consuming task”. In contrast, a few lexical or structural properties are often
sufficient to distinguish the one intended analysis from many other analyses. Ex-
amples of properties that involve relatively simple choices are PP attachment, word
senses, and the arity of predicates. Calling such distinguishing propertiesdiscrim-
inants, Carter implemented their identification and presentationin his TreeBanker
tool. He designed various discriminants, including constituents, semantic triples,
word senses, sentence types, and grammar rules used.

In the TreeBanker’s graphical interface, the user can labeldiscriminants as ei-
ther good or bad, or can leave them undecided. Carter defined aset of inferencing
rules based on these decisions. If a discriminant is marked by the user as bad, then
all analyses that contain this property are rejected, whereas if a discriminant is
marked by the user as good, then only analyses that contain itare kept. Thus, the
set of analyses is narrowed down, until only one analysis remains. Furthermore,
a discriminant that is true only of analyses that have already been rejected must
be bad. Conversely, a discriminant that is true of all the still undecided analyses
must be good (assuming there is at least one good analysis). In the cases where a
discriminant is inferred to be either good or bad for all analyses, it loses its dis-
criminatory power, i.e. it is trivial, and hence it need not be presented to the user,
who can thus concentrate on more relevant choices.

Carter pays special attention to “user-friendly” discriminants which are easy for
humans to judge and are prominent in the display. The efficiency of this method, as
compared to presenting all the full analyses to the user, canbe appreciated from the
fact that a combination of a small number of local ambiguities can result in a large
number of analyses. Carter mentions an example with 154 analyses, for which 318
discriminants are computed, yet only two discriminant choices are necessary to
select the correct analysis.

Discriminants have also been used in at least two other projects, both HPSG-
based. In the context of the Alpino project (Van der Beek et al., 2002), a large
treebank was built using manual disambiguation based on Carter’s principles but
with a different design. Lexical discriminants, representing ambiguities that re-
sult from lexical analysis, are always presented to the annotator first, because it is
claimed that lexical decisions are easy to make. Furthermore, constituent discrim-
inants represent alternative groupings of words in constituents, and dependency
triples represent alternative paths in a dependency tree. These can be compared to
our c-structure and f-structure discriminants, which willbe presented in sections
3.2 and 3.3 respectively.

The LinGO Redwoods project (Oepen et al., 2004) was aimed at building a
dynamic treebank as a testbed for grammar development. Since grammar devel-
opment presupposes frequent automatic reparsing of a corpus, automatic redisam-
biguation is highly desirable. This was achieved by storingthe annotator’s dis-
criminant choices and reapplying them when reparsing. To our knowledge, LinGO
Redwoods was the first project to closely integrate treebanking and grammar de-
velopment in this way. Properties related to constituents (i.e. use of a grammar rule
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over a specific substring), lexical items (part of speech), semantics (primary pred-
icate) and node labeling were used as discriminants. With the help of a suitable
tool for identifying and presenting these discriminants, an annotator performance
of about 2000 sentences per week was achieved.

In all work with discriminants, Carter’s rules for narrowing down the set of
analyses based on the annotator’s choice of discriminants,as well as his rules for
narrowing down the set of discriminants so that only the nontrivial ones are kept,
are essential. But even though, by means of Carter’s rules, enough discriminant
choices will eventually lead to a single analysis, this analysis is not necessarily the
correct one. There may be no correct analysis among the ones that the parser pro-
duced, or a wrong discriminant choice could have eliminatedthe correct analysis.
To assist the annotator in making the right choices, a sophisticated, user-friendly
tool that identifies and presents discriminants together with specific analyses is in-
dispensable. Both the TreeBanker and the discriminant tools used in Alpino and
LinGO Redwoods aim to provide such assistance in the contextof the grammars
and parsers they operate with. However, the types of discriminants, their compu-
tation, and even their presentation are not universal, but depend on the grammar
formalism, the parser, and on user-oriented and system-oriented design choices.
To our knowledge, there has been no previous work on designing discriminants for
LFG grammars and implementing them for an LFG-based parser such as the Xerox
Linguistic Environment (XLE) (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1993).

3 Designing Discriminants for LFG

The number of analyses of realistic sentences provided by a grammar may run into
the thousands. In such cases, disambiguation by the sequential inspection of in-
dividual structures is prohibitively time consuming. XLE provides packed c- and
f-structures which are compact representations of all the information in all analy-
ses. In XLE’s native interface it is possible to disambiguate interactively by choos-
ing between alternatives indicated in the packed structures. While an important
property of packed structures is that they are concise from acomputing standpoint
(Maxwell and Kaplan, 1993), this property is nevertheless of little help towards
efficient manual disambiguation, since for sentences with multiple ambiguities,
packed structures may become too unwieldy for a human to copewith. Disam-
biguation with discriminants does not suffer from the complexity issue that packed
structures have, since each discriminant is local and may bechosen independently
of all others.

There are often a large number of elementary properties thatare not shared by
all analyses, such as local c-structure node configurationsand labels or f-structure
attributes and values. Any such elementary property is a candidate for being a dis-
criminant, for all such properties actually discriminate between analyses. However,
in many cases it is impossible for a human disambiguator to pick out such elemen-
tary properties in isolation. In order for them to be reliably recognizable as proper-
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ties of the intended analysis, they must be related to words in the string. This is a
crucial point in the design of discriminants.

The present work on discriminants is focused on how they may be defined and
used in an optimal way for LFG grammars. Discriminants should be designed so as
to automatically identify all possible distinctions between analyses and make these
recognizable to the annotator. It is important that the discriminants contain enough
information to make it possible to uniquely identify them, but little enough infor-
mation that they remain elementary local properties. The graphs representing the
c-structure and f-structure must be fully traversed to find all possible distinctions
between structures. We have defined four major types of discriminants for LFG
grammars: lexical discriminants, morphological discriminants, c-structure discrim-
inants and f-structure discriminants.

3.1 Lexical and Morphological Discriminants

We agree with Van der Beek et al. (2002) that lexical ambiguities are often the
easiest to resolve. Two types of discriminants are meant to aid in resolving lexical
ambiguities: lexical discriminants and morphological discriminants.

A lexical discriminantis a word form with its lexical category. Consider the
Norwegian sentence in example (1) and its two c-structures in figure 1.

(1) Glade
Glad

fisker
fish

svømmer.
swim/swimmer

“Glad fish swim.” / “Glad ones fish a swimmer.”

ROOT

IP

NP

AP

A

glade

N

fisker

I’

Vfin

svømmer

PERIOD

.

ROOT

IP

NP

AP

A

glade

I’

Vfin

fisker

S

VPmain

NP

N

svømmer

PERIOD

.

Figure 1: Two analyses for example (1), the left one corresponding to ‘Glad fish
swim’, the right one to ‘Glad ones fish a swimmer’
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In this example, bothfiskerandsvømmermay be either a noun or a verb, and
because of this there are two quite different c-structures.The entire c-structures
need not be examined, however, since determining the lexical category of either
of these words is enough to determine which c-structure is the intended one. The
relevant subtrees containing preterminal and terminal nodes for example (1) are
shown in figure 2. Table 1 illustrates the representation of lexical discriminants for
this example.

N

fisker

Vfin

fisker

N

svømmer

Vfin

svømmer

Figure 2: Subtrees defining lexical discriminants for example (1)

Table 1: Representation of lexical discriminants for example (1)

‘fisker’: N
‘fisker’: Vfin
‘svømmer’: N
‘svømmer’: Vfin

The lexical category specified in the discriminant is sometimes simply the tra-
ditional part of speech (e.g. N), sometimes a more fine-grained category (e.g. Vfin).
Whatever preterminal node label occurs in the subtree will be the category in the
discriminant.

Sometimes a word form may be ambiguous between different lexemes or be-
tween different forms of one lexeme within the same part of speech. This is the case
in the present example. Even after the category N has been chosen by selecting the
first discriminant in table 1, the word formfiskermay still be an inflected form of
the nounfisk “fish” or of the nounfiske“fishing”. Since lexical discriminants are
not sufficient for the disambiguation of lexical ambiguities, we also define mor-
phological discriminants. Amorphological discriminantis a word with the tags it
receives from morphological preprocessing. The two morphological analyses for
the nounfiskerare illustrated in figure 3, which shows a simplified version of the
sublexical trees not usually displayed by XLE. The morphological discriminants
for this example are represented as in table 2.

Table 2: Morphological discriminants forfiskerin example (1)

fisk+Noun+Masc+Indef+Pl
fiske+Noun+Neut+Indef+Pl
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N

BASE

fisk

SUFF

+Noun

SUFF

+Masc

SUFF

+Indef

SUFF

+Pl

N

BASE

fiske

SUFF

+Noun

SUFF

+Neut

SUFF

+Indef

SUFF

+Pl

Figure 3: Two morphological analyses forfisker

Neither lexical nor morphological discriminants alone aresufficient for the full
disambiguation of lexical ambiguities. As shown in the above examples, lexical
discriminants cannot distinguish between different word forms that have different
features and/or base forms but the same lexical category. Inthis example, full lexi-
cal disambiguation could have been achieved through selecting only morphological
discriminants. This is not always the case, however, since not all words go through
morphological preprocessing. For some words, morphosyntactic features may be
directly encoded in the lexical entry. Therefore both lexical and morphological dis-
criminants are necessary for lexical disambiguation. There are also cases where
lexical ambiguities remain after all lexical and morphological discriminants have
been chosen; we will return to these in section 3.3.

3.2 C-structure Discriminants

C-structure discriminantsare important for the disambiguation of syntactic am-
biguities. Their design aims at selecting an elementary local property of a tree.
They are therefore based on minimal subtrees, a minimal subtree being defined as
a mother node and her daughters. Since identical subtrees may occur more than
once in the same analysis, these need to be related to the substring that they dom-
inate. Example (2) involves two different PP attachment choices, as shown in the
c-structure trees in figure 4. The substring which is relevant for the disambiguation
of this example is shown with its bracketing in example (3). The simple break-
down of the substring into its immediate constituents is shown in the unlabeled
bracketing in (3a), and the two different PP attachments areshown in the labeled
bracketings in (3b) and (3c).

(2) Vi
We

fanget
caught

fisk
fish

med
with

stang.
fishing-rod

“We caught fish with a fishing rod.”

(3) (a) [ [ fisk ] [ med stang ] ]

(b) [VPmain [NP fisk ] [PP med stang ] ]

(c) [NP [N fisk ] [PP med stang ] ]
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ROOT

IP

PRONP

PRON

vi

I’

Vfin

fanget

S

VPmain

NP

N

fisk

PP

P

med

NP

N

stang

PERIOD

.

ROOT

IP

PRONP

PRON

vi

I’

Vfin

fanget

S

VPmain

NP

N

fisk

PP

P

med

NP

N

stang

PERIOD

.

Figure 4: Two PP attachments for example (2)

C-structure discriminants are of two subtypes. An unlabeled top-level bracket-
ing of a constituent substring is aconstituent discriminant. A top-level bracketing
of a constituent substring labeled by the rule which inducesthat bracketing is arule
discriminant. The c-structure discriminants for this example are shown in table 3.

Table 3: C-structure discriminants for the PP attachments in figure 4

fisk || med stang
VPmain→ NP PP

NP→ N PP

The top row in this table shows the representation of the constituent discrimi-
nant corresponding to the bracketed string in (3a). Insteadof indicating the bracket-
ing by enclosing the constituents in square brackets, the constituents are separated
by two vertical bars. The second and third rows of the table illustrate the repre-
sentation of rule discriminants, with the second row corresponding to (3b) and the
third row corresponding to (3c). The representation of rulediscriminants is simply
expressed as a grammar rule, but this rule must be interpreted as the labeled brack-
eting of the string in question. Since rule discriminants are always displayed in a
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table cell underneath the corresponding constituent discriminant, it is always clear
which substring the rule applies to.

Both types of c-structure discriminants can be useful: sometimes it is possible
for an annotator to decide on the labeling as well as the bracketing, while in other
cases one may wish to commit to a bracketing but not to a certain labeling. In the
case in table 3, however, the constituent discriminant is actually trivial. Since both
analyses share this constituent structure, the bracketing[[fisk] [med stang]] does
not discriminate between analyses.

3.3 F-structure Discriminants

A c-structure may project more than one f-structure. In example (4), the constituent
hver timemay function as eitherOBJ or ADJUNCT.

(4) Vi
we

spiser
eat

hver
every

time.
hour

“We eat every hour.”

F-structure discriminantsare based on partial paths through f-structures. For f-
structures it is not so apparent as for c-structures how to make local properties eas-
ily identifiable in discriminants, since the string is not represented in the f-structure.
Therefore, the design of f-structure discriminants crucially exploits PRED values,
which typically provide the most direct connection to wordsin the string. An f-
structure discriminant is a minimal path through the f-structure from aPREDvalue
to anotherPRED value or to an atomic value, a minimal path being one that does
not cross any intermediatePREDvalues and does not contain cycles.
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PRED ‘spise<[1:vi]>NULL ’

SUBJ

1







PRED ‘vi’

CASE nom
PRON-TYPE pers
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SPEC
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PRED ‘hver’
]
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TOPIC
[

1
]













































Figure 5: Simplified f-structures for example (4)

Table 4 represents some relevant f-structure discriminants for the example in
figure 5. The empty brackets in thePRED values show the arity of the predicate.
The first discriminant may thus be read:the two-place predicate ‘spise’ has an
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object whosePREDvalue is ‘time’, while the second discriminant may be read:the
one-place predicate ‘spise’ has a set of adjuncts, one of which has thePREDvalue
‘time’. ThePREDattributes themselves are omitted in the discriminants forbrevity.

Table 4: Some f-structure discriminants for example (4)

‘spise<[],[]>NULL ’ OBJ ‘time’
‘spise<[]>NULL ’ ADJUNCT > ‘time’

The path in an f-structure discriminant is, however, not always fromPREDvalue
to PRED value. The wordbarn in example (5) is ambiguous between singular and
plural, and the morphology tells us that not by assigning different morphological
subtrees but by assigning a single tagSPrepresenting both singular and plural. For
this single tag, the rules in the grammar assign two different values, as shown in
the packed f-structure in figure 6, where parentheses surround the alternate values
for the number attribute. Since there are neither lexical nor morphological discrim-
inants in cases like this, we must let f-structure discriminants describe paths from
PREDvalues to atomic values, as shown in table 5.

(5) Vi
We

liker
like

barn.
child-SG/PL

“We like child/children.”





































PRED ‘like<[3:vi], [5:barn]>NULL ’

SUBJ

3







PRED ‘vi’
CASE nom
PRON-TYPE pers







OBJ

5









PRED ‘barn’

NUM

(

a1 pl
a2 sg

)









TOPIC
[

3
]





































Figure 6: Simplified packed f-structure for example (5)

Table 5: F-structure discriminants with atomic values forbarn

‘barn’ NUM sg
‘barn’ NUM pl
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Moreover, as mentioned earlier, not all words go through morphological pre-
processing. Some words receive multiple features directlythrough a disjunction
in the lexicon. An example isden, which can either be a demonstrative meaning
“that” or an article meaning “the”. A simplified partial lexical entry for this word
is shown in example (6).

(6) den D {(↑SPEC DET DET-TYPE) = demon
| (↑SPEC DET DET-TYPE) = article}

Since both have the category D (determiner) there are no lexical discriminants,
and since this word does not go through morphological preprocessing, there are no
morphological discriminants either. This ambiguity can therefore only be resolved
in the f-structure. Two of the f-structure discriminants for denare shown in table 6.

Table 6: F-structure discriminants with atomic values forden

‘den’ DET-TYPE demon
‘den’ DET-TYPE article

The previous two cases have shown the necessity of allowing f-structure dis-
criminants based on a minimal path from aPREDvalue to an atomic value. Since in
general we do not know what atomic values will provide the only means of resolv-
ing an ambiguity for any grammar and any language, we have to allow every path
from a PRED value to an atomic value to be a discriminant candidate. Thisgives
rise to a very large number of discriminants with a high degree of redundancy. Nev-
ertheless, the disadvantage of the large number of discriminants is outweighed by
the assurance of having discriminants for all possible distinctions.3 Furthermore,
the number of redundant discriminants quickly diminishes as discriminant choices
are made.

3.4 Discriminant Anchors

Each type of discriminant is designed so that it relates linguistic properties to words
in the string in order to make it easy to recognize the desiredproperties. However,

3There are marginal cases where two differing c-structures or f-structures will have no discrim-
inants, but these cases are very unlikely to occur with a realgrammar. In concrete terms, the two
(sub-)c-structures A→ B → A → X and A→ B → A → B → A → X are different but cannot be
distinguished by discriminants; it is easy to see that all other cases are extensions of this example.
A simple example of two differing f-structures that cannot be distinguished by (our) discriminants
is given by the following pair:





A 1x

B
[

1
]





and
[

A x

B x

]

. All other non-cyclic examples have in common

with the given minimal one that the tree expansions of both f-structures are identical, that is, the
f-structures only differ in whether two attributes share their values or have (distinct) values with
identical expansions. The situation with f-structures containing cycles is somewhat more compli-
cated, but comparable.
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the same word or substring may occur more than once in the samestring. In order to
allow the correct identification, and hence, disambiguation, of identical substrings,
discriminants areanchoredto their string positions in terms of character count
(which for technical reasons is the least problematic to calculate).

Consider the repeated wordfisker in example (7). If we did not take string
position into account, these two occurrences of the same word form would result
in identical discriminants. By anchoring the discriminants in string positions as
illustrated in table 7, identical substrings can always be disambiguated correctly.
The anchors10 and31 refer to the position of the first character in the wordfisker
in its two occurrences.

(7) De
you/they/the/that

store
big

fisker
fish.N/fishing.N/fish.V

spiser
eater.N/eat.V

de
the/that

små
small

fisker.
fish.N/fishing.N/fish.V

“The big fish eat the small fish.”/ “The small fish, the big fish eat.”/ “Those
big fish eat the small fish.”/etc.

Table 7: Anchored morphology discriminants for the wordfiskerin example (7)

10 ‘fisker’: N
10 ‘fisker’: Vfin
31 ‘fisker’: N
31 ‘fisker’: Vfin

In some cases, a single anchor is not sufficient to ensure thatdiscriminants that
should be distinct actually are distinct. Consider again example (7), and assume
that the noun discriminants have been chosen for both occurrences offisker. Since
Norwegian is a V2 language, we are still left with an ambiguity as to which NP is
theSUBJand which is theOBJ. The f-structure discriminants shown in table 8 have
two anchors. The first anchor refers to the position of the verb spiserwhich projects
thePREDvalue ‘spise<[],[]>NULL ’. The second anchor refers to the position of the
nounfiskerwhich projects thePRED value ‘fisk’. Doubly anchored discriminants
are those which are paths fromPREDvalue toPREDvalue.

Table 8: Doubly anchored f-structure discriminants for example (7)

17:10 ‘spise<[],[]>NULL ’ SUBJ ‘fisk’
17:31 ‘spise<[],[]>NULL ’ SUBJ ‘fisk’
17:10 ‘spise<[],[]>NULL ’ OBJ ‘fisk’
17:31 ‘spise<[],[]>NULL ’ OBJ ‘fisk’
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4 Calculation of Discriminants

Discriminants are calculated on the basis of packed c- and f-structures, which are
internally represented as directed (not necessarily acyclic) graphs, where each node
is labeled with the context (the set of solutions) for which it is valid. This means
that the c- and f-structures for a given solution may be recovered by discarding all
nodes whose context does not contain that solution. It is, however, crucial to note
that neither the discriminants themselves nor the algorithm that computes them
depends on the solutions being packed; the algorithm uses packed solutions solely
for efficiency reasons and could easily be modified to operateon unpacked c- and
f-structures.

In XLE a context is represented as a set of (compatible) choices. The choices
corresponding to a packed structure are organized inAND/OR graphs, and each
solution corresponds to a maximal selection of compatible choices. A maximal
selection can be characterized as a choice of a maximal path in eachAND branch of
the choice tree. Non-maximal selections correspond to setsof solutions.4 A typical
choice graph looks like figure 7, where∧ = AND and∨ = OR, and a possible
selection corresponding to a single solution is given by(a2,c1,e1,b2), wherec1 is
redundant. The graph encodes 12 solutions.

∧

∨

a2

∨

c2

∨

d1 d2

c1

∨

e1 e2

a1

∨

b1 b2

Figure 7: Choice tree with a highlighted path to a single solution

The solutions encoded in a choice graph can easily be enumerated (and thus
ordered) using a depth-first multi-traversal of the graph, and a given context can
thus be mapped to a bit vector that encodes solutions that arecontained in the
context by ones and solutions not contained in the context byzeros. For easier
processing, all node contexts in the packed structures are converted to solution bit
vectors.

As a first step in the calculation of discriminants, the packed graphs are tra-
versed, and all relevant local properties are computed, each of them being associ-

4Note that not every solution set can be represented by a selection of compatible choices.
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ated with the context in which it is valid. These local properties (together with their
contexts) are calleddiscriminant candidates.

Since we want to keep apart discriminant candidates with identical local prop-
erties that are related to different positions in the sourcestring, we also record the
string position from which the local property originates (the anchor of the discrim-
inant). This is straightforward for c-structure discriminants calculated on the basis
of c-structure graphs (lexical, morphological and c-structure discriminants) since
c-structure lexical nodes are directly associated with string positions. In the case
of f-structure discriminants, however, one first has to identify the c-structure node
the semantic form of the predicate was projected from. The discriminant anchor is
then given by the string position associated with the leftmost lexical node below
that node.

If discriminant candidates originating from different parts of the graph have
identical patterns (i.e. express the same local properties) and have the same an-
chors, we combine them into one new discriminant candidate whose context is
the union of the original candidates’ contexts. Many of the calculated discriminant
candidates may be trivial, as their local properties might be valid for all solutions.
Removing these trivial discriminant candidates yields theset of proper discrimi-
nants.

Let us consider a simple example. In figure 8, we see the packedc-structure
and the choice tree for the four-way ambiguous string in example (8).

(8) Det
that.D/it.PRON/it.PRONexpl

regnet.
rain/rained/calculated

“That rain.” / “It calculated.” / “That (one) calculated.” /“It rained.”

ROOT

[a1]

DP

D

det

NP

N

regnet

PERIOD

.

[a2-a3]

IP

[b1]

PRONP

PRON

det

I’

Vfin

regnet

[a3]

PRONexpl

det

[b2]

DP

D

det

∨

a1 a2

∨

b1 b2

a3

Figure 8: Packed c-structure and choice tree for example (8)

Following the algorithm outlined above, we obtain the c-structure rule and con-
stituent discriminant candidates in table 9. All the rule discriminant candidates are
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different, thus each of them is a proper discriminant. The associated constituent
discriminants, however, are trivial, since the contexts ofidentical candidates add
up to the context containing all solutions. A grouping of theresulting discrimi-
nants by identical constituents is presented in table 10. Note that despite the name
rule discriminant, this kind of discriminant is computed exclusively on the basis of
the structures, while access to the grammar rules that assigned those structures is
not required.

Table 9: C-structure rule and constituent discriminant candidates for example (8)

anchor labeled bracketing substring bracketing context solution vector

1 ROOT→ DP PERIOD det regnet| . a1 1000
1 ROOT→ IP PERIOD det regnet| . a2−a3 0111
1 DP→ D NP det| regnet a1 1000
1 IP→ PRONP I’ det| regnet b1 0100
1 IP→ DP I’ det| regnet b2 0010
1 IP→ PRONexpl I’ det| regnet a3 0001

Table 10: Grouping of c-structure discriminants for example (8)

anchor discriminant # of solutions solution vector

1 det regnet| . (4) 1111
1 ROOT→ DP PERIOD 1 1000
1 ROOT→ IP PERIOD 3 0111
1 det| regnet (4) 1111
1 DP→ D NP 1 1000
1 IP→ PRONP I’ 1 0100
1 IP→ DP I’ 1 0010
1 IP→ PRONexpl I’ 1 0001

The lexical and morphological discriminants are also computed from the c-
structure. In table 11 the lexical discriminant candidatesfor example (8) are shown.
Two of the discriminant candidates (those in boldface) haveidentical patterns and
anchors, so they must be combined to give a proper discriminant.

The computation of morphological discriminants, too, is based on the packed
c-structures; this time, however, the sublexical subtreesof the c-structures are con-
sidered. Each morphological feature (including the base form) of an analyzed word
gives rise to a branch of a sublexical subtree. A candidate for a morphological dis-
criminant is then the concatenation of the base form and all features that can be read
off of the sublexical nodes for a given word (or, equivalently, for a given anchor
position) and solution.
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Table 11: Lexical discriminant candidates for example (8)

anchor lexical rule context solution vector

1 ‘det’ : D a1 1000
1 ‘det’ : PRON b1 0100
1 ‘det’ : D b2 0010
1 ‘det’ : PRONexpl a3 0001
5 ‘regnet’ : N a1 1000
5 ‘regnet’ : Vfin a2−a3 0111

The wordfiskerin example (9) is ambiguous between a verb and a noun. Thus,
the wordfisker has two morphological analyses, which surface in the sublexical
subtrees in figure 9. We can read off the two discriminant candidates in table 12.

(9) Jeg
I

fisker.
fisherman.N/fish.V

“I am fishing.” / “I, (a) fisherman.”

[1]

[a1]

ROOT

IP

PRONP

PRON

jeg

jeg

I’

Vfin

BASE

fiske

SUFF

+Verb

SUFF

+Pres

[a2]

ROOT

AppP

PRON

jeg

jeg

NP

N

BASE

fisker

SUFF

+Noun

SUFF

+Masc

SUFF

+Indef

SUFF

+Sg

Figure 9: Packed c-structure including sublexical nodes for example (9)

It is important to bear in mind that only those words that are assigned mor-
phological features via XLE’s morphology module will have nontrivial sublexical
subtrees and thus potentially give rise to morphological discriminants. Readings of
ambiguous words which are directly listed in the LFG lexiconcan still be disam-
biguated using lexical discriminants if their lexical categories are different.
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Table 12: Morphological discriminant candidates for example (9)

anchor morphology context solution vector

5 fiske+Verb+Pres a1 10
5 fisker+Noun+Masc+Indef+Sg a2 01

To exemplify the computation of f-structure discriminants, we consider the sen-
tence in example (4) and its f-structures in figure 5. The relevant parts of the packed
f-structure are shown in figure 10. In the packed f-structure, attribute values are an-
notated with the choices for which they are valid. This sentence is ambiguous,
as apparent from choicesa1 and a2, the ambiguity being manifest solely in the
f-structure. An attribute in a packed structure may have more than one possible
value, but the choices for those values have to be mutually exclusive, such that
only one value or no value remains for each single solution. In such cases, for ex-
ample the alternativePRED values indexed bya1 and a2 in figure 10, the set of
values is enclosed in parentheses.















































PRED

(

a1 ‘spise<[1:vi],[2:time]>NULL ’
a2 ‘spise<[1:vi]>NULL ’

)

SUBJ
1

[

PRED ‘vi’
PRON-TYPE pers

]

OBJ a1
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PRED ‘time’

SPEC

[

QUANT
[

PRED ‘hver’
]

]







ADJUNCT

{

a2

[

2
]

}

TOPIC
[

1
]















































Figure 10: Simplified partial f-structure for example (4)

Applying the algorithm for f-structure discriminants, we obtain the candidates
in table 13, which are all proper discriminants.

5 Display and Use of Discriminants

As mentioned above, a large number of discriminants may be computed for a sen-
tence. This guarantees that there will be enough discriminants for virtually every
distinction between structures, so that full disambiguation can always be achieved.
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Table 13: F-structure candidates for example (4)

anchor f-structure path context solution vector

0 _TOP ‘spise<[],[]>NULL’ a1 10
0 _TOP ‘spise<[]>NULL’ a2 01
4 ‘spise<[],[]>NULL’ SUBJ ‘vi’ a1 10
4 ‘spise<[],[]>NULL’ TOPIC ‘vi’ a1 10
4 ‘spise<[],[]>NULL’ OBJ ‘time’ a1 10
4 ‘spise<[]>NULL’ SUBJ ‘vi’ a2 01
4 ‘spise<[]>NULL’ TOPIC ‘vi’ a2 01
4 ‘spise<[]>NULL’ ADJUNCT ‘time’ a2 01

By considering every node in the c-structure and f-structure and filtering out those
that are the same for every analysis, one essentially obtains all discriminants. If, in
spite of computing all discriminants, several analyses areleft but no discriminants,
then, disregarding marginal cases like those discussed in footnote 3, there must be
a spurious ambiguity in the grammar and the analyses must be identical.

However, the annotator usually does not need to use all discriminants in the
disambiguation process. In fact, in many cases just a few discriminant choices are
needed to select the correct analysis amongst many. There isoften considerable
redundancy, because many discriminants are not independent of others. In order to
make the annotator’s choices easier, it is therefore interesting to at least rank and
perhaps also filter the discriminants that are presented to the annotator. Annotators
will choose those that are the easiest and most useful to them. Our system keeps
track of which discriminants are chosen. With this information, the display can
be optimized so that, for instance, discriminants which areoften chosen can be
displayed first, and those that are not needed can be hidden from the display. Much
work is still to be done in this area since it must be based on considerable testing
in actual practice.

We have developed a toolkit that computes all discriminantsand which is a
testbed for optimizing their display.XLE-Web is a web-based interface to XLE
with packed c- and f-structures and discriminants. TheLFG Parsebanker is like
XLE-Web, but also stores analyses and discriminant choices, and supports search in
the stored analyses. For further details on this work, we refer to earlier publications
(Rosén, Meurer, and De Smedt, 2005; Rosén et al., 2005; Rosén, De Smedt, and
Meurer, 2006).

We currently display lexical and morphological discriminants first for several
reasons. It has been pointed out that lexical ambiguities are often easier to decide
on than others (Van der Beek et al., 2002; Oepen et al., 2004).Annotator decisions
on lexical ambiguities also tend to be very reliable decisions, since they require
little knowledge of the grammar. Decisions on lexical ambiguities are likely to be
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safer than decisions on syntactic ambiguities because lexical and morphological
discriminants contain such a small amount of information. Furthermore, decisions
on lexical ambiguities are highly likely to be reapplicableon reparsing with a new
version of the grammar, since part of speech changes and changes in morphological
analysis will be rare.

With respect to syntactic ambiguities, different branchings are very intuitive
(at least for linguists) and require little knowledge of thegrammar. In many cases,
branchings are quite independent of the grammatical theoryused. For these rea-
sons, we present both constituent and rule discriminants tothe annotator.

Although not every discriminant is equally easy to decide on, the human dis-
ambiguator usually has enough choices of where to begin disambiguation that this
does not really matter. Even though discriminant choices can be made indepen-
dently, the discriminants themselves are not always independent. Choices also nor-
mally cause the resolution of other, dependent local ambiguities, making the disam-
biguation process even more efficient. Furthermore, a discriminant’s applicability
does not depend on the grammar, but only on the structures, sothat discriminants
can often be reused in an incremental parsebanking approach.

Discriminants can be exploited in various ways. The first andforemost applica-
tion is in efficient manual disambigation to supplement the automatic parsing of a
corpus, an approach also known as parsebanking. Parsebanking offers quality ben-
efits over the manual construction of a treebank, including the avoidance of formal
errors, consistency within the treebank and consistency with a grammar.

Another use of discriminants is in stochastic parse disambiguation. This ap-
proach uses properties of c- and f-structures as feature functions to train a stochastic
parse ranking model (Riezler et al., 2002). XLE has propertytemplates that can be
used for this purpose. We have done experiments using our discriminants instead of
the property templates. Preliminary testing of these two approaches has provided
results that are better for discriminants than for propertytemplates (Oepen et al.,
2007).

6 Conclusion

In creating discriminants for LFG grammars, we have been guided by two impor-
tant design principles. One principle is that enough discriminants must be com-
puted to distinguish between all analyses. This means that all nodes in both c-
structures and f-structures must be examined for possible discriminant candidates.
The other main principle is that all distinctions must be represented in such a way
that an annotator can easily relate them to words in the string. This ensures that
disambiguation can be achieved quickly and efficiently.

Another important consideration has been our objective of making our method-
ology language and grammar independent. Our independence from particular lan-
guages and grammars follows from our approach which only builds on formal
properties of representations. It would be possible to extend our design of LFG
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discriminants to other projections. Although the Norwegian grammar has an MRS
projection, and discriminants could be calculated on MRS properties, we have cho-
sen not to do so. Since all LFG grammars have both c-structures and f-structures,
complete disambiguation on these levels will be possible for any grammar and
language.

One consequence of computing discriminants for all distinctions between rep-
resentations is the large number of resulting discriminants. Often, however, indi-
vidual structural differences are not independent of otherdifferences. Rather than
trying to eliminate some redundant discriminants by exploiting language specific
interdependencies in their computation, we prefer to handle redundancy in their
presentation. We have begun work on discriminant presentation in the context of
theLFG Parsebanker, but this will be the focus of future research on how annota-
tors use the tool. With the help of theLFG Parsebanker, the discriminants make it
feasible to create large parsebanks for languages that havea broad coverage LFG
grammar, something that until now has been impossible in practice because of the
difficulty of disambiguating.
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Abstract

We describe how the British National Corpus (BNC), a one hundred mil-
lion word balanced corpus of British English, was parsed into Lexical Func-
tional Grammar (LFG) c-structures and f-structures, usinga treebank-based
parsing architecture. The parsing architecture uses a state-of-the-art statisti-
cal parser and reranker trained on the Penn Treebank to produce context-free
phrase structure trees, and an annotation algorithm to automatically anno-
tate these trees into LFG f-structures. We describe the pre-processing steps
which were taken to accommodate the differences between thePenn Tree-
bank and the BNC. Some of the issues encountered in applying the parsing
architecture on such a large scale are discussed. The process of annotating a
gold standard set of 1,000 parse trees is described. We present evaluation re-
sults obtained by evaluating the c-structures produced by the statistical parser
against the c-structure gold standard. We also present the results obtained by
evaluating the f-structures produced by the annotation algorithm against an
automatically constructed f-structure gold standard. Thec-structures achieve
an f-score of 83.7% and the f-structures an f-score of 91.2%.

1 Introduction

We describe a parsing experiment involving the British National Corpus (BNC)
(Burnard, 2000) and a treebank-based parsing architecture for Lexical-Functional
Grammar (LFG) (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982) that reuses a lexicalised, history-
based, generative, probabilistic parser (Charniak, 2000), a discriminative reranker
(Charniak and Johnson, 2005) and an f-structure annotation algorithm(Cahill et al.,
2002, 2004; Burke, 2006) in a pipeline process: the parser and reranker produce
c-structures from which f-structures are produced via the annotation algorithm.
We show how this technology can be scaled to parse the 100 million word BNC
into both c-structure and f-structure representations. We investigate the effect on
performance when moving from the domain upon which the LFG parsing resources
have been trained (financial newspaper text) to the more varied text of theBNC.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we describe the LFG pars-
ing architecture. In Section 3 we review related work. Section 4 provides abrief
introduction to the BNC. The f-structures constructed in our pipeline processing
architecture can only be as good as the c-structures produced by the parsers in the
first phase of our parsing architecture. Section 5 presents the c-structure parsing
experiments, including BNC preprocessing, parsing issues, gold standard tree con-
struction and evaluation against the gold standard trees. Section 6 presents the
f-structure annotation experiments including coverage, the automatic construction
of an f-structure gold standard and evaluation against the f-structure gold standard.
Section 7 summarises and outlines ongoing and future research.

†We are grateful to IRCSET (basic research grant SC/02/298 and postdoctoral fellowship
P/04/232) and Science Foundation Ireland (04/IN/I527) for funding thisresearch. We wish to ac-
knowledge the SFI/HEA Irish Centre for High-End Computing for the provision of computational
facilities and support. We would like to thank Aoife Cahill and Gzregorz Chrupała for their help.
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2 Treebank-Based LFG Parsing

Left−Right
Context Rules

Catch−All
and Clean−Up

LDD
Coordination

Rules

Figure 1: F-Structure Annotation Algorithm Modules

Cahill et al. (2002, 2004) present an LFG f-structure annotation algorithm that
annotates Penn-II-style treebank trees (Marcus et al., 1994) with f-structure infor-
mation (equations), from which a constraint solver can produce an f-structure. The
algorithm is modular with four components (Figure 1) taking Penn-II trees asinput
and automatically adding LFG f-structure equations to each node in the tree. The
annotation algorithm is described at length in Burke (2006). Here we will bebrief.
First, head finding rules are used to head-lexicalise the treebank trees. This parti-
tions the daughters in local subtrees of depth one into a left context, followed by
the head, followed by a right context. Left-right annotation matrices state generali-
sations over nodes occurring in these contexts: e.g.DETnodes in the left context of
local subtrees rooted in anNP receive the LFG f-structure annotation↑ SPEC:DET

= ↓. Heads are annotated↑=↓. The leftmost sisterNP to a V head rooted in aVP
is annotated↑ OBJ = ↓ etc. In order to keep annotation matrices perspicuous and
concise, coordination is treated by a separate component. A Catch-All andClean-
Up component corrects overgeneralisations of the previous modules andprovides
default annotations for nodes which did not receive an annotation. TheLDD com-
ponent translates traces and coindexation representing long-distance dependencies
in Penn-II treebank trees into reentrancies in f-structure. Lexical information is
provided automatically in terms of macros associated with Penn-II part-of-speech
(POS) tags.

Penn−II
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f−Structure
Annotation
Algorithm
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f−Structure
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Trees
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f−Structures

Figure 2: Treebank-based LFG Parsing: Parsing Architectures

Cahill et al. (2002, 2004) provide two parsing architectures exploiting thef-
structure annotation algorithm: in thepipelinearchitecture a probabilistic context-
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free grammar (PCFG) or a lexicalised history-based Markov grammar (Collins,
1999; Charniak, 2000) is extracted from the Penn-II treebank (WSJ sections 02-
21), new text is parsed into trees, these trees are passed to the f-structure annotation
algorithm and f-structures are produced. In theintegratedarchitecture, the Penn-II
treebank is first annotated with f-structure equations using the f-structure annota-
tion algorithm and an annotated PCFG (an A-PCFG) is extracted (from WSJ sec-
tions 02-21). An A-PCFG carries f-structure equations associated with CFG cate-
gories in the rules. The A-PCFG is used to parse new text into trees with f-structure
annotations from which f-structures are produced. The two parsing architectures
are shown in Figure 2.

Because c-structure parser output in general does not produce traces and coin-
dexation in parse trees to represent long distance dependencies, in bothparsing ar-
chitectures long distance dependencies are resolved at the level of f-structure using
finite approximations of LFG functional uncertainty equations and subcategorisa-
tion frames automatically learned from the f-structure annotated Penn-II treebank
(Cahill et al., 2004; O’Donovan et al., 2004). In this paper, the pipeline parsing
architecture is employed with Charniak and Johnson’s reranking parser(Charniak
and Johnson, 2005) to parse the BNC.

3 Related Work

In the field of information extraction, there have been attempts to obtain predicate-
argument structures from the output of statistical parsers. Pasca and Harabagiu
(2001) use head finding rules to “read off” binary dependencies from the output of
Collins’ parser (Collins, 1999) to help analyse questions into corresponding answer
types in a high-performance QA system. Surdeanu et al. (2003) present a Propbank
(Kingsbury et al., 2002) trained role labeling system to label the output of Collins’
parser for use in an information extraction system. These systems do not resolve
long distance dependencies, although Surdeanu et al. (2003) integratean anaphora
resolution component into their IE processing pipeline.

The LFG annotation algorithm takes as input a c-structure and produces an
f-structure from which dependency relationships between words can be obtained.
Thus, it is related to the constituent-to-dependency conversion methods used to pre-
pare English training material for dependency parsing (Yamada and Matsumoto,
2003; Johansson and Nugues, 2007). The dependencies produced by the conver-
sion method of Yamada and Matsumoto (2003), which is based on the head-finding
rules of Collins (1999), do not attempt to capture long-distance dependencies. They
are handled by the conversion method of Johansson and Nugues (2007).

Deep linguistic grammars have been automatically acquired from treebanks
for Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) (Pollard and Sag,1994) and
Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) (Steedman, 2000). Hockenmaier and
Steedman (2002) and Clark and Curran (2004) show how wide-coverage proba-
bilistic CCGs can be extracted from the Penn-II treebank and how these resources
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can be used in a number of probabilistic parsing models, resolving long-distance
dependencies. Their CCG-based parsing system has been used to analyse the one
billion word Gigaword corpus (Curran et al., 2007). Miyao and Tsujii (2002, 2004)
show how wide-coverage, HPSG resources can be acquired from thePenn-II tree-
bank and how the feature forest model can be used for efficient parsing and param-
eter estimation. The HPSG resources resolve long distance dependencies. Miyao
et al. (2006) show how these resources can be adapted to the medical domain.

To our knowledge, we are the first to parse the BNC in its entiretyand to
evaluate the parsing on a hand-annotated subset. Briscoe and Carroll (2002) report
that almost all of the written section of the BNC (90 million words, see Section 4)
has been parsed using the RASP parser, which combines a hand-crafted grammar
with a probabilistic parse selection model. Baldwin et al. (2004) describe how
the Lingo ERG (Copestake and Flickinger, 2000), a hand-crafted HPSGEnglish
grammar, was tested by using it to parse BNC sentences. The aim of their work
was not to parse the BNC but to test the grammar’s coverage using corpusdata,
and only a small subsection of the written section of the BNC was parsed.

4 British National Corpus

The BNC is a one hundred million word corpus of written and spoken English from
a variety of sources. It is a balanced corpus and is designed to be a representative
sample of British English from the late twentieth century. Written text comprises
90% of the BNC: 75% of this is non-fiction. The written text is taken from news-
papers, published and unpublished letters, school and university essays, academic
journals and novels. The spoken component of the BNC consists of transcriptions
of spontaneous unscripted dialogue with participants of various ages, regions and
social classes, and transcriptions of more formal speech, e.g. business meetings,
speeches or radio shows. The BNC is automatically tagged for part-of-speech us-
ing the CLAWS4 tagger (Garside et al., 1987), with an estimated tagging accuracy
of 97.5%.1 A two million word subset has been manually tagged using a richer
tagset. It is encoded in SGML, with metadata expressed at the document (e.g.
document source, genre, id) and sentence (e.g. sentence id) level.

5 C-Structure Parsing

In this section we describe how the BNC was parsed using Charniak and Johnson’s
two-stagereranking parser (Charniak and Johnson, 2005). The first stage of the
parser is a generative, history-based, lexicalised parser (Charniak, 2000) which out-
puts a list ofn-best parse trees. The second stage is a discriminative reranker which
re-orders then-best list produced by the first stage parser. This parser achieves a

1This figure was obtained fromhttp://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/docs/bnc2error.htm .
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labelled Parseval f-score of 91.3% on Section 23 of the Wall Street Journal corpus,
and 85.2% on the Brown corpus standard test set (McClosky et al., 2006b).

Section 5.1 details the preprocessing steps which were applied to the BNC
sentences to facilitate parsing. Section 5.2 discusses some of the issues involved in
actually parsing the BNC sentences, Section 5.3 describes how a gold standard set
of 1,000 parse trees was constructed, and, finally, Section 5.4 presentsthe results
of evaluating the parses produced by the parser against the gold standard trees.

5.1 Preprocessing Steps

“Cleaning is a low-level, unglamorous task, yet crucial: The better
it is done, the better the outcomes. All further layers of linguistic
processing depend on the cleaniness of the data.”
(Kilgarriff, 2007, p.149)

In our approach we use a Penn-II American English trained parser to parse British
English as represented by the BNC. In order to achieve optimal results, wecarry
out a number of preprocessing steps to adapt BNC coding conventions towhat is
expected by a Penn-II trained parser. This includes SGML entities, softhyphens,
quotes, currency symbols and spelling differences between American and British
English. Adaptations carried out to more closely match the Penn Treebank (PTB)
encoding conventions can be expected to improve the parse results because the
number of unknown tokens for the parser is reduced. This section describes the
preprocessing steps we applied to the BNC in order to obtain cleaner input for the
c-structure parsing described in Section 5.2.

5.1.1 Extraction of Sentences

In the original BNC, the start but not the end of each sentence is marked.Usually,
the end of a sentence is indicated by the start of the next sentence or the end of the
document. Very occasionally (eighteen cases), other tags such as paragraph mark-
ers were used to detect the end of a sentence. While processing the BNC SGML
files, various tags were exploited to annotate the sentences with additional infor-
mation, for example whether they belong to headers, list items, spoken utterances,
poems, etc. A tag that needs special attention is the<gap> tag. It marks omis-
sions due to anonymisation and replaces various material including formulae and
figures. To facilitate parsing, we automatically re-inserted text for gaps according
to Table 1. The gap substitutions are recorded and are recoverable. Intotal, 51,827
gap substitutions were performed in 38,452 sentences (0.617 %).

5.1.2 UTF-8 Encoding of SGML Entities

The BNC uses a large number of SGML entities to represent special characters,
symbols, fractions, etc. A mapping to UTF-8 was manually created based on the
description in the filebncents.dtd included in the BNC distribution and Unicode
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Gap Description Substitution String
last or full name Jon1234es
list of names Jon1234es , Smi1234th and Mur1234phy
date 29/12/1970
list of dates 29/12/1970 , 30/12/1970 and 31/12/1970
list of countries Germ1234any , Ire1234land and Spa1234in
address 11234 Sun1234set Avenue
name and addressMur1234phy , 11234 Sun1234set Avenue
telephone number 0123/4561234
number 1231234
formula 1231234

Table 1: Gap substitutions: 1234 is replaced by a random number drawn from an
exponential distribution.

character code charts2 and other web resources. UTF-8 is not used in the PTB
which only contains ASCII characters. Nevertheless, the conversion isuseful as it
also affects ASCII characters that are represented by an SGML entity inthe BNC,
for example, the dollar sign. For other characters, UTF-8 serves more as an in-
termediate format that allows us to keep as much information as possible and at
the same time to visualise the intended symbols in normal text editors. 1,255,316
(20.156 %) BNC sentences contain UTF-8 characters. Quote and currency conver-
sions (see below) reduce this number to 45,828 sentences (0.736%).

5.1.3 Disambiguation of Soft Hyphens

Inspection of the frequency tables of special characters revealed that soft hyphens
occur in the BNC. They are supposed to mark hyphens inserted by pagination pro-
cesses at the end of a line. Often, they are also used to mark possible hyphenation
points.3 As the PTB does not contain soft hyphens at all, we decided to replace
them with the following simple strategy. We create three candidate substitutions
(deletion, space, normal hyphen) and vote based on the frequency ofthe respective
tokens and bigrams in the BNC. Manual evaluation of this strategy on 100 ran-
domly extracted instances showed 6 clear errors and 12 unclear cases.Only 4,190
BNC sentences (0.067%) contain soft hyphens.

5.1.4 Normalisation of Quotes

The PTB uses and the PTB-trained parsers expect sequences of two single left or
right quotes to represent left and right quotes. In most cases, distinctquotes in the

2http://www.unicode.org/charts/ accessed during 2005 and 2006
3The correct usage is controversial – compare for instance the Wikipedia article on hyphens and

the detailed discussion on the web-pagehttp://www.cs.tut.fi/˜jkorpela/shy.html
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BNC can be easily converted to PTB-style. However, some sections of the BNC
use neutral quotes. Very rarely, single quotes are used as well. In order to achieve
optimal results, a more elaborate conversion is necessary. We disambiguateneutral
quotes by replacing them with alternating left and right quotes. Existing unam-
biguous quotes are respected, so that a neutral quote after a left quotebecomes a
right quote. Single quotes are not changed as there would be a high risk of ac-
cidently damaging apostrophes. The total number of BNC sentences containing
ambiguous neutral double quotes is 68,020 (1.092%).

5.1.5 Currency and Other Normalisations

The PTB uses individual tokens for currency and number, for exampleUS$ 2,000,
while the BNC amalgamates them into a single token. Furthermore, the pound
sign is the dominant currency symbol in the BNC while the PTB does not provide
(much) training data for it.4 Therefore, we map pound, yen and euro symbols to
the dollar sign and, in a second step, insert a token boundary after eachdollar sign
to separate a possibly attached amount. The currency symbols are restored after
parsing. A total of 69,459 BNC sentences (1.115%) contain currency symbols.

Additionally, dashes are replaced by PTB-style sequences of minus signs. Hor-
izontal ellipsis is replaced by three full stops. Many fractions are represented by
single entities in the BNC, and consequently mapped to single characters in Uni-
code (if possible), e.g. frac23 and U+2154 for two-thirds. The common fractions
1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 are re-written with normal numbers and a forward slash. Prime
and double prime are encoded as single and double (neutral) quotes. Themultipli-
cation sign is replaced by ‘x’. The bullet and micro signs that are quite frequent in
the BNC are not replaced because we could not find suitable examples in thePTB.

5.1.6 Translation to American English

The varcon package (http://wordlist.sf.net ) was used to translate the BNC
to American English. According to the source code and vocabulary file, thevarcon
translation process is only a matter of different spelling and words substitutions.
Word order and tokenisation are not changed. If required, the original British En-
glish tokens can be written into the leaf nodes of parse trees. The varcon tool has
been modified to not change “For” to “Four” because this substitution wouldalso
apply to the preposition “for” at the start of a sentence or in headings. The total
number of BNC sentences that are changed by varcon is 333,745 (5.359%).

4Recently, we found out that the pound sign is represented by the # sign in the PTB, seehttp://
www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/docs/treebank2/cl93.html . Still, a substitution with the dollar
sign can be justified by the larger amount of instances that provide more reliable statistics for the
parser.
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5.2 Parsing the BNC sentences

5.2.1 N-Best Parsing and Reranking

To carry out the BNC c-structure parsing, we used Charniak and Johnson’s rerank-
ing parser (Charniak and Johnson, 2005) taken off the shelf from theJune 2006
package.5 We implemented a wrapper that supervises the parsing process because
the earlier August 2005 version we used during development sometimes aborts
parsing, leaving some sentences unparsed, or fails to terminate. The order of sen-
tences is randomised to spread the effect of bugs evenly over the corpus and to
make the duration of each task-farming package more similar (see Section 5.2.2)

The parsing and reranking phases were carried out separately. Charniak’s
parser allows for an ID string to be present in the<s> tag, but this string can-
not contain any whitespace. Therefore, the SGML attribute-value list expressing
the annotation was encoded with underscores instead of spaces and restored after
parsing. The first-stage parser was instructed to respect the input tokenization and
to output the 50-best parse trees. Of the 6,228,111 BNC input sentences, 6,218,384
(99.844%) were parsed successfully. After parsing, we applied the reranker to the
output of the first stage. The reranker succeeded in reranking all sentences that had
been parsed by the first-stage parser.

5.2.2 Time and Space Requirements

Parsing the preprocessed BNC is not a trivial task as it would require several
months of computation time on a single PC and substantial disk space for the
results. We decided to avail ourselves of a high-end computing facility to carry
out this task. On 31 CPUs (AMD Opteron 250, 2.4 GHz single core), parsing the
6,228,111 sentences took 79.5 hours walltime, i.e. roughly 2,500 CPU hours or
1.425 seconds per sentence. x Table 2 shows the parsing time for 50-best parsing
(and also for 2-best parsing that we considered initially), this time on a 2.8 GHz
Pentium 4 and with an older version of the parser. There is a huge variance in
parsing time and (unsurprisingly) sentence length is an important factor. Because
of this, the observed parsing speed may not translate well to other corpora. The
re-ranking process is faster than the parsing process – sentences were re-ranked at
the rate of 0.15 seconds per sentence.

The space required for the output of parsing tends to get big compared tothe
raw sentences, especially for n-best parsing. However, the output can be com-
pressed with very high compression ratios as the set of categories is small and
n-best parses are similar to each other. We measured a compression ratio of 27.5
for GZip and 38.0 for BZip2 on the 8,000 sentences used in Table 2 for time mea-
surements. The actual size of the 50-best parses including our SGML markup is
3.4 GB after compression with BZip2.

5reranking-parserJune06.tar with SHA1 832e63ce87196d5d0e54b6414020d1c786217936 down-
loaded fromftp://ftp.cs.brown.edu/pub/nlparser/
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Length n = 2 n = 50 Increase 2→ 50
00–04 0.407 0.414 1.72%
05–09 0.687 0.696 1.31%
10–14 1.153 1.169 1.39%
15–19 1.914 1.946 1.67%
20–24 2.559 2.577 0.70%
25–29 3.594 3.630 1.00%
30–34 4.683 4.664 -0.41%
35–39 6.116 6.139 0.38%

Table 2: Parsing time for n-best parsing in seconds per sentence, measured with
1,000 random BNC sentences in each length range

5.3 Constructing BNC Gold StandardC-Structures

A gold standard set of 1,000 BNC sentences was constructed by one annotator who
manually corrected the output of the first stage parser of Charniak and Johnson’s
reranking parser. The sentences included in the gold standard were chosen at ran-
dom from the BNC, subject to the condition that they contain a token which occurs
as a verb in the BNC but not in the training sections of the WSJ section of the PTB.
A decision was made to select sentences for the gold standard set which differ from
the sentences in the WSJ training sections, and one way of finding different sen-
tences is to focus on verbs which are not attested in the WSJ Sections 2-21.The
gold standard sentences serve a dual purpose: as a set of test sentences (and it is in
this role that they are being used in the research described here) and asa potential
set of training sentences (for future research). Because they contain verbs which
do not occur in the parser’s training set, they are likely to represent a hard test for
WSJ-trained parsers.

The following steps were carried out to obtain the gold standard sentences:

1. Using the BNC tag set, a list of all verbs occurring in the BNC was generated.
A frequency count was associated with each verb.

2. All verbs in the BNC verb list were converted to their root form, duplicates
were merged and frequency counts adjusted.6

3. The BNC verb root forms were converted to American English using the
varcon tool (see Section 5.1.6).

4. Using the PTB tag set, a list of all verbs occurring in Sections 2-21 of the
WSJ corpus was generated.

5. All verbs in the WSJ verb list were converted to their root form, and dupli-
cates merged.

6Lemmatisation was carried out using the Xerox XLE xfst tool (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1996).
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LP LR F-Score %100 Match

All Sentences 83.8 83.7 83.7 25.2
Less than 41 words 86.4 86.2 86.3 30.3

Table 3: BNC C-Structure Evaluation: Labelled Parseval

6. A list of all verb root forms in the BNC verb root form list which are not
in the WSJ verb root form list was compiled (BNC-WSJ). This resulted in
25,874 root forms. Of these, 537 occurred more than one hundred times
within the BNC, and 14,787 occurred only once.7

7. 1,000 forms were selected from the BNC-WSJ verb root form list, respecting
the frequency of the verb forms so that root forms which occur frequently
within the BNC were favoured over root forms occurring only once.

8. For each of the 1,000 verb roots, a sentence containing a conjugated form of
this token was randomly selected from the BNC.

The PTB bracketing guidelines (Bies et al., 1995) and the PTB itself were used
as references by the BNC annotator. Functional tags and traces were not annotated.
The annotator noticed that the PTB parse trees sometimes violate the PTB anno-
tator guidelines, and in these cases, the annotator chose the analysis set out in the
guidelines. An example is the noun phrasealmost certain deathwhich occurred in
a sentence in the BNC gold standard. According to Bies et al. (1995, p.179), this
should be analysed as(NP (ADJP almost certain) death), but a search for the word
almostin the PTB yielded a similar example (in WSJ Section 9, 0946.prd)almost
unimaginable speed, which was parsed as(NP almost unimaginable speed). The
BNC annotator analysed the phrasealmost certain deathas(NP (ADJP almost cer-
tain) death), according to the guidelines. If a structure was encountered which was
not mentioned in the PTB bracketing guidelines and no example of which could be
found in the PTB, the annotator decided how it should be analysed and documented
this decision. An example is the phraseday in day outwhich was analysed as a flat
adverbial phrase. It took approximately sixty hours to construct the goldstandard.

5.4 C-Structure Evaluation

Table 3 shows the results of evaluating the parses produced by Charniakand John-
son’s parser against the gold standard parses described in Section 5.3using the
Parseval labelled precison/recall measures (Black et al., 1991). The results were
calculated using theevalbsoftware and thenew.prmparameter file, which are dis-
tributed with the parser. The precision figure represents the number of correct
constituents divided by the total number of constituents produced by the parser.

7The most frequently occurring verb lemma in the BNC which does not appear (as a verb) in
WSJ2-21 ismutter, which occurs 1,871 times.
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LP LR F-Score %100 Match

All Sentences 85.5 85.4 85.4 27.9
Less than 41 words 88.2 88.0 88.1 33.5

Table 4: BNC C-Structure Evaluation: Unlabelled Parseval

Constituent Type Precision Recall F-Score

NP 86.8 88.4 87.6
VP 81.6 81.8 81.7
S 80.0 81.8 80.9
PP 80.2 82.1 81.1
SBAR 75.8 77.6 76.7
ADVP 80.3 77.4 78.8
ADJP 67.2 69.5 68.3
WHNP 91.9 96.8 94.3
PRT 61.4 84.3 71.1
WHADVP 97.3 95.5 96.4

Table 5: BNC C-Structure Evaluation: 10 Most Frequent Constituents

The recall figure represents the number of correct constituents divided by the total
number of constituents in the gold standard set. The f-score is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall. A constituent in a test parse tree is considered to be cor-
rect if it spans the same sequence of words and has the same label as a constituent
in the corresponding gold standard parse tree. Unlabelled precision/recall figures
are shown in Table 4: these figures reflect a more relaxed notion of correctness,
whereby a constituent in a test parse is considered correct if a constituent spanning
the same sequence of words in the corresponding gold tree can be found, regardless
of whether the labels on both constituents match. Tables 3 and 4 both also contain
the percentage of sentences which achieve an f-score of 100%.

The results in Tables 3 and 4 show that Charniak and Johnson’s parserper-
forms quite well on BNC data with a labelled f-score of 83.7%, considering that
it achieves an f-score of 91.3% on Section 23 of the Wall Street Journalcorpus
and 85.2% on the Brown Corpus (McClosky et al., 2006a). This is quite encour-
aging because the BNC sentences represent a different domain to the Wall Street
Journal and the sentences in the gold standard contain verbs which do not occur
as verbs in the parser’s training data. The quality of the c-structure treesmeans
that the f-structures which are generated from them are more likely to be reliable:
previous research (Judge et al., 2006) has shown that, given good CFG trees, the
f-structure annotation algorithm can produce good f-structures. Table5 shows the
labelled precision and recall figures for the ten most frequent constituents in the
BNC test set (in descending order of their frequency). Among the frequently oc-
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curring constituents,ADJP, SBAR, ADVPandPRT are the categories with the most
room for improvement for Charniak and Johnson’s parser. The parser performs
well on NPandWHconstituents.

6 F-Structure Annotation

In Section 6.1 we describe how the LFG Annotation Algorithm (see Section 2) was
applied to the BNC c-structures produced by Charniak and Johnson’s reranking
parser (see Section 5) to yield BNC f-structures. In Section 6.2 we describe how
the BNC f-structures were evaluated, we present evaluation results and, in an error
analysis, discuss some low-scoring examples.

6.1 Annotation Process

The same high-end computing facility which was used to perform the first stage of
the c-structure parsing (see Section 5.2.2) was employed to apply the annotation
algorithm to the c-structures. The output of the reranking parser is a list of 50
parse trees, and the highest ranked of these is passed as input to the annotation
algorithm. The annotation is faster than the c-structure parsing, with an annotation
rate of approximately 16 sentences per second. The annotation algorithm fails for
just one sentence:

And , and , you know , they ’ve got paid youth officer ’s working in
Harlow , now they are , there are , they ’re over they ’re over stretched
it ’s true and , but we , I mean what were doing here is actually supple-
menting there service and were not meeting all , we would n’t of erm
meeting all the demands , but the important thing I think is that were
continuing to erm , you know , were trying to do something about it ,
and one of the things that were trying to do as officer ’s in the Local
Government Unit is work with Leisure Services and get them to put
more resources into doing things for young people .(BNC D95.477)

6.2 F-Structure Evaluation

6.2.1 F-Structure Evaluation Procedure

In order to evaluate the f-structures generated by the annotation algorithm,it is
necessary to have a set of reference or gold standard f-structures. Unfortunately,
due to time constraints, we do not have a hand-corrected set of gold standard
f-structures. Instead we followed the established procedure (Hockenmaier and
Steedman, 2002; Miyao and Tsujii, 2004) of automatically constructing a reference
set of f-structures by applying the annotation algorithm to the manually corrected
gold standard c-structures (see Section 5.3). We then evaluate the f-structures pro-
duced by applying the annotation algorithm to the c-structure parser outputagainst
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Attribute Precision Recall F-Score WSJ

OVERALL 91.1 91.4 91.2 94.3
PRED-ONLY 86.5 86.1 86.3 91.1

Table 6: BNC F-Structure Evaluation

the reference f-structures by computing precision and recall on the f-structures as
sets of term descriptions (following Crouch et al. (2002)).

6.2.2 F-Structure Evaluation Results

Attribute Precision Recall F-Score WSJ

adjunct 83.3 83.6 83.4 89
num 96.6 97.3 96.9 97
pers 97.2 97.9 97.5 98
obj 90.1 90.4 90.2 94
subj 89.6 87.4 88.5 93
tense 97.4 96.3 96.8 95
det 96.5 96.4 96.4 98
pron form 98.5 99.0 98.7 99
coord 84.0 82.1 83.0 89
xcomp 87.7 85.6 86.6 91

Table 7: BNC F-Structure Evaluation: Ten Most Frequent Attributes

The f-structure evaluation results for the 1,000 BNC test sentences are shown
in Table 6. Evaluated in this way, the BNC sentences receive an f-score of 91.2%.
When attributes with atomic values (e.g.num, tense andpers ) are omitted, the
f-score goes down to 86.3%. The fourth column in Table 6 shows the resultsof per-
forming the same evaluation on Section 23 of the WSJ. The annotation algorithm
is applied to Section 23 gold standard parse trees (stripped of functional tags and
traces) and the resulting f-structures are compared to those produced by applying
the annotation algorithm to Charniak and Johnson parser output.

Table 7 shows the individual evaluation results for the ten most frequently oc-
curring attributes, and Table 8 for the remaining less frequent pred-onlyattributes.
Again, the WSJ Section 23 results are shown for comparison. It is clear from Ta-
ble 7 that atomic-valued attributes such astense , num andpers attributes suffer
little when moving from the WSJ to the BNC domain, unlike the arguably more
important attributes ofsubj , adjunct , obj andxcomp. Table 8 shows that there
is significant room for improvement for the attributesrelmod , topicrel , comp,
quant , app , obj2 andtopic .
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Attribute Precision Recall F-Score WSJ

poss 95.7 94.7 95.2 96
comp 72.6 73.7 73.1 87
topicrel 77.3 79.8 78.5 88
relmod 64.5 69.6 67.0 80
quant 87.6 82.7 85.1 95
obl 69.0 61.9 65.3 71
obl ag 91.5 91.5 91.5 96
app 42.9 43.8 43.3 86
obj2 47.1 55.8 51.1 71
topic 50.0 75.0 60.0 87
focus 100.0 75.0 85.7 59
obl2 50.0 33.3 40.0 22

Table 8: BNC F-Structure Evaluation: Other Pred-Only Attributes

6.2.3 Two Low-Scoring Examples

Consider the BNC examples (1) and (2):

(1) They’ve been digging coal in small private mines in the area for centuries
(BNC K1J.1996)

(2) Grey-haired, stooping, shabbily dressed(BNC GVT.0268)

The top part of Figure 3 shows the gold standard parse tree and Charniak and
Johnson parser output tree for example (1). Notice that the parser hasincorrectly
taggeddiggingas a noun and has incorrectly adjoined the prepositional phrasefor
centuriesto the nounarea. The dependency triples in Figure 3 show how mistakes
in c-structure are propagated to f-structure. The mistagging ofdigging leads to
the misanalysis ofcoal as a verb. The identification offor as an adjunct ofarea
is a straightforward consequence of the c-structure mistake. Notice also that the
“gold” f-structure in Figure 3 is not completely accurate: it incorrectly analyses
the sentence as being passive. This is a consequence of theunsupervisedcreation
of the reference f-structure set. Figure 4 shows the reference and test c-structures
and f-structures for example (2). This example shows again that mistakes at the
c-structure level are propagated to the f-structure level, and that mistakes can be
introduced by the annotation algorithm, resulting in less than perfect reference f-
structures.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have described in some detail how Lexical-Functional Grammar
c-structures and f-structures were extracted from the one-hundredmillion word
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Gold
(S (NP They) (VP ’ve (VP been (VP (VBG digging) (NP coal) (PP in (NP (NP small
private mines) (PP in (NP the area)))) (PP for (NP centuries))))))
Test
(S (NP They) (VP ’ve (VP been (VP(NN digging) (NP coal) (PP in (NP (NP small
private mines) (PP in(NP (NP the area) (PP for (NP centuries))))))))))

Gold Test
adjunct(dig,in) adjunct(coal,in)

subj(dig,pro) subj(coal,pro)
subj(be,pro ) subj(be,pro)

adjunct(mine,in) adjunct(mine,in)
passive(be,+) passive(be,+)

obj(in,area) adjunct(area,for)
tense(be,past) tense(be,past)

adjunct(dig,for) num(digging,sg)
obj(dig,coal) pers(digging,3)
xcomp(be,dig) xcomp(be,coal)

participle(dig,pres) obj(coal,digging)

Figure 3: Gold and Test C-Structures and F-Structures for Example (1)

British National Corpus using a treebank-based parsing architecture. Two steps
were involved in this process: the first step was the parsing of the sentences into
context-free trees or LFG c-structure; the second step was the annotation of these
trees to produce LFG f-structures, from which semantic dependencies can be ex-
tracted. A thorough description of the preprocessing required to parsea cor-
pus as large as the BNC was provided. This paper also described a c-structure
gold standard for the BNC, presented Parseval results for Charniak and John-
son’s reranking parser on this gold standard, and provided an evaluation of the f-
structures against an automatically generated set of gold standard f-structures. The
c-structures achieve an f-score of 83.7% and the f-structures an f-score of 91.2%.
Our research demonstrates that it is feasible to provide a reasonably accurate LFG
analysis of a very large body of sentences in a robust, non-labour-intensive way.

Our next goal is to investigate to what extent parsing accuracy can be improved
by performing self-training experiments. We have already begun work onthis:
following McClosky et al. (2006a), we have re-trained Charniak and Johnson’s
first-stage parser on BNC parse trees produced by the two-stage reranking parser,
and have obtained a statistically significant f-score increase of 1.7% (Foster et al.,
2007). When the annotation algorithm is applied to the output of this self-trained
parser, accuracy goes up from 91.2% to 91.7%. We aim to build on these small
improvements by applying more sophisticated domain adaptation methods.

The f-structure annotation algorithm is sensitive to the presence of Penn-II
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Gold
(FRAG (ADJP (ADJP Grey-haired), (ADJP stooping), (ADJP (ADVP shabbily)
dressed)))
Test
(FRAG(ADJP Grey-haired , stooping) , (VP (ADVP shabbily) dressed))

Gold Test
tense(dress,past) tense(dress,past)

adjunct(dress,shabbily) adjunct(dress,shabbily)
adjunct(dress,grey-haired) adjunct(stooping,grey-haired)
adjunct(dress,stooping)

participle(stooping,pres)

Figure 4: Gold and Test C-Structures and F-Structures for Example (2)

functional tags and will use such information to assign f-structure functional equa-
tions, backing off to simpler categorical and configurational information if func-
tional tags are not present. Here we use the annotation algorithm on raw parser
output trees with no functional tags. In the future we aim to apply a post-parsing
Penn-II functional tag labeller, e.g. Chrupała et al. (2007), to raw parser output
prior to the application of the annotation algorithm. Other aims include the manual
correction of our reference f-structures so that more confidence can be placed in
the f-structure evaluation results and the application of our pipeline parsingarchi-
tecture to the BNC using other c-structure parsers, e.g. Bikel (2004).
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Abstract
I consider preposition-determiner contractions in various European languages
and offer a uniform approach using optimality-theoretic Lexical-Functional
Grammar with lexical sharing. Lexical sharing allows a preposition and a
determiner to share a contraction, which is a single word; this predicts that
contractions are disallowed if anything intervenes between the preposition
and determiner. Constraints on the syntactic relationship between the prepo-
sition and determiner are handled with the mechanisms of Lexical-Functional
Grammar. Optimality-theoretic constraints predict when contractions are re-
quired in place of independent prepositions and determiners and when they
are not. I suggest that this combination of mechanisms may be useful in
tackling phenomena beyond preposition-determiner contractions.

1 The problem
Various European languages exhibit preposition-determiner (P-D) contractions, in
which a P and a D appear to coalesce, with idiosyncratic changes in shape. For
instance, in the Italian paradigm in (1), mutations of P include con→ co, di→de,
and in→ ne; changes to D include il→ l and gemination of initial l. The German
forms in (2) show elision of dV from D, feeding the loss of P-final n before m.

(1) ‘the’ il lo l’ i gli la le
a ‘to’ al allo all’ ai agli alla alle
con ‘with’ col collo coll’ coi cogli colla colle
da ‘from’ dal dallo dall’ dai dagli dalla dalle
di ‘of’ del dello dell’ dei degli della delle
in ‘in’ nel nello nell’ nei negli nella nelle
su ‘on’ sul sullo sull’ sui sugli sulla sulle

(2) ‘the’ das dem der
an ‘at’ ans am
auf ‘on, onto’ aufs
bei ‘at, with’ beim
für ‘for’ fürs
in ‘in, into’ ins im
von ‘from, of’ vom
zu ‘to’ zum zur

Beyond the obvious morphological issues, P-D contractions pose significant
challenges for syntax. I take the position that there is enough commonality among
P-D contraction phenomena across languages to warrant a uniform syntactic analy-
sis with minor variants. I focus on three issues that such an approach must address.

1.1 Adjacency
Riemsdijk (1998:651–667) argues that P-D contractions arise where a P and a D
may occur side-by-side, as illustrated by the Italian data in (3). In (3a), the P-D
contraction nel ‘in the’ occupies the same position as the P-D sequence per il ‘for
the.’ Italian nominal syntax places the quantifier tutto ‘all’ between P and D, as in
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(3b). When tutto is present, the P-D contraction nel becomes impossible, as (3c)
and (3d) show. The Greek data in (4) display the same pattern.

(3) a. nel gruppo∼per il gruppo ‘in / for the group’
b. in tutto il gruppo∼per tutto il gruppo ‘in / for all the group’
c. *nel tutto gruppo
d. *tutto nel gruppo

(4) a. sta pedhiá∼ghia ta pedhiá ‘to / for the children’
b. se ola ta pedhiá∼ghia ola ta pedhiá ‘to / for all the children’
c. *sta ola pedhiá
d. *ola sta pedhiá (Riemsdijk 1998:664 and C. Condoravdi, p.c.)

For German, Riemsdijk appeals to the idiom in (5a). Note that the uninflected
adverb gut ‘well’ cannot occur between das ‘the’ and Drittel ‘third.’ Adding
auf ‘on’ to this idiom yields (5b), where gut separates P and D. As a result, the P-D
contraction aufs ‘on the’ is impossible, as shown in (5c) and (5d). The adjacency
condition on P-D contraction seems quite general and thus must be captured.

(5) a. gut das Drittel (*das gut Drittel) ‘a little more than one third’
b. auf gut das Drittel ‘on a little more than one third’
c. *aufs gut Drittel
d. *gut aufs Drittel (Riemsdijk 1998:663)

1.2 Syntactic relationships between P and D
At times P-D contractions arise in contexts where P and D are not in the ‘canonical’
syntactic relationship, in which D is head of P’s object. German exhibits contrasts
according to the relationship between P and D. In (6), where D resides in an adjunct
of the object of P, the P-D contraction vom ‘of the’ is unacceptable. In contrast,
given a colloquial dative possessor, as in (7a), the P-D contraction vom may be used
as in (7b); P takes the whole possessed phrase as its object (note that it governs the
dative case of seinem ‘his’), and D lies in the object’s possessor. A grammar must
distinguish the acceptable syntactic relationships between P and D.

(6) a. von
of

[[dem
the

König
king

treu
faithfully

ergebenen]
devoted

Dienern]
servants

‘of servants faithfully devoted to the King’
b. *vom König treu ergebenen Dienern

(7) a. [[dem
the

Bürgermeister]
mayor

sein
his

Gehalt]
salary

‘the mayor’s salary’
b. vom Bürgermeister seinem Gehalt (Riemsdijk 1998:655, 658)

1.3 When to use P-D contractions
Some languages allow P-D contractions and P-D sequences as stylistic alternates,
e.g. in German, ins Kino∼ in das Kino ‘to the cinema.’ Other languages favor P-D
contractions over independent P and D, e.g. in Italian, nel gruppo∼ *in il gruppo
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‘in the group,’ and in Greek, sta pedhiá∼ *se ta pedhiá ‘to the children’ (Riems-
dijk 1998:664). However, languages that demand P-D contractions still allow ‘con-
tractible’ P and D to occur separately in some circumstances. For instance, in in
tutto il gruppo ‘in all the group’ and se ola ta pedhiá ‘to all the children’ P and
D may occur independently, due to the intervention of a quantifier. A theory must
be able to account for various intricacies concerning when P-D contractions are
obligatory, optional, or disallowed.

1.4 Toward a solution
I address the above issues using optimality-theoretic Lexical-Functional Grammar
(OT-LFG, Bresnan 2000) with lexical sharing (Wescoat 2002). In §2, I show that
the adjacency facts follow from lexical sharing. I observe in §3 that LFG offers
a means of regulating the syntactic relationships between P and D with functional
constraints. In §4, I discuss how OT constraints provide insights into the issue
of when to use P-D contractions. I conclude in §5 with observations about other
phenomena where a similar combination of mechanisms prove useful.

2 Lexical sharing and adjacency
2.1 An empirical starting point
To grasp lexical sharing, it is useful to begin with the P-D contractions of French,
shown in (8). Two definite articles lack corresponding P-D contractions, giving rise
to the paradigms in (9a) and (9b), where the contractions au, aux, du, and des are
juxtaposed with the P-D sequences à la, à l’, de la, and de l’. Other prepositional
paradigms have only separate P and D, as in (9c). To achieve uniformity within and
across the paradigms in (9), one might assume that all of the highlighted expres-
sions comprise sequences of P and D. Along these lines, pedagogical grammars
traditionally relate au, aux, du, and des to pairings of free P and D; Lancelot and
Arnauld describe such forms as “a contraction of the particles de and à. . . with the
plural les and the singular le” (1969 [1660]:53), and Condillac asserts that “de le
changes into du. . . As for de les, it is always transformed into des, à le into au,
à les into aux” (1986 [1775]:219). I take these observations as motivation for the
working hypothesis that au, aux, du, and des involve sequences of P and D.

(8) ‘the’ le [l@] la [la] l’ [l] les [le(z)]1

à [a] ‘to’ au [o] — — aux [o(z)]
de [d@] ‘of’ du [dy] — — des [de(z)]

(9) a. au garçon
à la fille
à l’enfant
aux enfants

b. du garçon
de la fille
de l’enfant
des enfants

c. pour le garçon
pour la fille
pour l’enfant
pour les enfants

‘to / of / for the boy’
‘to / of / for the girl’
‘to / of / for the child’
‘to / of / for the children’

1Le, la, and l’ are singular; les is plural. Le is masculine, and la feminine; l’ and les are gender-
neutral. Le and la occur before consonant-initial words, and l’ before vowel-initial ones.
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I next focus on the smallest P-D contraction, au ‘to the,’ comprising the single
segment /o/. Hockett remarks: “since /o/ is a single phoneme, it is hardly possible
to make a cut and produce two morphs” (1947:333); i.e. discrete parts correspond-
ing to P and D are lacking. In a generativist vein, one might attempt to derive
au /o/ from à le /a l@/; however, there is no independent motivation for positing
synchronic processes capable of effecting this mapping. Indeed, any such deriva-
tion would need to be constrained so as not to apply to complementizer-pronoun
sequences in infinitivals, e.g. à le faire∼ *au faire ‘to do it.’ The only plausible
relationship between au /o/ and à le /a l@/ is a historical one, mediated by the fol-
lowing processes (Pope 1934:154, 190, 323–325), which are no longer productive:

Enclisis: Toward the beginning of the Old French period (mid ninth to early
fourteenth century) unstressed masculine or neuter pronouns and articles
preceded by a vowel-final word and followed by a consonant-initial word
encliticize to the preceding word. E.g. a l@ mur >al myr , ‘to the wall.’ By
the end of the Old French period, most such enclitics are lost.

Vocalization: By the early part of the twelfth century, preconsonantal l either
is lost or vocalizes to w. E.g. al myr > aw myr .

Leveling: By the latter part of seventeenth century, diphthongs are leveled to
an intermediate vowel. E.g. aw myr > o myr .

From a lexicalist perspective, since au is properly regarded as a synchroni-
cally irreducible unit, it must be recorded in the lexicon. Having hypothesized
earlier that au is associated with both P and D, I may now appear to be on the lip
of a paradox, since a lexical item is traditionally linked to one syntactic category
(Chomsky 1965:84). However, I have argued (Wescoat 2002) that some phenom-
ena are best analyzed by assuming that lexical items may indeed be associated with
multiple categories; these include noun incorporation in Hindi along with auxiliary
contractions and pronominal determiners (see §5) in English. This leads to an un-
conventional notion about the relationship between words and constituency.

Two native relations among constituents are containment (e.g. a PP contains a
P and a DP) and precedence (e.g. within a PP, the P precedes the DP). Consider
now the relation between P and a word like à ‘to.’ It seems unnatural to say that P
‘contains’ à; rather this is a different type of relation, which Chametzky (1996:5)
calls instantiation (e.g. à instantiates P). On this view, P contains nothing; a con-
stituent that contains no other constituent may be described as atomic. I assume
that each atomic constituent is instantiated by a word, which may be described as
that constituent’s lexical exponent; moreover, I assume that all words instantiate
atomic constituents. Though explicit discussion of the matter is somewhat rare
(see Chametzky 1996:5 and references therein, as well as Bresnan 2001:92), the
majority of linguists seem to work under the tacit assumption that the instantiation
relation is one-to-one. However, Gruber (1976) challenges this notion, portraying
instantiation as one-to-many; thus, a word may instantiate more than one atomic
constituent, or, equivalently, multiple atomic constituents may ‘share’ the same
word as their lexical exponent. Thus, I call this state of affairs ‘lexical sharing.’
This view readily accommodates my two ‘paradoxical’ hypotheses; au is a lexical
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item specified as instantiating both a P and a D.
I hypothesize that all the P-D contractions considered here involve lexical shar-

ing; i.e. they originate in the lexicon as forms instantiating both a P and a D. Even
though most P-D contractions are longer than au and arguably morphologically
complex, they typically exhibit indications of a lexical source. For instance, the
various morphophonological idiosyncrasies mentioned in connection with the Ital-
ian and German paradigms in (1) and (2) constitute such an indication. As for the
instantiation of both a P and a D, one may adduce distributional arguments, since
all P-D contractions of which I am aware exhibit some form of alternation with in-
dependent P and D. Facts about P-D contractions and coordination in §2.3 provide
further evidence of the instantiation of both a P and a D.

2.2 A formal model of lexical sharing
The fundamental architecture of LFG, which posits parallel structures related by
structural correspondences (Kaplan 1995), provides the basis for a formal model
of lexical sharing.

It is simplest to set the stage with an example involving no lexical sharing, like
à la fille ‘to the girl,’ and approach the new proposal in steps, taking the conven-
tional c(onstituent)-structure in (10a) as a starting point. In Kaplan’s formulation, a
c-structure comprises a set of nodes N, labeled with syntactic categories or words,
and related by a mother function M : N→N and a precedence relation <⊆N×N.
I propose to sever the nodes labeled with words from the c-structure, and to put
those words into a separate representation called l(exical)-structure, as in (10b).
Note that the nodes in c-structure are now labeled exclusively with syntactic cate-
gories. An l-structure, like 〈à, la,fille〉, consists of a linearly ordered set of words
W.2 Next one may identify the c-structure nodes that model atomic constituents;
these are the members of the set of terminals T, comprising all non–mother nodes
(T = N – ranM, where ranM is the range of M). For instance, in (10b), T consists
of the daughterless nodes labeled P, D and N. Now, to model the relation between
atomic constituents and their lexical exponents, one may introduce a structural cor-
respondence in the form of the lexical exponent mapping λ : T→W, illustrated in
(10c). To model the fact that all atomic constituents are instantiated by words and
that all words instantiate atomic constituents, the function λ is total and onto; i.e.
its domain is all of T, and its range is all of W. In the interest of transparency, (10c)
follows a familiar mode of graphic representation for structural correspondences
in LFG; parallel structures are side-by-side, and the correspondence mapping is
rendered with curving lateral arrows. However, (10c) having served its purpose, I
propose to adopt instead the more vertical format in (10d); elements of l-structure
are spread out, without punctuation, below c-structure, and λ is rendered with de-
scending arrows. The advantage of this scheme will become apparent.

2In fact, I assume that the ‘words’ in W are abstract elements which are ‘labeled’ with word-
forms. Thus, for 〈à, la,fille〉, W might contain w1,w2,w3, labeled à, la, and fille, respectively,
and ordered w1 < w2 < w3. The distinction between such ‘abstract’ words and their labels allows
l-structures in which the same word-form occurs multiple times, as in 〈the,dog,chased, the, cat〉.
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(10) a. PP
!!

P

à

aa
DP
��

D

la

HH
NP

N

fille
c.

〈à, la,fille〉

PP
!!

P
aa

DP
��

D
HH

NP

N
λ : T→W

o o o

b.

〈à, la,fille〉

PP
!!

P
aa

DP
��

D
HH

NP

N

l-structure

c-strucure

d. PP
!!

P
aa

DP
��

D
HH

NP

N
?
à

?
la

?
fille

The task of representing lexical sharing is now straightforward. The mapping λ

may be one-to-one, as in (10d), or it may just as easily map two or more terminals
into a single word, as in (11), where the P-D contraction au ‘to the’ is the shared
lexical exponent of P and D, and garçon ‘boy’ instantiates N.

(11) PP
���

P
PPP

DP
��

D
HH

NP

N

C
C
C
C
CCW

�
�
��

au
?

garçon

More must be said about ordering. For instance, nothing stated so far would
prevent a monstrosity like (12), which appears to suggest that I slept may be an-
alyzed as having verb-subject order in c-structure. Clearly there should be some
consistency in ordering between c- and l-structure. This may be achieved with the
introduction of the order preservation axiom: For all n1 and n2 in T, if λ (n1) pre-
cedes λ (n2), then n1 precedes n2. Let n1 and n2 be the nodes in (12) labeled D and
V, respectively; λ (n1) precedes λ (n2), yet n1 does not precede n2, in violation of the
order preservation axiom. Thus, (12) lies outside of the space of possibilities coun-
tenanced by the theory advanced here, so I have labeled the figure ‘Ill-formed!’
Since both T and W are linearly ordered, and since an order-preserving mapping
such as λ between linearly ordered sets is technically a homomorphism, I call the
sort of ill-formedness found in (12) a homomorphism violation. One may now see
the advantage of the vertical format introduced in (10d); it ensures that homomor-
phism violations are always rendered visually conspicuous by crossing arrows.
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(12) S
��

VP

V

HH
DP

D
XXXz

slept
���9

I

Ill-formed!

The homomorphic character of λ leads to the homomorphic lexical integrity
theorem: Only sequences of adjacent terminals may share a lexical exponent.3

The utility of this theorem may be seen in a class of empirical predictions that
I call intermediate constituent suppression effects: If two atomic constituents, X
and Z, share a lexical exponent, then any constituent Y which the grammar would
normally constrain to occur between X and Z will be blocked. A case in point is
the adjacency condition on P-D contraction discussed in section 1.1. French allows
[PP à [QP tout [DP le personnel]]] ‘to all the personnel,’ in which the Q tout ‘all’ is
constrained by the grammar to fall between P and D. If, however, P and D share the
P-D contraction au ‘to the’ as their lexical exponent, the presence of Q between P
and D leads to a homomorphism violation, as indicated by the crossing arrows in
(13a) and (13b). In other words, a Q intermediate between P and D would violate
the homomorphic lexical integrity of the P-D contraction, so it is suppressed. Thus,
P-D contractions are predicted to be possible only for adjacent P and D; moreover,
this is an automatic consequence of the lexical-sharing analysis proposed here.

(13) a. PP
���

P
XXX

QP
!!

Q
aa

DP
��

D
QQ
NP

N
? ?

tout

��
�����

au
?

personnel

Ill-formed! b. PP
���

P
XXX

QP
!!

Q
aa

DP
��

D
QQ
NP

N

A
A
A
A
A
A
AAU











�

tout






�

au
?

personnel

Ill-formed!

For a grammatical formalism, I employ a context-free grammar, as in (14a), to
describe c-structure and a lexicon comprising lexical-exponence rules, as in (14b),
to describe λ . A lexical-exponence rule w←X1 · · ·Xn (note the leftward arrow)
permits λ to map n adjacent terminals labeled from left to right X1, . . . ,Xn into w.

(14) a. PP→P {QP|DP}
QP→Q DP
DP→D NP
NP→N

b. à←P la←D
au←P D le←D
fille←N personnel←N
garçon←N tout←Q

3Proof: Let n1,n2,n3 be terminals ordered n1 < n2 < n3. Suppose the nonadjacent nodes n1 and
n3 share w1 as lexical exponent, while the intermediate node n2 has a distinct lexical exponent w2.
Either w1 precedes w2, or vice versa; given the order preservation axiom, this contradictorily implies
that n2 should follow both n1 and n3 in the former case, and that it should precede both in the latter.
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2.3 P-D contractions and coordination
Given a lexical-sharing analysis of P-D contractions, it is not surprising to find
data like (15). A contraction is shared by a P and a D, with D heading the left-hand
conjunct of a DP coordination, and with P taking scope over the entire coordinate
structure, as depicted in (16). Lexical sharing permits the contractions to be treated
as words, without necessitating any contortions of c-structure.

(15) a. [L]e fruit du travail revient au travailleur et sa famille. [Ve]
‘The fruits of labor go to the worker and his family.’

b. [C]eux qui sont les plus informés quant aux médicaments et leurs ef-
fets. . . sont parmi les moins observants d’une thérapeutique prescrite. [Br]
‘Those who are best informed with regard to [the] medicines and their
effects are among the least heedful of a prescribed therapy.’4

c. [N]ous avons. . . employé tous les moyens qui pouvaient nous procurer le
plus grand ordre. . . pour le retour du roi et sa famille. [Ba]
‘We did everything possible to secure the utmost order for the return of the
king and his family.’

d. La possession et la manipulation des germes microbiens et leurs dérivés,
quelqu’en soit le but, sont strictement réglementées. . . [Fa]
‘The possession and manipulation of [the] pathogenic germs and their
derivatives, for whatever purpose, is strictly regulated.’

(16) PP
(((((

P

hhhhh
DP
(((((

DP
��

D
HH

NP

N

Conj

hhhhh
DP
��

D
HH

NP

N

C
C
C
C
C
C
CCW

�
�
��

au
?

travailleur
?

et
?

sa
?

famille

The analysis in (16) also applies to the Italian data in (17), where definite arti-
cles fill the position occupied by possessive pronouns in (15).

(17) a. Il problema «linguaggio e società» include questioni più particolari come
quelle relative alla storia della lingua e la storia del popolo, . . . , alla
lingua e la nazione, e al linguaggio e la cultura, alle lingue letterarie
nazionali e i dialetti, alla normatività delle lingue e la cultura del dis-
corso ecc. [Fo]
‘The problem of “language and society” includes more particular issues
like those relating to the history of the language and the history of the
people, to [the] language and the nation, and to [the] language and [the]
culture, to [the] national literary languages and [the] dialects, to the

4Articles usually omitted from English translations are included in brackets to aid comparison.
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prescriptivism of standard languages and the culture of speech, etc.’
b. La giovane evoca l’unione lontana del padre e la madre. [Gu]

‘The girl evokes the distant union of the father and the mother.’
c. Il riformismo. . . riconosce le ingiustizie del crescente divario tra le con-

dizioni della vita nella campagna e la città. . . [Mo]
‘Reformism recognizes the injustices of the growing gap between living
conditions in the country and the city.’

The pattern seen in (17) also arises in Catalan (A. Alsina, p.c.), Portuguese
(Riemsdijk 1998:657n.), and Spanish (G.A. Broadwell, p.c.); compare (17b) with
del pare i la mare (C), do pai e a mãe (P), and del padre y la madre (S) ‘of the
father and the mother.’ Riemsdijk (1998:657) discusses similar German data.

Italian also allows coordinations like (18a) and (18b), pace Napoli and Nevis
(1987:200). These too are readily analyzable in the lexical-sharing approach to P-D
contractions, as shown in (19a) and (19b), respectively; (19b) exhibits right node
raising, represented following the proposals of Maxwell and Manning (1996).

(18) a. [I]l poeta li immagina sotto o sulla terra. . . [Sc]
‘The poet imagines them [= hell and purgatory] below or on the earth.’

b. Piante galleggianti sulla o sotto la superfice dell’acqua. . . [Ma]
‘plants floating on [the] or below the surface of the water’

(19) a. PP
!!!

P
���

P Conj
HHH

P

aaa
DP
��

D
@@
NP

?
sotto

?
o

SSw ��/
sulla

@@��
terra

b. PP
      

PP-x
����

PP-x
��

P
@@
DP-y

D

Conj

PPPP
PP-x
��

P
@@
DP-y

D

`````̀
x-PP

y-DP

NP
B
B
BBN ��

sulla
?
o

?
sotto

?
la

l
l
l
ll

,
,

,
,,

superfice dell’acqua

Citing (20a), Abeillé et al. (2003) report that the pattern ‘contraction NP “and”
article NP’ in (17) is not generally acceptable in French. However, au roi et la
reine ‘to the king and the queen,’ in (20b), is well attested as a frozen form, pre-
sumably left over from a time when constructions like (20c) were in use (ca. 1283).

(20) a. *J’ai parlé au père et la mère. (Abeillé et al. 2003:142)
‘I spoke to the father and the mother.’

b. [L]a nouvelle en vint jusqu’au roi et la reine. [Vo]
‘News of it traveled all the way to the king and the queen.’

c. . . . en la maniere que les ventes des bois et les prevostés et les fermes
ont esté acoustumees a baillier autrefois. . . [Be]
‘in the manner in which it was customary to administer sales of [the]
woods and [the] provostships and [the] farms in the past’
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The analysis of Abeillé et al., anticipated in its broad outlines by Meigret (1888
[1550]:161–165), treats French P-D contractions as simple prepositions governing
anarthrous objects. Associating determiners with NP, Abeillé et al. consider the
determinerless objects to be instances of N′. They attribute the unacceptability of
(20a) to coordination of unlike categories, [N′ père] et [NP la mère] ‘father and the
mother.’ However, the analysis relying on anarthrous objects runs into difficulties,
since it predicts that the acceptable PP in (15a), au travailleur et sa famille ‘to the
worker and his family’ should be no better than (20a), given that the object in (15a)
would be the conjunction [N′ travailleur] et [NP sa famille] ‘worker and his family.’

The simplest explanation of the range of data seen here is that all the languages
considered employ lexical sharing for their P-D contractions. This accounts for
the pattern ‘contraction NP “and” article NP’ in Old French and other languages,
as well as the pattern ‘contraction NP “and” possessive NP’ in Modern French,
illustrated in (15), (17), and (20c). What remains to explain is the unacceptability
of (20a); I return to this matter in §4.3, where I suggest that French has reranked a
constraint, in the OT sense, giving rise to this pattern.

3 LFG and the syntactic relationship between P and D
3.1 LFG with lexical sharing and the statement of a functional constraint
Lexical sharing may be incorporated into LFG in three steps, which establish the
relationship between l-structure and f (unctional)-structure, LFG’s representation
of grammatical functions. (a) The structural correspondence ϕ , originally envi-
sioned as relating c-structure to f-structure (Kaplan 1995), is extended to include
elements of l-structure in its domain; thus, ϕ : N∪W → F is a mapping from
nodes and words to members of the set F of f-structures. (b) For convenience, one
may define the metavariable ⇓ as an abbreviation for ϕ(λ (∗)) ‘the f-structure of
the lexical exponent of the current node [= ∗].’ (c) Finally, the right-hand sides of
lexical-exponence rules are furnished with functional annotations, as in (21).

(21) a. vom ← P
(↓ PRED) = ‘OF〈(↓ OBJ)〉’

(↓ OBJ CASE) = DAT
⇓ = ↓

D
(↓ SPEC) = ‘THE’

(↓ GEND) =/ F
(↓ NUM) =c SG

(↓ CASE) =c DAT
(⇓ OBJ AF*) =c ↓

c. von ← P
(↓ PRED) = ‘OF〈(↓ OBJ)〉’

(↓ OBJ CASE) = DAT
⇓ = ↓

b. dem ← D
(↓ SPEC) = ‘THE’

(↓ GEND) =/ F
(↓ NUM) =c SG

(↓ CASE) =c DAT
⇓ = ↓

d. König ← N
(↓ PRED) = ‘KING’

(↓ GEND) = M
(↓ NUM) = SG
⇓ = ↓

Seen in (22) are c-, l-, and f-structures for the German vom König ‘of the
king.’ (Von dem König, with independent P and D, would have the same c- and
f-structures, except that the annotation ⇓ = ↓ would replace (⇓ OBJ AF*) =c ↓ in
c-structure.) The annotations ↑ = ↓ and (↑ OBJ) = ↓ are due to universal principles
(Bresnan 2001:103); the rest are provided by lexical-exponence rules in (21).
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(22) PP f 1(((((
↑ = ↓

(↓ PRED) = ‘OF〈(↓ OBJ)〉’
(↓ OBJ CASE) = DAT

⇓ = ↓
P f 1

hhhhh
(↑ OBJ) = ↓

DP f 2    
↑ = ↓

(↓ SPEC) = ‘THE’
(↓ GEND) =/ F

(↓ NUM) =c SG
(↓ CASE) =c DAT
(⇓ OBJ AF*) =c ↓

D f 2

```̀
↑ = ↓
NP f 2

↑ = ↓
(↓ PRED) = ‘KING’

(↓ GEND) = M
(↓ NUM) = SG
⇓ = ↓

N f 2

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
BBN

�
�
�

vom f 1

?
König f 2

f 1


PRED ‘OF〈 f 2〉’

OBJ f 2


SPEC ‘THE’
PRED ‘KING’
GEND M

NUM SG





Recall from §1.2 that the felicity of German P-D contractions depends on the
syntactic relationship between P and D. In (23a), vom ‘of the’ is blocked because D
lies in an adjunct of P’s object. Vom is acceptable, though, when D begins a dative
possessor of P’s object, as in (23b). Since recursion of possessors is allowed, as in
(23c), P and D stand in a long-distance dependency, which may be regulated using
functional uncertainty (Kaplan and Zaenen 1995). In (21a), the annotation ⇓ = ↓ on
P says that the f-structures of P and vom are the same; it follows that an annotation
on D can refer to P’s f-structure by referring to the f-structure of vom with ⇓.
Thus, the constraint (⇓ OBJ AF*) =c ↓ on D in (21a) requires that D’s f-structure
be reachable from P’s f-structure via a path of attributes conforming to the pattern
OBJ AF*, i.e. an OBJ followed by zero or more argument functions, which exclude
ADJUNCT (Bresnan 2001:97). The usual analysis of modifiers would assign to
(23a) an f-structure along the lines of (24), where P’s f-structure would be f 1, and
D’s would be f 3. Note that f 3 is reachable from f 1 only via the path OBJ ADJUNCT

OBL, which does not conform to the pattern OBJ AF*. Thus, (24) violates the
above constraint, so (23a) is ruled out. Since possessors may express arguments,
comparable violations would not arise in the cases of (23b) and (23c).

(23) a. *vom
of [[[the

König
king]

treu
faithfully

ergebenen
devoted]

Dienern
servants]5

[= (6b)]

[of servants faithfully devoted to the King]
b. vom

of [[the
Bürgermeister
mayor]

seinem
his

Gehalt
salary]

[= (7b)]

‘of the mayor’s salary’
c. vom

of [[[[the
Hans
Hans]

seiner
his

Mutter
mother]

ihrem
her

Freund
friend]

seinem
his

Geld
money]

‘of Hans’s mother’s friend’s money’ (Riemsdijk 1998:659)

5Since vom straddles phrase boundaries, I have bracketed the gloss as a proxy for the German.
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(24)

f 1



PRED ‘OF〈 f 2〉’

OBJ f 2



PRED ‘SERVANT’

ADJUNCT




PRED ‘DEVOTED-TO〈 f 3〉’

ADJUNCT

{[
PRED ‘FAITHFULLY’

]}
OBL f 3

[
SPEC ‘THE’
PRED ‘KING’

]







3.2 Dative possessors and problems for some alternative views
Some analyses of P-D contractions founder on examples with dative possessors.
In one such approach, Hinrichs (1986) treats contractions as simple prepositions
inflected for definiteness, gender, number, and case; he assumes such prepositions
select an N′ object onto which those features are copied. However, inclusion of a
possessor is generally assumed to be incompatible with N′ status. Moreover, when
the possessor’s gender differs from that of the object which contains it, as in (25),
the inflected P agrees with the possessor, even though one would expect the P’s
features to be copied onto the object, not onto one of its subconstituents.6 In con-
trast, the agreement pattern in (25) is unsurprising if P-D contractions instantiate
both a P and a D. As shown in (21a), P governs only the CASE of its OBJ(ect),
leaving D to regulate its own GEND(er), NUM(ber), and CASE; if D comes to head
a possessor, then the overarching object may have different features.7

(25) a. zurfem

to the
Prinzessinfem

princess
ihremneut

her
Palaisneut

palace
‘to the princess’s palace’

b. amneut

on the
Autoneut

car
seinerfem

its
Stoßstangefem

fender
‘on the car’s fender’ (Riemsdijk 1998:658)

I next consider movement-based theories, which assume the Y-model, where
derivation begins with overt syntax and branches into computations of Logical
Form (LF) and Phonetic Form (PF). Computation of LF after the LF/PF branching
is covert, so audible contraction must be in one of the other components.

Riemsdijk (1998:651–667) ascribes P-D contraction to D-to-P Raising in overt
syntax. However, this seems to clash with the Minimalist notion that movement
“takes place only when forced (Last Resort),” being “driven by morphological
considerations: the requirement that some feature F must be checked” (Chomsky
1995:235, 262). It is counterintuitive to treat optional P-D contraction in German
as an operation of ‘Last Resort.’ More problematic is the fact that, in languages
like French, Greek, or Italian, P-D contraction is generally obligatory but can be
blocked by an intervening quantifier, in which case P and D occur separately; for

6One informant rejects differing genders for possessor and possessum; others do not.
7The overarching object must, however, share the possessor’s dative case (Riemsdijk 1998:659n.).
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instance, recall the Italian in tutto il gruppo ‘in all the group’ from (3b). If the pur-
pose of D-to-P Raising is to facilitate feature checking, then failure to move should
prevent the relevant feature from getting checked and thereby cause the derivation
to ‘crash.’ The fact that P and D survive on their own when not adjacent challenges
the idea that their feature-checking needs cannot be satisfied without movement,
leaving one to wonder how Raising could be ‘forced’ when P and D are side-by-
side. Thus, theory-internal issues cast doubt on an analysis in overt syntax.

The remaining component is the computation of PF after the LF/PF branching,
which Embick and Noyer (2001) call Morphology. This is, they claim, where trees
acquire ‘left-to-right’ ordering via linearization. Operations in Morphology conse-
quently fall into two types: Lowering precedes linearization, so it is sensitive only
to hierarchical relations; Local Dislocation follows linearization and operates on
the basis of linear adjacency. Focusing on French, Embick (2006) notes that either
operation could be responsible for P-D contraction. However, neither shows much
promise of handling the corresponding German data. Embick’s preferred analysis
uses Lowering, “the process which adjoins a head to the head of its complement”
(2006:16), to merge P with D. However, Lowering fails to account for all the data;
it cannot adjoin P to the D of a dative possessor, as in (23b) and (23c), since that
D is not the head of P’s complement. The remaining operation, Local Dislocation,
merges adjacent X0 elements. Hence, it would adjoin P to an adjacent D, and in
the case of (23b) and (23c), the D in question would be that of the possessor. How-
ever, Local Dislocation would also incorrectly adjoin P to the adjacent D in (23a),
even though the D in question lies inside of an adjunct. “Local Dislocation . . . is
sensitive to relations of adjacency and precedence between constituents” (Embick
and Noyer 2001:564), and as far as adjacency and precedence are concerned, there
is nothing to distinguish the ungrammatical (23a) from the grammatical (23b) and
(23c). To capture the data in (23), one must simultaneously enforce adjacency
while retaining the ability to regulate the syntactic relationship between P and D,
as in the analysis employing LFG with lexical sharing. By associating sensitivity
to adjacency and sensitivity to hierarchical syntactic relationships with different
stages of derivation, Embick’s (2006) approach seems to deny itself the necessary
combination of tools for these data.

4 OT and when to use P-D contractions
4.1 OT and obligatory P-D contractions
OT assumes two components, GEN(eration) and EVAL(uation); GEN enumerates a
set of potential outputs called candidates, and EVAL selects the optimal candidate
as final output. EVAL compares candidates with respect to a hierarchy of violable
constraints. One candidate is more harmonic than another, if for some constraint
the former incurs fewer violations than the latter, while for all higher-ranking con-
straints the two candidates incur equal numbers of violations. The optimal candi-
date is more harmonic than any other. In OT-LFG, Bresnan (2000) offers a version
of OT where GEN is an LFG; I assume this LFG uses lexical sharing, as in §3.1.
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Obligatory P-D contraction, as in the French au garçon∼*à le garçon ‘to the
boy,’ appears to be a form of Poser blocking, where a single lexical item is chosen
over an equivalent multi-word construction (Poser 1992). Here I speculate about
how Poser blocking might be treated as a constraint in the EVAL component of
an OT-LFG. As an OT constraint, Poser blocking penalizes failures to exploit op-
portunities to effect economies of expression at the word level. Instances of Poser
blocking often seem to reflect language-particular idiosyncrasies incompatible with
the notion of OT constraints as universals. However, I suggest that this is because
the universal constraint is fed by interword relationships that are particular to the
lexicon of each language.

Clearly, a lexical treatment of P-D contractions must acknowledge the relation
between these forms and independent Ps and Ds. Compare the lexical-exponence
rule in (26a) for the French P-D contraction au ‘to the’ with the rules for à ‘to’ in
(26b) and le ‘the’ in (26c). The commonalities in syntactic categories and func-
tional specifications must be captured by some form of redundancy rules; hence,
the lexicon must contain a representation of the relevant interword relations. Here
I am concerned not so much with the redundancy rules as with the existence of
relations between lexically shared words like au and ‘unshared’ words like à and
le; as a shorthand, I write à, le∼au to indicate that such a relation is present.

(26) a. au ← P
(↓ PRED) = ‘TO〈(↓ OBJ)〉’

⇓ = ↓

D
(↓ SPEC) = ‘THE’
(↓ GEND) =c M
(↓ NUM) =c SG

b. à ← P
(↓ PRED) = ‘TO〈(↓ OBJ)〉’

⇓ = ↓

c. le ← D
(↓ SPEC) = ‘THE’
(↓ GEND) =c M
(↓ NUM) =c SG
⇓ = ↓

One application of Poser blocking (I assume there are others, some not involv-
ing lexical sharing) is fed by the lexical relation w1,w2∼w3. In this instance, Poser
blocking applies to sequences of terminals, n1 and n2, with syntactic categories
such that they could be instantiated either separately by w1 and w2 or jointly by
w3. Empirically, it seems that the categories of n1 and n2 must be the most restric-
tive ones capable of accommodating the relevant lexical exponents; for the cases
examined here, I assume the categories of preposition and definite article. Poser
blocking penalizes failure to exploit the relation w1,w2∼w3 to achieve economy
of expression. Such a failure may take two forms, either ignoring w3 and using
w1 and w2 to instantiate n1 and n2, or using w3 in such a way that no economy is
achieved, i.e. by making w3 the lexical exponent of one but not both of n1 and n2.
Thus, given à, le∼au, one subcase of Poser blocking for French is (27).

(27) For each sequence of terminals n1, a preposition, and n2, a definite article,
count a violation if
a. n1 and n2 are separately instantiated by à and le, or
b. either n1 or n2 is instantiated by au, but not both.
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Poser blocking readily predicts simple cases of obligatory P-D contractions.
The LFG that enumerates candidates in GEN produces not only (28a), with lexical
sharing, but also (28b) with independent P and D. In EVAL, however, (28b) violates
Poser blocking—specifically, the subcase in (27a). Since (28a) incurs no violation
of Poser blocking, or PBLK, it is the more harmonic candidate, as (28c) shows.

(28) a. PP
!!

P
aa

DP
��

D
QQ
NP

B
B
BN ��+
au

HH��
garçon

b. PP
!!

P
aa

DP
��

D
HH

NP
?
à

?
le

HH��
garçon

c. PBLK

+ au garçon
à le garçon *!

There are two ways to explain why usually barred combinations such as à ‘to’
and le ‘the’ arise in expressions like à tout le personnel ‘to all the personnel.’ First,
Poser blocking applies to sequences of terminals, so the Q between P and D renders
the constraint inapplicable. Second, the LFG in GEN cannot produce a candidate
with a P-D contraction in this instance, as discussed in §2.2, so the structure with
separate P and D is the only candidate, and by default the most harmonic.

4.2 Optionality
Recall that in German, P-D contractions are optional: ins Kino∼ in das Kino ‘to
the cinema.’ This state of affairs can be modeled in stochastic OT, which would
allow PBLK to stand in a reversible ranking with respect to a conflicting constraint,
leading to variable outputs (Bresnan et al. 2001).

I speculate that the constraint that conflicts with PBLK is one which penalizes
lexical sharing. At least in the languages considered here, most words instantiate
a single atomic constituent; thus, λ tends toward being one-to-one. A one-to-one
mapping between the linearly ordered sets T and W would be not just a homo-
morphism but an isomorphism. The tendency toward isomorphism can be captured
with a constraint, say ISO, which is violated whenever lexical sharing arises.

In stochastic OT, a constraint’s rank is a value on the continuous scale of real
numbers. Upon evaluation, noise in the form a random value drawn from a nor-
mal distribution is added to each rank to produce an effective rank; the resulting
effective ranks determine an evaluation-particular ordering of constraints. Shown
in (29) is an artificial example of a scale, with bell curves representing the nor-
mal distributions of the effective ranks of PBLK and ISO. If two constraints have
overlapping normal distributions, as in (29), the relative ordering of their effec-
tive ranks may vary from one evaluation to another. For instance, one evaluation
may give PBLK and ISO effective ranks of 88.1 and 82.4, respectively, in which
case PBLK >> ISO follows, as in (30a), or the relevant values may be 84.0 and 85.7,
respectively, yielding ISO >> PBLK, as in (30b). Thus, if German has a ranking
like (29), P-D contractions are predicted to be optional. For languages where P-D
contractions are obligatory, PBLK outranks ISO by a greater interval, leaving no
overlap between the respective ranges of their effective ranks.
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(29) PBLK ISO

strict lax90 88 86 84 82 80
� -

(30) a. PBLK ISO

in das Kino *!
+ ins Kino *

b. ISO PBLK

+ in das Kino *
ins Kino *!

4.3 Coordination and across-the-board effects
I next return to the issue of Modern French P-D contractions and coordination, left
unresolved in §2.3. Abeillé et al. (2003) offer the facts in (31), which collectively
suggest that the Poser blocking effects discussed in this section apply across-the-
board (ATB) to coordinate structures. Recall that Poser blocking applies to ‘se-
quences’ of terminals. ATB application of the constraint amounts to this: If the
sequence overlaps the leading / trailing edge of a coordinate structure, then the por-
tion of the sequence that extends into the coordinate structure is projected onto the
beginning / end of each conjunct. All the PPs in (31) feature a P that takes scope
over coordinated DPs headed by definite articles, so each case involves two ‘se-
quences’ of terminals to which Poser blocking is applicable; one sequence is the P
and the D of the left-hand conjunct, while the other—the problematic sequence in
(31b) and (31c)—comprises the P and the D of the right-hand conjunct. In (31b),
the problematic sequence is instantiated by au ‘to the’ and la ‘the,’ violating Poser
blocking—specifically subcase (27b)—because au fails to instantiate both of the
relevant terminals. In (31c), the problematic sequence is instantiated by à ‘to’ and
le ‘the,’ again violating Poser blocking—subcase (27a). In the remaining exam-
ples in (31), Poser blocking is satisfied with respect to both conjuncts. Due to
the above violations, (31b) and (31c) are less harmonic than alternative candidates
with coordinated PPs, as indicated in (32a) and (32b), respectively.

(31) J’ai parlé. . . ‘I spoke. . .’ (Abeillé et al. 2003:142)
a. à la mère et la fille. ‘to the mother and the daughter.’
b. *au père et la mère. ‘to the father and the mother.’ [= (20a)]
c. *à la fille et le garçon. ‘to the girl and the boy.’
d. à la fille et l’autre garçon. ‘to the girl and the other boy.’

(32) a. PBLK

au père et la mère *!
+ au père et à la mère

b. PBLK

à la fille et le garçon *!
+ à la fille et au garçon

Recall from (15) that French allows analogs of (31b) with a possessive in place
of the definite article of the second conjunct, as in au travailleur et sa famille ‘to
the worker and his family.’ It appears that when Poser blocking is fed by a lexical
relation like à, le∼au, the effect of the constraint is limited to sequences of preposi-
tions and definite articles. As to why possessives in the latter position do not count,
I suspect that the lexicon contains some representation of paradigms like (8), cor-
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relating prepositions with definite articles, but omitting possessives and other cate-
gories, and I assume that Poser blocking constrains items figuring within the same
paradigm. A more precise proposal will have to await further investigation.

Spanish offers a useful contrast, since its inventory of P-D contractions, in (33),
partially parallels that of French. Despite the change from ‘to’ forms to ‘of’ forms,
(34a) and (34b) are analogs of (32b) and (32c), respectively. However, the Spanish
data are acceptable. This contrast follows from a difference in constraint ranking.

(33) ‘the’ el la los las8

a ‘to’ al — — —
de ‘of’ del — — —

[cf. (8)]

(34) a. [E]stos roles del padre y la madre no son exclusivos. . . [Bu]
‘These roles of the father and the mother are not exclusive.’

b. Yo quería actualizar estos arquetipos de la madre y el padre. [Vi]
‘I wanted to update these archetypes of the mother and the father.’

Consider a rendering of Bresnan’s (2001:91) principle of Economy of Expres-
sion as an OT constraint ‘avoid projections,’ symbolized *PROJ, which is violated
once for every non-X0 node. Note that a P with a conjoined object, as in (35a),
contains fewer XPs than does the equivalent conjunction of PPs, as in (35b). Thus,
given competing candidates exhibiting the structures in (35a) and (35b), *PROJ fa-
vors (35a) over (35b), all other things being equal, while ATB application of PBLK

sometimes picks (35b) over (35a), as has been seen in connection with (32). The
consistent ATB application of PBLK seen in the French data in (31) may be guaran-
teed by assuming that PBLK outranks *PROJ by enough of an interval to ensure that
the respective ranges of their effective ranks do not overlap, as suggested in (36a),
thus yielding the tableau in (37a). In contrast, if there is an overlap, as proposed
for Spanish in (36b), then depending on the evaluation, either PBLK >> *PROJ or
*PROJ >> PBLK may follow, giving the results in (37b) and (37c), respectively. On
those evaluations where the ranking *PROJ >> PBLK prevails, requiring the structure
in (35a), violations of PBLK involving the second conjunct may be unavoidable, but
nothing will prevent PBLK from being observed with respect to the initial conjunct.

(35) a. PP
   

P
``̀

DP
(((

DP Conj
hhh

DP

n non-X0s b. PP
(((

PP
��

P
PP
DP

Conj
hhh

PP
��

P
PP
DP

n + 1 non-X0s

(36) a. PBLK *PROJ

Frenchstrict lax
� -

b. PBLK *PROJ

Spanishstrict lax
� -

(37) a. French PBLK *PROJ

au père et la mère / à la fille et le garçon *! 6×*
+ au père et à la mère / à la fille et au garçon 7×*

8El and los are masculine; la and las are feminine. El and la are singular; los and las are plural.
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b. Spanish PBLK *PROJ

del padre y la madre / de la madre y el padre *! 6×*
+ del padre y de la madre / de la madre y del padre 7×*

c. Spanish *PROJ PBLK

+ del padre y la madre / de la madre y el padre 6×* *
del padre y de la madre / de la madre y del padre 7×*!

In §2.3, I observed that Modern French differs from other languages discussed
here. The available information suggests that Italian, Catalan, Portuguese, German,
and Old French are like Spanish in that the ranks of PBLK and *PROJ are close
enough to allow one or the other to prevail, depending on the evaluation. Modern
French seems to have distinguished itself from this group by increasing the interval
between the ranks of PBLK and *PROJ, so that the former is always dominant.

5 Conclusion
This study shows lexical sharing to be a useful basis for modeling P-D contractions
in various languages. The contractions are treated as single words, yet they are
linked to multiple elements of c-structure, yielding syntactic analyses confirmed
by coordination data readily found in published sources. Lexical sharing may be
incorporated into LFG, which provides effective tools for regulating the syntactic
relationship between the c-structure elements associated with P-D contractions. OT
extensions to LFG offer a means of predicting when P-D contractions are required,
while affording insights into subtle cross-linguistic differences. The picture that
emerges is one of a largely unified phenomenon with minor variations.

The proposal set out here employs a set of analytic tools that I believe may
be usefully applied to other phenomena. In this regard, consider ‘one(s)-deletion,’
discussed by Perlmutter (1970:236–237) and others, and illustrated in (38). Else-
where (Wescoat 2002) I treat mine and similar pronominal determiners as instances
of lexical sharing: mine←D N. This predicts incompatibility with simple adjec-
tives that fall between D and N as a case of intermediate constituent suppression.
For many speakers, my one gives way to mine in the absence of a modifier.9 This
is suggestive of Poser blocking, requiring a single word in place of a phrase.

(38) a. mine b. *my one c. my blue one d. *mine blue e. *blue mine

Another area that may benefit from similar analytic tools concerns Danish def-
initeness marking. A definite suffix, e.g. -et, is used, unless there is a prenominal
modifier, in which case an independent article is employed; see (39). If the definite
suffix triggers lexical sharing, yielding hus-et←D N ‘the house’ for example, then
incompatibility with prenominal modifiers is predicted as another instance of inter-
mediate constituent suppression. The fact that separate D and N like *det hus ‘the
house’ give way to suffixed forms like hus-et when prenominal modifiers are absent
has been analyzed as Poser blocking by Hankamer and Mikkelsen (2002).

9C. Allen (p.c.) informs me that some speakers allow expressions like my one.
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(39) a. huset
house-the

b. *det
the

hus
house

c. *store
big

huset
house-the

d. det
the

store
big

hus
house

(Sadock 1991:115)

In sum, the combination of tools arrayed here to analyze P-D contraction shows
promise of offering insights into various phenomena, including some that I lack
space to mention, and is consequently worthy of further investigation.
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